
Direzione Centrale Prestazioni a Sostegno del Reddito 
Direzione Centrale Sistemi Informativi e Tecnologici 

Roma, 22/12/2011

Circolare n. 161

Ai Dirigenti centrali e periferici 
Ai Responsabili delle Agenzie 
Ai Coordinatori generali, centrali e 
   periferici dei Rami professionali 
Al Coordinatore generale Medico legale e 
   Dirigenti Medici 

e, per conoscenza, 

Al Presidente 
Al Presidente e ai Componenti del Consiglio di
Indirizzo e Vigilanza 
Al Presidente e ai Componenti del Collegio dei
Sindaci 
Al Magistrato della Corte dei Conti delegato
all'esercizio del controllo 
Ai Presidenti dei Comitati amministratori 
   di fondi, gestioni e casse 
Al Presidente della Commissione centrale 
   per l'accertamento e la riscossione 
   dei contributi agricoli unificati 
Ai Presidenti dei Comitati regionali 
Ai Presidenti dei Comitati provinciali

Allegati n.12

OGGETTO: Regolamentazione comunitaria: nuovi regolamenti comunitari e
Paper SED della serie S (prestazioni di malattia e maternità), U
(prestazioni di disoccupazione), F (prestazioni familiari) e H
(orizzontali), sostitutivi dei formulari della serie E100, E300 ed E400.

SOMMARIO: Pubblicazione dei Paper SED della serie S, U e F, i nuovi formulari comunitari
che sostituiscono, nei Paesi cui si applicano i regolamenti n. 883/2004; n.
987/2009 e n. 988/2009, quelli della serie E100, E300 ed E400 attualmente
utilizzati in materia di prestazioni a sostegno del reddito e socio-assistenziali.
Vengono pubblicati anche i Paper SED della serie H (orizzontali) e, ad uso
degli operatori del settore, tabelle di correlazione e guide pratiche.

 



Premessa

 
Come noto, il 1° maggio 2010 sono entrati in vigore i nuovi regolamenti comunitari in materia
di sicurezza sociale, pubblicati sulla Gazzetta ufficiale dell’Unione europea L 284 del 30 ottobre
2009, ed in particolare:

il regolamento (CE) n. 987/2009 del Parlamento europeo e del Consiglio, del 16
settembre 2009, che stabilisce le modalità di applicazione del regolamento (CE) n.
883/2004 relativo al coordinamento dei sistemi di sicurezza sociale;
il regolamento (CE) n. 988/2009 del Parlamento europeo e del Consiglio, del 16
settembre 2009, che modifica il regolamento (CE) n. 883/2004 relativo al coordinamento
dei sistemi di sicurezza sociale.

 
Pertanto, l’Istituto ha pubblicato le seguenti disposizioni in materia di prestazioni a sostegno
del reddito e socio-assistenziali:
1) Circolare n. 82 del 1° luglio 2010. Regolamento (CE) n. 883 del 29 aprile 2004, pubblicato
sulla Gazzetta Ufficiale dell’Unione europea L 200 del 7 giugno 2004, come modificato dal
regolamento  (CE) n. 988 del 16 settembre 2009, e regolamento di applicazione (CE) n.987 del
16 settembre 2009, pubblicati sulla Gazzetta Ufficiale dell’Unione europea L 284 del 30 ottobre
2009, relativi al coordinamento dei sistemi nazionali di sicurezza sociale - disposizioni di
carattere generale.
 
2)Circolare n. 84 del 1° luglio 2010. Regolamento (CE) n. 883 del 29 aprile 2004, pubblicato
sulla Gazzetta Ufficiale dell’Unione europea L 200 del 7 giugno 2004, come modificato dal
regolamento  (CE) n. 988 del 16 settembre 2009, e regolamento di applicazione (CE) n.987 del
16 settembre 2009, pubblicati sulla Gazzetta Ufficiale dell’Unione europea L 284 del 30 ottobre
2009, relativi al coordinamento dei sistemi nazionali di sicurezza sociale - disposizioni in
materia di recupero di prestazioni indebitamente erogate e di contributi ed in materia di diritti
delle istituzioni degli Stati membri nei confronti di terzi responsabili.
 
3) Circolare n. 85 del 1° luglio 2010. Regolamento (CE) n. 883 del 29 aprile 2004, pubblicato
sulla Gazzetta Ufficiale dell’Unione europea L 200 del 7 giugno 2004, come modificato dal
regolamento  (CE) n. 988 del 16 settembre 2009, e regolamento di applicazione (CE) n. 987
del 16 settembre 2009, pubblicati sulla Gazzetta Ufficiale dell’Unione europea L 284 del 30
ottobre 2009, relativi al coordinamento dei sistemi nazionali di sicurezza sociale - disposizioni
in materia di prestazioni di disoccupazione.
 
4) Circolare n. 86 del 2 luglio 2010. Regolamento (CE) n. 883 del 29 aprile 2004, pubblicato
sulla Gazzetta Ufficiale dell’Unione europea L 200 del 7 giugno 2004, come modificato dal
regolamento  (CE) n. 988 del 16 settembre 2009, e regolamento di applicazione (CE) n. 987
del 16 settembre 2009, pubblicati sulla Gazzetta Ufficiale dell’Unione europea L 284 del 30
ottobre 2009, relativi al coordinamento dei sistemi nazionali di sicurezza sociale - disposizioni
in materia di prestazioni familiari.
 
5) Circolare n. 87 del 2 luglio 2010. Regolamento (CE) n. 883 del 29 aprile 2004, pubblicato
sulla Gazzetta Ufficiale dell’Unione europea L 200 del 7 giugno 2004, come modificato dal
regolamento  (CE) n. 988 del 16 settembre 2009, e regolamento di applicazione (CE) n. 987
del 16 settembre 2009, pubblicati sulla Gazzetta Ufficiale dell’Unione europea L 284 del 30
ottobre 2009, relativi al coordinamento dei sistemi nazionali di sicurezza sociale - disposizioni
in materia di prestazioni di malattia e maternità.
   
6) Circolare n. 100 del 23 luglio 2010. Regolamentazione comunitaria: nuovi regolamenti e
pacchetti formativi.



 
7)Circolare n. 124 del 17 settembre 2010. Regolamentazione comunitaria: nuovi regolamenti
comunitari e Guida pratica denominata “Disposizioni UE sulla sicurezza sociale - I diritti di
coloro che si spostano nell’Unione europea”.
 
8)Circolare n. 132 del 20 ottobre 2010. Nuovi regolamenti comunitari: prestazioni di
disoccupazione e formulari U1, U2 e U3.
 
9)Circolare n. 136 del 28 ottobre 2010. Regolamentazione comunitaria: circolare n. 85 del 1°
luglio 2010; disposizioni in materia di prestazioni di disoccupazione. Chiarimenti sul diritto dei
lavoratori frontalieri all’indennità di disoccupazione agricola.
 
10)Messaggio n. 28706 del 16 novembre 2010. Nuovi regolamenti comunitari e prestazioni di
disoccupazione: chiarimenti in materia di pagamento diretto delle prestazioni da parte
dell’istituzione competente ai disoccupati che si recano in un altro Stato membro; calcolo delle
prestazioni.
 
11) Circolare n. 51 del 15 marzo 2011. Regolamentazione comunitaria: regolamento (UE) n.
1231 del 24 novembre 2010.
 
12)Messaggio n. 14726 del 15 luglio 2011. Nuovi regolamenti comunitari e prestazioni di
disoccupazione: chiarimenti in materia di lavoratori frontalieri, lavoratori diversi dai frontalieri
e lavoratori stagionali; articolo 65 del regolamento (CE) n. 883/2004 e disoccupati che
risiedono in uno Stato membro diverso da quello competente.
 
 

Passaggio dai formulari cartacei della serie E ai SED attraverso i Paper
SED

 
Come evidenziato dalle citate circolari, in base alle nuove disposizioni gli scambi di dati tra
istituzioni comunitarie non avverranno in futuro attraverso l’invio di formulari cartacei bensì
per via telematica con il sistema europeo EESSI (Electronic exchange social security
information o Scambio elettronico di informazioni in materia di  sicurezza sociale), attraverso
la compilazione automatizzata di specifici documenti elettronici strutturati (Structured
Electronic Documents o SEDs) trasmessi utilizzando la rete europea protetta denominata
sTESTA.
 
Per consentire un passaggio graduale dallo scambio di informazioni per via cartacea allo
scambio di informazioni per via telematica che possa soddisfare le esigenze organizzative delle
istituzioni degli Stati membri, è stato previsto un periodo transitorio di due anni, 1° maggio
2010 – 30 aprile 2012, di recente prorogato al 30 aprile 2014 con Decisione della
Commissione amministrativa n. E3 del 19 ottobre 2011, nel corso del quale i formulari cartacei
di collegamento della serie E attualmente in uso vengono sostituiti dai cosiddetti “Paper SEDs”,
formulari destinati ad un utilizzo temporaneo che costituiscono la versione cartacea dei futuri
SED.
 
 
Con la presente circolare vengono pubblicati, in formato compilabile, i Paper SED della serie S,
U e F in materia rispettivamente di prestazioni di malattia e maternità, disoccupazione e
prestazioni familiari, sostitutivi dei formulari della serie E100, E300 ed E400, e i Paper SED
della serie H, comuni a tutti i settori della sicurezza sociale.
 
Tali formulari sono disponibili nella CARTELLA UE del sito FTP ad uso degli operatori
dell’Istituto, accessibile attraverso il seguente percorso:



ftp://ftp.inps/Direzione_Generale/CI/UE/PAPER%20SED/ del sito FTP ad uso degli operatori
dell’Istituto.
 
Negli allegati 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 e 8 sono contenute, onde agevolare gli operatori del settore, le
cosiddette “Tabelle di correlazione” (in inglese e italiano), predisposte dai competenti
organismi comunitari con l’indicazione per ogni Paper SED della funzione, delle norme di
riferimento e dell’eventuale formulario della serie E corrispondente.
 
Negli allegati 9, 10, 11 e 12 sono contenute, altresì, sempre al fine suddetto,  importanti
“Guide pratiche”, sia pure ad oggi rese disponibili solo in inglese dagli organismi comunitari.
 
Vista la complessità e difficoltà di compilazione di alcuni Paper SED, su indicazione del
Ministero del Lavoro e delle Politiche Sociali, si dispone che, durante il suddetto periodo
transitorio, al fine di non ritardare la lavorazione delle pratiche recando pregiudizio agli
interessati, le Sedi potranno ancora utilizzare gli attuali formulari della serie E, laddove
possibile e nel rispetto di quanto stabilito dalle disposizioni indicate in premessa.
 
Si ribadisce che, poiché durante il periodo transitorio le istituzioni potranno seguitare ad
utilizzare le procedure automatizzate nazionali compilando e trasmettendo i formulari attuali,
le Sedi potranno ricevere dalle istituzioni degli altri Stati membri i formulari della serie E100,
E300 ed E400 emessi dalle relative procedure automatizzate nazionali, se esistenti, o i Paper
SED della serie S, U e F sostitutivi.
 
Si ricorda, altresì, agli operatori che, come specificato dalla Decisione della Commissione
Amministrativa n. E1 del 12 giugno 2009, durante il  periodo transitorio i principi guida devono
essere la collaborazione tra istituzioni, il pragmatismo e la flessibilità, essendo di primaria
importanza garantire una transizione che non danneggi chi eserciti i propri diritti nell'ambito
della nuova normativa. Pertanto, durante il citato periodo è stato raccomandato di accettare
qualsiasi documento, anche se di formato, contenuto o struttura obsoleti. In caso di dubbi
relativi ai diritti di un cittadino, le istituzioni sono tenute a relazionarsi nel rispetto del principio
della reciproca collaborazione e della buona amministrazione.
 
Si sottolinea, infine, che la Commissione Amministrativa a Bruxelles, oltre ad aver eliminato,
ridenominato e aggiunto alcuni Paper SED nel corso dei lavori preparatori, ha fatto presente
che la versione attuale degli stessi, a causa delle inesattezze, anche linguistiche, e delle
carenze, anche contenutistiche, presenti, sarà oggetto di ulteriore revisione nel corso del 2012
che interesserà anche tabelle di correlazione e guide pratiche. Fermo restando che la presente
circolare sarà, pertanto, anch’essa aggiornata nel 2012, si evidenzia che, rispetto a quanto
comunicato nelle circolari indicate in premessa, sono state già apportate le seguenti variazioni:
 
DISOCCUPAZIONE

il Paper SED U002 è stato ridenominato (Periodo di assicurazione) (vedi il punto 2.2 della
circolare n. 85 del 1° luglio 2010);
il Paper SED U029 è stato eliminato in quanto ritenuto superfluo (vedi Parte II, punto 5,
della circolare n. 85 del 1° luglio 2010);

PRESTAZIONI FAMILIARI

i Paper SED F010 e F011 sono stati eliminati in quanto ritenuti superflui (vedi il punto 13
della circolare n. 86 del 2 luglio 2010);
il Paper SED F020 è stato ridenominato (Informazioni sulla priorità) (vedi il punto 13
della circolare n. 86 del 2 luglio 2010);

MALATTIA E MATERNITA’

il Paper SED S040 è stato ridenominato (Richiesta periodi – Tipo di rischio assicurato:
malattia e maternità), come pure il Paper SED S041 (Risposta a richiesta periodi - Tipo di

ftp://ftp.inps/Direzione_Generale/CI/UE/PAPER%20SED/


rischio assicurato: malattia e maternità) (vedi il punto 3, lettere a), b)  e  c) della
circolare n. 87 del 2 luglio 2010);
il Paper SED S071 è stato ridenominato (Richiesta documento attestante il diritto alla
prestazione - residenza), come pure il Paper SED S072 (Documento attestante il diritto
alla prestazione - residenza) (vedi il punto 6 della circolare n. 87 del 2 luglio 2010);
i Paper SED S020 e S024 sono stati sostituiti dal Paper SED H020 (Richiesta di rimborso -
controlli amministrativi/esame medico), la cui risposta è da comunicare con il Paper SED
H021 (Risposta a richiesta di rimborso - controlli amministrativi/esame medico),
contenente anche i dati dei Paper SED S022, S023 e S025, i quali, pertanto, sono stati
eliminati  (vedi punto 7 della circolare n. 87 del 2 luglio 2010).

 
Si precisa, infine, che i formulari della serie E100, E300, E400 continueranno ad essere
utilizzati, in materia di prestazioni a sostegno del reddito e socio-assistenziali, nello scambio di
informazioni tra l’Italia e i Paesi cui non si applicano i regolamenti n. 883/2004; n. 987/2009 e
n. 988/2009 e che continuano ad applicare la normativa comunitaria preesistente.
 
 Il Direttore Generale  
 Nori  



Sono presenti i seguenti allegati: 
 
Allegato N.1 
Allegato N.2 
Allegato N.3 
Allegato N.4 
Allegato N.5 
Allegato N.6 
Allegato N.7 
Allegato N.8 
Allegato N.9 
Allegato N.10 
Allegato N.11 
Allegato N.12 
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Sheet1

		SETTORE		SED
NUMERO + NOME		ARTICOLO DEL REGOLAMENTO DI BASE N. 883/2004		ARTICOLO DEL REGOLAMENTO DI APPLICAZIONE N. 987/2009		FORMULARI SERIE E- EQUIVALENTI		DESCRIZIONE DEI FLUSSI DI LAVORO (BF) 
(significato + funzione)		NOTE SUI SED

		UB		U001 - Richiesta di periodi di assicurazione		61, 65(2)		54(1)		-		Flusso F-U001: Lo Stato competente chiede all'altro/agli altri Stato/i membro/i di fornirgli le necessarie informazioni circa la carriera assicurativa per poter totalizzare i periodi di assicurazione, di occupazione o di attività lavorativa autonoma		Questo SED contiene dati necessari allo Stato della precedente attività lavorativa per identificare la carriera assicurativa dell'interessato

												Flusso F-U004: Scambio di dati necessari per la concessione delle prestazioni di disoccupazione all'ex lavoratore frontaliero. Se l'istituzione richiedente indica sull'U001 che l'interessato era un lavoratore frontaliero, l'istituzione destinataria risponde con l'U017 (se invece l'U001 concerne un lavoratore normale, segue l'U002)		Richiesta di dati che include informazioni necessarie allo Stato della precedente attività lavorativa per identificare la carriera assicurativa dell'interessato (se necessario completato dai SED di richiesta U003 e U005 relativi al reddito e ai familiari del lavoratore), l'U001 ha effetto di richiesta dell'U017 se è relativo al lavoratore frontaliero (opzione nel SED), altrimenti ha effetto di richiesta dell'U002

				U002 - Periodo di assicurazione		61		54(1)		E301		Flusso F-0001: Lo Stato membro in cui l'interessato ha svolto in precedenza la sua attività lavorativa  fornisce le informazioni necessarie per la totalizzazione (carriera assicurativa)		Carriera assicurativa

				U003 - Richiesta di informazioni sulla retribuzione		62		54(2)		-		Flussi F-0001, F-0002, F-0004: Lo Stato competente calcola le prestazioni in base alla precedente retribuzione e richiede i dati relativi al reddito		Lo Stato competente chiede informazioni dettagliate sul reddito allo Stato Membro in cui l'interessato è stato precedentemente assicurato

				U004 - Informazioni sulla retribuzione		62		54(2)		E301		Flussi F-U001, F-U002, F-U004: Lo Stato membro in cui l'interessato ha svolto in precedenza la sua attività lavorativa  fornisce le informazioni necessarie al calcolo		Informazione sul reddito  ( SED specifico per l'Italia)

				U005 - Richiesta di informazioni sulla famiglia		5		54(3)		-		Flussi F-U001, F-U002, F-U003, F-U004: Lo Stato membro il cui calcolo delle prestazioni varia in base al numero dei membri della famiglia richiede informazioni riguardo ai familiari dell'interessato		Lo Stato competente chiede informazioni sui familiari a ciascuno Stato membro in cui risiede un familiare dell'interessato

				U006 - Informazioni sulla famiglia		5		54(3)		E302		Flussi  F-U001, F-U002, F-U003, F-U004: Lo Stato membro in cui risiede un familiare fornisce le informazioni richieste		Informazioni dettagliate su ciascun membro della famiglia

				U007 - Richiesta documento esportabilità		64		55(1 e 2)		-		Flusso  F-U005: Il disoccupato si iscrive presso gli uffici del lavoro dello Stato membro in cui si è recato senza avere il PD U2. Lo Stato di iscrizione richiede un documento attestante l'esportabilità delle prestazioni di disoccupazione		Richiesta del documento attestante l'esportabilità delle prestazioni di disoccupazione, indicazione della data di iscrizione ed indirizzo dell'interessato

				U008 - Documento esportabilità		64		55(1 e 2)		E303		Flussi  F-U005, F-U007: Lo Stato competente fornisce il documento di esportabilità		Documento di esportabilità

				U009 - Notifica iscrizione - esportabilità		64		55(4)		E303		Flusso F-U006: Il richiedente lavoro si iscrive presso gli uffici del lavoro dello Stato membro in cui si è recato con il  PD U2. Lo Stato di iscrizione comunica allo Stato competente l'iscrizione e l'indirizzo.		Data di iscrizione e indirizzo dell'interessato

				U010 - Circostanze riguardanti il diritto - esportabilità		64		55(4)(5)		-		Flussi  F-U005, F-U006, F-U007: Nel caso di esportazione delle prestazioni, se si verificano delle circostanze che possono modificare il diritto, l'istituzione in causa informa l'istituzione dello Stato competente circa la loro natura		Informazioni sul mutamento delle circostanze e richiesta di informazioni circa gli effetti sul diritto alle prestazioni

				U011 - Effetti sul diritto - Esportazione		64		55(4)		-		Flussi  F-U005, F-U006, F-U007: Su richiesta, l'istituzione competente comunica all'istituzione in causa gli effetti che tali circostanze hanno sul diritto alle prestazioni		Informazioni relative agli effetti

				U012 - Richiesta di verifica		64		55(4)		-		Flussi  F-U005, F-U006, F-U007: Lo Stato competente chiede informazioni relative alla verifica mensile		Richiesta di verifica

				U013 - Verifica mensile		64		55(4)		-		Flussi F-U005, F-U006, F-U007: L'istituzione in causa comunica mensilmente all'istituzione competente se l'interessato è ancora iscritto e se rispetta alle procedure di controllo		indicazione si/no ogni mese

				U014 - Notifica rientro		64		55		-		Flussi F-U005, F-U006, F-U007: L'interessato ritorna nello Stato competente prima che sia scaduto il periodo di esportabilità e l'istituzione competente è venuta a conoscenza che l'interessato non ha comunicato il suo rientro all'Istituzione in causa. L'istituzione competente informa l'istituzione in causa del rientro del disoccupato		Data del rientro

				U015 - Proroga esportabilità		64		55		-		Flussi  F-U005, F-U006, F-U007: L'istituzione competente comunica all'istituzione in causa la proroga del periodo di esportabilità della persona interessata. (Se il periodo di esportabilità è interrotto dovrebbe essere inviato un nuovo U008)		Nuova data finale del periodo di esportabilità

				U016 - Termine del diritto alla prestazione		64		55		-		Flussi F-U005, F-U006, F-U007: Il diritto alle prestazioni di disoccupazione termina durante il periodo di esportabilità e la data di scadenza è differente da quella precedentemente certificata nell'U008/PD U2 . L'istituzione competente comunica all'istituzione in causa la nuova data di scadenza		Data di termine del diritto

				U017 - Periodi di assicurazione - lavoratore frontaliero		61, 65		54(1)		E301		Flow F-U004:  Lo Stato di ultima occupazione fornisce i dati necessari per la concessione delle prestazioni di disoccupazione (BF 2 e 3 possono seguire se necessario e se richiesti con i SED U003 e U005)		La carriera assicurativa e i dati specifici per i lavoratori frontalieri (i SED U004 e U006 relativi ai redditi e ai familiari possono seguire se necessario)

				U018 - Richiesta di informazioni su iscrizione lavoratore frontaliero		65(2, 3)		56		-		Flusso F-U008: Se l'ex  lavoratore frontaliero è iscritto anche nello Stato di ultima occupazione, l'istituzione di quest'ultimo Stato richiede informazioni sull'iscrizione dell'interessato e sulla sua ricerca di lavoro nello Stato di residenza		Richiesta di informazioni per il periodo di riferimento

												Flusso F-U008: L'istituzione dello Stato di residenza richiede informazioni sulle attività di ricerca di lavoro dell'interessato nello Stato di ultima occupazione. [La richiesta di informazioni da parte sia dello Stato di residenza che dello Stato di ultima attività è stata unificata e rinumerata nel SED U018]

				U019 - Informazioni su iscrizione - lavoratore frontaliero		65(2, 3)		56		-		Fllusso F-U008: L'Istituzione dello Stato di residenza informa circa la data di iscrizione e la ricerca di occupazione		Data di iscrizione e informazioni sulla ricerca di occupazione - solo una risposta segue la richiesta, se lo Stato richiedente desidera ricevere ulteriori informazioni deve inviare un'altra richiesta

												Flusso F-U008: L'istituzione dello Stato di ultima occupazione informa lo Stato di residenza circa le attività di ricerca di lavoro dell'interessato nello Stato di ultimo impiego. [La risposta da parte sia dello Stato di residenza che dello Stato di ultima attività è stata unificata e rinumerata nel SED U019]		Informazioni sulla ricerca di occupazione nello Stato di ultima occupazione - solo una risposta segue la richiesta, se lo Stato richiedente desidera ricevere ulteriori informazioni deve inviare un'altra richiesta

				U020 - Richiesta di rimborso		65(6, 7)		70		-		Flusso F-U009: Lo Stato di residenza chiede il rimborso delle prestazioni di disoccupazione erogate al lavoratore frontaliero. Le possibili risposte all'U020 sono l'U021 o l'U022 o l'U023.		Richiesta di rimborso (informazioni complessive e sui singoli casi). La richiesta contiene informazioni generali e informazioni dettagliate per ciascun singolo caso incluso nella richiesta.

				U021 - Approvazione totale del rimborso		65(6, 7)		70		-		Fllusso F-U009: Lo stato di ultima occupazione accetta la richiesta in toto  (i.e.ogni singolo caso incluso nella richiesta di rimborso). Dovrebbe fare seguito l'U024.

				U022 - Mancato accoglimento della richiesta di rimborso		65(6, 7)		70		-		Flusso F-U009: Lo Stato di ultima occupazione rigetta la richiesta di rimborso complessiva (i.e. ogni singolo caso incluso nella richiesta di rimborso) (possono seguire chiarimenti in merito alle contestazioni)		Rigetto dell'intera richiesta di rimborso secondo le ragioni indicate

				U023 - Accoglimento parziale della richiesta di rimborso		65(6, 7)		70		-		Flusso F-U009: Lo Stato di ultima occupazione contesta la richiesta di rimborso (i.e.vengono constestati alcuni singoli casi inclusi nella richiesta di rimborso) (possono seguire chiarimenti in merito alle contestazioni)		Rigetto parziale della richiesta di rimborso (i.e.di alcun singoli casi) indicando le ragioni per ciascun singolo caso contestato				not contested single cases should be paid and the payment should be communicated via U024

				U024 - Notifica di pagamento del rimborso		65(6, 7)		70		-		Flusso F-U009: Lo Stato di ultima attività comunica allo Stato di residenza di aver effettuato il rimborso. La notifica è necessaria per consentire allo Stato di residenza di identificare la corrispondente richiesta di rimborso quando riceve il denaro e di mantenere aggiornata la propria contabilità. Questo SED dovrebbe essere inviato nel momento in cui l'istituzione invia l'ordine alla propria banca - può essere inviato più volte come SED rettificato (tutte le volte che viene effettuato un rimborso)		Identificazione della corrispondente richiesta di rimborso e dell'ammontare rimborsato

				U025 - Ricevuta di rimborso/Notifica di chiusura		65(6, 7)		70		-		Flusso F-U009: Lo Stato di residenza conferma di aver ricevuto l'importo rimborsato e comunica se la richiesta di rimborso è in tal modo definita. Se lo Stato di residenza non considera chiusa la richiesta di rimborso, ne deve specificare le ragioni. Per ogni U024 inviato dall'istituzione dello Stato di ultimo impiego, dovrebbe far seguito un U025.		Data di ricevizione e conferma di chiusura del caso				If the State of last activity does not agree with the closing of the reimbursement request, it needs to raise this under secondary conversation

				U026 - Interesse addebitato		65(6, 7)		68(2), 70		-		Flusso F-U009: In caso di ritardo, lo Stato di residenza (creditore) informa lo Stato di ultima occupazione (debitore) che è stato applicato un interesse		Indicazione dell'importo dei crediti da liquidare, la data entro la quale era dovuto il pagamento, il tasso di interesse e i singoli casi ai quali si applica l'interesse - dovrebbero essere inviati solo se è stato addebitato l'interesse

				U027 - Risposta su interesse applicato		65(6, 7)		68(2), 70		-		Flusso F-U009: Lo Stato di ultima occupazione (debitore) indica se accetta o meno l'applicazione dell'interesse		In caso di non accettazione, devono essere specificate le ragioni. In caso di accettazione, il flusso continua con i SED U024 e U025.

				U028 - Richiesta su diritto all'esportabilità		65(5)(b)		56(3)		-		Flusso F-U007: L'istituzione dello Stato di residenza verifica se una persona ha diritto ad esportare le prestazioni di disoccupazione dallo Stato di ultimo impiego (segue l'U008 dallo Stato di ultima occupazione)		Informazioni sull'iscrizione di una persona nello Stato di residenza e richiesta di un documento di esportabilità (segue l'U008 dallo Stato di ultima occupazione)
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Sheet1

		SETTORE		BUSINESS FLOW (BF)- FLUSSI DI LAVORO 
NUMERO + NOME		SED
NUMERO + NOME		ARTICOLO NEL REG. 883/04		ARTICOLO NEL REGOLAMENTO DI APPLICAZIONE		FORMULARI EQUIVALENTI DELLA SERIE E-		DESCRIZIONE DEI
FLUSSI DI LAVORO (BF)
(significato + funzione)		NOTE SUI SED

		H		F-H001 Scambio di informazioni (ulteriori)		H001 - Richiesta informazioni/ulteriori informazioni		76				E 001		Questo SED viene utilizzato nel caso in cui un'istituzione necessiti di maggiori informazioni o comunichi informazioni supplementari relative ad un cambiamento delle condizioni dell'interessato che potrebbe incidere sul suo diritto alla prestazione o sull'importo della prestazione. E' utilizzato per comunicare ogni informazione utile riguardo il caso o l'evento. Inoltre il SED può essere utilizzato come sollecito di una richiesta di informazioni che non sono contenute nei SED di settore.		Il SED viene utilizzato quando siano necessarie o debbano essere comunicate maggiori informazioni. Può avere la funzione di sollecito.				Scambio di informazioni (supplementari)

		H		F-H001 Scambio di informazioni (ulteriori)		H002 - Risposta a richiesta informazioni		76				E 001		Risposta alla richiesta di informazioni inviata con l'H001.		Il SED è utilizzato per inviare una risposta all'H001.

		H		F- H 002 Determinazione della residenza: contestazione di una decisione già presa sulla residenza o Risposta alla proposta effettuata con l'F-H003		H004 - Risposta a proposta sullo Stato di residenza/Contestazione della decisione sullo Stato di residenza				11,  20				Lo Stato A è in disaccordo con una decisione sullo Stato di residenza che è già stata presa in un altro settore o risponde ad una nuova proposta sullo Stato di residenza fatta dallo Stato B nel flusso F - H003.		Può essere inviato solo quando la residenza sia già stata determinata o proposta (nel flusso F - H003 dal SED H004 contenente una nuova proposta, o in un flusso di settore).				Determinazione della residenza

		H		F- H 003 Determinazione della residenza: Notifica di residenza o Nuova proposta dello Stato di residenza in situazioni di disaccordo		H003 - Proposta/notifica Stato di residenza				11,  20				Lo Stato A con l'H003 propone  lo Stato di residenza o notifica lo Stato di residenza già determinato.		Questa è una nuova proposta sullo Stato di residenza o una notifica fatta dallo Stato A con l'H003, che dovrebbe essere seguito dalla risposta data dallo Stato B con il SED H004 nel caso di una proposta.

		H		F - H003 Determinazione della residenza:Risposta alla proposta sullo Stato di residenza con una proposta supplementare o disaccordo con notifica o proposta sullo Stato di residenza		H004 - Risposta a proposta sullo Stato di residenza/Contestazione della decisione sullo Stato di residenza				11,  20				Lo Stato B risponde all'H003 inviato dallo Stato A con l'H004.		Questa è la risposta dello Stato B alla proposta sullo Stato di residenza o alla notifica fatta dallo Stato A con l'H003. Lo Stato A può ulteriormente rispondere a questo H004 con un altro H004 (F-H002) accettando la proposta, o rigettandola e facendo una nuova proposta, o rigettandola  e avviando un dialogo e una procedura di conciliazione.

		H		F-H004 Scambio di informazioni sulla residenza		H005 - Richiesta informazioni sulla residenza				11,  20				Lo Stato A richiede informazioni con l'H005 per poter essere in grado di determinare (o verificare) la residenza. Nello stesso tempo lo Stato A dà informazioni di cui è in possesso concernenti la residenza. Lo Stato B risponde con l'H006.		Questo flusso può essere utilizzato specialmente quando sono necessarie informazioni supplementari prima di utilizzare i flussi F-H002 o F-H003, ma anche in connessione con i flussi di settore dove la residenza è rilevante.

		H		F-H004 Scambio di informazioni sulla residenza		H006 - Risposta a richiesta informazioni sulla residenza				11,  20				Lo Stato B risponde con l'H006 e fornisce i dati richiesti o spiega perché non è in grado di trasmettere tali dati		Questo flusso può essere utilizzato specialmente per evitare contestazioni o per trovare una soluzione a seguito di una contestazione già comunicata.

		H		F-H005 Rimborso dei controlli medici		H020 - Richiesta di rimborso - controlli amministrativi/esame medico				87		E 125 o E 001		L'Istituzione creditrice invia una richiesta di rimborso per controlli amministrativi o esami medici all'istituzione debitrice.		Il SED deve essere inviato solo dopo aver inviato i SED di settore (richiesta per il  rimborso del controllo amministrativo o esame medico che è stato eseguito). I SED di settore sono relativi all'esame effettivo.				Rimborso di controlli amministrativi/esame medico

		H		F-H005 Rimborso di controlli medici		H021 - Risposta a richiesta di rimborso - controlli amministrativi/esame medico				87		E 125 o E 001		L'istituzione debitrice fornisce informazioni all'istituzione creditrice sulla definizione della domanda di rimborso del controllo amministrativo o esame medico.		Il SED è successivo al SED H020. Se sono necessarie maggiori informazioni allora può essere utilizzato l'F-H001.

		H		F-H006 Domanda di prestazioni in caso di morte		H030 - Domanda di prestazioni in caso di morte		42.43		42		E 124		L'istituzione diversa dall'istituzione competente provvede a fornire all'istituzione competente (destinataria) le informazioni necessarie per trattare la domanda di prestazioni in caso di morte.		Questo SED contiene uno specifico insieme di dati, necessari all'istituzione destinataria per poter trattare la domanda di prestazioni in caso di morte.				Domanda di prestazione in caso di morte

		H		F-H007
Richiesta di prestazione di prepensionamento		H 040 - Richiesta di prestazione di prepensionamento		3 (1) (i),  66						L'istituzione diversa dall'istituzione competente provvede a fornire all'istituzione competente (destinataria) le informazioni necessarie per trattare la domanda di prestazione di prepensionamento.		Questo SED contiene uno specifico insieme di dati, necessari all'istituzione destinataria per poter trattare la domanda di prestazione di prepensionamento.				Richiesta di prestazione di prepensionamento

		H		F-H003
 Person Identification		H064 Reply to request for Additional Information				2 (2),
52 (1)		E001		MSB replies to the request.		The Sed is used for answering on H063.

		H		F-H008
 Identificazione dell'interessato		H061 - Invio del numero di identificazione personale		PREDISPOSIZIONE IN CORSO		2 (2),
52 (1)		E501		L'interessato che si sposta dallo Stato Membro A allo Stato Membro B,  diviene soggetto alla legislazione applicabile nello SM B. L'istituzione dello SM B invia all'istituzione dello SM A l'insieme minimo dei dati di identificazione.		Il SED può includere i PIN sia dello SM A che quello dello SM B.				Identificazione

		H		F-H008
 Identificazione dell'interessato		H062 - Conferma del numero di identificazione personale		PREDISPOSIZIONE IN CORSO		2 (2),
52 (1)		E502		Lo SM A risponde  confermando il PIN, corregendolo, o informando che l'identificazione non è stata possibile. Se l'SM A non è il primo Stato Membro cui è stato assegnato il PIN, lo SM A lo indica anche nel SED.		Se l'identificazione è riuscita con successo, il SED deve contenere i PIN dei due SM A e B in più, possibilmente, il PIN del primo SM in cui il PIN è stato assegnato.

		H		F-H008
 Identificazione dell'interessato		H063 - Richiesta di ulteriori informazioni sull'identificazione		PREDISPOSIZIONE IN CORSO		2 (2),
52 (1)		E001		Lo SM A può chiedere informazioni supplementari necessarie all'identificazione.		Il SED è utilizzato quando sono necessarie ulteriori informazioni sul PIN o come sollecito.

		H		F-H008
 Identificazione dell'interessato		H064 - Risposta alla richiesta di ulteriori informazioni sull'identificazione		PREDISPOSIZIONE IN CORSO		2 (2),
52 (1)		E001		L'SM B risponde alla richiesta di informazioni sull'identificazione.		Il SED è utilizzato per rispondere all'H063.

		H		F-H009 Trasmissione di domanda/documenti/informazioni		H065 - Trasmissione domanda/documenti/informazioni				2 (3) (4)				Questo SED deve essere utilizzato nel caso in cui l'interessato abbia presentato erroneamente domanda/documenti/informazioni ad una Istituzione nel territorio di uno Stato Membro diverso da quello in cui è ubicata l'istituzione designata conformemente al Regolamento 987/2009.		Il SED è facoltativo, da inviare solo se necessario. Può anche essere inviato all'organismo di collegamento dello Stato Membro di destinazione, se l'istituzione designata non è nota. Il SED contiene un insieme specifico di dati, indispensabile all'istituzione destinataria per trattare la domanda/i documenti/le informazioni trasmessi secondo la sua competenza. Possibilità di allegare documenti/informazioni e domanda per vari tipi di prestazioni.				Trasmissione di domanda/documenti/informazioni

		H		F - H009 Trasmissione di domanda/documenti/informazioni		H066 - Risposta a trasmissione domanda/documenti/informazioni				2 (3) (4)				Risposta alla trasmissione della domanda/documento/informazioni, inviata con il SED H065.		Il SED deve essere inviato solo come risposta al SED H065. E' obbligatorio rispondere.
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HOW TO USE THE GUIDELINES 


The overall aim of the Guidelines is to provide staff and institutions with general information and guidance concerning the use and completion of the SEDs, in paper or electronic environment. 


While not being exhaustive, the Guidelines form nevertheless a comprehensive foundation on which social security institutions from Member States will be able to base any more detailed instructions they wish to prepare for their staff. 


Each SED is accompanied by a corresponding "Explanatory notes" document, where the main terms used in the SED are explained and instructions for the type of information required are provided. Therefore the guidelines are not to be seen as an exhaustive manual for the completion of the SEDs but only as an additional instrument providing guidance and further information on the completion of certain ”tricky points” from the SEDs. 


In the Guidelines, the use of each Flow and SED is first explained in general terms. By reading this general description, one will be able to acquire an overall picture of the use of each flow and each SED within each flow. 


Following the description of the Flow, there is a short description of each SED. 


These guidelines do not provide an official interpretation of the provisions of the social security regulations (Regulation (EC) no 883/2004 and Regulation (EC) no 987/2009) and any examples of business cases included herewith are solely intended to illustrate the use of the SEDs in certain situations.  

The PDs and the SEDs likely to be associated with their use are also explained. 


A short glossary of generic terms has also been included in these guidelines. 


NOTE: The current guidelines refer to the first version of the SEDs and flows, as approved by the Administrative Commission for the Coordination of Social Security Systems on the 5th of October 2010. The authorised versions of the paper SEDs to be used during the transitional period are available on the European Commission website in the following location: http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?langId=en&catId=868. 


1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF HORIZONTAL BUSINESS FLOWS AND SEDs


There are nine Horizontal Business Flows (F). The Horizontal Business Flows are those which are not sector specific and which would cater for common data exchange needs in more than one sector. 


The Horizontal Flows are named e.g. “F-H001 (Flow Horizontal 001) Exchange of (additional) Information”.


The Horizontal SEDs are transmitted within the Flows, e.g. one or more SEDs can be attributed to one flow. F-H001 for example consists of two SEDs: the H001 (("Request for Information/Additional Information”) and H002 ("Reply to request for information"). 

The Horizontal Flows are the following:


· F-H001 Exchange of (additional) Information


· F-H002 Determination of residence: Disagreement with a decision already taken on residence or Reply to a proposal from F-H003


· F-H003 Determination of residence: Notification of Residence or New Proposal of State of residence in situations of disagreement


· F-H004 Exchange of information on Residence


· F-H005 Reimbursement of Medical Checks


· F-H006 Claim for Death Grant


· F-H007 Claim for Pre-retirement benefit


· F-H008 Exchange of Identification Data -  This Flow and its associated SEDs  will be added to the Guidelines at a later stage pending further consideration,


· F-H009 Transmission of Claim/Document/Information


2. BUSINESS FLOWS 


2.1. Business Flow H001 - Exchange of (additional) information


General description


F-H001 is the flow for request for information and communication of information based on the general cooperation requirement found in Article 76 Regulation (EC) No 883/2004.


Under Article 76, a person concerned must inform the institutions of the competent Member State and of the Member State of residence as soon as possible of any change in their personal or family situation which affects their right to benefits. This flow is used in the case an institution needs more information or communicates additional information concerning a change in the personal or family situation of the person concerned. It is also used for communicating any useful information regarding the case or event that might influence the right to a benefit. 


It can also be used as a reminder to a a request for information that is not covered by sector SEDs.


F-H001 consists of the following SEDs: 


H001 – Request for information/additional information and  


H002 – Reply to request for information.


THE MOST COMMON SCENARIO(S):


1) MS A communicates MS B information about change in circumstances which influences or might influence the right to benefit/amount of the benefit




MS A
MSB


2) MS A requests from MS B any useful information concerning a case or event that was not provided in the initial sector SED because it was not known/available when that SED was originally submitted.




MS A
MS B


MS B replies to request by means of H002 




MS A
MS B


REMARK:

F-H001 can be used in any sector to complement a sector specific SED.

2.2 Business Flows on Residence (H002, H003, H004)

GENERAL DESCRIPTION


There are three business flows on residence, F-H002, F-H003 and F-H004.  The flows are designed to implement Article 11 of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009. This Article provides guidance on how to determine a person's residence under the new regulations in cases where there is a difference of views between the institutions of two or more Member States on the outcome of the national decisions concerning residence.  


The flows can be used to notify an institution in another Member State of the decision which Member State has should be considered as the Member State of residence under Regulation (EC) No 883/2004, to propose the Member State of residence or to agree on the Member State of residence. 


If a MS disagrees with a decision taken on residence in a sector flow the Member State can use Horizontal SEDs in order to determine the State of residence. By using a Horizontal flow designed to determine residence the MS may find it easier to come to a common agreement as to which Member State should be considered as the State of residence.


Flows H002, H003 and H004 consist of the following SEDs:


H004: Reply to proposal on State of residence/Disagreement with decision on State of Residence


H005: Request for Information on Residence


H006: Reply to request for Information on Residence 


H003: Proposal/Notification of State of Residence


THE MOST COMMON SCENARIO:

These flows are mostly used in a combination of flows, when there is a need to resolve a difference of views between Member States concerning where a person is resident. Therefore   in the majority of cases the flow will start with SED H004, with which a state expresses its disagreement with a national decision on residence taken by another Member State. Below is described the most common combination.


Example of usage:


· Step 1): MS A has disagreed with a decision by MS B concerning residence and has sent an SED H004 to MS B for that reason (F-H002). 


· Step 2): MS A also sends an SED H005 "Request for Information on Residence" (F-H004) in order to exchange information on details concerning residence. MS B responds with SED H006 "Reply to Request for Information on Residence" (still F-H004). 


· Step 3): Once MS A has enough information of the elements to determine residence, it can propose on SED H003 (F-H003) which country should be considered to be the State of Residence. MS B replies with an SED H004 (still F-H003) on which it accepts the proposal, makes a new proposal or rejects the proposal completely.


· Step 4): The possible new proposal can be accepted or rejected with SED H004 (F-H002).


F-H002 (disagreement with decision):




MS A
MS B


F-H004 (exchange of information):




MS A
MS B


MS B replies to request by means of H006 




MS A
MS B


F-H003 (proposal and reply to proposal):




MS A
MS B


MS B replies to request by means of H004 




MS A
MS B


F-H002 (possible answer to counterproposal):




MS A
MS B


2.2.1 Business Flow H002 – Determination of Residence: disagreement with a decision already taken on residence or reply to a proposal to determine the State of residence made in F-H003


General description


F-H002 is the flow for the notification of disagreement with a decision taken concerning residence. It is based on Article 11 Regulation (EC) 987/2009.


F-H002 is used in situations where a MS has taken a position or decision on residence and another MS disagrees with this determination. In these cases F- H004 can be started either simultaneously by the MS who disagrees or by the MS who receives the notification of the disagreement in H004. If there is a sector specific SED on the basis of which the Member State of residence has been determined, the ID of this SED should be provided, as well as the reason(s) for disagreement.


F-H002 can also be used as a reaction to a proposal to determine the State of residence in F- H003.

2.2.2. Business Flow H003– Determination of Residence: notification of residence or new proposal of state of residence in situations of disagreement


General description


F-H003 is the flow which is used in order to reach an agreement on the State of Residence in situations where there has been a difference of views between the institutions of two or more Member States as referred to in Article 11 Regulation (EC) 987/2009 on which state should be considered as the State of residence.

F-H003 is used after the initial disagreement stated in SED H004 in F-H002 and after the exchange of information using SEDs H005 and H006 in F-H004. In SED H003 one of the Member States concerned proposes the state of residence and the starting date of the proposed residence. Reasons for the proposal should be provided, including information on the starting date, if relevant.


2.2.3. Business Flow H004 – Exchange of information on Residence


General description


F-H004 is the flow for the exchange of information concerning residence. The information to be exchanged based on the elements of residence listed in Article 11 Regulation (EC) 987/2009. The guidance in Article 11(1) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009 consists of a checklist of issues or criteria that can be used in assessing a person's residence

F-H004 can be used either for gathering information for the national decision on residence or for comparing information concerning elements of residence in order to reach an agreement on residence in cases where the Member States concerned have a difference in views. F-H004 can be used alone or combined with F-H002 (where there more information is needed after an institution has expressed that it disagrees) and F-H003 (a notification or proposal on the State of residence).


When requesting information with SED H005 the institution in the sending MS fills in the information concerning the elements of residence which it has available at national level and states which points it would want the receiving MS to give its details for. In the reply, SED H006, the other MS fills in the requested information regarding elements of residence in its country. The information received can be compared with the information of the sending MS, on the basis of which an institution can determine the Member State of residence, or make a proposal which Member State should be considered as the State of residence.

2.3. Business Flow H005 – Reimbursement of Administrative Check / Medical Examination


GENERAL DESCRIPTION


F-H005 is the flow for reimbursement of expenses related to requested administrative checks or medical examinations between the creditor and debtor institutions in two Member States based on Article 87 Regulation (EC) 987/2009. This flow may follow only after administrative checks / medical exams were requested, confirmed and provided within a sector flow. F-H005 is a purely “financial” flow and its simple aim is to enable money transfers between institutions of two Member States after the medical examination was carried out or administrative assistance was provided. Whenever a specific sector reimbursement flow is defined (e.g. for family benefits), this sector specific flow should generally be used instead of F-H005.

F- H005 consists of the SEDs:


H020 sent by the creditor institution of one MS to the debtor institution of another MS to request reimbursement of an administrative check or medical examination provided, and 


H021 sent always back by the debtor institution to the creditor institution to reply to a request for reimbursement. 


The creditor institution is the institution which was requested to carry out a medical examination / administrative check by the debtor institution. The request will have been made within a sector flow. (Debtor institution may be eventually also another institution appointed by the institution which was requesting the medical examination / administrative check.)


As Article 87(6) Regulation (EC) 987/2009 indicates the direct communication between creditor and debtor institutions, it should be agreed between bilaterally that the creditor or the debtor institution’s role is overtaken by a liaison body. In such a case two scenarios are possible:


· the liaison body is to be indicated in the SED as the sending/ receiving institution,

· the creditor/debtor institution is to be indicated in the SED as the sending/ receiving institution but the SED is in fact sent to the agreed liaison institution.

Both SEDs may refer either to one claim only (where the global claim is an individual claim), or to more individual claims (where the global claim is the sum total of individual claims (concerning one or more persons). In either case, sufficient identification data for both, global and individual claims have to be provided by the creditor as well as the debtor institution within the flow. 


The SEDs enable also rejection of the whole requested claim (global or individual) or rejection of a part of the requested amount of the individual claim. Since time limits for reimbursement are not provided by the Regulations, they may only be mentioned in “Additional information”.


THE MOST COMMON SCENARIOs 


1)  MS A sends MS B a global claim for Reimbursement of e.g. three medical examinations from MS B. These medical examinations were requested by MS B from MS A within three flows for purposes of health assessment of three claimants, and MS A provided the requested medical documentation to the MS B. SED H020 contains global amount for all examinations plus three amounts for three individual claims, always referring to particular flow.




MS A 
MS B


2) MS B sends a Reply to Claim for Reimbursement to MS A by which MS B confirms that the total requested amount was approved and transferred on the MS A´s account. 




MS A 
MS B


OR


2) MS B sends MS A back a Reply to Claim for Reimbursement in which MS B approves only two of the requested payments and in one individual case MS B refuses to reimburse the examination because medical documentation was not provided as requested by MS B (within the sector flow). MS B states this explicitly in part 2.5 and 3.4 of SED H021. 




MS A 
MS B


AND AFTERWARDS NEW F- H005 HAS TO START:


1) MS A sends MS B another Claim for Reimbursement of Medical examination and attaches the requested medical documentation in the individual case. 


MS A
MS B


Remark: Requested Medical documentation may also be sent as attachment to SED H001 or within a sector flow.


2) MS B sends MS A a Reply to Claim for Reimbursement where MS confirms payment requested.




MS A
MS B


REMARK:


Institutions have to provide sufficient specification of any requested amount e.g. individual claim as well as of any transferred payment and bank connections. Stating the reasoning of rejection is required as well.  

2.4. Business Flow H006 - Claim for Death Grant


General description


F-H006 is the flow for claim for death grant based on Articles 42 and 43   Regulation (EC) 883/04 and Article 42 Regulation (EC) 987/2009 and is designed to communicate information from the Member State where the person has died to the competent Member State or the Member State of residence, which shall send it to the competent Member State. The sending institution provides the receiving institution with necessary information, to enable the competent institution to act upon a claim for a death grant. 

F-H006 consists of the following SED:


H 030 – Claim for Death Grant.


THE MOST COMMON SCENARIO(S):


1) MS A sends MS B the necessary information to decide on a claim for a death grant from MS B with all necessary information




      MS A 
MS B


2) MS A sends MS B the necessary information to decide on claim for a death grant from MS B and then MS B needs more information




MS A 
MS B


MS B asks MS A for additional information by means of H001 




MS A
MS B


MS A sends MS B requested information by means of H002 


MS A
MSB


REMARK:

If an exchange of information or communication of additional information is necessary in addition to that provided for by F-H006, use F-H001. 


2.5. Business Flow H007 - Claim for pre-retirement Benefit


General description


F-H007 is the flow for claim for pre-retirement benefit based on Articles 3 (1) (i), 66 Regulation (EC) 883/04 and is used when a person lives in another Member State than the one competent for the payment of a pre-retirement benefit. The sending institution provides the receiving institution with the necessary information, to enable the competent institution to act upon a claim for a pre-retirement benefit. 

F-H007 consists of the following SED:


H 040 – Claim for pre-retirement benefit.


THE MOST COMMON SCENARIO(S):


1) MS A sends MS B claim for pre-retirement benefit from MS B with all necessary information




MS A 
MSB


2) MS A sends MS B claim for pre-retirement benefit from MS B and then MS B needs more information




MS A 


    MSB


MS B asks MS A for additional information by means of H001 




MS A
MS B


MS A sends MS B requested information by means of H002 




MS A
MSB


REMARKS:


If an exchange of information or communication of additional information is necessary in addition to that provided for by F- H007, use F- H001. 


2.6. Business Flow H008


This Flow and its associated SEDs will be added to the Guidelines at a later stage pending further consideration.

2.7. Business Flow H009 - Transmission of claim/document/information


The flow is used if a person has mistakenly submitted a claim, a document or any relevant information to an institution in the territory of a Member State other than that in which the institution designated in accordance with the Regulation (EC) 987/2009 is situated. The claim, document, or information should be resubmitted without delay by the former institution to the institution designated in accordance with the Regulation (EC) 987/2009. This can be done directly to the designated institution, or indirectly via the liaison body. The receiving institution should respond if it accepts, refuses or has forwarded the transmission.

This flow can also be applied in the situation where a claim for benefit is submitted to a MS in which the relevant benefit does not exist. In that case this MS transfers the claim to the insurance institution in the MS which is competent to process a claim under the Regulations.


F-H009 consists of the following SEDs:


H065 – Transmission of claim/document/information, and  


H066 – Reply to transmission of claim/document/information.


F-H009 starts with SED H065 (Transmission of claim/document/information), it ends with H066 (Reply to transmission of claim/document/information). The SED H066 is used for answering on H065.

THE MOST COMMON SCENARIO(S):


1) MS A transfers MS B the claim/document/information by means of H 065




MS A
MS B


MS B replies to request by means of H066 




MS A
MS B


2) MS A transfers MS B mistakenly submitted by the interested person claim/document/information by means of H 065




MS A
MS B


MS B replies to request by means of H066 




MS A
MS B


MS B transfers claim/document/information to the relevant institution in MS C (point 4.1.1 in SED H066)


MS B
MS C


MS C can reply by means of H002 




MS B
MS C


REMARKS:


If an exchange of information or communication of additional information is necessary in addition to that provided for by F-H009, use F-H001 e.g. it also concerns the situation of sending the claim/document/information to the other relevant institution in the next MS. 


3. DESCRIPTION OF SEDS 


horizontal SeDs can be used independent or following a sector sed. the use of horizontal seds is without precedence to the sector sEds in which targeted information is exchanged.

3.1 SED H001 - Request for information/additional information


I. General description  


This SED is optional, generally only to be sent in situations where the information to be communicated is not provided for in the sector specific SEDs, or if additional information is exchanged at a later stage.  It is used in case an institution needs more information (as SED to exchange information) or communicates additional information concerning a change in the circumstances of the person concerned which influences or might influence the right to a benefit or the amount of the benefit and used for communicating any useful information regarding the case or event (as SED to transfer additional information without a request).


The SED can also be used as a reminder to exchange information that is not covered by sector SEDs. The SED H001 is a supplement to other SEDs and it may not be used to replace a SED already available in the sector concerned, and which has been especially designed for that purpose, in particular  a SED for a claim to  benefit.

CORRESPONDING FLOWS:


F-H001, F-H006, F-H007, F-H009, Business Flows in other sector if needed 


II. SED-SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION


The notes below should be read in conjunction with the Explanatory Notes for each SED, and cover only those points where the information in the Explanatory Notes needs to be complemented.


Point 1.2.2 “Status of the person”: 


The point defines status of the person concerned in the sending country. If “Status of the person” in the sending country is different from what it is in the receiving country it should be indicated by the sending institution as additional information in point 5 “Additional information/change in circumstances”.   


Section  4 “Request/reminder”: 


The section needs to be filled in if SED H001 is sent as a request for information.


SED H001 can be used as a reminder only after previous communication with the receiving institution. In that case it is advisable that the sending institution specifies the date of the previous request.

Section 5 “Additional information/change in circumstances” :


Section “Additional information/change in circumstances” includes any useful information concerning the case/event that was not provided in the initial SED because it was not known/available when the SED was originally submitted. 


Information that has already been provided elsewhere in the SED should not be repeated.


In connection with Article 5 Regulation (EC) 883/2004 the communication of information may concern a change of circumstances which influences or might influence the right to benefit/amount of the benefit, plus any useful information regarding the case/event in any sector (about death for example). The competent institution provides the other institutions concerned with the information without a request.


Section 6 “Attachments”:


Documents enclosed to the SED should be scanned. Both boxes – “Documents” and “Other” should be ticked scanned or other documents are enclosed simultaneously. Additional explanation of about the document(s) may be given in the section "Attachments" if necessary.


3.2 SED H002 - Reply to request for information


I. General description   


Reply to request for information which was sent with the H001. This SED is used only for answering an H001.  SED H002 can be used in any sector. 


CORRESPONDING FLOWS:


F-H001, F-H006, F-H007, F-H009, Business Flows in other sector only as reply to H001


II. SED-SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION


Point 2.2.2 “Status of the person”:  


The point defines status of the interested person in the sending institution. If “Status of the person” in the sending country is different from that in the receiving country it should be indicated by the sending institution in “Additional information”. 


Section 4 “Reply to requested information”:


The section to be filled in if SED H001 was sent as a request for information.


Section 5 “In response to request”:


The section to be filled in if SED H001 was sent as a request for information.


Point 5.2.3 - it is possible to reply that the institution is unable to send a specified SED and to explain the reason why. 


Section 7 “Attachments”:


The documents enclosed to the SED should be scanned. Both boxes “Documents” and “Other” should be checked if “Document(s)” and “Other” are enclosed simultaneously additional explanation of about the document(s) may be given in the section "Attachments" if necessary.


3.3 SED H003 Proposal/Notification on State of Residence

I. GENERAL DESCRIPTION:


SED H003 is used to either communicate a proposal on which Member State should be considered as the State of residence or to notify the already determined State of residence. 


SED H003 can be followed by SED H004,(Reply to proposal on State of residence/Disagreement with decision on State of residence) or be sent alone as a notification of state of residence.


CORRESPONDING FLOWS:


F-H003


II. SED-SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION


Section 4 "Type of information":


· Point 4.2. concerning "proposal of the state of residence" is used when there has been disagreement about which MS is the state of residence. The SED H003 is used in these cases usually after previous exchange of information concerning residence by using H005 and H006.  After having received the requested information, either the MS who sent the H005 or the MS who sends the H006 may send  SED H003 together with the “proposal of State of residence”. The proposed state of residence should be indicated in point 4.2.1. The date from which it is proposed to be the state of residence should be indicated in point 4.2.2. Explain the reasoning for the proposal in point 4.2.3.


· Point 4.3. concerning "notification of the state of residence" can be used on its own or combined with previous exchange of information concerning residence. It is an optional way to inform the other MS(s) of the decision concerning residence made in a MS. It is not used in situations where there is disagreement on which Member State should be considered as the State of residence. In H003 the State of residence is stated in point 4.3.1., and the date from which it is considered to be the State of Residence is stated in point 4.3.2. The reasoning of the notification can be explained in point 4.3.3. 


3.4 SED H004 Reply to proposal on state of residence/Disagreement with decision on State of Residence

I. GENERAL DESCRIPTION:


SED H004 is used to disagree with a decision on the State of residence that has already been taken (at national level or in another sector). It is also used to react on a proposal for a State of residence made in SED H003.


SED H004 can be sent on its own or in reply to SED H003. It can be a reaction to a sector specific SED where necessary in order to state disagreement with determination of residence stated in that sector SED.


CORRESPONDING FLOWS:


F-H002, F-H003, Business Flows in other sector if needed


II. SED-SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION


If SED H004 is used as a reply to a proposal for a state of residence in SED H003, you should fill in section 4.


If SED H004 is used to communicate the disagreement with the determination of the State of residence, you should fill in section 5. 


Section 4 "Reply to proposal on state of residence":


· In point 4.1. you should state whether the proposal on the State of residence sent on H003 is accepted or rejected. If it is rejected you should also choose the correct box to tick based on whether or not your rejection also includes a new proposal. 


· If the proposal is accepted, tick the box "Accept proposal" in point 4.1. and fill in point 4.2. Confirm the proposed state of residence by stating it in point 4.2.1. State also the starting date from which a Member State shoud be considered the State of residence  the of residence. 


· If the proposal is not accepted but you wish to propose another solution, tick the box "Reject proposal with new proposal" in point 4.1. and fill in the point 4.3. Fill in the name of the proposed State of residence in point 4.3.1. and the date from which that state is deemed to be the state of residence in point 4.3.2. It is important to inform the reasoning for the rejection as detailed as possible in point 4.3.3.


· If the proposal is rejected without a new proposal, tick the box "Reject proposal and start dialogue or conciliation procedure". 


Section  5 "Disagreement with decision on residence":


This section is used in order to state disagreement with a national or sector decision on residence (as referred to in Article 11(1) of Regulation987/2009. The decision on residence is evident either from an H003 which has been used as a notification or from a sector SED which includes a Member States' position on residence. 


When filling in point 5.1. you should indicate the individual ID number of the SED on which residence is stated and with which you disagree. In point 5.2. you should also mention the date on which this decision was made. In point 5.3. it is important to explain the reason(s) for the disagreement. In case of disagreement with the decision on residence, SED H005 should be followed by F-H004.


III. THE MOST COMMON SCENARIO:

See scenario under description of SED H003


3.5 SED H005 Request for Information on Residence

I.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:


SED H005 is a request for information to determine or verify the residence ( "centre of the interest") of a person. The guidance in Article 11(1) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009 consists of a checklist of issues or criteria that can be used in assessing a person's residence.  Depending on the situation, not all the issues in the list may be relevant or need to be assessed.  The list is only indicative and Article 11(1) makes clear that the aim of the institutions should be to reach agreement on "the centre of interests of the person concerned".  Articles 11(1) (a) and (b) then list the various factors ("elements") that the institutions can take into account in their overall assessment of a person's centre of interests.  


SED H005 can be used to initialize flow F-H004 (Exchange of information on residence). It can also be used in connection with the SED H004 with which disagreement on the State of residence is communicated, in case more information is needed to determine the actual State of residence.

CORRESPONDING FLOWS:


F-H004


II. SED-SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION


Section 3 "Request for information":


Mention the points for which additional information is requested and/or describe the kind of information requested. If information concerning all of the points is not required, indicate please indicate the specific points for which information concerning residence is requested. 


Section 4 "Elements to determine residence":


· This point is to be filled out with information the sending institution has available of the person and which is of relevance to determine the State of residence of the person concerned..


· After choosing in point 4.1.1 which type of address, permanent or other, is available, please fill in the details of each address under point 4.1.2. Repeat these points as many times as there are addresses filled in. Explain in point 4.1.3. what is/has been the duration of the presence in the MS(s) mentioned. In point 4.1.4. you should evaluate the continuity of the person's presence in those MS(s).


· Point 4.3. is intended for the description of the nature and specific characteristics of the person's activity. Here you should describe all activity the person has, both gainful and non-gainful, irrespective of where the said activity takes place.


Describe the person's gainful activity in point 4.3.1. Under point 4.3.2. you should describe any non-remunerated activity the person has. The duration of the activity/activities mentioned in points 4.3.1. and 4.3.2. should be mentioned in point 4.3.3., especially the duration of any work contract 


The location, especially the country/countries, where the gainful or non-gainful activity is habitually pursued, should be detailed in point 4.3.4. Describe the nature of the activity/activities in point 4.3.5., especially the stability of the said activity. 


· Point 4.4. relates to students and the source of their income should be stated in this point (when being non-active persons).


· Describe the person's housing situation in point 4.5. and especially evaluate the permanency of the person’s tenure .


If known, the MS in which the person is deemed to reside for taxation purposes should be indicated in point 4.6. Alternatively, you should state whether or not the person is deemed for taxation purposes to reside in the MS of the sending institution. 


· Point 4.7. is for describing the person's family status and family ties. Fill in the spouse's/partner's name and the place of residence, especially the country. Fill in the name/s of the person's children, as well as their place/s of residence and the place/s where the children go to school


· Point 4.8. is for filling in any information concerning the person's intention, as  it appears from the various facts and circumstances set out in Article 11 (1) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009, especially the reasons that led the person to move.A person's intention does not need to be explicit and can be assessed according to a range of circumstances concerning his move.   Where the person has made an explicit statement of his intention, this statement can only be considered as decisive where it is consistent with the other facts and circumstances concerning his move.  


III. THE MOST COMMON SCENARIO:

This SED and flow F-H004 might be used either on its own in order to find out more information for making a national decision concerning residence (see below) or in order to find out additional information of the elements concerning residence in both Member States so as to find a common view concerning residence in a specific case (See scenario under description of SED H003).


3.6 SED H006 Reply to Request for information on Residence

I GENERAL DESCRIPTION:


This SED is a reply to a request for information in SED H005.


CORRESPONDING FLOWS:


F-H004


II. SED-SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION


Point 3 "Reply to request for information":


· In point 3.1. fill in the date of the request sent on H005. Point 3.2. is for giving information of the person's circumstances in the MS sending the H006. Information can be given also for points that were not specifically requested in the H005. 


· Point 3.2.1. is repeatable and it includes details on the person's address, as well as the duration and the continuity of the person's presence in the country where the address is. After choosing in point 3.2.1.1. which type of address, permanent or other, that are known to you, fill in the details of that address in point 3.2.1.2. Repeat these points as many times as there are addresses filled in.


· Explain in point 3.2.1.3. what is/has been the duration of the presence in the MS mentioned. In point 3.2.1.4. you should evaluate the continuity of the person's presence in that MS.  


· In point 3.2.2. you should tick the relevant box indicating the status of the person in your view

· Point 3.2.3. is intended for the description of the nature and specific characteristics of the person's activity. Here you should describe all activity the person has, both gainful and non-gainful, irrespective of where the said activity takes place. Describe the person's gainful activity in point 3.2.3.1. 


· In point 3.2.3.2. you should describe any non-remunerated activity the person has. The duration of the activity/activities mentioned in points 3.2.3.1. and 3.2.3.2.should be mentioned in point 3.2.3.3., especially the duration of any work contract. The location, especially the country/countries, where the gainful or non-gainful activity is habitually pursued, should be detailed in point 3.2.3.4 Describe the nature of the activity/activities in point 3.2.3.5., especially the stability of the said activity. 


· Point 3.2.4. relates to students and the source of their income should be stated in this point.


· Describe the person's housing situation in point 3.2.5. and especially evaluate the permanency of that housing.


If known, the MS in which the person is deemed to reside for taxation purposes should be indicated in point 3.2.6. Alternatively, you should state whether or not the person is deemed for taxation purposes to reside in the MS of the replying institution.  


· Point 3.2.7. is for describing the person's family status and family ties. Fill in the spouse's/partner's name in point 3.2.7.1. and his/her place of residence, especially the country, in point 3.2.7.2. The name of the person's children should be mentioned under point 3.2.7.3. and the place(s) of their residence in point 3.2.7.4. The place/s where the children go to school should be filled in under point 3.2.7.5.


· Point 3.2.8. is for filling in any information concerning the person's intention, especially the reasons that led the person to move.


III. THE MOST COMMON SCENARIO:


This SED and flow F-H004 might be used either in  their own in order to find out more information for making a national decision concerning residence (see scenario under SED H005) or in order to find out additional information of the elements concerning residence in both Member States so as to find a common view concerning residence in a specific case (See scenario under description of SED H003).


3.7 SED HO20 Claim for – Reimbursement – Administrative Check/Medical Examination, and


3.8 SED H021 Reply to Claim for Reimbursement – Administrative Check/Medical Examination


I. GENERAL DESCRIPTION:


The SED H020 is in effect an electronic invoice and SED H021 is a reply to SED H020.


Both SEDs may refer either to one claim only (where the global claim is an individual claim), or to more individual claims (where the global claim is the sum total of individual claims (concerning one or more persons). In either case, sufficient identification data for both, global and individual claims have to be provided by the creditor as well as the debtor institution within the flow. 


Individual claim refers only to one case (e.g. one person concerned) and to one SED ID (e.g. identification number of a sector SED generated by an AP; by this sector SED the debtor institution requested administrative control / or medical check from the creditor institution).


Payments´ identification has to be provided always to both global and to individual claims. Identification of a payment of the global claim is provided by the payment reference for transfer of creditor institution and this payment reference is provided by the creditor institution. Identification of a payment of the individual claim is an invoice number (plus eventual further data like case number) and is provided by the debtor institution.


Acceptance means that a certain amount will be transferred into a bank account and implies that the debtor institution will be obliged to transfer that amount into the bank account of the creditor institution.


Rejection of the requested payments may refer to:


· the whole requested amount = amount requested by the global claim, or


· a part of the whole requested amount 


· the amount requested by an individual claim


· a part of the amount requested by an individual claim


In case, that only a part of the requested whole amount is rejected, creditor institution has to add a reference to the individual claim (and amount) with a reasoning of the rejection. 


CORRESPONDING FLOW:


F- H005 , F- H001

II. SED-SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION


H021


Point 2.5.1 “Total number of rejected claims”

Insert here the total number of all rejected individual claims as requested by H020


Section 3.4  “Rejection” 


Insert here all data referring to the concrete individual claim only

Example:


Global claim consists of 3 individual claims: A –100 EUR, B –200 EUR, C – 300 EUR. This means that the whole amount requested for the global claim is = 100 EUR + 200 EUR + 300 EUR = 600 EUR. Creditor institution rejects the whole payment for individual claim B. Payment for claim B is rejected because the medical check´s documentation was not readable. Creditor institution will fill SED H021 as follows:


Part on global claim


		2.5 Rejection 13



		2.5.1 Total number of rejected claims

		 1



		2.5.2 Total amount of rejected claims in currency of creditor institution14

		 200





Part on individual claim


		3.4 Rejection20



		3.4.1 Rejection

		



		

		Of the whole amount claimed



		(

		Of a part amount claimed



		3.4.2 Amount not accepted in currency of creditor institution

		 200



		3.4.3 Currency of creditor institution21

		 EUR



		3.4.4 Reasoning22

		



		

		Quality of the medical check



		(

		Reason for reimbursement is not justified



		(

		Other



		

		



		Please fill in the following if "Reasoning" = "Other" : 



		3.4.5 Other

		





3.9  SED H030 - Claim for Death Grant


I. General description   


SED H030 “Claim for Death Grant” is used when a person has died in another Member State than the competent Member State and the claim is made in the Member State where the person has died. The sending institution (institution of place where the person died), sends to the receiving institution (competent institution or the institution of the place of residence a claim (application) for death grant made under the legislation applied by the competent institution. 


The claim should include information required under the legislation applied by the competent institution.


SED H030 can be used in any sector from which entitlement to death grant arises.


CORRESPONDING FLOWS:


F-H001, F-H006, F H009 


II. SED-SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION


Section 2 “Deceased Person”:


One SED for each deceased person should be sent. 


Section 3 “Claimant”:

Section “Claimant” includes identification data of the natural person/legal person/funeral undertaker who claims the death grant. One SED for each claimant should be sent. 


· Point 3.3 “Other type of the Claimant”: 


Show if the claimant who is not a natural person, is:


· legal person who covered some or all of the funeral cost or


· Funeral undertaker or an agent or representative of an undertaker.


· Point 3.3.3 “Name of person entitled to represent legal person/undertaker”:


· Point “Name of person entitled to represent legal person/undertaker” includes family name(s) and forename(s) of the natural person who represents legal person/funeral undertaker.


Section 4 “Additional information on the claim for death grant”

Point 4.2 “Date of claim” includes information on the date when the claim for death grant was submitted in the sending institution.


Section 8 “Please find attached following document(s)”:


The application (claim) for death grant submitted by the claimant in the sending institution in any (written) form (e.g. national application) should be attached to the SED H030. Also include information required under the legislation applied by the receiving institution (competent institution) and other required documents e.g. certificate of death, invoices. These documents, including the claim submitted by the claimant, are attached as scanned documents. 


3.10  SED H040 - Claim for Pre-retirement Benefit


I. General description  


SED H040 ”Claim for Pre-retirement Benefit” is used when a person makes a claim for a pre-retirement benefit in another Member State than the competent one. The sending institution (institution of place of residence of the claimant), sends to the receiving institution (competent institution) a scanned claim (application) for pre-retirement benefit in accordance with legislation applied by the competent institution The claim should include information required under the legislation applied by the competent institution.


SED H040 can be used in any sector from which entitlement to pre-retirement benefit arises.


CORRESPONDING FLOWS:


F- H001, F- H007, F- H009   


II. SED-SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION


Section 2 “Claimant”: 


The section “Claimant” includes identification data of the natural person who submits a claim for a pre-retirement benefit.


Section 3 “Person employment/self-employment details”:


Section 3 includes available information on employment/self-employment of the claimant, in particular in MS of the sending institution but also available information on employment and self-employment in other Member States.


· Point 3.1 “Status of activity”:


It can include information about more than one activity (e.g. two activities in two different MS or two different activities as employed and self-employed in one MS or in one MS person is still employed/self-employed and in other MS employment/self-employment was reduced). 


· Point 3.1.4 “Person reduced Employment/Self-employment” :


The point includes information if the claimant’s activity as employed/self-employed was reduced but this activity is still being run in limited scope and if “yes” there should be information on which date he/she reduced his/her activity.


· Point 3.1.5 “Person suspended Employment/Self-employment”:


The point includes information if the claimant suspended his/her activity as employed/self-employed and if “yes” there should be information on which date he/she suspended the activity.


· Point 3.1.6 “Person intends to retire from Employment /Self-employment ”:


The point includes information if the claimant is going to retire from his/her activity as employed/self-employed and if “yes” there should be information on which future date he/she is going to retire.


· Point 3.1.7 “Person intends to take up Employment/ Self-employment ”:


The point includes information if the claimant is going to take up activity as employed/self-employed and if “yes” there should be information on which future date he/she is going to take up the activity.


· Point 3.2 “If person still pursuing or intends to take up employment or self-employment please state the monthly amount of income”:


The point includes information on amount of income of claimant from activity as employed or self-employed (income before any deductions) and the currency. This information is needed because in some MS legislation provides deduction of pre-retirement benefits due to fact that person is receiving income as employed/self-employed.


· Point 3.4 “Country which legislation was applicable during last employment or self-employment activity”:


The point includes information on country which legislation was applicable according to Title II of Regulation (EC) No 883/2004 when the claimant was lastly employed/self-employed.


· Point 3.5 “Last employer details”:


It includes information on last employer of the claimant (e.g. name of the employer, country where the claimant was employed, address of the employer and its identification data).


· Point 3.6 “Reason for termination of the last employment/self-employment”:


The point includes information on reasons why the claimant stopped his/her activity as employed/self-employed. 


Section 4 “Person benefit details”:


It includes information if  the claimant is receiving/was receiving/is going to receive benefit or not. If he/she is/was applied/granted/denied/provisionally granted some benefits appropriate box is ticked and there should be information about institution which is paying the benefit and starting date and end date of benefits payment.


Section 5 “Period of receiving unemployment benefits”:


It includes information about start date and end date of receiving unemployment benefits and which institution is/was paying the unemployment benefit.


Section 6 “Information on representative/legal guardian”:


Section 6 includes information on representative/legal guardian that represents the claimant.


Section 7 “Information on payment”:


Section 7 includes information to whom the pre-retirement benefit shall be paid (to claimant or to his/her representative/legal guardian) and it includes bank details.


Section 8 “Miscellaneous”:


The section includes information on the date when the claim for pre-retirement benefit was submitted in the sending institution. And point “Remarks” can include information about the claim.


Section 10 “Please find attached following document(s)”:

To SED H040 should be attached the application (claim) for pre-retirement benefit submitted by the claimant in the sending institution in any (written) form (e.g. national application) which includes information required under the legislation applied by the receiving institution (competent institution) and other required documents. These documents, including claim submitted by the claimant, are attached as scanned documents. 


3.11 SED H061


This Flow and its associated SEDs will be added to the Guidelines at a later stage pending further consideration,


3.12 SED H062


This Flow and its associated SEDs will be added to the Guidelines at a later stage pending further consideration,


3.13 SED H063


This Flow and its associated SEDs will be added to the Guidelines at a later stage pending further consideration,


3.14 SED H064


This Flow and its associated SEDs will be added to the Guidelines at a later stage pending further consideration,


3.15  SED H065 - Transmission of claim/document/information


I. General description  


The SED contains a specific set of data, with which a claim, document or other information which has mistakenly been provide to the wrong institution by a person, is transmitted.

SED is optional and only to be sent if needed. It can be sent to liaison body of the receiving Member State too, if the relevant institution is not known.


Possibility to enclose a scanned document or (other) information and the claim for various types of benefits with documents attached to the claim.


CORRESPONDING FLOWS:


F- H001, F-H009, Business Flows in each sector if needed 


II. SED-SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION


Section 4 “Additional information concerning claim/document/information”:


Provide all the necessary information concerning the claim, other documents transmitted. 


This SED is addressed primarily to the institution in other MS and for this reason the sending institution should give as much information as possible accompanying the transmission of the claim, document, or information and to enable acting upon claim among others.


Section 5 “Reasons for transmission:

The reasons for transmission need to be stated by sending institution.  


Section 6 “Please find attached following documents):


The documents enclosed to the SED should be scanned. The listed types of scanned documents can be checked all or more than one if they are enclosed simultaneously. 


3.16 SED H066 - Reply to transmission of claim/document/information


I. GENERAL DESCRIPTION   


Reply to transmission mistakenly submitted claim, document, or information by the person concerned which was sent using H065. The SED is used only for answering on H065.  It is mandatory to answer.

CORRESPONDING FLOWS:


F- H001, F- H009, Business Flows in each sector only as reply to H065


II. SED-SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION


Section 4 “Reply to transmission of claim/document/information”:


Institution which receives the claim, document, or information takes a decision concerning transmission accept/do not accept or forwarded to the other relevant institution and stating the justification of the decision. If the claim, document, or information has been forwarded subsequently, then country code, institution code and institution name - should be given as well.


The institution to which the claim, document, or information was submitted may provide verification when it has established a fact in connection with a claim, document, or information under its own legislation. SEDs H001 and H002 can be used to exchange this documentation. 


The institution may forward a scan of a claim, document, or other information and supporting documents submitted with them.


The interested person should keep a copy of the claim, document orinformation and supporting documents for their records.


Section 5 “Information on the receiving institution”:


The sending institution provides receiving institution with information about type of institution and specification on one of the institutions listed in point 5.1.


Section 6 “Date of the receipt of the claim/document/information”:


Where data are transferred  indirectly via the liaison body of the Member State of destination, time limits for responding to claims shall start from the date when that liaison body received the claim, as if it had been received by the institution in that Member State.


ANNEX I – Flows table 


The flows table is available on Circa in the following location:


http://circa.europa.eu/Members/irc/empl/electronic_data_exchange/library?l=/business_flows_seds/documentation_corrtables/horizontal&vm=detailed&sb=Title

ANNEX II – Correlation table


The correlation table (and any possible updates performed to it) is available on Circa in the following location:


http://circa.europa.eu/Members/irc/empl/electronic_data_exchange/library?l=/business_flows_seds/documentation_corrtables/horizontal&vm=detailed&sb=Title

ANNEX III – Glossary of terms

The short glossary list below is complemented by the EESSI Business Glossary, available on the following location of the European Commission's website: http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?langId=en&catId=869.

		Term

		Short explanation






		AC

		Administrative Commission for the Coordination of Social Security Systems (art.71 Regulation (EC) no 883/2004).



		AP (Access Point)

		National gateway for multiple institutions to the EESSI network. 



		Counterparty 



		The recipient of the query/notification and the sender of the reply within a message exchange. 



		EESSI

		Electronic Exchange of Social Security Information



		Flow (or Business Flow)

		A flow is composed of several SEDs and it is defined to serve a specific communication need.


A flow captures a predefined conversation pattern where the SEDs which are included in the flow are the messages that the conversation partners exchange between each other. 


Different SEDs are exchanged in different flows depending on the purpose of the flow.



		Flow owner

		The institution responsible for the flow and which initiates the flow. The flow owner is the one who can close a flow that it has opened. 



		Horizontal flows

		Flows that are not sector specific: they refer to certain information exchanges that are potentially relevant for all social security sectors.



		MD (Master Directory)

		An electronic directory (database) of all institutions registered in EESSI for all EESSI Member States.



		Member State

		EESSI Member State (EU countries and EFTA countries: Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway and Switzerland )



		Originator

		The institution which opens a flow by sending a SED to another institution(s). The originator is always the owner institution as well.



		PIN

		Personal Identification Number is a number or marking that uniquely identifies the person it refers to in the institution.



		Recovery flows

		Flows that are used to process recovery and offsetting issues.



		SED

		SED stands for: Structured Electronic Document. 


An SED is an electronic message, with predefined data fields, which is exchanged in the EESSI system by the Member States in order to convey information from one to another.


Article 1, point 2 (d) of Regulation (EC) no 987/2009 defines the Structured Electronic Document as "any structured document in a format designed for the electronic exchange of information between Member States". 


During the transitional period, paper version of the SEDs can be used. 



		WEBIC

		WEBIC stands for: Web User Interface.


WEBIC is a software developed by the European Commission and installed in the Member States. This application allows clerks to exchange social security information and therefore send and receive EESSI messages. Member States can use WEBIC to process their cases or they can build a national application for this purpose. National applications should include the same functions as WEBIC. When this guideline refers to WEBIC, it applies also to the national applications.
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Sheet1

		SECTOR		BUSINESS FLOW
NUMBER + NAME		SEDs
NUMBER + NAME		Renumbered SEDs		ARTICLE IN BASIC REGULATION 883/04		ARTICLE IN IMPLEMENTING
REGULATION 987/09		EQUIVALENT 
E-FORM		DESCRIPTION OF
BUSINESS FLOW
(meaning + purpose)/ OF PARTICULAR SED IN THE BF		REMARKS
ON SEDs

		Sickness		F-S001 - Entitlement Document - Residence Outside CS		S071 - Request for Entitlement Document- Residence		S071		17, 22, 24, 25, 26		24		E107		Member state of residence requests entitlement document

						S072 - Entitlement Document - Residence		S072		17, 22, 24, 25, 26		24		part A E106, E109, E120, E121		Institution in competent state sends entitlement document in case that person is entitled for that

						S073 - Information of Registration - Residence		S073		17, 22, 24, 25, 26		24		part B E106, E109, E120 E121		Institution in state of residence informs CI  about registration		It is also necessary to fill in part A of E106 - idetification data of person

						S050 - Dispute Registration Date - Residence		S050		17, 22, 24, 25, 26		24		---		CI informs institution that they do not agree with date of registration provided by institution of the place of residence

		This flow begins when person concerned presents portable document S1		F-S002 - Register (Residence Outside CS with Entitlement Document Available)		S073 - Information of Registration - Residence		S073		17, 22, 24, 25, 26		24		part B of E106, E109, E120 or E121		Institution in state of residence informs competent institution about registration		It is also necessary to fill in part A of E106 - idetification data of person

						S050 - Dispute Registration Date - Residence		S050		17, 22, 24, 25, 26		24		---		CI informs institution of the place of residence that they do not agree with date of registration provided by institution of the place of residence

				F-S003 - Change or Cancellation of Entitlement Document		S016 - Change or Cancellation of Entitlement Document		S016		17, 22, 24, 25, 26		24		E108 (cancellation), E001 (change)		CI  informs institution of the place of residence about cancellation or change of entitlement document		We assume that the change or cancellation of the entitlement document is done per individual family member

						S017 - Reply to Change or Cancellation of Entitlement Document		S017		17, 22, 24, 25, 26		24		E108 (cancellation), E001 (change)		Reply to information concerning change or cancellation of entitlement document

						S050 - Dispute Registration Date - Residence		S050		17, 22, 24, 25, 26		24		---		Institution of the place of residence informs CI that they do not agree with date mentioned in SED S016		SEDs S017 and S050 are two possibilites for replying to S016.

				F-S004 - Change or Cancellation of Registration		S018 - Change or Cancellation of Registration		S018		17, 22, 24, 25, 26		24		E108 (cancellation), E001 (change)		Institution of the place of residence informs CI about cancellation or change of registration

						S019 - Reply to Change or Cancellation of Registration		S019		17, 22, 24, 25, 26		24		E108 (cancellation), E001 (change)		Reply to information concerning change or cancellation of registration

						S050 - Dispute Registration Date - Residence		S050		17, 22, 24, 25, 26		24		---		CI informs institution of the place of residence that they do not agree with date mentioned in S018		SEDs S019 and S050 are two possibilites for replying to S018.

				F-S005 - Necessary Treatment in MS of Stay - Request for Entitlement Document (European Health Insurance Card or Replacement Form)		S044 - Request for Entitlement Document - Stay (European Health Insurance Card or Replacement form)		S044		19		25		Part A of E107		Institution of the place of stay requests entitlement document for benefits in kind in case of temporary stay

						S045 - Entitlement Document - Stay (European Health Insurance Card or Replacement form)		S045		19		25		Replacement form (or part B of E107 if there is no entitlement)		CI sends entitlement document (Replacement form) or replies that person concerned is not entitled

				F-S006 - Necessary Treatment - Reimbursement Rates		S067 - Request for Reimbursement Rates - Stay		S067		19, 27		25		E126		CI requests reimbursement rates in case that treatment was paied by cash

						S068 - Reply Reimbursement Rates- Stay		S068		19, 27		25		E126		Institution of the place of treatment informs CI about applicable reimbursement rates

				F-S007 - Scheduled Treatment - Information on Coverage of Specific Benefit in Kind		S014 - Request Information as if Treatment is covered in MS of Stay - Scheduled Treatment		S014		20		26		---		CI asks institution in the state of possible scheduled treatment whether the particular treatment is covered in that state

						S015 - Information on coverage of Treatment - Scheduled Treatment		S015		20		26		---		Reply to request concerning coverage of particular treatment

				F-S008  Scheduled treatment - Request Entitlement Document in MS of Stay (Residence not in CMS)		S009 - Request for Entitlement Document - Scheduled Treatment outside CMS/RMS		S009		20		26		E107		Member state of residence requests entitlement document

						S075 - Request additional Info - Scheduled Treatment outside CMS/RMS		S075		20		26				Request additional info - scheduled treatment outside CS and outside state of residence

						S076 Reply to Request additional info - Scheduled Treatment outside CMS/RMS		S076		20		26				Reply to Request additional info - scheduled treatment outside CS and outside state of residence

						S010 - Entitlement Document  - Scheduled Treatment outside CMS/RMS		S010		20		26		E112 (or part B of E107 if there is no entitlement)		CI sends entitlement document for scheduled treatment		In this case portable document S2 should be sent to the person concerned

				F-S009 - Scheduled treatment - Request extension of authorization in MS of Stay		S035 - Request for Extension of Entitlement Document - Scheduled Treatment		S035		20		26		---		Institution of the place of state requests extension of entitlement document for scheduled treatment

						S036 - Acknowledgement of Request for Extension of Entitlement Document - Scheduled Treatment		S036		20		26		---		CI informs institution of the place of treatment that they received their request for extension

						S037 -  Reply to Request for Extension of Entitlement Document - Scheduled Treatment		S037		20		26		---		CI informs institution of the place of treatment about their decision concerning extension of entitlement document for scheduled treatment

				F-S011 - Urgent Vitally Necessary treatment (UrgAut) - Request for Authorisation in MS of stay (Residence not in CMS)		S011 - Information of Authorisation - Urgent Vitally Necessary Treatment		S011		20		26		---		Institution of the place of residence informs CI that they granted scheduled treatment of behalf of CI		E112/paper SED S010 or portable document S2 should be issued as an entitlement document for institution of the place of stay

						S012 - Acknowledgement of Receipt for Information of Authorisation - Urgent Vitally Necessary Treatment		S012		20		26		---		CI informs institution of the place of residence that they received their information concerning granted scheduled treatment

						S075 - Request additional Info - Urgent Vitally Necessary Treatment		S075		20		26				Request additional info - scheduled treatment outside CS and outside state of residence

						S076 Reply to Request additional info - Urgent Vitally Necessary Treatment		S076		20		26				Reply to Request additional info - scheduled treatment outside CS and outside state of residence

						S013                       Notification of Payment - Urgent Vitally Necessary Treatment		S013		20		26				CI informs institution of the place of stay that bill can be sent directly to the CI

				F-S012 - Cash Benefits - Application		S055 - Application for Cash Benefits		S055		21		27(3)(8)(10)		E 115		Institution in MS of place of residence/stay transfers the medical certificate related to incapacity for work of the person concerned to the CI  when the doctor in MS of place of residence/stay doesn’t issue medical certificates

				F-S013 - Cash Benefits - Administrative Check or Medical Examination		S063 - Request for Administrative Check or Medical Examination		S063		21		27(5)(10), 87(1)(3)		E 117		CI requests institution in MS of place of residence/stay to carry out a medical examination or an administrative check of the insured person

						S065 - Information about Costs of Administrative Check or Medical Examination		S065		21		27(5)(10), 87		'---		Institution of place of residence/stay informs the CI about estimated costs of an administrative check or medical examination

						S066 - AApproval or not of Administrative Check or Medical Examination		S066		21		27(5)(10), 87		'---		CI informs the institution of place of residence/stay about approval or not of the estimated costs of the required administrative check or medical examination

						S064 - Reply  to Request for Administrative Check or Medical Examination		S064		21		27(5)(10), 87(1)(3)		E213 for  medical exam. in case of invalidity and E116 for medical exam. In case of cash benefits related to incapacity for work , E215 for administrative check		Institution in MS of place of residence/stay informs CI about result of an administrative check or medical examination                                      BF-S013 is followed by BF-H005, if necessary

				F-S014 - Cash Benefits - Information on Payment		S046 - Information on Payment or Not of Cash Benefits		S046		21		27(7)(9)(10)		E 117+ E 118		CI informs institution in MS of place of residence/stay about payment or not of cash benefits

						S047 - Information on End of Incapacity for Work		S047		21		27(7)(9)(10)		E 118		CI informs institution in MS of place of residence/stay about the end of incapacity for work of the person concerned

				F-S015 - Long Term Cash Benefits - Application		S056 - Notification Application for Cash Benefits - Long Term		S056		21		28		---		Member state of residence informs CI about application for cash benefits - long term

						S057 - Acknowledgement for Application for Cash Benefits - Long Term		S057		21		28		---		CI informs member state of residence that they received claim

				F-S016  Long Term Cash Benefits - Medical Examination		S061 - Request for medical examination - Long term		S061		21		28		---		CI requests member state of residence for medical examination

						S062 - Reply of medical examination - Long term		S062		21		28		---		Member state of residence informs CI about medical examination

				F-S017 - Long Term Cash Benefits - Information on Payment		S001 - Information of Payment of Cash Benefits - Long term		S001		34		30		---		CI informs the institution of the place of residence or stay about the payment of long-term care cash benefits

						S002 - Acknowledgement for reception of Information of Payment of Cash Benefits - Long term		S002		34		30		---		Institution of the place of stay or residence informs CI that they received information of payment of long term cash benefits

						S003 - Information of Reimbursement Rates - Long term		S003		34		30		---		Institution of the place of residence or stay informs CI about any long-term care benefit in kind intended for the same purpose which it grants under its legislation to the person concerned and of the rate of reimbursement.

						S004 - Acknowledgement for reception of Information of Reimbursement Rates - Long term		S004		34		30		--		Acknowledgement that information concerning reimbursement rates has been received

						S005 - Information of Change in Reimbursement Rates - Long term		S005		34		30		---		Information on change in the rate of reimbursement/change in the national legislation or end of payment of long-term benefits

				F-S018 - Request the Entitlement Document - Former Frontier Worker (FFW)		S006 - Request for Information of Status - Former Frontier Worker		S006		28		29		---		CI Requests the information concerning the person’s former status as frontier worker

						S007 - Information of Status - Former Frontier Worker		S007		28		29		---		Reply to the CI´s request concerning status

						S008 - Entitlement Document - Former Frontier Worker		S008		28		29		---		CI sends information concerning entitlement (entitled or not) of the person concerned to benefits in kind

						S077 - Cancellation of entitlement document - Former Frontier Worker		S077		28		29		---		Cancellation of entitlement document - fromer frontier worker

				F-S019 - Actual Cost Claim - Benefit in Kind (Kind)		S080 - Claim for Reimbursement - Kind		S080		35, 41		62,66(1),67		E125		Creditor institution claims medical costs on debtor institution

						S081 - Acknowledgement of Claim for Reimbursement -Kind		S081		35.41		62,66(1),67		---		Debtor institution informs creditor institution that they received their claim

						S083 - Credit Note - Kind		S083		35.41		62,66(1),67		E125		Creditor institution submits a credit note to the debtor institution

						S084 - Acknowledgement of Credit Note - Kind		S084		35.41		62,66(1),67		---		Debtor institution informs creditor institution that they received a credit note

						S085 - Information on Down Payments - Kind		S085		35.41		62,66(1),67		---		Proposal for down payment by debtor institution

						S086 - Reply on Information on Down Payments		S086		35.41		62,66(1),67				Creditor institution either accepts or refuses the downpayment

						S087 - Contestation of Individual Claim - Kind		S087		35.41		62,66(1),67		---		Debtor instution contests one single claim

						S088 - Reply on Contestation of Individual Claim - Kind		S088		35.41		62,66(1),67		---		Reply to contestation of single claim (either cancellation of this claim or additional info)

						S089 - Information on Payment of single claim - Kind		S089		35.41		62,66(1),67		---		Debtor institution informs creditor institution about payment of single claim

						S082 - Information on Final Settlement - Kind		S082		35.41		62,66(1),67,68(1)		---		Information that whole claim is settled

				F-S021 - Inventory of Months (Fixed Amounts)		S090 - Inventory of Months related to reimbursement of - Fixed Amounts		S090		35		64,65,66(1),67		E127		Creditor instution informs debtor institution about number of claimed months

						S091 - Acknowledgement of Inventories of Months - Fixed Amounts		S091		35		64,65,66(1),67				Debtor institution informs creditor institution that they received their inventory

						S092 - Credit Note of Months - Fixed Amounts		S092		35		64,65,66(1),67				Creditor institution submits a credit note of months

						S093 - Acknowledgment of Credit Note of Months - Fixed Amounts		S093		35		64,65,66(1),67				Debtor institution informs creditor institution that they received their credit note

						S094 - Contestation of inventories of months concerning one person - Fixed Amounts		S094		35		64,65,66(1),67		---		Debtor institution informs creditor institution about their agreement or objections to inventory of months or asks more info

						S103 - Reply on contestation of inventory of months - Fixed Amounts		S103		35		64,65,66(1),67				Creditor institution accept contestation or gives additional information

						S095 - Claim for reimbursement of fixed amounts - Fixed Amounts		S095		35		64,65,66(1),67		letter with calculation of claim		Creditor institution claims fixed amounts on debtor institution

						S096 - Acknowledgement of claim for reimbursement of fixed amounts - Fixed Amounts		S096		35		64,65,66(1),67				Debtor institution informs creditor institution that they received a claim for reimbursement of fixed amounts

						S097 - Information on Down Payments of Fixed amounts - Fixed Amounts		S097		35		64,65,66(1),68				Proposal for down payment by debtor institution

						S098 - Reply on Information on Down Payments of Fixed Amounts - Fixed Amounts		S098		35		64,65,66(1),69				Creditor institution either accepts or refuses the downpayment

						S099 - Contestation of Global Claim - Fixed Amounts		S099		35		64,65,66(1),70				Debtor instution contests a global claim

						S100 - Reply on Contestation of Global Claim - Fixed Amounts		S100		35		64,65,66(1),71				Reply to contestation of global claim

						S101 - Information on Payment of Individual claim - Fixed Amounts		S101		35		64,65,66(1),67		---		Debtor institution informs creditor institution about payment of single claim

						S102 - Information on Final Settlement - Fixed Amounts		S102		35		64,65,66(1),67		---		Information that whole claim is settled

				F-S022 - Interest Claim on Late Payment		S026 - Claim Interest on Late Payment - Interest		S026		---		68		---		Creditor institution informs debtor institution about claims for interest due to late payment

						S027 - Acknowledgement of claim interest on late payment - Interest		S027		---		68		---		Debtor institution informs creditor institution that they have received claims for interest due to late payment

						S028 - Credit Note Interest on Late Payment - Interest		S028		---		68		---		Creditor institution submits a credit note on late payment to the debtor institution

						S029 - Acknowledgement of Credit Note Interest on Late Payment - Interest		S029		---		68		---		Debtor institution informs creditor institution that they have received a credit note on late payment

						S030 - Contestation of Claim Interest on Late Payment - Interest		S030		---		68		---		Debtor instution contests a claim interest on late payment

						S031 - Reply to Contestation of Claim Interest on Late Payment - Interest		S031		---		68		---		Creditor institution accept contestation or gives additional information concerning payment of interests

						S032 - Information on payment - Interest		S032		---		68		---		Information that interest has been payed

				F-S023 - Refund of Overpayment		S051 - Request Refund of Overpayment - Overpayment		S051				---		---		One institution requests refund of overpayment on second institution

						S052 - Acknowledgement of Request of Refund of Overpayment - Overpayment		S052				---		---		Institution informs sending institution that they have received a request refund of overpayment

						S053 - Reply to Request of Overpayment - Overpayment		S053				---		---		Requested institution informs first institution about their opinion

						S054 - Information on Refund of Overpayment - Overpayment		S054				---		---		Information that overpayment was refunded

				F-S024 - Aggregation of Periods - Insurance risk type: sickness and maternity		S040 - Request for periods - Insurance risk type: sickness and maternity				6		12 (1)		E 104 part A		The applicant institution asks the requested institution for confirmation of relevant periods of insurance, employment, self-employment or residence completed by the person concerned under legislation of this latter institution

						S041 - Reply to request for periods - insurance risk type: sickness and maternity				6		12 (1)		E 104 part B		The requested institution informs the applicant institution that the person concerned either completed no periods under its legislation or confirms the relevant periods
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		SECTOR		BUSINESS FLOW
NUMBER + NAME		SEDs
NUMBER + NAME		ARTICLE 883/04		ARTICLE 987/2009		EQUIVALENT 
E-FORM		DESCRIPTION OF
BUSINESS FLOW
(meaning + purpose)		REMARKS
ON SEDs

				F-F001 Determining Competence		F001  Request for determining 
competence		1 (i),67, 68		2(2), 58, 59, 60(1),
60(2), 60(5), 72(1)		E401 E411		Competent institution request the other institution(s) to provide information of the claimant  and his/her right to benefits in MS		Application should be forwarded without delay to the competent institution. The date on which the claim were submitted to the first institution is same to the latter institution

						F002  Reply for determining competence		1 (i), 67, 68		2(2), 58, 59, 60(1),
60(2), 60(5), 72(1)		E401 E411		Other institution(s) provides necessary
Information

						F003  Decision on competence		1(i), 67, 68		58, 59, 60(1),60(2),
 60(5)				Grounds for decision and information on 
benefits provided						Family benefits

						F004 Request for clarifications		67.68		58, 59,60(1), 60(2)
 60(3), 60(4)				Request on grounds for decision, optional 
message

						F005  Reply to clarifications		67.68		58, 59,60(1), 60(2)
 60(3), 60(4)				Reply to request on grounds for decision,
optional message

						F006 Information about provisional decision on competence and benefits provided		1(i), 67,68		6(2),58, 60(3), 60(4),60(5)				Institution notifies the content of  provisional decision and benefits provided		The Institution where the children reside will
 have to grant the benefits provided for its
legislation on a provisional basis. If there is a
disagreement on the residence of the children
Institution in MS where the application is made
 starts paying the full amount.

						F007 Notification on disagreement on provisional decision				60(3), 60(4)				Institution has two months time to take a position on the provisional decision		If this institution do not contest the provisional decision, decision applies

						F008  Decision after 
communication				60(3) 60(4)				Decision of agreement/disagreement, if the
decision is disagreement, BF continues with
SEDs F006/ F009, as optional

						F009  Contestation to  provisional  decision on competence and  benefits provided				60(3), 60(4)				Contestation yes or not accepted, if not 
accepted there will be an amendment of the 
SED F006 till an agreement is arrived or if a consult to AC is necessary

				F-F002 Claim for Reimbursement		F012  Request for reimbursement		68		6(2), 58, 60(5), 73		E411		MS submits a claim for reimbursement and 
makes a decision if possible on the differential
amount of its benefits		Amount, names, currency of benefits for each child among same family or total amount provided for the entire family and beneficiary. Precise start date/end date of granted benefits

						F013  Reply to reimbursement		68		6(2), 58, 60(5) 73		E411		MS makes a decision on the payment of its
benefits from the start of the contested period
and makes a reimbursement to the claimant 
institution

				F-F003 Minimum Annual Check
for Changes		F014  Request for annual check of family benefit		1 (i), 67, 68(2)		2(2) 58, 60(5) 72(1)		E411		Determination of the differential amount		One of the competent Institution requests
the other competent Institution circumstances of the family, amounts, names, currency for each child among entire family or total amount for the enitre family, beneficiary and dates for granted benefits.

						F015 Reply to request for annual check of family benefit		1 (i), 67, 68(2)		2(2) 58, 60(5) 72(1)		E411		Primary Competent Institution provides 
information requested		MS in question  informs of decision on primary claim evaluation

				F-F004 Request Family Benefit		F016  Request for discharge of 
benefits		68a						Person with whom the children are living claims
that she/he is not receiving Family Benefits for
maintenance of the child/children

						F017 Reply to request to discharge of benefits		68a						Competent Institution's reply to request

				F-F005 Additional Family Benefit for Orphans		F018 Request  for insurance length period of  additional benefits		69		61				Competent Institution which has no Additional or Special Family Benefits for Orphans request for information about length of insurance /residence periods other MSs		Request is necessary only if there is more than
two Competent MSs and it is not clear which 
one has longest period of Insurance/ Residence

						F019  Reply for insurance length period of additional benefits		69		61				Institution in question informs the periods

						F020  Information on priority for 
additional benefits		69		61				Competent Institution with longest insurance
 periods

						F021 Application for additional 
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without delay

				F-F006 Request Info for Family Benefits		F022  Request for information 
of periods		6		12		E104		Periods of insurance, employment, self-
employment, residence

						F023  Reply to information of periods		6		12		E104		Periods of insurance, employment, self-
employment, residence

				F-F007 Request Medical 
Examination		F024  Request for medical 
examination				2(2)				Medical examination necessary for family
benefits		Only in case the entitlement to family benefit 
requires medical grounds

						F025  Reply to medical examination				2(2)				Information of the medical examination

				F-F008 Request More Info		F026 Request more information				2(2)		E001		For the exchange of any kind of information		Any kind of specific request/information concerning FB SEDs

						F027  Reply to more Information				2(2)		E001		For the exchange of any kind of information		Any kind of specific reply/information concerning FB SEDs
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How to use the guidelines

The overall aim of the Guidelines is to provide staff and institutions with general information and guidance concerning the use and completion of the SEDs, in paper or electronic environment, as well as of the Portable Documents (PDs). 


While not being exhaustive, the Guidelines form nevertheless a comprehensive foundation on which social security institutions from Member States will be able to base any more detailed instructions they wish to prepare for their staff. 


Each SED is accompanied by a corresponding "Explanatory notes" document, where the main terms used in the SED are explained and instructions for the type of information required are provided. Therefore the guidelines are not to be seen as an exhaustive manual for the completion of the SEDs but only as an additional instrument providing guidance and further information on the completion of certain ”tricky points” from the SEDs. 


In the Guidelines, the use of each Flow and SED is first explained in general terms. By reading this general description, one will be able to acquire an overall picture of the use of each flow and each SED within each flow. 


Following the description of the Flow, there is a short description of each SED. 


These guidelines do not provide an official interpretation of the provisions of the social security regulations (Regulation (EC) no 883/2004 and Regulation (EC) no 987/2009) and any examples of business cases included herewith are solely intended to illustrate the use of the SEDs in certain situations.  

The PDs and the SEDs likely to be associated with their use are also explained. 


The Guidelines also contain a section briefly describing the Horizontal SEDs, which the users of the current guidelines may have to use for obtaining or providing certain types of information. For detailed guidance on the use and completion of the Horizontal SEDs, reference should be made to the "Horizontal SEDs and Flows Guidelines". 


A short glossary of generic terms has also been included in these guidelines. 


NOTE: The current guidelines refer to the first version of the SEDs and flows, as approved by the Administrative Commission for the Coordination of Social Security Systems on the 5th of October 2010. The authorised versions of the paper SEDs to be used during the transitional period are available on the European Commission website in the following location: http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?langId=en&catId=868. 


1 Introduction


The following guidelines are meant to offer a general description of the use of each business flow and its SEDs.

The guidelines describe business flows of the sickness section. This section can be subdivided into the following sub sections and the assigned business flows:


· Entitlement - Residence outside competent member state (F-S001, F-S002, F-S003, F-S004)

· Entitlement – Temporary stay outside competent member state (F-S005, F-S006)

· Scheduled treatment (F-S007, F-S008, F-S009, F-S011)

· Former frontier workers (F-S018)

· Cost settlement (F-S019, F-S021, F-S022, F-S023)

· Long term care (F-S015, F-S016, F-S017)


· Cash benefit (F-S012, F-S013, F-S014)


· Aggregation of periods (F-S024)


2 Entitlement – Residence outside competent member state

2.1 F-S001 - Person without entitlement document


2.1.1 Function of business flow

This flow allows the institution of the place of residence to request an entitlement document for the person concerned. On the basis of this registration this person (and his/her family members) is entitled to all benefits in kind according to the legislation of the state of residence. 


2.1.2 Legal foundation of business flow


Regulation 883/2004 – art. 17


Regulation 987/2009 – art. 24


2.1.3 Trigger of business flow


The person concerned contacts the institution of the place of residence without any entitlement document established by the competent institution (portable document S1 or former E-forms E106, E109, E120 or E121). 

As the registration is individualized, the institution of the place of residence initiates as many flows F-S001 as there are persons registered.

2.1.4 Procedure of business flow
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2.1.4.1 SED S071


A request from the institution of the place of residence is sent to the competent institution to check whether the person concerned is entitled to benefits in kind in the country of residence on behalf of the competent institution. On the basis of the person indications, the probable date of the requested registration should be provided and the probable status of the person concerned should be indicated.

2.1.4.2 SED S072


If applicable, the competent institution provides the entitlement document S072 that enables the insured person (or members of his/her family) to receive in the Member State of residence benefits in kind provided, on behalf of the competent institution. The validity period of the S072 is indicated and if not, the reason for refusal is provided.

As the registration is individualized, the competent institution,  will be asked for an entitlement document S072 for the insured person and every family member. The institution of the place of residence determines the family members and will address as many S071 as there are family members to the competent institution in order to get the entitlement documents S072.


2.1.4.3 SED S073


In case of a answer of the previous step about registration or non-registration of the person and his/her family members. 

2.1.4.4 SED S050


According to the description of the flow this SED allows the competent institution to express a dispute concerning the registration dates indicated in the S073. This SED allows the competent institution to express a dispute concerning the registration date indicated in the S073. When the S050 is sent, the institution of the member state of residence should send a new S073 with the correct date.


2.2 F-S002 - Person with entitlement document


2.2.1 Function of business flow

This flow allows institution of the place of residence to register person concerned and his/her family members. On the basis of this registration this person has (and his/her family members) entitlement to all benefits in kind according to legislation of the state of residence. 


2.2.2 Legal foundation of business flow

Regulation 883/2004 – art. 17


Regulation 987/2009 – art. 24


2.2.3 Trigger of business flow

The flow F-S002 is initiated by presenting PD S1 (form E106, E109, E120, E121). 

As the registration is individualized, the institution of the place of residence initiates as many flows F-S002 as there are persons registered.


Please note: If the competent institution didn’t issue PD S1 for every entitled person (e. g. family member) the institution of member state of place of residence initiates flow F-S001.

2.2.4 Procedure of business flow
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2.2.4.1 SED S073


On the basis of the entitlement document (portable document S1 or former E-forms E106, E109, E120 or E121) established by the competent institution, the institution of the place of residence informs the competent institution about registration of the person and his/her family members. There is also a possibility for institution of the place of residence to inform competent institution that the registration is not possible (in this case the reason should be provided)


2.2.4.2 SED S050


SED S050 – According to the description of the flow this SED allows the competent institution to express a dispute concerning the registration dates indicated in the S073. This SED allows the competent institution to express a dispute concerning the registration date indicated in the S073. When the S050 is sent, the institution of the member state of residence should send a new S073 with the correct date.


2.3 F-S003 - Change or cancellation of entitlement document


2.3.1 Function of business flow

This flow allows only competent institution to change or cancel the entitlement document. On the basis of this flow the previous registration could be either changed or fully or partially cancelled (for all persons within one family or just one or more family members). 

2.3.2 Legal foundation of business flow

Regulation 883/2004 – art. 17


Regulation 987/2009 – art. 24


2.3.3 Trigger of business flow

This flow begins when the reasons for previous registration change (eg. when the insured person has moved to the competent or another state and therefore there is no longer reason for his/her registration in former state of residence…). The competent institution informs the institution of the place of residence about any change or cancellation of an existing registration.


2.3.4 Procedure of business flow
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2.3.4.1 SED S016


The Competent institution provides information about change or cancellation of the entitlement document to the institution of the place of residence. The reason should be mentioned. As the registration is individualized, if only a dependent family member is concerned, the S016 can concern only this family member and not necessarily the insured person.

2.3.4.2 SED S017


Institution of the place of residence informs the competent institution that they received the SED S016 and have proceeded to the change or cancellation as indicated in the S016. In case of a contestation, the reason should be indicated.


This SED allows the competent institution to express a dispute concerning the registration date indicated in the S017. When the S050 is sent, the institution of member state of residence should send a new S017 with the correct date.

2.4 F-S004 - Change or cancellation of registration


2.4.1 Function of business flow

This flow allows institution of the place of residence to change or cancel the registration. On the basis of this flow the previous registration could be either changed or fully or partially cancelled (for all persons within one family or just one or more family members). 

2.4.2 Legal foundation of business flow

Regulation 883/2004 – art. 17


Regulation 987/2009 – art. 24


2.4.3 Trigger of business flow

This flows begins when the reasons for previous registration change (eg. an insured person has died; a family member has started to work and therefore he/she should no longer be considered as a family member of the insured person…). The institution of the place of residence informs the competent institution about any change or cancellation of an existing registration. 


2.4.4 Procedure of business flow
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2.4.4.1 SED S018


The institution of the place of residence provides information about change or cancellation of registration to the competent institution. The reason should be mentioned. As the registration is individualized, if only a dependent family member is concerned, the S016 can concern only this family member and not necessarily the insured person.

2.4.4.2 SED S019


The competent institution informs the institution of the place of residence that they received the SED S018 and have proceeded to the change or cancellation as indicated in the S018. In case of a contestation, the reason should be indicated.


This SED allows the competent institution to express a dispute concerning the registration date indicated in the S019. When the S050 is sent, the institution of member state of residence should send a new S019 with the correct date. If not, the institution of member state of residence can start a new flow F-S004.

3 Entitlement – Temporary stay outside competent member state

3.1 F-S005 - Necessary Treatment in MS of Stay - Request for Entitlement Document  (European Health Insurance Card or Certificate of provisional replace)

3.1.1 Function of business flow

This flow allows requesting for a confirmation of the person’s right to sickness benefits in kind during his/hers temporary stay in another Member State.


3.1.2 Legal foundation of business flow

Regulation 883/2004 – art. 19


Regulation 987/2009 – art. 25


3.1.3 Trigger of business flow

A person needs a necessary treatment during his/hers temporary stay in another Member State but does not have an entitlement document with him/her.


3.1.4 Procedure of business flow
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3.1.5 SED S044 - Request for Entitlement Document - Stay (European Health Insurance Card or CPR)


Institution of the place of stay requests entitlement document for health benefits in kind in case of temporary stay


· while indicating the time for which the SED should be valid, the Member State should give the beginning and ending date on which such certification is required. 


3.1.6 SED S045 - Entitlement Document - Stay (European Health Insurance Card or CPR)


Competent Institution sends an entitlement document or replies that person concerned is not insured or not entitled to sickness benefits from this Member State.

3.2 F-S006 - Necessary or Scheduled Treatment - Reimbursement Rates


3.2.1 Function of business flow


This flow allows to establish the reimbursement rates when the person has actually borne the costs of all or part of the benefits in kind him/herself, and the Competent Institution is requested by that person for reimbursement. 


3.2.2 Legal foundation of business flow


Regulation 883/2004 – art. 19, 20, 27


Regulation 987/2009 – art. 25, 26


3.2.3 Trigger of business flow


A person applies to the Competent Institution for reimbursement of treatment costs that he/she has borne in another Member State


3.2.4 Procedure of business flow
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3.2.4.1 SED S067


A request from the Competent Institution to the Institution of the MS in which the treatment was provided to determine the reimbursement rates when  the person has actually borne the costs of all or part of the health benefits in kind received; the receipts should be provided. The nature of treatment (necessary or scheduled treatment) should be indicated.

3.2.4.2 SED S068


Institution of the place of treatment informs Competent Institution about applicable reimbursement rates


· the SED allows to indicate the total amounts to be reimbursed;


· the Institution of Member State of stay indicates the amounts for which no reimbursement is foreseen in any case, e.g. private treatment

· the institution of Member State of stay could mention any other information concerning reimbursement rates in point 3.5

4 Scheduled treatment

4.1 F-S007 – Scheduled Treatment - Information on Coverage of Specific Benefit in Kind


4.1.1 Function of business flow


This flow allows the competent institution to ask an institution in the Member State where the insured person is to undergo a scheduled treatment whether the particular treatment is covered in that Member State or not.


4.1.2 Legal foundation of business flow


Regulation (EC) 883/2004 – art. 20


Regulation (EC) 987/2009 – art. 26


4.1.3 Trigger of business flow


The person concerned has applied for a prior authorisation to the competent Member State. The competent institution, prior to establishing a possible form S2, needs to know if the particular treatment is among the benefits in kind covered by the Member State of stay. (Business Flow done by letter during the application of the regulation (CE) 1408/71)


SED S014 - Request Information as if Treatment is covered in Member State of Stay - Scheduled Treatment


SED S015 - Information if treatment is provided for by Member State of stay - scheduled treatment


4.1.4 Procedure of business flow
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4.1.4.1 SED S014


After an insured persons has asked an authorisation to receive an appropriate treatment outside the Member State of residence (and outside the competent Member State), the competent institution has the possibility to check whether a particular treatment is provided for in another Member State.  The same SED S014 can be used by a competent institution to ask what the estimated cost is of a particular treatment is in a particular Member State. 


4.1.4.2 SED S015


The institution of the Member State which has received the SED S014 sends the requested information if a treatment is provided for or not and if this is possible in a medically justifiable time limit or not. If asked, the institution of the Member State which has received the SED S014 informs about the estimated costs of the treatment.


4.2 F-S008 Scheduled treatment - Request Entitlement Document in Member State of Stay (Residence not in competent Member State)


4.2.1 Function of business flow


An insured person who does not reside in the competent Member State made a request for an authorisation from the institution of the place of residence. This institution forwards the request to the competent institution that decides if an authorisation is granted or not. An authorisation (form S2) is issued to the insured person and the institution of the place of residence is informed hereof.

4.2.2 Legal foundation of business flow

Regulation (EC) 883/2004 – art. 20 and 27 (3)


Regulation (EC) 987/2009 – art. 26 (2)


4.2.3 Trigger of business flow

An insured person who does not reside in the competent Member State made a request for an authorisation from the institution of the place of residence.


The institution of the place of residence examines whether the conditions to issue an authorisation in the Member State of residence of met or not, and informs the competent institution of its conclusions. 


SED S009 - Request for entitlement document - scheduled treatment outside Member State of residence


SED S075 - Request additional info - scheduled treatment outside Member State of residence


SED S076 - Reply to Request additional info - scheduled treatment outside Member State of residence


SED S010 - Reply to request for Entitlement Document - scheduled treatment outside Member State of residence


4.2.4 Procedure of business flow
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4.2.4.1 SED S009 - Request for entitlement document - scheduled treatment outside Member State of residence


An insured person requests an authorisation for an appropriate treatment outside the Member State of residence (and outside the competent Member State), and the institution of the Member State of residence forwards the request to the competent institution.  


The institution of the place of residence examines whether the conditions to issue an authorisation in the Member State of residence of met or not (article 20 (2) of Regulation (EC) 883/2004), and informs the competent institution of its conclusions.

4.2.4.2 SED S075 – Request additional info – scheduled treatment outside Member State of residence


Although the competent institution has to accept the findings and the treatment options of the doctors approved by the institution of the Member State of residence, it retains the right to have the insured person examined by a doctor in the Member State of stay or residence during the whole procedure.


The SED S075 is used by the competent institution and sent to the Member State of stay and/or Member State of residence to request additional information on the scheduled treatment of its insured person.


In section 4 the competent institution has to indicate in data field 4.1 the nature of its request for additional information by ticking the appropriate box(es) :


· Request for medical examination by


· Medical report is attached ;


· Request for specific information ;


· Other.


If the competent institution has ticked the box (  Request for medical examination in data field 4.1, it should mention in data field 4.2 the name of the doctor of its own choice (and other useful information as the address of this doctor) in the Member State of stay or residence depending on whether the request was sent to institution of the Member State of stay or residence.


If the competent institution has ticked the box (  Request for specific information in data field 4.1, it should mention in data field 4.3 the nature of the specific information it requests.


If the competent institution has ticked the box (  Other in data field 4.1, it should mention in data field 4.3 the nature of the other information it requests.

4.2.4.3 SED S076 – Reply to request additional info – scheduled treatment outside Member State of residence


The reply of the institution of the Member State of stay or residence provides the competent institution with the requested information on the scheduled treatment of the insured person who applied for a prior authorisation.


In section 4 the institution of the Member State of stay or residence has to indicate in data field 4.1 the nature of its reply to the request for additional information by ticking the appropriate box(es):


· Request for medical examination by


· Medical report is attached ;


· Request for specific information ;


· Other.


If the institution of the Member State of stay or residence has ticked the box (  Request for medical examination in data field 4.1, it should mention in data field 4.2 the name of the doctor who performed the medical examination (and other useful information as the address of this doctor) in the Member State of stay or residence.


If the institution of the Member State of stay or residence has ticked the boxes (  Medical report is attached or (  Request for specific information or (  Other in data field 4.1, it should mention the number of attachments in the data field Number of attachments.


4.2.4.4 SED S010 - Reply to request for Entitlement Document - scheduled treatment outside Member State of residence


The competent institution informs the institution of the Member State of residence if an authorisation (form S2) has been granted to the insured person or not.  As the SED S010 is sent to institution of the Member State of residence, a portable document S2 is issued and sent/given to the insured person.


4.3 F-S009 - Scheduled treatment - Request extension of authorisation in Member State of Stay


4.3.1 Function of business flow

An insured person has been granted an authorisation for a scheduled treatment outside the Member State of residence / competent Member State.  An institution of the Member State of stay asks for an extension of this authorisation.


4.3.2 Legal foundation of business flow

Regulation (EC) 883/2004 – art. 20 an 27 (3)


Regulation (EC) 987/2009 – art. 26 (5)


4.3.3 Trigger of business flow

S035 - Request for extension of entitlement document - scheduled treatment


S036 - Acknowledgement of request for extension of entitlement document - scheduled treatment


S037 - Reply to request for extension of entitlement document - scheduled treatment


4.3.4 Procedure of business flow
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4.3.4.1 S035 - Request for extension of entitlement document - scheduled treatment


An institution of the Member State of stay sends a request for an extension of the entitlement document for a scheduled treatment to the competent institution of the person concerned. The necessary medical information to extend a treatment is given to the competent institution.


4.3.4.2 S036 - Acknowledgement of request for extension of entitlement document - scheduled treatment


The SED S036 is used by the competent institution to acknowledge the receipt of the request by the institution of the Member State of stay for extension of the entitlement document.


In field 4.1 the competent institution the date on which the SED S035 was issued.


In field 4.2 the competent institution mentions the date of reception of the SED S035.


4.3.4.3 S037 - Reply to request for extension of entitlement document - scheduled treatment


The competent institution informs the institution of the place of treatment of its the decision concerning the extension of entitlement document for scheduled treatment.


The S037 this is an authorisation or a refusal (tick the correct box in section 5).


No new form S2 is issued for the extended period, but in section 6 the competent institution has to fill in both the start date (data field 6.2) and end date (data field 6.3) of the extension of the entitlement document for a scheduled treatment.  The institution of the place of treatment informs the hospital or doctor concerned.


If the competent institution has ticked the box (  is not granted in section 5, it has to mention the specific reason for refusing the extension of the entitlement document by ticking the appropriate box.  


In section 8 the competent institution should mention additional information on:


· the treatment (data field 8.1), such as pathology, medicines taken, … and 


· the place of treatment (data fields 8.2.1 tot 8.2.5) as it appears in the data fields 5.2.1 to 5.2.5 of the SED S035.


In data field 8.2.5 the institution of the Member State of residence fills in the ISO3166 – country code of the Member State of stay.


4.4 F-S011- Urgent vitally necessary treatment – Request for authorisation in Member State of stay (residence not in competent Member State)

4.4.1 Function of business flow

This flows allows the institution of the Member State of residence to inform the competent institution that it has issued on it behalf a prior authorisation for a treatment outside the Member State of residence on the basis that the insured person was in need of urgent vitally necessary treatment.


The competent institution then acknowledges to the institution of the Member State of residence the receipt of the information of the granting of the prior authorisation, and informs the institution of the Member State of stay, where the urgent vitally necessary treatment is provided, that the claim for reimbursement can be sent directly to the competent institution.


The flow also allows the competent institution to request additional information from either the institution of the Member State of residence or the Member State of stay at any time during the procedure of granting the prior authorisation.


4.4.2 Legal foundation of business flow

Article 20 and article 27 (3) of Regulation (EC) 883/2004


Article 26 (3) and (4) of Regulation (EC) 987/2009


4.4.3 Trigger of business flow

An insured person who does not reside in the competent Member State applied for a prior authorisation (form S2 or SED S010) to receive appropriate treatment outside the Member State of residence. 


4.4.4 Procedure of business flow
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4.4.4.1 SED S011 – Information of urgent vitally necessary treatment – outside Member State of residence


In case an insured person who does not reside in the competent Member State is in need of urgent vitally necessary treatment, and the authorisation cannot be refused in accordance with the second sentence of article 20 (2) of Regulation (EC) 883/2004, the prior authorisation (form S2 or SED S010) shall be granted by the institution of the Member State of residence on behalf of the competent institution.


The institution of the Member State of residence informs the competent institution for whom it has issued a prior authorisation to receive an urgent vitally necessary treatment.


If the institution of the Member State of residence has information on the institution of the Member State of stay, it should mention this information in section 4.


In data field 4.1 it fills in the ISO3166-1– country code of the Member State of stay.


In data field 4.2 it fills in the institution code of the institution of the Member State of stay as it appears in the Master Directory.


In data field 4.3 it fills in the institution name of the institution of the Member State of stay as it appears in the Master Directory.


In section 6 the institution of the Member State or residence fills in the start (data field 6.1) and end date (data field 6.2) as it appears on the prior authorisation to receive a scheduled treatment outside Member State of residence issued to the insured person (i.e. data fields 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 of the form S2, or data field 6.1 and 6.2 of SED S010).


In section 7 the institution of the Member State of residence mentions the attachments joined to the SED S011, and ticks the appropriate box :


· medical report is attached ;


· authorisation is attached ;


· other.


In section 8 the institution of the Member State of residence should mention additional information on :


· the treatment (data field 8.1) as it appears in the data field 2.1 Treatment of the form S2, and 


· the place of treatment (data fields 8.2.1 tot 8.2.5) as it appears in the data field 2.2 Location of the treatment of the form S2, or in the data fields 8.2.1 to 8.2.5 of the SED S010.


In data field 8.2.5 the institution of the Member State of residence fills in the ISO3166-1 – country code of the Member State of stay.


4.4.4.2 SED S012 – Acknowledgement of receipt – Information of authorisation for urgent vitally necessary treatment


The SED S012 is used by the competent institution to acknowledge the receipt of the information that the institution of the Member State of residence has granted on its behalf a prior authorisation for urgent vitally necessary treatment.


In field 4.1 the competent institution fills in the date on which the SED S011 and/or the form S2 was issued.


In field 4.2 the competent institution mentions the date of reception of the SED S011.


4.4.4.3 SED S075 – Request additional info – scheduled treatment outside Member State of residence


Although the competent institution has to accept the findings and the treatment options of the doctors approved by the institution of the Member State of residence that issued the prior authorisation (form S2 or SED S010), concerning the need for urgent vitally necessary treatment, it retains the right to have the insured person examined by a doctor of its own choice in the Member State of stay or residence during the whole procedure.


The SED S075 is used by the competent institution and sent to the Member State of stay and/or Member State of residence to request additional information on the scheduled treatment of its insured person.


In section 4 the competent institution has to indicate in data field 4.1 the nature of its request for additional information :


· Request for medical examination by


· Medical report is attached ;


· Request for specific information ;


· Other.


If the competent institution has ticked the box (  Request for medical examination in data field 4.1, it should mention in data field 4.2 the name of the doctor of its own choice (and other useful information as the address of this doctor) in the Member State of stay or residence depending on whether the request was sent to institution of the Member State of stay or residence.


If the competent institution has ticked the box (  Request for specific information in data field 4.1, it should mention in data field 4.3 the nature of the specific information it requests.


If the competent institution has ticked the box (  Other in data field 4.1, it should mention in data field 4.3 the nature of the other information it requests.


4.4.4.4 SED S076 – Reply to request additional info – scheduled treatment outside Member State of residence


The reply of the institution of the Member State of stay or residence provides the competent institution with the requested information on the scheduled treatment of the insured person who has been granted a prior authorisation.


In section 4 the institution of the Member State of stay or residence has to indicate in date field 4.1 the nature of its reply to the request for additional information :


· Request for medical examination by


· Medical report is attached ;


· Request for specific information ;


· Other.


If the institution of the Member State of stay or residence has ticked the box (  Request for medical examination in data field 4.1, it should mention in data field 4.2 the name of the doctor who performed the medical examination (and other useful information as the address of this doctor) in the Member State of stay or residence.


If the institution of the Member State of stay or residence has ticked the boxes (  Medical report is attached or (  Request for specific information or (  Other in data field 4.1, it should mention the number of attachments in the data field Number of attachments. 


4.4.4.5 SED S013 – Notification of payment – Urgent vitally necessary treatment


Further to the receipt of the SED 011 (see point 1.4.1 supra) and in addition to the SED S012 (see point 1.4.2 supra), the competent institution informs the institution of the Member State of stay, where the urgent vitally necessary treatment is provided on the basis of the form S2 or SED S010, that the claim for reimbursement can be sent directly to the competent institution.


In section 4 the competent institution fills in some information as it appears on the form S2 or SED S010, such as :


· the start (data field 4.1) and end date (data field 4.2) of the entitlement ;


· the date on which the form S2 or SED S010 was issued (data field 4.3) ;


· information on the institution of the Member State of residence which issued the form S2 or SED S010, such as the ISO3166-1 – country code of the Member State of residence (data field 4.4.1), the institution code (data field 4.4.2) and the institution name (data field 4.4.3) of the institution of the Member State of residence as it appears in the Master Directory.


5 Former frontier workers


5.1 F-S018 - Request the Entitlement

5.1.1 Function of business flow

This flow allows the institution which has to bear the financial cost for the benefits in kind provided to the retired former frontier worker and his/her members of family or to his/her survivors in their respective Member States of residence (hereafter : competent institution) to obtain the necessary information in order to issue or not an entitlement document to the person concerned.

The competent institution sends a request for information on the person’s former status as frontier worker to the institution of the Member State where he/she last pursued his/her activity as an employed or self-employed person (hereafter : former Member State of employment).


The reply of the institution of the former Member State of employment provides the competent institution with the necessary information for it to determine whether the person concerned is entitled to continue to receive the benefits in kind in the former Member State of employment : 


· the former frontier worker is entitled to a continuation of treatment in the Member State where he/she last worked preceding the effective date of an old-age or invalidity pension in so far as this treatment began in the latter Member State.


This also applies to members of family of the former frontier worker if the Member State where he last worked, is not mentioned in Annex III of Regulation (EC) 883/2004.  The following Member States are currently mentioned in Annex III : Denmark, Estonia*, Ireland, Spain*, Italy*, Lithuania*, Hungary*, Netherlands*, Finland, Sweden and the United Kingdom (states marked “*” will lift this restriction after 1st May 2014).


· the former frontier worker and his/her members of family and his/her survivors are entitled to all benefits in kind in the former Member State of employment if in the five years preceding the effective date of his/her old-age or invalidity pension former frontier worker had been working for at least two years as a frontier worker and the former Member State of employment and the Member State which bears the financial cost for benefits in kind in the Member State of residence of the retired frontier worker and his/her members of family or his/her survivors are mentioned in Annex V of Regulation (EC) 883/2004.  The following Member States are currently in Annex V : Belgium, Germany, Spain, France, Luxembourg, Austria and Portugal.


If the retired frontier worker and his/her members of family or his/her survivors are entitled to benefits in kind in the former Member State of employment of the retired frontier worker, the competent institution :


· sends information concerning the entitlement (entitled or not) to benefits in kind of the person concerned to the institution of the former Member State of employment, 


· or issues a portable document S3 to the person concerned.


If the former frontier worker and/or his/her members of family or his/her survivors no longer meet the criteria to be entitled to benefits in kind in the former Member State of employment of the retired frontier worker, the competent institution sends a cancellation of the entitlement document to the institution in the former Member State of employment.


5.1.2 Legal foundation of business flow

Article 28 of Regulation (EC) 883/2004


Article 29 of Regulation (EC) 987/2009


5.1.3 Trigger of business flow

The retired frontier worker and/or his/her members of family or his/her survivors request a form S3 from the competent institution, and the competent institution does not have the necessary information to decide whether the person concerned is entitled to benefits in kind under article 28 of Regulation (EC) 883/2004.


5.1.4 Procedure of business flow
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5.1.4.1 SED S006  –  Request for information concerning the person’s former status as frontier worker or member of family or survivor of the frontier worker 


The competent institution sends a request for information concerning the person’s former status as frontier worker and/or member of family or survivor of the frontier worker to the institution of the former Member State of employment of the frontier worker.


In section 4, the competent institution has to indicate whether the request for information concerns:


· the former frontier worker, or


· his/her members of family.  This box should also be ticked if the person concerned is a survivor of the former frontier worker.


The request should be sent for each person concerned on an individual basis.


5.1.4.2 SED S007  –  Information concerning former status as frontier worker or member of family or survivor of the frontier worker


The reply of the institution of the former Member State of employment provides the competent institution with the necessary information so as to allow the competent institution to determine whether the person concerned is entitled (to continue) to receive benefits in kind in the former Member State of employment.


In section 4 the institution of the former Member State of employment provides the requested information.


In data field 4.1.1 the institution of the former Member State of employment mentions the number of the SED (i.e. SED S006) sent by the competent institution and to which it replies.


In date field 4.1.2 the institution of the former Member State of employment mentions the date on which the SED was sent by the competent institution.


Continuation of treatment (article 28 (1) of Regulation (EC) 883/2004)

For the purpose to determine whether the person concerned is entitled to a continuation of treatment, the institution of the former Member State of employment has to tick in data field 4.2.1 whether the person concerned had the status of :


· frontier worker, or 


· family member of a frontier worker.  This box should be ticked only in so far the former Member State of employment is among the following Member States : Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia*, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary*, Italy*, Latvia, Lithuania*, Luxemburg, Malta, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Spain*, Sweden, the Netherlands* and the United Kingdom (for states marked “*” this will become applicable from 1st May 2014).

In data field 4.2.2, the institution of the former Member State of employment ticks if the person concerned did not have the status of :


· frontier worker, or 


· family member of a frontier worker.  This box should always be ticked if the former Member State of employment of the frontier worker is mentioned in Annex III of Regulation (EC) 883/2004.  The following Member States are currently mentioned in Annex III : Denmark, Estonia*, Ireland, Spain*, Italy*, Lithuania*, Hungary*, Netherlands*, Finland, Sweden and the United Kingdom (states marked “*” will lift this restriction after 1st May 2014).


All benefits in kind (article 28 (2) or (3) of Regulation (EC) 883/2004)

For the purpose to determine whether the person concerned is entitled to all benefits in kind in the former Member State of employment, the institution of the former Member State of employment has to tick in data field 4.2.3.1  whether the person concerned had the status of :


· frontier worker.  This box should only be ticked if the former Member State of employment and the competent Member State are both mentioned in Annex V of Regulation (EC) 883/2004.  The following Member States are currently mentioned in Annex V : Belgium, Germany, Spain, France, Luxembourg, Austria and Portugal.

· family member of a frontier worker.  This box should only be ticked if the former Member State of employment and the competent Member State are both mentioned in Annex V of Regulation (EC) 883/2004.  The following Member States are currently mentioned in Annex V : Belgium, Germany, Spain*, France, Luxembourg, Austria and Portugal (for states marked “*” this will become applicable from 1st May 2014).


In case the institution of the former Member State of employment has ticked (  frontier worker or (  family member of a frontier worker, it has to mention in data field 4.2.3.2 the periods in the five years preceding the effective date of the old-age or invalidity pension during which the person concerned had this status.  Both the start date (data field 4.2.3.2.1) and end date (data field 4.2.3.2.2) should be filled in.  If there are several non-consecutive periods the symbol  (  allows to repeat this section by copy/paste in order to mention the start and end date of the different periods. 


In data field 4.2.4. the institution of the former Member State of employment mentions when the person concerned did not have the status of :


· frontier worker, or 


· family member of a frontier worker

under the conditions laid down in article 28 (2) or (3) of Regulation (EC) 883/2004.


In data field 4.3. the institution of the former Member State of employment mentions the date as of which the former frontier worker is entitled to an old-age or invalidity pension under its legislation.


5.1.4.3 SED S008  –  Information concerning entitlement (entitled or not) to benefits in kind of the person concerned


If the former frontier worker and his/her members of family or his/her survivors are entitled to benefits in kind in the former Member State of employment, the competent institution :


· issues a portable document S3 to the person concerned ;


· or sends information concerning the entitlement (entitled or not) to benefits in kind of the person concerned to the institution of the former Member State of employment.


In the situation where the competent institution sends an SED S008 to the institution of the former Member State of employment, it ticks in section 4 the appropriate status :


· frontier worker, or 


· family member of a former frontier worker.  This box should also be ticked if the person concerned is a survivor of the former frontier worker.

In data field 5.1 the competent institution ticks (  is or (  is not entitled to benefits in kind in the former Member State of employment.


In case the box (  is in data field 5.1 is ticked, the competent institution has to specify in data field 5.2 by ticking the box to what kind of treatment the person concerned is entitled to, i.e. 


· continuation of treatment that began in the former Member State of work, or 


· benefits in kind in former Member State of work.  This box should only be ticked if the former Member State of employment and the competent Member State are both mentioned in Annex V of Regulation (EC) 883/2004.  The following Member States are currently mentioned in Annex V : Belgium, Germany, Spain, France, Luxembourg, Austria and Portugal.  This also applies for the members of family or survivors of the former frontier worker although this will only become applicable for Spain from 1st May 2014.


In case the box (  continuation of treatment that began in the former Member State of work in data field 5.2 is ticked, the competent institution mentions in date field 5.3 the nature of the treatment or the illness (e.g. pathology, medicines taken, …) which the person concerned is allowed to continue in the former Member State of employment and for which the competent institution is to bear the financial costs.


In case the box (  is not in data field 5.1 is ticked, the competent institution has to specify by ticking the appropriate box in data field 5.2 to what kind of treatment the person concerned is not entitled to, i.e. 


· continuation of treatment that began in the former Member State of work, or 


· benefits in kind in former Member State of work.  This box should always be ticked if the former Member State of employment and the competent Member State are not both mentioned in Annex V of Regulation (EC) 883/2004.  The following Member States are currently mentioned in Annex V : Belgium, Germany, Spain, France, Luxembourg, Austria and Portugal.  This also applies for the members of family or survivors of the former frontier worker although this will only become applicable for Spain from 1st May 2014.


In data field 5.4 the competent institution has to fill in the former Member State of employment in which the person concerned is entitled to continue to receive benefits in kind.  The competent institution has to mention all the former Member States of employment in case there are several in which the person concerned is entitled to continue to receive benefits in kind in application of article 28 (2) or (3) of Regulation (EC) 883/2004.


5.1.4.4 SED S077  -  Cancellation of entitlement document to benefits in kind of the person concerned


If the former frontier worker or his/her members of family or his/her survivors are no longer entitled to benefits in kind in the former Member State of employment of the frontier worker at the expense of the competent institution, the competent institution sends a SED S077 to the institution of the former Member State of employment, cancelling of entitlement document to benefits in kind of the person concerned.


In the situation where the competent institution sends an SED S077 to the institution of the former Member State of employment, it ticks in section 4 the appropriate status :


· frontier worker, or 


· family member of a former frontier worker.  This box should also be ticked if the person concerned is a survivor of the former frontier worker.

In section 6 the competent institution mentions the reason for cancelling the entitlement document to benefits in kind of the person concerned.


In data field 6.1 the competent institution fills in the date on which it issued the SED 008 or the form S3.


In data field 6.2 the competent institution fills in the date as of which the person concerned is no longer entitled to benefits in kind in the former Member State of employment at the expense of the competent institution.


In data field 6.3 the competent institution mentions the reason for cancellation of the entitlement and ticks the appropriate box :


· no longer entitled to benefits in kind from our Member State (e.g. the person concerned moves to another Member State, the result being that he/she becomes insured under the legislation of another Member State) ;

· insured on the basis of an activity as an employed or self-employed person ;


· other reason.


If the competent institution has ticked the box (  other reasons in data field 6.3, it should mention the specific reason for cancellation of the entitlement in data field 6.4.  One reason could be e.g. that the person concerned is no longer defined or recognized as a member of family by the legislation of the Member State of residence.


6 Cost Settlement

6.1 Business flows


The following business flows each have a specific function in the process of cost settlement:

F-S019 for reimbursement according to actual costs – benefits in kind (10 SEDs)

F-S021 for the settlement of claims as lump-sum payments (14 SEDs)

F-S022 for the settlement of interest on late payments (7 SEDs)

F-S023 for the refund of overpayments (4 SEDs) 
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Figure 1: Business Flows of Cost Settlement


The exact application of each business flow will be described in detail in the following chapters.

6.2 Structured Electronic Documents (SED)  


Each individual SED is assigned to a specific business flow. Several SEDs of the same type can be combined to form a batch. All SEDs are structured in the same way.

1. Case Numbers


2. Global Note


and, if necessary,   


3. Individual….


Details regarding the case numbers do not necessarily have to be provided. The information required in the global note, on the other hand, has to be filled out completely. It includes all the information that can be derived from the attached specified sections of an SED or that is identical in all these sections.    


The specified section contains the information that is specific to each individual case. This includes the personal information regarding the individual in question as well as the competent institution and the institution entitled to raise claims for reimbursement. Even though it may not be mandatory to fill out all the data fields providing the individual’s personal information, it is advisable. Especially the personal identification number with the competent institution can prove to be extremely helpful. At the same time, however, the data necessary for the settlement of claims as well as the required reference information is provided as well, which would normally be sufficient to identify the person in question.        


6.3 Terms Used in the SEDs

6.3.1 General Section

The title in the header of each SED identifies the business transaction for which it is used. The titles are provided in alphabetical order, written out (e.g. Claim for Reimbursement), abbreviated (e.g. CLA) and as a data record (e.g. S080) with the respective legal foundation.   

They can be distinguished according to whether they are compulsory (identified by *) or optional (no special indication).   

6.3.2 Case Numbers  


Here the file numbers of the sending and the receiving institution can be provided. This information is not mandatory and is not meant to serve as reference number. The actual reference number is given elsewhere.  

6.3.3 Global Note


The information in this section is mandatory. All data fields are labelled with a *

6.3.3.1 Liaison Body Creditor



Details regarding the liaison body of the member state entitled to making a claim. 


6.3.3.2 Liaison Body Debtor


Details regarding the liaison body of the member state liable to pay. 

6.3.3.3 Total xxx Reference set by Creditor Liaison Body


File number of the creditor liaison body, meant to identify all “specified xxx” in each batch.


6.3.3.4 Total xxx Reference set by Debtor Liaison Body


File number of the debtor liaison body, meant to identify all “specified xxx” in each batch. 

6.3.3.5 Date of Submission set by xxx


Date at which a global note is forwarded by a liaison body.

6.3.3.6 Date of Receipt xxx set by xxx


Date at which a global note is received by a liaison body.


6.3.4 Individual section

6.3.4.1 Personal Identification Number with the Sending Institution/ Personal Identification Number with the Receiving Institution  

Details that serve to identify the individual in question. Depending on the direction in which the SED is sent, the competent institution’s ID number should be listed either first or second. 

6.3.4.2 ID Competent Institution

Details concerning the competent institution to which the initial invoice was addressed. 

6.3.4.3 ID Creditor Institution


Details regarding the competent institution that initially issued the invoice. 

6.3.4.4 Invoice Number set by Creditor Institution


Invoice number of the creditor institution that initially submitted the invoice.   


6.3.4.5 Total CLA Reference set by Creditor Institution


The number that is applicable as “Invoice Number set by Creditor Institution”. 


6.3.4.6 Initial Invoice Number of Creditor Liaison Body


The unique invoice number of each invoice when issued by the creditor liaison body. 

6.3.4.7 Initial total CLA reference Creditor Liaison Body


The number that is valid for all “Initial Invoice Number of Creditor Liaison Body“ of the respective batch. This number serves as a reference for the global note (see 1.3.3.3). 

6.4 F-S019 – Actual Cost Claim– Benefits in Kind

6.4.1 Function of the business flow


Flow F-S019 depicts the business transactions of a reimbursement according to actual costs. The flow is initiated by an SED for reimbursement that serves as a reference for all following SEDs. Within this flow, 10 individual SEDs for different business transactions can be used.  

6.4.2 Legal Foundation of business flow

Articles 62, 66 and 67 of Regulation (EC) 987/09 serve as the legal basis for the reimbursement of expenses according to actual costs.

6.4.3 Trigger of business flow

Business flow F-S019 is initiated when the claim of a national care provider (e.g. a doctor, chemist or dentist) is first included in the accounts of a competent institution of the place of stay or the place of residence. At this point the time limit for the submission of this claim to the liaison body of the debtor state, via the national liaison body, begins (see article 67 (1) of Regulation (EC) 987/2009 along with article 66 (2) of Regulation (EC) 987/2009).       

6.4.4 Procedure of business flow

The following overview shows the exact procedure of how the SEDs of Flow F-S019 are exchanged.
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Figure 2: Business Flow F-S019, Actual Costs – Benefit in Kind (Kind)

6.4.4.1 SED S080 Claim for reimbursement (CLA)

SED S080 is the document by which an institution of the place of residence or the place of stay notifies an insured person’s competent institution of reimbursement payments according to actual costs that it is claiming.  This SED triggers Flow F-S019. 


6.4.4.1.1 ID Liaison Body Creditor (data field 2.1)


Details identifying the creditor liaison body.

6.4.4.1.2 ID Liaison Body Debtor


Details identifying the debtor liaison body. 

6.4.4.1.3 Half-Year in which Claim was recorded in the accounts of the Creditor Institution* (data field 2.3)


The half of the year in which the claim of the national care provider (e.g. doctor, chemist or hospital) was included in the accounts of the institution of the place of residence or the place of stay is to be specified. This is not the date at which the SED S080 was created.   

6.4.4.1.4 Total CLA Reference set by Creditor Liaison Body* (data field 2.5)


This is the unique and consistent reference number, which is valid for all invoices from the same batch. This number is used as a reference for all future SEDs within this flow. 

6.4.4.1.5 Personal Identification Number with the Sending Institution (data field 3.1.1.7.1)


Insured person’s identification number with the sending institution (institution of the place of residence or the place of stay). 

6.4.4.1.6 Personal Identification Number with the Receiving Institution (data field 3.1.1.7.2)


Insured person’s identification number with the receiving institution (competent institution). 

6.4.4.1.7 Invoice Number set by Creditor Institution* (data field 3.4)


Invoice number of the creditor institution that is submitting the claim. 


6.4.4.1.8 Amount of Benefits (data fields 3.8 to 3.17)


All transmitted values must be given as positive figures. Entering numbers with a negative sign (refund or credit) is not permitted. 

6.4.4.1.9 Total CLA Reference set by Creditor Institution* (data field 3.19)


This reference number is specified by the creditor institution and applies to all invoices of the same batch that it has forwarded to its national liaison body.  


6.4.4.1.10 Initial Invoice Number of the Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.22)


This space is to be used to indicate the unique individual invoice number within each batch as specified by the creditor liaison body.  

6.4.4.1.11 Initial total CLA Reference of the Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.23)


This is where the batch number as specified by the creditor liaison body is to be given, with which the individual invoices were submitted to the liaison body of the debtor state. This number is identical for all invoices within the same batch. It is to be indicated as a reference on all following SEDs within the same flow and is also to be quoted in data field 2.5 in the global note claim.     

6.4.4.2 SED S081 Acknowledgment of Claim for Reimbursement (ACK_CLA) 

SED S081 is the notification by which the liaison body of the debtor state confirms the receipt of a reimbursement submission on the basis of actual costs from the liaison body of the creditor state.  

In principle, the figures given in the global note claim in S080 are to be confirmed unless they differ from data fields 2.6 (total number of individual claims) and 2.7.1 (total amount).  

6.4.4.2.1 Total ACK-CLA Reference set by Debtor Liaison Body* (data field 2.6)


The processing number as specified by the liaison body of the debtor institution is to be filled in here.   


6.4.4.2.2 Date of Receipt of Total Claim set by Debtor Liaison Body* (data field 2.11)


The date at which the invoices are received by the liaison body of the debtor institution is entered here. This date is decisive regarding the time limits according to article 67 (5) and (6) as well as article 68 (1) of Regulation (EC) 987/09.     


6.4.4.3 SED S083 Credit Note (CRN) 


SED S083 is used by the creditor institution to inform the debtor institution of any reduction regarding the total claims that have been made since SED S080 was initially submitted. Each SED S083 must therefore include the reference number of the original S080. When listing the corrections that have been made, the adjusted grand total of claims should not be quoted. Credit should not be denoted with a negative sign (-). 


Only the competent institution that issued the original invoice is allowed to grant credit entitlements. Thus, both the invoices and the credit notes must be issued by the same creditor institution and must be submitted via the creditor liaison body. In the case of a credit entitlement the original creditor of an invoice cannot become the debtor institution.    


Each credit note that is issued must necessarily refer to a specific invoice. It is therefore not possible to inform an institution of its credit entitlements with regard to two separate invoice batches by using just one S083.         


6.4.4.3.1 Total CRN Reference set by Creditor Liaison Body* (data field 2.6)

This is the standard reference number assigned to this batch that is valid for all credit notes that are transmitted. This number is indicated as a reference on all future SEDs within this batch. 

6.4.4.3.2 Credit Note Number of Creditor Institution (data field 3.5)


The creditor institution quotes the invoice number that its credit note refers to.

6.4.4.3.3 Total CRN Reference set by Creditor Institution* (data field 3.20)

This refers to a standard reference number assigned by the creditor institution to the credit notes for each batch that are forwarded to its own national liaison body. 

6.4.4.3.4 Initial Invoice Number of Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.23)

This is the number that was initially specified in data field 3.22 of SED S080. It is needed to identify the original S080 invoice within a batch and must therefore always be quoted. 

6.4.4.3.5 Initial Total CLA Reference of Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.24)


This is the number that was initially specified in data field 2.5. This information is needed to identify the original batch in which the invoice S080 was transmitted. It, too, must therefore always be quoted.  

6.4.4.3.6 Credit Note Number set by Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.25)


This is where the distinct individual credit note number within an invoice batch is given by the liaison body of the creditor state.  

6.4.4.3.7 Total CRN Reference set by Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.26)

This is where the batch number is filled in with which the individual credit notes of a batch are forwarded to the liaison body of the debtor state. This number is identical for all credit notes within a batch. It must also be included in the global note – credit note (data field 2.6).  

6.4.4.4 SED S084 Acknowledgment of Credit Note (ACK_CRN) 


SED S084 is the notification by which the receipt of credit notes concerning claims according to actual costs that have already been submitted is confirmed. It is sent to the creditor liaison body by the liaison body of the debtor state. 

In principle, the figures given in the global note – credit note in S083 are to be confirmed unless they differ from data fields 2.7 (total number of individual credit notes) and 2.8 (total credit note amount in currency of creditor) in SED S083.  

6.4.4.4.1 Total ACK-CRN Reference set by Debtor Liaison Body* (data field 2.7)


The liaison body of the debtor state identifies its batch processing number.   


6.4.4.5 SED S085 Information on Down Payments (IDP)

SED S085 is used by the liaison body of the debtor state to make a down payment on the claims submitted by S080. The exact amount of the down payment is determined by the details in the global note – claim of SED S080. It is therefore irrelevant whether it is already known that certain claims will be contested.

Offering a down payment of at least 90% of total claims and a subsequent transfer of funds within six months after the end of the month in which the claims were first submitted (for the beginning of the time limit see SED S081, data field 2.11) will have an effect on when interest for delay may first be demanded and on its total amount.  

An offer of making a down payment does not however have an effect on the time limit for claims settlement and invoice contestation. Even when down payments have been offered and paid, the debtor liaison body still has to have informed its counterpart of the individual claims that have been contested within 18 months after their submission.   

6.4.4.5.1 IBAN* (data field 2.11)


International Bank Account Number of the creditor liaison body for international transactions.

6.4.4.5.2 BIC* (data field 2.12)

Internationally-standardised "Bank Identifier Code" of the financial institution used by the creditor liaison body.

6.4.4.5.3 Down Payment Percentage* (data field 2.13)


Percentage of down payment as part of the whole initial claim.

6.4.4.5.4 Down Payment Amount* (data field 2.14)


The product of the total amount of claims in the creditor’s currency multiplied by the down payment percentage (data field 2.13). 

6.4.4.6    SED S086 Reply to Information on Down Payments (RPY_IDP)


This notification is used by the creditor liaison body to inform its counterpart of whether it accepts or declines the offer of receiving a down payment (SED S085). If the offer is accepted, the amount agreed upon should quickly be processed for payment. 

6.4.4.7 SED S087 Contestation of an Individual Claim (COC)

Claims must be contested within 18 months after the end of the month in which they were received by the liaison body of the debtor country (see SED S081, data field 2.11 for the beginning of the time frame). The time limit is valid even if down payments were offered and paid (see SED S085) or if they were declined.  

As a result of the contestation of claims, the status of an invoice has to be clarified. A claim cannot be dropped single-handedly without the approval of the respective creditor institution.     


In principle, the data given in SED S080 should be adopted. The competent institution then adds the information regarding contested claims. 

6.4.4.7.1 Total COC Reference set by Debtor Liaison Body* (data field 2.6)

This is the standard reference number that is used for all submitted contestations belonging to one batch. The following SEDs within this batch will all include this number as a reference. 

6.4.4.7.2 Total Number of Individual Claims* (data field 2.7)

Number of individual claims contested by this SED S087.


6.4.4.7.3 Total Claims in Currency of Creditor (data field 2.8.1)


Total sum of claims contested by this SED S087. 

6.4.4.7.4 Contestation Number set by Competent Institution* (data field 3.20)


The competent institution to which the initial invoice was addressed assigns its reference number for contestations. 

6.4.4.7.5 Total COC Reference set by Competent Institution* (data field 3.21)


Reference number for all contestations that are forwarded by the initial competent institution to its national liaison body.    


6.4.4.7.6 Refusal Code* (data field 3.23)


Reason for contesting the respective claim. 

6.4.4.7.7 Initial Invoice Number of Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.28)


Number initially quoted in data field 3.22 in SED S080. Must be filled in so that its respective S080 invoice within the batch can be identified.  

6.4.4.7.8 Initial Total CLA Reference of Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.29)


Number initially quoted in data field 2.5 in SED S080. Must necessarily be stated in order to identify the original batch in which the S080 invoice was included. 

6.4.4.7.9 Contestation Number set by Debtor Liaison Body (data field 3.30)


The unique individual number for contesting a claim must be filled in here by the liaison body of the debtor state.   

6.4.4.8 Total COC Reference set by Debtor Liaison Body (data field 3.31)


Each contestation has to be given a batch number by the debtor liaison body which refers to the batch of contestations in which it was included when forwarded to the creditor liaison body. The batch number is identical for all contestations within the same batch. It is also quoted in the global note – contestation of claim (data field 2.6). 

6.4.4.9 SED S088 Reply to Contestation of an Individual Claim (RPY_COC)


SED S088 is used to reply to contestations. Whether a contestation is accepted by the creditor state or not must be cleared up by both parties within a period of 36 months after the end of the month in which the initial claim was received by the liaison body of the debtor state (see data field 2.11 in SED S081 for the beginning of the time period). It may take several S087 and S088 documents to ultimately resolve a specific matter. The result of this process has the effect that the final status of an invoice has been agreed upon and the initial claim will either have been confirmed or rightfully contested.

If a contestation leads to a reduction or a complete cancellation of the initial claim, the cancellation of the entire initial claim is approved by an S088 both from the creditor’s and the debtor’s perspective.

If a contestation is only partly accepted and a residual claim remains, the creditor institution must use an SED S088 to claim the outstanding amount. The now contested original invoice that was part of the initial SED S088 batch is then cancelled on the level of accounting. 


If a claim stated in an SED S080 has already been settled and the debtor institution then realises that the claim it has paid should actually have been contested, then this is not dealt with by using SEDs S087 (COC) and S088 (RPY_COC) of Flow F-S019 but rather with the help of Flow F-S023 (Refund for Overpayment).     

6.4.4.9.1 Total RPY_COC Reference set by Creditor Liaison Body* (data field 2.6)

This is meant to be a uniform reference number that applies to all RPY_COC documents that have been forwarded to a creditor liaison body by the liaison body of the debtor state in one batch. This number is quoted in all following SEDs within the same batch. 

6.4.4.9.2 Reply to Contestation Number set by Creditor Institution* (data field 3.22)


The institution to which the contestation was addressed fills in its individual reference number for the reply to the contestation. 

6.4.4.9.3 Total RPY_COC Reference set by Creditor Institution* (data field 3.23)

This is the uniform reference number assigned by the creditor institution to all RPY_COC documents that it has forwarded to its liaison body as part of one batch.   


6.4.4.9.4 Reply Code* (data field 3.25)


Reason for replying to the contestation. 

6.4.4.9.5 Initial Invoice Number of Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.29)


This is the number initially quoted in data field 3.22 in SED S080. It must necessarily be quoted so that the initial S080 invoice can be identified. 

6.4.4.9.6 Initial Total CLA Reference of Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.30)


This number was first quoted in data field 2.5 in SED S080. It must necessarily be quoted so that the batch with which the S080 invoice was originally sent can be identified. 

6.4.4.9.7 Reply to Contestation Number set by Debtor Liaison Body (data field 3.31)


The unique individual number within a batch must be filled in here as a reference for a reply to a contestation made by the debtor institution. 

6.4.4.9.8 Total RPY_COC Reference set by Debtor Liaison Body (data field 3.32)


This is where the batch number of the debtor liaison body is filled in with which the individual contestations from within a batch are forwarded to the liaison body of the creditor state.   

6.4.4.10 SED S089 Information on Payment of Single Claim (PAY)


A payment notification regarding a claim must be sent using SED S089 within 18 months after the end of the month in which the claim was received by the liaison body of the debtor state (see data field 2.11 in SED S081 for the beginning of this time limit). It is only possible to announce the settlement of a clearly specified SED S080. SED 089 is then used to offset claims if the creditor institution issued a credit note regarding the initial SED S080 invoice and the debtor institution has already settled the initial claim.     


The 18-month time limit is only valid as long as a claim has not been contested. A contestation that is made within the initial 18-month period makes it necessary to clarify the status of this invoice.  

An SED 089 must still be sent within the 18-month period, even if down payments have already been made. The only effect of a down payment is that interest for delay cannot be charged until a later point in time compared to otherwise. A statement explaining which invoices will be paid and which will be contested must necessarily be issued within the initial 18-month period.     


The sole function of SED S089 is for an institution to inform its counterpart of which invoices will be paid. A payment deadline is not met by simply transmitting an SED S089. The requirements of article 67 (5) shall be met.

6.4.4.10.1 Total CLA Reference set by Creditor Liaison Body* (data field 2.5)


This is the uniform reference number with which the SED S080 was sent to the liaison body of the creditor state. 

6.4.4.10.2 Total PAY Reference set by Debtor Liaison Body* (data field 2.6)


This is the uniform reference number that is assigned to each batch by the debtor liaison body and is valid for all PAY documents that have been forwarded to the creditor liaison body in this batch.   


6.4.4.10.3 Invoice Number set by Creditor Institution * (data field 3.4)


To be extracted from data field 3.4 in SED S080.

6.4.4.10.4 Credit Note Number of Creditor Institution (data field 3.5)


If the original claim was later reduced due to a refund or if a claim that had already been settled is partly or entirely offset, this number can be extracted from data field 3.5 in SED S083.  

6.4.4.10.5 Total Amount of Benefit in Kind* (data field 3.6)

This is where the exact sum is filled in that is to be paid or to be offset. If a certain sum is to be offset, it must be stated with a negative sign (-).   


6.4.4.10.6 Total CLA/CRN Reference of Creditor Institution (data field 3.7)


Reference number of the invoice or the refund issued by the creditor institution.  

6.4.4.10.7 Information on Payment Number set by Competent Institution (data field 3.8)


Reference number given by the competent institution in its payment notification. 

6.4.4.10.8 Total PAY Reference set by Competent Institution* (data field 3.9)


Uniform reference number assigned to a complete PAY batch that is forwarded by a debtor institution to its national liaison body.  


6.4.4.10.9 Initial Invoice Number of Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.11)


This number is first given in data field 3.22 in SED S080. It must necessarily be quoted so that the original S080 invoice can be identified. 

6.4.4.10.10 Initial total CLA Reference of Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.12)


This number is first given in data field 2.5 in SED S080. It must always be quoted so that the original batch which included the S080 invoice can be identified. 

6.4.4.10.11 Information on Payment Number set by Debtor Liaison Body (data field 3.13)


The unique individual number of a payment notification within a specific batch that is sent by the debtor liaison body is to be filled in here. 

6.4.4.10.12 Total PAY Reference set by Debtor Liaison Body (data field 3.14)


The batch number that is valid for all individual payment notifications belonging to the same batch is filled in here when forwarded to the liaison body of the creditor state. It is identical for all payment notifications referring to the same batch. It must also be quoted in the global note – information on payment (data field 2.6).   

6.4.4.11 SED S082 Information on Final Settlement (IFS)


SED S082 is the notification by which the liaison body of a creditor state informs its counterpart in the debtor state of the current status of a submitted batch from its own point of view. Sending such an SED is not mandatory.  


6.4.4.11.1 Total Claim Amount Accepted as Contested* (data field 2.8)


This is where the total sum of contested claims is listed that has been accepted by the creditor institution to date. 


6.4.4.11.2 Total Claim Amount Paid* (data field 2.9)


The total amount of received payments to date for this batch of invoices is indicated here.     

6.5 F-S021 – Inventory of months - fixed amounts


6.5.1 Function of the business flow

Flow F-S021 depicts the business transactions of reimbursement on the basis of fixed amounts. The flow is initiated by an SED for reimbursement that serves as a reference for all following SEDs.


Claims settlement on the basis of monthly lump-sum payments only applies to specific groups of persons. It can only be used by the member states listed in Annex 3 of the implementing regulation. 


The first step towards settling claims on the basis of fixed amounts is to report the number of monthly lump sums that are to be paid for each individual person within a certain group (e.g. age category, pensioner/family member) for a specific year. In a second step, the number of monthly payments due is monetarily valuated with the help of the calculated monthly lump sum.

Within this flow, 14 individual SEDs for different business transactions can be used. 

6.5.2 Legal Foundation of business flow

Articles 63, 64, 65, 66, 67 and 68 of Regulation (EC) 987/09 serve as the legal foundation for reimbursement on the basis of fixed amounts.

6.5.3 Trigger of business flow

In accordance with article 64 (4) of Regulation (EC) 987/2009 Business Flow F-S021 is triggered when the institution of the place of residence or the place of stay establishes the necessary inventory. This inventory is then forwarded to the competent institution via the responsible liaison bodies.   


An inventory does not replace an invoice. The actual invoice cannot be forwarded until the exact monthly lump sum has been published in the Official Journal of the European Union. The date of publication is decisive for calculating the time frame during which claims can be submitted.  

Therefore, claims settlement on the basis of fixed monthly payments is put into effect by means of two separate steps.   


In step 1 the inventories of months for each individual person are submitted by using SED S090. It indicates the number of months for which claims are made for each insured person. The second step involves multiplying the number of all months for which claims are made from within a certain SED S090 batch with the respective lump sum that has been published. Only once this has been done does the total claim become fixed, which can then be forwarded to the debtor liaison body by the liaison body of the creditor state using SED S095.  

As soon as the SED S095 is received by the debtor liaison body the time limits for claims settlement, contestation and payment propositions begin.

6.5.4 Procedure of business flow

The following overview shows the exact procedure of how the SEDs of Flow F-S021 are exchanged.
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Figure 2: Business flow F-S021

6.5.4.1 SED S090 Inventory of months relating to reimbursement on the basis of fixed amounts (IMO)


SED S090 is the notification that displays the inventories according to article 64 (4) of Regulation (EC) 987/09. This SED initiates Flow F-S021. 

6.5.4.1.1 ID Liaison Body Creditor (data field 2.1)

Details identifying the creditor liaison body.

6.5.4.1.2 ID Liaison Body Debtor (data field 2.2)


Details identifying the debtor liaison body.

6.5.4.1.3 Financial Year* (data field 2.3)


The year has to be specified for which monthly fixed amounts are being claimed. It must be the same for all inventories forwarded as one batch.


6.5.4.1.4 Number of Months* (data field 2.4)


Sum of the individual values listed in data field 3.9 of SED S090.

6.5.4.1.5 Lump Sum Category* (data field 2.5)


The group of persons for which monthly payments are claimed with this inventory is to be indicated here. The group must be the same for all inventories forwarded within the same batch.     


6.5.4.1.6 Total IMO Reference set by Creditor Liaison Body* (data field 2.6)


This is the unique and consistent reference number, which is valid for all invoices of the same batch. This number is used as a reference for all future SEDs within this flow.

6.5.4.1.7 Total Number of Individual Claims* (data field 2.7)


Number of individual claims (inventories) forwarded in this SED S090 batch.

6.5.4.1.8 Date of Submission set by Creditor Liaison Body* (data field 2.8)


The date at which the SED S090 was forwarded by the creditor liaison body is indicated here. This is only a preliminary date that is filled in after step 1 (forwarding the inventories) has been carried out. The final date is only determined after step 2 has been completed (multiplying the number of months with the published lump sum). It is listed in SEDs S095/S096 and must later be filled in here. This date is then used to calculate all time limits and deadlines for Flow F-S021.           


6.5.4.1.9 Personal Identification Number with the Sending Institution (data field 3.1.1.7.1)


Insured person’s identification number with the sending institution (institution of the place of residence).


6.5.4.1.10 Personal Identification Number with the Receiving Institution (data field 3.1.1.7.2)


Insured person’s identification number with the receiving institution (competent institution).


6.5.4.1.11 Creditor Invoice Number set by Creditor Institution* (data field 3.4)


Invoice number of the creditor institution that is submitting the inventory.


6.5.4.1.12 Financial Year* (data field 3.5)


Once again the year for which the fixed monthly payments are claimed has to be filled in here.

6.5.4.1.13 Entitlement Document* (data field 3.6)


The legal basis for the entitlement to the claims is named here.  

6.5.4.1.14 Start Date (data field 3.7.1)


The date at which the legal basis named in data field 3.6 was first valid is listed here.

6.5.4.1.15 End Date (data field 3.7.2)


The final date at which the legal basis named in data field 3.6 was still valid within the respective financial year is to be given here. 


6.5.4.1.16 Start Date* (data field 3.8.1)


The beginning of the accounting period is given here. The earliest date it can be is 1 January of the financial year indicated in data field 3.5.

6.5.4.1.17 End Date* (data field 3.8.2)


The end date of the accounting period is filled in here. The latest date it can be is 31 December of the respective financial year.

6.5.4.1.18 Number of Months* (data field 3.9)


Number of months for which claims are made. Must be between 01 and 12.

6.5.4.1.19 Lump Sum Category* (data field 3.10)


Category of Lump Sum. Must be identical for all inventories forwarded as one batch.

6.5.4.1.20 Total IMO Reference set by Creditor Institution* (data field 3.12)


This reference number is specified by the creditor institution and applies to all invoices of the same batch that it has forwarded to its national liaison body.


6.5.4.1.21 Initial Invoice Number of the Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.13)


This space is to be used to indicate the unique individual invoice number within each batch as specified by the creditor liaison body.


6.5.4.1.22 Initial Total IMO Reference of the Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.14)


This is where the batch number as specified by the creditor liaison body is to be given, with which the individual invoices were submitted to the liaison body of the debtor state. This number is identical for all invoices within the same batch. It is to be indicated as a reference on all following SEDs within the same flow and is also to be quoted in data field 2.6 in the global note inventory.     


6.5.4.2 SED S091 Acknowledgment of Inventory of Months (ACK_IMO) 


SED S091 is the notification by which the liaison body of the debtor state confirms the receipt of inventories of months relating to reimbursement on the basis of fixed amounts from the liaison body of the creditor state.  


In principle, the figures given in the global note inventory in S090 are to be confirmed unless they differ from data fields 2.4 (number of months) and 2.7.1 (total number of individual claims).  


6.5.4.2.1 Total ACK-IMO Reference set by Debtor Liaison Body* (data field 2.7)


The processing number as specified by the liaison body of the debtor institution is to be filled in here.   


6.5.4.2.2 Date of Receipt of Total Claim set by Debtor Liaison Body* (data field 2.10)


The date at which the inventories are received by the liaison body of the debtor institution is entered here.


6.5.4.3 SED S092 Credit Note of Months (CRN_IMO) 


SED S092 can be used by the creditor body to notify the debtor institution of corrections it has made to its initial S090 inventories. Therefore, each SED S092 must indicate the S090 it refers to. Only the relevant information with regards to the corrected number of months is listed (data fields 3.7.1, 3.7.2, 3.8.1, 3.8.2, 3.9 of SED S090), not the revised total claim. A credit notification is not given in monetary terms. Instead, the number of months by which the claim has been reduced is listed. This number is not allowed to be quoted with a negative sign (-).    

Only the competent institution that issued the original invoice is allowed to grant credit entitlements. Thus, both the invoices and the credit notes must be issued by the same creditor institution and must be submitted via the creditor liaison body. In the case of a credit entitlement the original creditor of an invoice cannot become the debtor institution.    


Each credit note that is issued must necessarily refer to a specific invoice. It is therefore not possible to inform an institution of its credit entitlements with regard to two separate S090 invoice batches by using just one S092.         


6.5.4.3.1 Total CRN Reference set by Creditor Liaison Body* (data field 2.7)


This is the standard reference number assigned to this batch that is valid for all credit notes that are transmitted. This number is indicated as a reference on all future SEDs within this batch.


6.5.4.3.2 Creditor Invoice Number set by Creditor institution* (data field 3.4)


Number listed in data field 3.4 of SED S090.

6.5.4.3.3 Credit Note Number of Creditor Institution* (data field 3.5)


The creditor institution quotes the invoice number that its credit note refers to.


6.5.4.3.4 Total IMO Reference set by Creditor Institution* (data field 3.13)


Number listed in data field 3.12 of SED S090.

6.5.4.3.5 Total CRN_IMO Reference set by Creditor Institution* (data field 3.14)


This refers to a standard reference number assigned by the creditor institution to the credit notes for each batch that are forwarded to its own national liaison body.


6.5.4.3.6 Initial Invoice Number of Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.15)


This is the number that was initially specified in data field 3.13 of SED S090. It is needed to identify the original S090 invoice within a batch and must therefore always be quoted.


6.5.4.3.7 Initial Total IMO Reference of Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.16)


This is the number that was initially specified in data field 2.6. This information is needed to identify the original batch as part of which this invoice S090 was transmitted. It, too, must therefore always be quoted. 


6.5.4.3.8 Invoice Number set by Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.17)


This is where the distinct individual credit note number within an invoice batch is given by the liaison body of the creditor state.  


6.5.4.3.9 Total CRN_IMO Reference set by Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.18)


This is where the batch number is filled in with which the individual credit notes of a batch are forwarded to the liaison body of the debtor state. This number is identical for all credit notes within a batch. It must also be included in the global note – credit note of months (data field 2.7).


6.5.4.4 SED S093 Acknowledgment of Credit Note of months (ACK_CRN_IMO) 


SED S093 serves to notify the creditor liaison body of the fact that credit notes which refer to inventories that have already been submitted have now been received by the liaison body of the debtor state.   


In principle, the figures given in the global note – credit note of months in S092 are to be confirmed unless they differ from data fields 2.4 (number of months) and 2.8 (total number of credit notes) in SED S092. 


6.5.4.4.1 Total ACK-CRN_IMO Reference set by Debtor Liaison Body* (data field 2.8)


The liaison body of the debtor state assigns its batch processing number here.

6.5.4.5  SED S094 Contestation of Inventory of Months Concerning one Person (COC_IMO)


Claims must be contested within 18 months after the end of the month in which they were received by the liaison body of the debtor country. The time limit is valid even if down payments were offered and paid or if they were declined.  


As a result of the contestation of claims, the status of an invoice has to be clarified. A claim cannot be dropped single-handedly without the approval of the respective creditor institution.

In claims settlement on the basis of monthly fixed amounts the contestation of a claim regarding an individual person must occur on the grounds of the information given in the S090 inventory. However, SED S090 does not serve as an invoice. The invoice itself is forwarded as a global note along with SED S095. The 18-month time limit for paying or contesting claims only begins when the SED S095 has been received by the liaison body of the debtor state.         


In principle, the data given in SED S090 should be adopted. The competent institution then adds the information regarding contested inventories.  


6.5.4.5.1 Total COC_IMO Reference set by Debtor Liaison Body* (data field 2.7)


This is the standard reference number that is used for all submitted contestations belonging to one batch. The following SEDs within this batch will all include this number as a reference.


6.5.4.5.2 Number of Months* (data field 2.4)


Total number of months contested by this SED S094.

6.5.4.5.3 Total Number of Individual Claims* (data field 2.7)


Number of individual inventories contested by this SED S094.


6.5.4.5.4 Refusal Code* (data field 3.10)


Reason for contesting the respective inventory.

6.5.4.5.5 Number of Months* (data field 3.14)


Total number of contested months.

6.5.4.5.6 Contestation Number set by Competent Institution* (data field 3.18)


The competent institution to which the initial invoice was addressed assigns its reference number for contestations. 

6.5.4.5.7 Total COC_IMO Reference set by Competent Institution* (data field 3.19)


Reference number for all contestations that are forwarded by the initial competent institution to its national liaison body.    


6.5.4.5.8 Initial Invoice Number of Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.20)


Number initially quoted in data field 3.13 in SED S090. Must be filled in so that its respective S090 invoice within the batch can be identified.  


6.5.4.5.9 Initial Total IMO Reference of Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.21)


Number initially quoted in data field 2.6/3.14 in SED S090. Must necessarily be stated in order to identify the original batch in which the S090 invoice was included.


6.5.4.5.10 Contestation Number set by Debtor Liaison Body (data field 3.22)


The unique individual number for contesting an inventory must be filled in here by the liaison body of the debtor state.   


6.5.4.5.11 Total COC Reference set by Debtor Liaison Body (data field 3.23)


Each contestation has to be given a batch number by the debtor liaison body which refers to the batch of contestations in which it was included when forwarded to the creditor liaison body. The batch number is identical for all contestations within the same batch. It is also quoted in the global note – contestation of inventory of months (data field 2.7).

6.5.4.6 SED S103 Reply to Contestation of Inventory of Months (RPY_COC_IMO)


SED S103 is used to reply to contestations. Whether a contestation is accepted by the creditor state or not must be cleared up by both parties within a period of 36 months after the end of the month in which the initial claim was first received by the liaison body of the debtor state (see data field 2.14 in SED S096 for the beginning of the time period). It may take several S094 and S103 documents to ultimately resolve a specific matter. The result of this resolution procedure is that the status of an individual SED S090 inventory is agreed upon and the number of months for which claims are made is now certain.   


If a contestation leads to a reduction of claims, SED S103 is used to confirm the cancellation of certain claims from both the creditor’s and the debtor’s point of view. The number of billed months is then reduced on the level of accounting. The original S090 is not altered.

If a claim stated in an SED S090 has already been settled and the debtor institution then realises that the claim it has paid should actually have been contested, then this is not dealt with by using SEDs S094 (COC_IMO) and S103 (RPY_COC_IMO) of Flow F-S021 but rather with the help of Flow F-S023 (Refund for Overpayment).     

6.5.4.6.1 Total RPY_COC_IMO Reference set by Creditor Liaison Body* (data field 2.7)


This is meant to be a uniform reference number that applies to all RPY_COC_IMO documents that have been forwarded to a creditor liaison body by the liaison body of the debtor state in one batch. This number is quoted in all following SEDs within the same batch. 

6.5.4.6.2 Reply Code* (data field 3.10)


Reason for replying to the contestation.


6.5.4.6.3 Number of Months (data field 3.13)


Number of accepted billed months by which the initially forwarded inventory is to be reduced.


6.5.4.6.4 Total IMO Reference set by Creditor Institution* (data field 3.16)


Should be filled in as stated in data field 3.12 of SED S090.  


6.5.4.6.5 Total COC_IMO Reference set by Competent Institution* (data field 3.17)


Should be filled in as stated in data field 3.19 of SED S094.


6.5.4.6.6 Contestation Number set by Competent Institution* (data field 3.18)


Should be filled in as stated in data field 3.18 of SED S094.


6.5.4.6.7 Reply to Contestation Number set by Creditor Institution* (data field 3.19)


The institution to which the contestation was addressed fills in its individual reference number for the reply to the contestation. 

6.5.4.6.8 Total RPY_COC_IMO Reference set by Creditor Institution* (data field 3.20)


This is the uniform reference number assigned by the creditor institution to all RPY_COC_IMO documents that it has forwarded to its liaison body as part of one batch.  

6.5.4.6.9 Initial Invoice Number of Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.21)


This is the number initially quoted in data field 3.13 in SED S090. It must necessarily be quoted so that the initial S090 inventory can be identified. 

6.5.4.6.10 Initial Total IMO Reference of Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.22)


This number was first quoted in data field 2.6 in SED S090. It must necessarily be quoted so that the batch with which the S090 inventory was originally sent can be identified. 

6.5.4.6.11 Contestation Number set by Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.23)


Please note: “Reply to contestation number set by Creditor Liaison Body” would be a better title


The unique individual number of this reply to a contestation within a batch should be stated here by the creditor liaison body.  


6.5.4.6.12 Total RPY_COC_IMO Reference set by Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.24)


Batch number with which the individual SED S103s were forwarded to the liaison body of the debtor state by the liaison body of the creditor state. This number is identical for all replies to contestations referring to the same batch. It must also be stated in the global note – reply to contestation (data field 2.7). 


6.5.4.7 SED S095 Claim for Reimbursement of Fixed Amounts (CLA_IMO)


The liaison body of the creditor state uses this notification to refer to the inventories regarding a specific person that were forwarded with SED S090. SED S095 can only be sent once the lump sums have been published in the Official Journal of the European Union and only if an SED S090 was sent previously. 

The total number of monthly payments as indicated in SED S090 is given a monetary value. This way, the actual total claim has now been specified and this information is passed on to the liaison body of the debtor state. 

It is up to the debtor liaison body to assign the monetary claim to the individual months listed in the inventories.   


6.5.4.7.1 Number of Months* (data field 2.4)


Number of months listed in SED 090 and confirmed by SED S091 reduced by the number of contested claims that have also been accepted as such by the creditor state.

6.5.4.7.2 Lump Sum Category* (data field 2.5)


The group of persons for which the lump sum claim is made has to be indicated here. It must be in line with the information provided in SED S090.

6.5.4.7.3 Lump Sum* (data field 2.6)


Value of the monthly lump sum payment for the group specified in data field 2.5 as published in the Official Journal of the European Union.  


6.5.4.7.4 Total IMO Reference set by Creditor Liaison Body* (data field 2.7)


To be filled in as stated in data field 2.6 of SED S090.

6.5.4.7.5 Total CLA-IMO Reference set by Creditor Liaison Body* (data field 2.8)


Reference number assigned to the claim by the liaison body of the creditor state.

6.5.4.7.6 Total ACK_IMO Reference set by Debtor Liaison Body* (data field 2.9)

To be filled in as stated in data field 2.7 of SED S091.

6.5.4.7.7 Total Number of Individual Claims* (data field 2.10) 

Number of months listed in SED 090 and confirmed by SED S091 reduced by the number of contested claims that have been accepted as such by the creditor state.

6.5.4.7.8 Total Claim Amount in Currency of Creditor* (data field 2.11)


Number given in data field 2.4 multiplied by the value given in data field 2.6.

6.5.4.7.9 IBAN* (data field 2.14)


International Bank Account Number of the creditor liaison body for international transactions.


6.5.4.7.10 BIC* (data field 2.15)


Internationally-standardised "Bank Identifier Code" of the financial institution used by the creditor liaison body.

6.5.4.8 SED S096 Acknowledgment of Claim for Reimbursement of Fixed Amounts (ACK_CLA_IMO) 


SED S096 is the notification by which the liaison body of the debtor state confirms the receipt of a reimbursement submission on the basis of fixed amounts from the liaison body of the creditor state.  


In principle, the figures given in the global note acknowledgement of claim for reimbursement of fixed amounts in SED S095 are to be confirmed.  


6.5.4.8.1 Total ACK-CLA-IMO Reference set by Debtor Liaison Body* (data field 2.9)


The processing number as specified by the liaison body of the debtor institution is to be filled in here.


6.5.4.8.2 Date of Receipt of Fixed Amount Claims set by Debtor Liaison Body* (data field 2.14)


The date at which the claim for reimbursement of fixed amounts is received by the liaison body of the debtor institution is entered here. This date is decisive regarding the time limits according to article 67 (5) and (6) as well as article 68 (1) of Regulation (EC) 987/09.    

6.5.4.9 SED S097 Information on Down Payment of Fixed Amounts (IDP_IMO)


SED S097 is used by the liaison body of the debtor state to make a down payment on the claim submitted by S095. The exact amount of the down payment is determined by the details in SED S097. It is therefore irrelevant whether it is already known that certain inventories will be contested.      


Offering a down payment of at least 90% of total claims and a subsequent transfer of funds within six months after the end of the month in which the claims were first submitted (for the beginning of the time limit see SED S096, data field 2.14) will have an effect on when interest for delay may first be demanded and also on its total amount.  


An offer of making a down payment does not however have an effect on the time limit for claims settlement and invoice contestation. Even when down payments have been offered and paid, the debtor liaison body still has to have informed its counterpart of the individual claims that have been contested within 18 months after their submission.   


6.5.4.9.1 IBAN* (data field 2.12)


International Bank Account Number of the creditor liaison body for international transactions.


6.5.4.9.2 BIC* (data field 2.13)


Internationally-standardised "Bank Identifier Code" of the financial institution used by the creditor liaison body.


6.5.4.9.3 Down Payment Percentage* (data field 2.14)


Percentage of down payment as part of the whole initial claim.


6.5.4.9.4 Down Payment Amount* (data field 2.15)


The product of the total claim in the creditor’s currency (data field 2.9) multiplied by the down payment percentage (data field 2.14). 


6.5.4.10    SED S098 Reply to Information on Down Payment of Fixed Amounts (RPY_IDP_IMO)


This notification is used by the creditor liaison body to inform its counterpart of whether it accepts or declines the offer of receiving a down payment (SED S097). If the offer is accepted, the amount agreed upon should quickly be processed for payment.

6.5.4.11 SED S099 Contestation of Global Claim – Fixed Amounts (COC-CLA-IMO)


SED 099 is used to decline the total monetary claim as stated in SED S095. Information is only to be forwarded as part of a global note. 

This is a decisive difference of SED S099 compared to SED S094. In SED S094 personal inventories are not contested in monetary units but rather in the number of months as communicated by SED S090.   


6.5.4.11.1 Total COC_CLA_IMO Reference set by Debtor Liaison Body* (data field 2.8)

The processing number as assigned by the liaison body of the debtor institution is to be filled in here.   


Please note: data field for Total CLA_IMO reference set by Creditor Liaison Body is missing.


6.5.4.11.2 Refusal Code* (data field 3)


Reason for contesting the entire batch. 


6.5.4.12 SED S100 Reply to Contestation of Global Claim – Fixed Amounts (RPY_COC_CLA_IMO)


The liaison body of the creditor state replies on the SED S099 by this. There are only the two in data field 3 given reply options.


Please note: incorrect wording in data field 2.10 (should be: date of submission set by Creditor Liaison Body, not set by Debtor Liaison Body)


6.5.4.13 SED S101 Information on Payment of Individual Claim - Fixed (PAY_IMO)


A payment notification regarding a claim must be sent using SED S101 within 18 months after the end of the month in which the global claim for reimbursement of fixed amounts (SED S095) was received by the liaison body of the debtor state (see data field 2.14 in SED S096 for the beginning of this time limit).


As a payment announcement, SED 101 does not relate to SED S095 but rather to a separate inventory forwarded together with SED S090.    


SED S101 is also used to offset claims if the creditor institution issued an SED S092 credit note with regard to the initial SED S090 inventory and the debtor institution had already settled the initial claim.    


The 18-month time limit is only valid as long as a claim has not been contested. A contestation that is made within the initial 18-month period makes it necessary to clarify the status of this invoice.  

An SED S101 must still be sent within the 18-month period, even if down payments have already been made. The only effect of a down payment is that interest for delay cannot be charged until a later point in time compared to otherwise. A statement explaining which invoices will be paid and which will be contested must necessarily be issued within the initial 18-month period.     


The main function of SED S101 is for an institution to inform its counterpart of which invoices will be paid. A payment deadline is not met by simply sending an SED S101. The receipt of payment by the creditor liaison body is decisive in this matter.

In principle, the figures stated in SED S090 should simply be adopted. The debtor institution then completes the information regarding payment. 


Please note: Wording in headline point 2 is incorrect. Should be: Global note – information on payment; not on down payments 


6.5.4.13.1 Lump Sum (data field 2.6)


The monthly lump sum that is to be paid by the debtor liaison body is stated here. 

6.5.4.13.2 Total IMO Reference set by Creditor Liaison Body* (data field 2.7)


This is the uniform reference number with which the SED S090 was sent by the liaison body of the creditor state. 

6.5.4.13.3 Total PAY_IMO Reference set by Debtor Liaison Body* (data field 2.8)


This is the uniform reference number that is assigned to each batch by the debtor liaison body and is valid for all PAY_IMO documents that have been forwarded to the creditor liaison body in this batch.   


6.5.4.13.4 Total Claim Amount in Currency of Creditor (data field 2.10)


Total amount that is paid.

6.5.4.13.5 Creditor Invoice Number set by Creditor Institution * (data field 3.4)


To be filled in as stated in data field 3.4 in SED S090.

6.5.4.13.6 Credit Note Number of Creditor Institution (data field 3.5)


If the original claim was later reduced due to a refund or if a claim that had already been settled is partly or entirely offset, this number can simply be adopted from data field 3.5 in SED S092.  

6.5.4.13.7 Number of Months * (data field 3.7)


This is where the number of months is filled in that is to be paid or offset. If a number of months are to be offset, this must be stated with a negative sign (-).   


6.5.4.13.8 Total IMO/CRN_IMO Reference of Creditor Institution (data field 3.10)


Reference number of the invoice or the refund issued by the creditor institution in SED S090/S092.  


6.5.4.13.9 Information on payment number set by Competent Institution (data field 3.11)


Reference number given by the competent institution in its payment notification. 

6.5.4.13.10 Total PAY_IMO Reference set by Competent Institution* (data field 3.12)


Uniform reference number assigned to a complete PAY_IMO batch that is forwarded by a debtor institution to its national liaison body.  


6.5.4.13.11 Initial Invoice Number of Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.13)


This number is first provided in data field 3.13 in SED S090. It must necessarily be quoted so that the original S090 invoice can be identified. 

6.5.4.13.12 Initial Total IMO Reference of Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.14)


This number is first provided in data field 2.6 in SED S090. It must always be quoted so that the original batch which included the respective S090 invoice can be identified. 

6.5.4.13.13 Information on Payment Number set by Debtor Liaison Body (data field 3.15)


The unique individual number of a payment notification within a specific batch that is sent by the debtor liaison body is to be filled in here. 

6.5.4.13.14 Total PAY_IMO reference set by Debtor Liaison Body (data field 3.16)


The batch number that is valid for all individual payment notifications belonging to the same batch is filled in here when forwarded to the liaison body of the creditor state. It is identical for all payment notifications referring to the same batch. It must also be quoted in the global note – information on payment of individual claim – fixed (data field 2.8).  


6.5.4.14 SED S102 Information on Final Settlement (IFS_IMO)


SED S102 is the notification by which the liaison body of a creditor state informs its counterpart in the debtor state of the current status of a submitted batch of inventory of months relating to imbursement on the basis of fixed amounts from its own point of view. Sending such an SED is not mandatory.  


6.5.4.14.1 Number of Months* (data field 2.4)


Number of months for which claims are made as initially stated in the SED S090 global note inventory (data field 2.4).   


6.5.4.14.2 Lump Sum* (data field 2.6)


Value of the lump sum payment that is relevant for SED 090 (data field 2.6 of SED S095). 


6.5.4.14.3 Total Claim Amount in Currency of Creditor* (data field 2.9)


 Product of data field 2.4 multiplied by 2.6.


6.5.4.14.4 Total Claim Amount Accepted as Contested* (data field 2.10)


This is where the total sum of contested claims is listed that has been accepted by the creditor institution to date. 


6.5.4.14.5 Total Claim Amount Paid* (data field 2.11)


The total amount of received payments to date for this batch of invoices is stated here.

6.6 F- S022 - Interest Claim on Late Payment

6.6.1 Function of business flow

Flow F-S022 deals with cases in which a delay of payment has occurred on the part of the debtor and the creditor wishes to make a claim for default interest. This Flow serves to make a claim for default interest both for claims according to actual costs (SED S080) as well as claims on the basis of fixed amounts (SED S090/S095). F-S022 is a separate Flow and is exclusively used to demand interest on late payment.      


Flow F-S022 is initiated by sending an invoice SED for interest on delayed payment, which then serves as a reference for all future SED correspondence. A total of 7 different SEDs for different situations can be used within this Flow.    

6.6.2 Legal Foundation of business flow

The assertion of interest on delayed payments is addressed in Article 68 of Regulation (EC) 987/09.  


Articles 62, 66, 67 and 68 of Regulation (EC) 987/09 serve as a legal basis for the reimbursement of expenses according to actual costs.


6.6.3 Trigger of business flow

Business Flow F-S022 is triggered when a claim for interest on delayed payment is first submitted by the creditor body. The Flow is only allowed to be triggered once the final payment deadline has elapsed. The maturity date is calculated on the basis of the submission dates provided in Flows F-S019 and F-S021.  

6.6.4 Procedure of business flow

The following overview shows the exact procedure of how the SEDs of Flow F-S022 are exchanged.
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Figure 2: Business Flow F-S022, Interest on Late Payment


6.6.4.1 SED S026 Claim for Interest on Late Payment – Interest (ILP)


SED S026 is used to submit a claim for interest on late payment. This starts Flow F-S022. In the Individual ‘claim for interest on late payment’ SED S026 refers to the initially submitted claim that has not yet been paid. Thus, a single SED S026 can be used to demand the payment of default interest either for actual cost claims or on the basis of fixed amounts.

Therefore it is necessary to submit SED S026 for each batch separately.

Interest on late payments can only be invoiced once the initial claim has finally been paid and the payment date is known.

6.6.4.1.1 ID Liaison Body Creditor (data field 2.1)


Details identifying the creditor liaison body.


6.6.4.1.2 ID Liaison Body Debtor (data field 2.2)

Details identifying the debtor liaison body. 


6.6.4.1.3 Total ILP reference set by Creditor Liaison Body* (data field 2.3)


This is the unique and consistent reference number, which is valid for all individual claims for interest on late payment from the same batch. This number is used as a reference for all future SEDs within this flow. 


6.6.4.1.4 Total Number of Individual Claims* (data field 2.5)


Number of individual claims for default interest that are submitted in this SED. 


6.6.4.1.5 Total Amount of Interest in Currency of Creditor* (data field 2.6)


Sum of all individual interest payments that are being invoiced with this SED (see data field 3.8).   


6.6.4.1.6 Initial Invoice Number set by Creditor Institution* (data field 3.4)


Initial invoice number with which the claim was submitted (data field 3.4 of SED S080 or data field 3.4 of SED S090). 

Invoice number of the creditor institution that is submitting the claim. 


6.6.4.1.7 Initial Total Claim Reference set by Creditor Institution* (data field 3.5)


Initial batch number with which all invoices of the same batch were submitted (data field 3.19 of SED S080 or data field 3.12 of SED S090).  

This reference number is specified by the creditor institution and applies to all invoices of the same batch that it has forwarded to its national liaison body.  


6.6.4.1.8 Initial Amount Claimed in Currency of Creditor* (data field 3.6)

Total amount of the claim for which default interest is being invoiced (data field 3.17 of SED S080 or data field 3.9 of SED S090 multiplied with data field 2.6 of SED S095).  


6.6.4.1.9 Interest Rate in Percent * (data field 3.7)


Interest rate as prescribed in Article 68 (2) of Regulation (EC) 987/09. The interest rate that was valid upon receipt of the invoice (the earliest maturity date) is to be applied. This date is listed either in data field 2.11 of SED S081 or data field 2.14 of SED 096. 

6.6.4.1.10 Amount of Interest in Currency of Creditor* (data field 3.8)


The result of the following calculation should be filled in here:  value of data field 3.6 x value of data field 3.7 x days for which interest is claimed / 360.  


6.6.4.1.11 ILP Invoice Number for Claim Interest set by Creditor Institution* (data field 3.10)


Number assigned to invoice for payment of default interest by the creditor institution.   


6.6.4.1.12 Total ILP Reference of Claim for Interest set by Creditor Institution* (data field 3.11)


This reference number is specified by the creditor institution and applies to all invoices of the same batch that it has forwarded to its national liaison body.


6.6.4.1.13 Initial Invoice Number of the Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.13)


This space is used to indicate the unique individual invoice number within each batch as specified by the creditor liaison body (as stated in data field 3.22 of SED S080 or data field 3.13 of SED S090).  


6.6.4.1.14 Initial Total CLA / IMO Reference of the Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.14)


This is where the batch number as specified by the creditor liaison body should be filled in, with which the individual invoices were submitted to the liaison body of the debtor state (see data field 3.23 of SED S080 or data field 3.14 of SED S090). This number is identical for all invoices of the same batch. It should be given as a reference on all following SEDs within the same flow and is also to be quoted in data field 2.5 in the global note claim.

6.6.4.1.15 ILP Invoice Number set by Creditor Liaison Body* (data field 3.15)  

This is where the unique individual invoice number of the interest claim should be filled in which is assigned by the creditor liaison body.  


It is used to identify the unique individual invoice within a batch. 


6.6.4.1.16 Total ILP Reference set by Creditor Liaison Body* (data field 3.16)


This is where the batch number as specified by the creditor liaison body is stated, with which the individual claim for interest on late payment was submitted to the liaison body of the debtor state. This number is identical for all invoices within the same batch. It is to be indicated as a reference on all following SEDs within the same flow and is also to be quoted in data field 2.3 in the global note – claim for interest on late payment.     


6.6.4.2 SED S027 Acknowledgment of Claim for Interest on Late Payment (ACK_ILP) 


SED S027 is the notification by which the liaison body of the debtor state confirms the receipt of a claim for interest on late payment from the liaison body of the creditor state.  


In principle, the figures given in the global note claim in S026 should be confirmed unless they differ from data fields 2.6 (total number of individual claims) and 2.7. (total amount of interest in currency of the creditor).  


6.6.4.2.1 Total ACK-ILP Reference set by Debtor Liaison Body* (data field 2.4)


The processing number as specified by the liaison body of the debtor institution must be filled in here.   


6.6.4.2.2 Date of Receipt of Total Claim set by Debtor Liaison Body* (data field 2.9)


The date at which the credit note ‘interest on late payment’ is received by the liaison body of the debtor institution is entered here. 


6.6.4.3 SED S028 Credit Note ‘Interest on Late Payment – Interest’ (CRN_ILP) 


SED S028 is used when the debtor should pay the demanded default interest. Interest should be paid in the following cases:

· if the initial SED S080 or S090 invoice was paid too late and a payment of default interest was subsequently invoiced


· if the inital SED S080 or S090 invoice was followed by a credit note (SED S083 or S092) reducing the initial claim 


The credit note regarding the initial claim is forwarded with an SED S080 in Flow F-S019 or SED S090 in Flow F-S021. SED S028 is exclusively used as a credit notification when an overpayment of default interest has occurred or too much interest has been demanded.  


SED S028 is used by the creditor institution to inform the debtor institution of any adjustments regarding the total claims that have been made since SED S026 was initially submitted. Each SED S028 must therefore include the reference number of the original S026. When listing the corrections that have been made, the adjusted grand total of claims should not be quoted. Credit should not be denoted with a negative sign (-). 


Only the competent institution that issued the original claim ‘interest on late payment – interest’ (ILP) is allowed to grant credit entitlements. Thus, both the invoices SED S026 and the credit notes SED S028 must be issued by the same creditor institution and must be submitted via the creditor liaison body. In the case of a credit entitlement the original creditor of an invoice cannot become the debtor institution.    


Each credit note that is issued must necessarily refer to a specific invoice of SED S026. It is therefore not possible to inform an institution of its credit entitlements with regard to two separate invoice batches SED S026 by using just one S028.         


6.6.4.3.1 Total ILP Reference set by Creditor Liaison Body* (data field 2.3)


Please fill in as stated in data field 2.3 of SED S026.


6.6.4.3.2 Total CRN_ILP Reference set by Creditor Liaison Body* (data field 2.4)


This is the standard reference number assigned to this batch that is valid for all credit notes that are transmitted. This number is provided as a reference on all future SEDs within this batch. 


6.6.4.3.3 Total Amount - Credit Note of Interest in Currency of Creditor* (data field 2.7)


Sum of all individual amounts claimed within this batch (see data field 3.4).

6.6.4.3.4 Amount - Credit Note of Interest in Currency of Creditor* (data field 3.4)


Please state the amount that is credited, not the corrected amount of the claim stated in SED S026. 


6.6.4.3.5 ILP Invoice Number of Claim for Interest set by Creditor Institution* (data field 3.6)


Complete as stated in data field 3.10 of SED S026.


6.6.4.3.6  Total ILP Reference of Claim for Interest set by Creditor Institution* (data field 3.7)


Fill in as stated in data field 3.11 of SED S026.


6.6.4.3.7 CRN ILP Number set by Creditor Institution (data field 3.8)


The creditor institution quotes the invoice number that its credit note refers to.


6.6.4.3.8 Total CRN ILP Reference set by Creditor Institution* (data field 3.10)


This refers to a standard reference number assigned by the creditor institution to the credit notes for each batch that are forwarded to its own national liaison body. 


6.6.4.3.9 Initial Invoice Number of Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.11)


This is the number that was initially listed in data field 3.15 of SED S026. 


6.6.4.3.10 Initial Total ILP Reference of Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.12)


This is the number that was initially specified in data field 3.12 of SED S026. This information is needed to identify the original batch in which the invoice S026 was transmitted. It must therefore always be quoted.  


6.6.4.3.11 CRN ILP Number set by Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.13)


This is where the distinct individual number of a credit note for interest on late payment within an invoice batch is given by the liaison body of the creditor state.  


6.6.4.3.12 Total CRN ILP Reference set by Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.14)


This is where the batch number is filled in with which the individual credit notes ‘interest on late payment’ of a batch are forwarded to the liaison body of the debtor state. This number is identical for all credit notes within a batch. It must also be included in the global note – credit note ‘interest on late payment’ (data field 2.4).  


6.6.4.4 SED S029 Acknowledgment of Credit Note ‘Interest on Late Payment – Interest’ (ACK_CRN_ILP) 


SED S029 is the notification by which the receipt of credit notes ‘interest on late payment’ (SED S028) concerning claims for interest on late payment (SED S026) that have already been submitted is confirmed. It is sent to the creditor liaison body by the liaison body of the debtor state. 


In principle, the figures given in the global note – credit note in S028 are to be confirmed unless they differ from data fields 2.6 (total number of individual credit notes) and 2.7 (total amount of credit note of interest in currency of creditor) in SED S028.  


6.6.4.4.1 Total ACK-CRN Reference set by Debtor Liaison Body* (data field 2.5)


The liaison body of the debtor state identifies its batch processing number.   


6.6.4.5 SED S030 Contestation of Claim for Interest on Late Payment – Interest (COC_ILP)


If the debtor institution does not agree with the creditor’s claim for interest, it is entitled to contested the claim by using SED S030.     

As a result of the contestation of claims, the status of an invoice has to be clarified. A claim cannot be dropped single-handedly without the approval of the respective creditor institution.     


If a claim stated in an SED S026 has already been settled and the debtor institution then realises that the claim it has paid should actually have been contested, then this is not dealt with by using SEDs S030 (COC_ILP) and S031 (RPY_COC_ILP) of Flow F-S022 but rather with the help of Flow F-S023 (Refund for Overpayment). 


In principle, the data given in SED S026 should be adopted. The competent institution then adds the information regarding contested claims. 


6.6.4.5.1 Total COC_ILP Reference set by Debtor Liaison Body* (data field 2.4)


This is the standard reference number that is used for all submitted contestations belonging to one batch. The following SEDs within this batch will all include this number as a reference. 


6.6.4.5.2 Total Number of Claims* (data field 2.6)


Number of individual claims for interest on late payment that are contested by this SED S030.


6.6.4.5.3 Total Amount of Interest in Currency of Creditor (data field 2.7)


Total sum of claims for interest for late payment that are contested by this SED S030. 


6.6.4.5.4 COC_ILP Number set by Competent Institution* (data field 3.11)


The competent institution to which the claim for interest on late payment (SED S026) was addressed assigns its reference number for contestations. 


6.6.4.5.5 Total COC Reference set by Competent Institution* (data field 3.12)


Reference number for all contestations that are forwarded by the initial competent institution to its national liaison body.    


6.6.4.5.6 Refusal Code* (data field 3.13)


Reason for contesting the respective claim for interest on late payment. 


6.6.4.5.7 Initial Invoice Number of Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.15)


Number initially quoted in data field 3.15 in SED S026. Must be filled in so that its respective S026 invoice within the batch can be identified.  


6.6.4.5.8 Initial Total ILP Reference of Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.16)


Number initially quoted in data field 2.3 in SED S026. Must necessarily be stated in order to identify the original batch in which the S026 invoice was included. 


6.6.4.5.9 COC_ILP Number set by Debtor Liaison Body (data field 3.17)


The unique individual number for contesting a claim must be filled in here by the liaison body of the debtor state.   


6.6.4.5.10 Total COC_ILP Reference set by Debtor Liaison Body (data field 3.18)


Each contestation has to be given a batch number by the debtor liaison body which refers to the batch of contestations in which it was included when forwarded to the creditor liaison body. The batch number is identical among all contestations within the same batch. It is also quoted in the global note – contestation to claim interest on delayed payment (data field 2.4). 


6.6.4.6 SED S031 Reply to Contestation of Claim for Interest on Late Payment – Interest (RPY_COC_ILP)


SED S031 is used to reply to contestations. It may take several S030 and S031 documents to ultimately resolve a specific matter. The result of this process is that the final status of an invoice for interest on late payment has been agreed upon and the initial claim for interest on late payment will either have been confirmed or rightfully contested.    

If a contestation leads to a cancellation of the initial claim, the cancellation of the entire initial claim is approved by an S031 both from the creditor’s and the debtor’s perspective. The invoice S026 is then effectively cancelled.  


6.6.4.6.1 Total RPY_COC_ILP Reference set by Creditor Liaison Body* (data field 2.5)


This is meant to be a uniform reference number that applies to all RPY_COC_ILP documents that have been forwarded to a creditor liaison body by the liaison body of the debtor state in one batch. This number is quoted in all following SEDs within the same batch. 

6.6.4.6.2 RPY_COC_ILP Number set by Creditor Institution* (data field 3.11)


The institution to which the contestation was addressed fills in its individual reference number for a reply to the contestation. 

6.6.4.6.3 Total RPY_COC_ILP Reference set by Creditor Institution* (data field 3.12)


This is the uniform reference number assigned by the creditor institution to all RPY_COC_ILP documents that it has forwarded to its liaison body as part of one batch.   


6.6.4.6.4 Reply Code* (data field 3.13)


Reason for replying to the contestation. 

6.6.4.6.5 Initial Invoice Number of Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.14)


This is the number initially quoted in data field 3.15 in SED S026. It must necessarily be quoted so that the original S026 invoice can be identified. 

6.6.4.6.6 Initial Total ILP Reference of Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.15)


This number was first quoted in data field 2.3 in SED S026. It must necessarily be quoted so that the batch with which the S026 invoice was originally sent can be identified. 

6.6.4.6.7 RPY_COC_ILP Number set by Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.16)


The unique individual number within a batch must be filled in here as a reference for a reply to a contestation made by the creditor institution. 

6.6.4.6.8 Total RPY_COC_ILP Reference set by Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.17)


Each reply to a contestation must be given a batch number by the creditor liaison body which refers to the batch of replies to contestations in which it was included when forwarded to the debtor liaison body. The batch number is identical for all replies to contestations within the same batch. It is also quoted in the global note – reply to contestation of claim for interest on late payment (data field 2.5).   

6.6.4.7 SED S032 Information on Payment – Interest (PAY_ILP)


A payment notification regarding a claim for interest on late payment must be sent using SED S032. It is only possible to announce the settlement of a clearly specified SED S026. SED S032 is then used to offset claims for interest on late payment if the creditor institution issued a credit note regarding the initial SED S026 invoice and the debtor institution has already settled the initial claim for interest on late payment.     


The sole function of SED S032 is for an institution to inform its counterpart of which invoices will be paid. 


In principle, the figures stated in SED S026 should simply be adopted. The debtor institution then completes the information regarding payment. 

6.6.4.7.1 Total ILP Reference set by Creditor Liaison Body* (data field 2.3)


This is the uniform reference number with which the SED S026 was sent to the liaison body of the creditor state. 

6.6.4.7.2 Total PAY_ILP Reference set by Debtor Liaison Body* (data field 2.4)


This is the uniform reference number that is assigned to each batch by the debtor liaison body and is valid for all PAY_ILP documents that have been forwarded to the creditor liaison body in this batch.   


6.6.4.7.3 ILP Invoice Number of Claim for Interest set by Creditor Institution * (data field 3.8)


To be filled in as stated in data field 3.10 of SED S026.


6.6.4.7.4 Total ILP Reference of Claim for Interest set by Creditor Institution (data field 3.9)


To be filled in as stated in data field 3.11 of SED S026.


6.6.4.7.5 PAY_ILP Number set by Competent Institution (data field 3.11)


Reference number given by the competent institution in its payment notification. 

6.6.4.7.6 Total PAY_ILP Reference set by Competent Institution* (data field 3.12)


Uniform reference number assigned to a complete PAY_ILP batch that is forwarded by a debtor institution to its national liaison body.  


6.6.4.7.7 Initial Invoice Number of Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.13)


This number is first listed in data field 3.15 in SED S026. It must necessarily be quoted so that the original S026 invoice can be identified. 

6.6.4.7.8 Initial Total ILP Reference of Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.14)


This number is first given in data field 2.3 in SED S026. It must always be quoted so that the original batch which included the S026 invoice can be identified. 

6.6.4.7.9 PAY_ILP Number set by Debtor Liaison Body (data field 3.15)


The unique individual number of a payment notification within a specific batch that is sent by the debtor liaison body is to be filled in here. 

6.6.4.7.10 Total PAY_ILP Reference set by Debtor Liaison Body (data field 3.16)


The batch number that is valid for all individual payment notifications belonging to the same batch is filled in here when forwarded to the liaison body of the creditor state. It is identical for all payment notifications referring to the same batch. It must also be quoted in the global note – information on payment (data field 2.4).

6.7 F-S023 - Refund of Overpayment

6.7.1 Function of business flow


Flow F-S023 is applied when claims according to actual cost (F-S019) or fixed amounts (F-S021) are settled by the debtor institution and it then realises that its responsibility in that case has ceased either partly or entirely.  


Flow F-S023 therefore constitutes the counterpart to the credit notes in the previous flows. However, while the credit notes are integrated in the respective flows and are always filled out by the creditor, Flow F-S023 is an independent flow that is triggered by the debtor. 

Using Flow F-S023 for a refund of mistakenly paid claims is only possible if an institution in the creditor state can be made responsible for paying at least part of the claim.   


If the competence in a certain matter has changed from one institution to another within a debtor state, a refund must be demanded and received on the basis of national law. This is done without using Flow F-S023.   

If the responsibility for a certain case turns out to lie with an institution outside the initial creditor and debtor states, a demand for refund cannot be made with Flow F-S023. In this case the initial debtor institution has to directly contact the competent institution in the third country with an informal request for reimbursement.         


Flow F-S023 is triggered by a ‘Request – Refund of Overpayment’ SED, which serves as a reference for all future SEDs of this flow. The flow itself offers 4 separate SEDs for different business situations.

6.7.2 Legal Foundation of Business


6.7.3 Trigger of business flow

Business Flow F-S023 is started when the carrier institution that paid for a claim sends a request for a refund of payments. Its status as the debtor institution does not automatically change to creditor simply by requesting a refund.   


6.7.4 Procedure of Business


The following overview shows the exact procedure of how the SEDs of Flow F-S023 are exchanged.
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Figure 2: Business Flow F-S023, Refund of Overpayment


6.7.4.1 SED S051 Request for Refund of Overpayment (RRO)

SED S051 is the initial claim for refund of mistakenly transferred funds which triggers Flow F-S023. In its ‘Individual’ it refers to the original claim that has already been paid. Thus, SED S051 can be used to make a refund request for actual cost claims, fixed amount claims and even default interest claims. The only requirement is that a carrier institution in the initial creditor state is responsible for bearing the necessary expenses.     


When submitting requests for overpayment it is advisable to submit separate requests for each batch of claims. This will facilitate administrative procedures.   

6.7.4.1.1 ID Liaison Body Creditor (data field 2.1)


Details identifying the creditor liaison body.


6.7.4.1.2 ID Liaison Body Debtor (data field 2.2)

Details identifying the debtor liaison body. 


6.7.4.1.3 Total RRO Reference set by Debtor Liaison Body* (data field 2.7)


This is the unique and consistent reference number, which is valid for all individual claims from the same batch. This number is used as a reference for all future SEDs within this flow. 


6.7.4.1.4 Total Number of Individual Claims* (data field 2.8)


Number of individual overpayments forwarded by this SED.  


6.7.4.1.5 Total Claim Amount in Currency of Creditor* (data field 2.9)


Total sum of individual overpayments stated in this SED S051 (in the case of lump sums: data field 3.9 x data field 3.11; in the case of benefits in kind: data field 3.12). 

6.7.4.1.6 Initial Invoice Number set by Creditor Institution* (data field 3.4)


Initial invoice number with which the claim was submitted (data field 3.4 of SED S080; data field 3.4 of SED S090; data field 3.10 of SED S026).


Invoice number of the creditor institution that submitted the claim. 


6.7.4.1.7 Initial Total CLA / IMO / ILP Reference set by Creditor Institution* (data field 3.5)


Batch number of the claims being referred to (data field 3.19 of SED S080; data field 3.12 of SED S090; data field 3.11 of SED S026).

This reference number is assigned by the creditor institution and applies to all invoices of the same batch that it has forwarded to its national liaison body.  


6.7.4.1.8 RRO Number set by Competent Institution* (data field 3.6)


Number of refund request as assigned by the competent institution.  


6.7.4.1.9 Total RRO Reference set by Competent Institution* (data field 3.7)


This reference number is assigned by the debtor institution and applies to all invoices of the same batch that it has forwarded to its national liaison body.  

6.7.4.1.10 Refund Period From / To


Period for which a refund is claimed. 


6.7.4.1.11 Number of Months* (data field 3.9)


In the case of a refund claim regarding an SED S090 the number of months according to data fields 3.8.1 and 3.8.2 of SED S081 must be filled in here.  


6.7.4.1.12 Lump Sum Category* (data field 3.10)


In the case of a refund claim regarding an SED S090, please fill in the lump sum category as stated in data field 3.10 of SED S090. 


6.7.4.1.13 Lump Sum* (data field 3.11)


In the case of a refund claim regarding an SED S090, please fill in as stated in data field 2.6 of SED S095.  


6.7.4.1.14 Refund of Benefit in Kind* (data field 3.12)

Amount of the settled SED S080 claim that is requested to be refunded. 


6.7.4.1.15 Refund Code* (data field 3.13)


Reason for requesting a refund of the respective claim. 


6.7.4.1.16 Initial Invoice Number of the Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.16)


This space should be used to indicate the unique individual invoice number within each batch as specified by the creditor liaison body (see data field 3.22 of SED S080; data field 3.13 of SED S090; data field 3.15 of SED S026).  


6.7.4.1.17 Initial Total CLA / IMO / ILP Reference of the Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.17)


This is where the batch number as specified by the creditor liaison body is to be given, with which the individual invoices were submitted to the liaison body of the debtor state (see data field 3.23 of SED S080; data field 3.14 of SED S090; data field 3.16 of SED S026). 

6.7.4.1.18 RRO Number set by Debtor Liaison Body* (data field 3.18)  

The unique invoice number of the individual overpayment for within a batch is listed here by the debtor liaison body.  


6.7.4.1.19 Total RRO Reference set by Debtor Liaison Body* (data field 3.19)


This is where the batch number as specified by the debtor liaison body is stated, with which the overpayment individuals were submitted to the liaison body of the creditor state. This number is identical for all invoices within the same batch. It is to be indicated as a reference on all following SEDs within the same flow and is also to be quoted in data field 2.7 in the global note – request refund of overpayment.

6.7.4.2 SED S052 Acknowledgment of Request for Refund of Overpayment (ACK_RRO) 


SED S052 is the notification by which the liaison body of the creditor state confirms the receipt of a reimbursement submission for a refund of overpayment from the liaison body of the debtor state.  


In principle, the figures given in the global note – request refund of overpayment S051 are to be confirmed unless they differ from data fields 2.4 (number of months), 2.5 (lump sum category), 2.6 (lump sum) 2.9 (total number of claims) or 2.10 (total claim amount in currency of creditor).  


6.7.4.2.1 Total ACK-RRO Reference set by Creditor Liaison Body* (data field 2.8)


The processing number as specified by the liaison body of the creditor liaison body is filled in here.   


6.7.4.2.2 Date of Receipt of Total Claim set by Creditor Liaison Body* (data field 2.13)


The date at which the reply to a request for refund of overpayment is received by the liaison body of the creditor state is entered here.


6.7.4.3 SED S053 Reply to Request for Refund of Overpayment (RPY_RRO)


SED S053 is used to reply to a request for a refund of overpayment. 


The initial creditor of an SED S080, S090 or an invoice for default interest can only either confirm the reply to a requested refund of overpayment or contest it. It is not possible to alter the content of an SED S051.  

The result of this process is that the final status of an invoice of interest on late payment has been agreed upon and the claim will either have been confirmed or rightfully contested.    

If a reply to a request for refund of overpayment leads to a partial or total cancellation of the initial claim, the cancellation of the entire initial claim is approved by an S053 both from the creditor’s and the debtor’s perspective. The invoice S080, S090 or S026 is then effectively cancelled partly or totally.   


6.7.4.3.1 Total RPY_RRO Reference set by Creditor Liaison Body* (data field 2.8)


This is a uniform reference number that applies to all RPY_RRO documents that have been forwarded to a debtor liaison body by the liaison body of the creditor state in one batch. This number is quoted in all following SEDs within the same batch. 

6.7.4.3.2 RPY_RRO Number set by Creditor Institution* (data field 3.6)


The institution to which the request for a refund of overpayment was addressed fills in its individual reference number for the reply to the request. 

6.7.4.3.3 Total RPY_RRO Reference set by Creditor Institution* (data field 3.7)


This is the uniform reference number assigned by the creditor institution to all RPY_RRO documents that it has forwarded to its liaison body as part of one batch.   


6.7.4.3.4 Refusal Reply Code* (data field 3.13)


The creditor institution indicates whether or not it accepts the submitted request. Making alterations to the request is not possible. 


Please note: if the first box is ticked, a credit note (SED S083, SED S092 or SED S028) is meant to be forwarded. This solution is actually contradictory to SED S054 (information on refund of overpayment), which actually serves as a payment notification followed by a transfer of funds by the creditor institution. It may seem to be better to simply drop SED S054 and instead to carry out a reduction on the basis of refunds in the original flows.        


6.7.4.3.5 Initial Invoice Number of Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.16)


This is the number initially quoted in data field 3.22 of SED S080, data field 3.13 of SED S090 or data field 3.15 of SED S026. It must necessarily be quoted so that the initial S080, S090 or S026 invoice can be identified. 

6.7.4.3.6 Initial Total CLA / IMO / ILP Reference of Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.17)


This number was first quoted in data field 3.23 in SED S080, data field 3.14 of SED S090 or data field 3.16 of SED S026. It must necessarily be quoted so that the batch with which the S080, S090 or S026 invoice was originally sent can be identified. 

6.7.4.3.7 RPY_RRO Number set by Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.18)


The unique individual number within a batch must be filled in here as a reference for a reply to a request for refund of overpayment made by the creditor institution. 

6.7.4.3.8 Total RPY_RRO Reference set by Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.19)


Each reply to a request for refund of overpayment has to be given a batch number by the creditor liaison body which refers to the batch of replies in which it was included when forwarded to the debtor liaison body. The batch number is identical for all replies within the same batch. It is also quoted in the global note – reply to overpayment (data field 2.8).   

6.7.4.4 SED S054 Information on Refund of Overpayment (PAY_RRO)


Please note: This SED is only necessary if a bank transfer with respect to SED S053 is supposed to be made (also see note regarding the Refusal Reply Code (2.4.3.4, data field 3.13)). Does it make more sense to transfer the requested amount or to simply offset it against the credit notes of the previous flows? 

A payment notification regarding a request for refund of overpayment must be sent using SED S054. It is only possible to announce the settlement of a clearly specified SED S051. The main function of SED S054 is for an institution to inform its counterpart of which requests for refund of overpayment will be paid. 


In principle, the figures stated in SED S051 should simply be adopted. The creditor institution then completes the information regarding payment. 

6.7.4.4.1 Total RRO Reference set by Debtor Liaison Body* (data field 2.7)


This is the uniform reference number with which the SED S051 was sent to the liaison body of the creditor state. 

6.7.4.4.2 Total PAY_RRO Reference set by Creditor Liaison Body* (data field 2.8)


This is the uniform reference number that is assigned to each batch by the creditor liaison body and is valid for all PAY_RRO documents that have been forwarded to the debtor liaison body in this batch.   


6.7.4.4.3 Creditor Invoice Number set by Creditor Institution * (data field 3.4)


To be filled in as stated in data field 3.4 of SED S051.


6.7.4.4.4 RRO Number set by Competent Institution* (data field 3.5)


To be filled in as stated in data field 3.6 of SED S051.

6.7.4.4.5 Total RRO Reference set by Competent Institution (data field 3.6)


To be filled in as quoted in data field 3.7 of SED S051.


6.7.4.4.6 PAY_RRO Number set by Creditor institution (data field 3.7)


Reference number provided by the creditor institution in its payment notification. 

6.7.4.4.7 Total PAY_RRO Reference set by Creditor Institution* (data field 3.8)


Uniform reference number assigned to a complete PAY_RRO batch that is forwarded by a creditor institution to its national liaison body.  


6.7.4.4.8 Initial Invoice Number of Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.15)

To be taken from data field 3.16 in SED S051.


6.7.4.4.9 Initial Total CLA / IMO / ILP Reference of Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.16)


To be taken from data field 3.17 in SED S051.


6.7.4.4.10 PAY_RRO Number set by Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.17)


The unique individual number of a payment notification within a specific batch that is sent by the creditor liaison body is to be filled in here. 

6.7.4.4.11 Total PAY_RRO Reference set by Creditor Liaison Body (data field 3.18)


The batch number that is valid for all individual payment notifications belonging to the same batch is filled in here when forwarded to the liaison body of the debtor state. It is identical for all payment notifications referring to the same batch. It must also be quoted in the global note – reply to overpayment (correct wording has to be: global note – information on refund of overpayment) (data field 2.8).

7 Long term care


7.1 F-S015 - Long Term Cash Benefits - Application


7.1.1 Function of business flow

The purpose of this flow is to inform the institution of the place of residence or stay about an application to a cash benefit in case of long term care. 


7.1.2 Legal foundation of business flow

Regulation 883/2004 – art. 21


Regulation 987/2009 – art. 28


7.1.3 Trigger of business flow

The insured person residing outside the competent Member states applies to a cash benefit according to the legislation of the competent Member State. 


7.1.4 Procedure of business flow

		Flow number

		Flow description

		

		Competent institution

		

		Institution of the place of residence or stay



		F-S016

		Long Term Cash Benefits - Application

		S056

		Notification Application for Cash Benefits - long term care

		->

		



		 

		 

		S057

		

		<-

		Acknowledgement for Application for Cash Benefits – long term care





7.1.4.1 SED S056 – Notification Application for Cash Benefits - long term care


SCOPE: The competent institution informs the institution of the place of residence or stay about the application to a cash benefit in case of long term care. It can decide whether or not it asks the institution in the place of residence or stay to carry out a medical examination of the applicant. If yes it attaches all the information necessary for such an examination, e.g. the national medical report or the indicators (parameters) that are crucial for the decision about the question whether or not the applicant is in need of long term care according to the legislation of the competent institution. 


In some Member States the institution of the place of residence or stay providing benefits in kind isn’t in a position to carry out medical examination on behalf of the competent institution. In this case the competent has to send S061 to the institution in the state of residence of stay dealing with medical examinations, too. 


According to article 28.3 the competent institution reserves the right to have the beneficiary examined by a doctor of its choice.. 


REMARKS: S056 and thus the whole flow is superfluous if 


· the institution of the place of residence or stay isn’t included in the list referred to in Article 34.2 of the basic Regulation 


and / or


· the competent institutions asks a doctor of its own choice to carry out the medical examination without contacting the institution of the place of residence or stay.


7.1.4.2 S057 - Acknowledgment of receipt Application for Cash Benefits - Long Term Care


SCOPE: The institution of the place of residence or stay informs the competent institutions if it actually provides benefits in kind included in the list referred to in Article 34.2 of the basic Regulation. If yes it is recommended to attach details of the mentioned benefit. Thus the competent institution can decide whether or not the applied cash benefit has to be reduced. 


7.2 F-S016 - Long Term Cash Benefits - Medical Examination


7.2.1 Function of business flow

The purpose of this flow is to examine the health status of the applicant to a cash benefit in case of long term care. 


7.2.2 Legal foundation of business flow

Regulation 883/2004 – art. 34


Regulation 987/2009 – art. 28.2 and art. 28.5


7.2.3 Trigger of business flow

In other cases as those covered by F-S015 (e.g. continuous verification, application of a higher amount of cash benefit) the competent institution needs a medical report concerning the need of long term care of the person concerned.    


7.2.4 Procedure of business flow

		Flow number

		Flow description

		

		Competent Institution

		

		Institution of the place of residence or stay



		F-S017

		Long Term Cash Benefits - Medical Examination

		S061

		Request for medical examination - Long term

		->

		



		 

		 

		S062

		

		<-

		Reply of medical examination - Long term





7.2.4.1 SED S061 – Request for Medical Examination - Long Term Care 


SCOPE: The competent institution asks the institution in the place of residence or stay to carry out a medical examination of the applicant. It attaches all the information necessary for such an examination, e.g. the national medical report or any additional information that are crucial for the decision about the question whether or not the applicant is in need of long term care according to the legislation of the competent institution. 


7.2.4.2 S062 - Reply to medical examination - long term


SCOPE: As a general rule only the report of the medical examination has to be attached to this SED. Any other document that could be useful for the competent institution can also be attached. In this case the box “other has to be ticked in point 5.


7.3 F-S017 - Long Term Cash Benefits - Information on Payment


7.3.1 Function of business flow

The purpose of this flow is to apply the clause of reducing the amount of cash benefits provided by the competent institution by the amount of the benefits in kind provided by the institution of the place of residence or stay (Article 34 Basic Regulation).


7.3.2 Legal foundation of business flow

Regulation 883/2004 – art. 34


Regulation 987/2009 – art. 34


7.3.3 Trigger of business flow

Payment of a cash benefit from the competent institution and residence or stay in another Member State whose legislation includes benefits in kind when long-term care is needed. 


Remarks: If the Member State of residence or stay isn’t included in the list referred to in Article 34.2 of the basic Regulation this flow isn’t applicable. 


7.3.4 Procedure of business flow

· Direction of exchange of SEDs involved (table or diagram)


		Flow number

		Flow description

		

		Competent Institution

		

		Institution of place of residence or stay



		F-S018

		Long Term Cash Benefits - Information on Payment

		S001

		Information of Payment of Cash Benefits - Long term

		->

		



		

		

		S002

		

		<-

		Acknowledgement for reception of Information of Payment of Cash Benefits - Long term



		

		

		S003

		

		<-

		Information of Reimbursement Rates - Long term



		

		

		S004

		Acknowledgement for reception of Information of Reimbursement Rates - Long term

		->

		



		 

		 

		S005

		

		<-

		Information of Change in Reimbursement Rates - Long term





7.3.4.1 SED S001 – Information of Payment of Cash Benefits - Long term care


SCOPE:  The competent institution informs the institution in the place of stay or residence of the payment of a cash benefit based on the need of long-term care.  


REMARKS: As long as no other institution dealing with long-term care benefits in kind is listed in EESSI Institution Directory the SED has to be sent to the institution which also receives (or already confirmed) the registration SED S072.  


7.3.4.2 SED S002 – Acknowledgement for reception of Information of Payment of Cash Benefits - Long term care


SCOPE: The institution in the place of stay or residence confirms that it received S001. 


REMARKS: This SED is only to acknowledge the receipt of S001. To inform the competent institution of the concrete reimbursement rates the institution of the place of residence or stay uses S003.


7.3.4.3 SED S003 – Information of Reimbursement Rates - Long term care


SCOPE: If the institution in the place of stay or residence provides benefits in kind it informs the competent institution thereof. 


REMARKS: It is up to the competent institution to decide which benefits in kind have to be taken into account concerning the reduction of the cash benefit. It is therefore recommended to the institution of the place of residence or stay to inform the competent institution of the details of the benefit in kind, e.g. by attaching invoices of the health care provider or the notice that has been given to the person concerned regardless whether this benefit in kind would have led to a reduction of a cash benefit according to the legislation of the state of residence or stay.  

7.3.4.4 SED S004 – Acknowledgement for reception of Information of Reimbursement Rates - Long term care


SCOPE: The competent institution confirms that it received S003. 


REMARKS: The competent institution doesn’t inform the institution of the place of residence or stay about the concrete reduction of the cash benefit, because this couldn’t have any impact to the amount of the benefit in kind. 


7.3.4.4.1 SED S005 – Information of Change in Reimbursement Rates - Long term care


SCOPE: The institution in the place of stay or residence informs the competent institution about the change of the amount of benefits in kind it provided. 


REMARKS: S005 has to be sent as soon and as often as the institution of the place of residence or stay is aware about any change of the amount of the benefit in kind. 


The competent institution doesn’t reply to this information sent by the institution of the place of residence or stay. 


8 Cash benefits

8.1 F-S012 – Cash benefits – Application


8.1.1 Function of business flow

This is a flow for the transfer of the medical certificate related to incapacity for work of the person concerned by the institution in member state of place of residence/stay to the competent institution on basis of Article 21 of Regulation 883/2004 and Article 27(3)(8)(10) of Regulation 987/2009, in case when the doctor doesn’t issue medical certificates.

8.1.2 Legal foundation of business flow

Article 21 of Regulation 883/2004


Article 27(3)(8)(10) of Regulation 987/2009

8.1.3 Procedure of business flow

The flow consists of the following SED:


8.1.3.1 SED S055 - Application for Cash Benefits


SCOPE: The institution of place of residence/stay sends in attachment the medical certificate confirming, as required, the incapacity for work of the insured person only in case when the doctor providing treatment in the MS of residence/stay doesn’t issue medical certificates.


In any other case, in order to claim for cash benefits in respect of incapacity for work due to sickness, maternity or paternity, the insured person is obliged to submit the medical certificate issued by the doctor in the MS of residence/stay directly to the competent institution.


REMARKS: Information about employer is necessary because in particular case it may be the only source of data needed to establish the competent institution (e.g. when in a particular MS: there is no central register of the insured persons; there are more than one sickness insurance institutions).


In addition, it is recommended to give the employer’s ID number especially when PIN of the person concerned is not available. Employer’s ID number may be given in an attached document.


If necessary to provide any additional information, it may be given in an attached document.


8.2 F-S013 – Cash benefits – Administrative Check or Medical Examination

8.2.1 Function of business flow

This flow is used for requesting the institution of place of residence/stay to carry out a medical examination or an administrative check of the insured person in accordance with the procedures laid down by the legislation applied by this institution by the competent institution which provides an answer, based on Article 21 of Regulation 883/2004 and Articles 27(5), (10), 87(1), (3) of Regulation 987/2009.


8.2.2 Legal foundation of business flow

Article 21 of Regulation 883/2004


Articles 27(5), (10), 87(1), (3) of Regulation 987/2009


8.2.3 Procedure of business flow

The flow consists of the following SEDs:


8.2.3.1 SED S063 – Request for Administrative Check or Medical Examination


SCOPE: The nature of request sent by competent institution to institution of place of residence/stay (point 6.1) is either the request to have an administrative check or medical examination performed or the (preliminary) request for information about estimated costs of the required administrative check or medical examination.


REMARKS: It is recommended to give the end date of the concerned period, when the end date is known, in order to ensure that the report will cover the required period;


Either administrative check or medical examination can be requested. If in the same case both of them are necessary, separate requests for each need to be sent.


Description (special requirements) of the requested medical examination is to be specified in field 7. Field 7.1 may also refer to an attachment containing the said description or national form to be fulfilled (providing that this national form has been agreed on basis of bilateral agreement).


If there is a need to provide any other additional information, it may be given in an attached document.


8.2.3.2 SED S064 - Reply to Request for Administrative Check or Medical Examination


SCOPE: In reply to request indicated in point 6.1. – the 3rd or the 4th option - of S063 (i.e. the request to have an administrative check or medical examination performed), institution of place of residence/stay informs the competent institution either about the result of the administrative check or medical examination and sends the report in attachment or about the fact that the administrative check or medical examination was not carried out and indicates the reason of non-completion.


REMARKS: There is no standarised form of the medical report. Sending Forms E116 or E213 is possible;


If there is a need to provide any additional information, it may be given in an attached document.


There are two additional SED foreseen in this flow in-between S063 and S064. Both S065 and S066 are optional SED, which are to be sent only if necessary.


8.2.3.3 SED S065 – Information about Costs of Administrative Check or Medical Examination

SCOPE: In reply to request indicated in point 6.1. – the 1st or the 2nd  option - of S063 (i.e. request for information about estimated costs of the required administrative check or medical examination), the  institution of place of residence/stay informs the competent institution about estimated costs of an administrative check or medical examination.


REMARKS: The amount of the estimated costs shall be given in currency of the institution of place of residence/stay.

If there is a need to provide any additional information, it may be given in an attached document.


8.2.3.4 SED S066 – Approval or not of Administrative Check or Medical Examination

SCOPE: After the receipt of S065, the competent institution either approves the estimated costs of the required administrative check or medical examination and supports the request to have the administrative check or medical examination performed by the institution of place of residence/stay or does not approve the said costs and therefore withdraws the request on previously sent S063.


REMARKS: If the competent institution approves the estimated costs of the required administrative check or medical examination and supports the request to have the administrative check or medical examination performed by the institution of place of residence/stay, institution of place of residence/stay is to send S064 in reply.


If the competent institution does not approve the given in S065 estimated costs of the required administrative check or medical examination and therefore withdraws its request to have the administrative check or medical examination performed by the institution of place of residence/stay, it is recommended that the competent institution refers to the S063 concerned by giving the date of it’s issuance in point 4.4.2. In such a case S064 is not to be sent by institution of place of residence/stay.


If there is a need to provide any additional information, it may be given in an attached document.


BF S013 is followed by the horizontal flow BF H005 which implements Article 87(6) of Regulation 987/2009 and covers


- SED H020 - Claim for - Reimbursement - Administrative Check /Medical examination


- SED H021 - Reply to Claim for Reimbursement – Administrative check/Medical examination
.

8.3 F-S014 – Cash Benefits – Information on Payment

8.3.1 Function of business flow

This flow allows the competent institution to inform the institution of place of residence /stay about its decision to pay or not the cash benefits in respect of incapacity for work under Article 21 of Regulation 883/2004 and Article 27(7), (9), (10) of Regulation 987/2009.


On basis of Article 27(9) of Regulation 987/2009, only when the decision is to refuse the a.m. cash benefits it is mandatory for the competent institution to notify it to the institution of place of residence/stay. Following Article 27(7) of Regulation 987/2009, if the decision is to grant the a.m. cash benefits, the whole flow is optional. If the competent institution decides to send S046 it may also inform the institution of place of residence/stay about the end of the incapacity for work of the person concerned by using S047. 


8.3.2 Legal foundation of business flow

Article 21 of Regulation 883/2004


Article 27(7), (9), (10) of Regulation 987/2009


8.3.3 Procedure of business flow

The flow consists of the following SED:


8.3.3.1 S046 - Information on Payment or not of Cash Benefits


SCOPE: The competent institution informs the institution of place of residence/stay about the competent institution’s decision to pay (Article 27(7) of Regulation 987/2009) or not to pay (Article 27(9) of Regulation 987/2009) cash benefits in respect of incapacity for work due to sickness, maternity or paternity to the insured person.


REMARKS: For aims of effective data exchange it is crucial to determine the type of the benefit concerned (sickness, maternity, paternity).


The competent institution shall indicate the period for which the cash benefits are granted or refused. 


If the decision of the competent institution is to refuse cash benefits, the national refusal decision attached (in copy) to the SED (Article 27(9) of Regulation 987/2009) shall fulfill requirements indicated in Article 3 (4), 2nd alinea, 2nd sentence, of Regulation 987/2009. 


In case when the competent institution decides to grant cash benefits for particular period and to refuse cash benefits for e.g. the further period it is recommend to send information on refusal to fulfill obligation from Article 27(9) of Regulation 987/2009. If the period for which the cash benefit is granted is not given in the refusal decision, it may be provided in another attached document. There is no use to send two SEDs in such a case.


If pursuant to Article 3 (4), 2nd alinea, 2nd sentence, of Regulation 987/2009 a copy of the decision shall be sent to other involved institutions, it may be sent by the horizontal SED H001. 

8.3.3.2 S047 - Information on End of Incapacity for Work


SCOPE: The competent institution notifies the institution of place of residence/stay about the last day of incapacity for work of the person concerned.


REMARKS: S047 is to be sent only if S046 was sent.


If institution of place of residence/stay is in possession of information about the end of incapacity for work of the person concerned, it may send it to the competent institution on basis of Article 2(2) of Regulation 987/2009 as notification e. g. by using H001.


9 Aggregation of periods


9.1 F-S024 - Aggregation of periods – Insurance risk type: sickness and maternity

9.1.1 Function of business flow


This flow is for the exchange of information needed to have the periods aggregated under provisions of Article 6 of Regulation (EC) No 883/2004 and Article 12(1) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009. The flow is sectoral and concerns only one insurance risk type: sickness and maternity.

Based on new regulation information about insurance period can be requested only by the appropriate institution. There is no portable document for this matter which could be issued directly to the person.

9.1.2 Legal foundation of business flow


Article 6 of Regulation (EC) No 883/2004


Article 12(1) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009


9.1.3 Procedure of business flow


The flow consists of the following SEDs:


9.1.3.1 SED S040 – Request for periods - Insurance risk type: sickness and maternity


SCOPE: The competent institution of MS whose legislation makes the acquisition, retention, duration or recovery of the right to sickness, maternity and equivalent paternity benefits conditional upon the completion of periods, requests the institution of the MS to whose legislation the person concerned has also been subject for confirmation of relevant periods of insurance, employment, self-employment or residence completed by the person concerned under legislation of this latter institution. 


REMARKS: For aims of effective data exchange it is crucial to determine whether the aggregation of periods regards either benefits in cash or in kind, as well as the type of the benefit concerned (sickness, maternity, paternity).

It is recommended to indicate the end date of the concerned period, in order to ensure that the reply will determine all the periods within the required time interval.

9.1.3.2 SED S041 – Reply to Request for periods - Insurance risk type: sickness and maternity


SCOPE: The institution of the MS to whose legislation the person concerned has also been subject informs the competent institution that the person concerned either completed no periods under its legislation or confirms the requested periods completed by the person concerned under its legislation in details which enable aggravation of periods, as required.


The reference to the request is defined by date of its issuance. In case of any ambiguities it is recommended to communicate by means of H001 and H002 before sending the reply. For smooth and comprehensible communication it is not advised to write additional questions in the “additional information” section of the reply if the reply is not intended to be the final one.


REMARKS: The institution of the MS to whose legislation the person concerned has also been subject determines all the respective periods within the required time interval. 


Periods of insurance, employment, self-employment or residence completed by the person concerned are given in separate and repeatable sections.


Each period of insurance needs to be classified as compulsory, voluntary or optional continued insurance.

10   Portable Documents


10.1 S1 – Registering for health care cover


10.1.1  Completion of  the S1

The personal details of the holder should be entered in box 1 of the S1. In the case where the holder has a right to health care because of another person’s insurance (as in the third example above) details of the insured person should be given in Box 3.


The starting date of the coverage in the state of residence should be shown in Box 4 as well as the ending date, if appropriate.


Box 2 of the S1 should be completed only where the person is receiving long term care benefits in cash from the competent state. 

10.1.2. SEDs associated with the use of the S1

The following table gives details of the SEDs which are associated with registration in the state of residence as indicated by the possession of an S1.


These SEDs cater for the following situations: 


· Notification that the person has been registered on production of the S1


· Request for an S1 where the person has presented themselves for registration without one


· Notification of changes or cancellation of the S1


· Notification of changes or cancellation after the S1 has been presented and the person has been registered.


10.1.3 The following data exchanges may begin when the person presents the S1.


		SED

		Purpose



		S073

		Information on registration where the person has presented the S1 in the state of residence



		S050

		Dispute of date of registration



		S016

		Notification of change or cancellation of the S1, issued  by the competent institution



		S017

		Response to the S016 issued by the institution in the state of residence



		(S050)

		(Dispute of date of new registration)



		S018

		Notification of change or cancellation of the registration issued by the competent institution



		S019

		Reply to the change or cancellation notified by the S018.



		(S050)

		(Dispute of date of new registration)





10.1.4. When the person is not in possession of an S1. 


The following data exchanges may begin where the person is not in possession of an S1.


		S071

		Request for an S072  to be issued 



		S072

		Reply to S071 – entitlement details or rejection of entitlement 





If entitlement exists the exchange of SEDs then follows the above, starting with the S073.


10.2 S2 – Entitlement to scheduled treatment.

10.2.1. Completion of  the S2


The S2 contains only 3 data boxes namely:


· Personal identification of the holder


· Kind and location of treatment including the expected period of treatment, that is the start and end date is given. 


The description of the treatment or location is meant to allow for a limitation of the entitlement, i.e. a person may be authorised to certain scheduled cancer treatment but other treatment is only given if they become necessary during the stay. Such treatment is given under the European Health Insurance Card.


The end date may be left open if appropriate


· Institution completing the form


 10.2.2.  SEDs associated with the use of the S2


Enquiries before issue of S2

		S014

		Request for information if treatment is provided for by Member State of stay - scheduled treatment



		S015

		Information if treatment is provided for by Member State of stay - scheduled treatment





10.2.3 After treatment is authorised


		SED 

		Purpose



		S009

		Request for entitlement document – scheduled treatment outside competent state and outside  state of residence



		S010

		Reply to request for entitlement document – scheduled treatment outside competent state and outside  state of residence



		S035

		Request for extension of entitlement document - scheduled treatment



		S036

		Acknowledgement of request for extension of entitlement document - scheduled treatment



		S037

		Reply to request for extension of entitlement document - scheduled treatment



		S075

		Request additional info - scheduled treatment outside Member State of residence



		S076

		Reply to Request additional info - scheduled treatment outside Member State of residence





10.2.4  After treatment is given


The information in S2 is needed for exchanges concerning claims for reimbursement of costs for medical care of the person, i.e. SED080 and other. 

10.3 
S3 –  Medical treatment for former cross-border worker in former country of work.

10.3.1  Completion of the S3


 S3 is filled out by the institution competent for payment of the costs for the treatment. This is typically either the institution in the former state of work or in the present state of residence.


The S3 contains only 3 data boxes namely:


· Personal identification of the holder, including whether they are a family member of a former cross border worker


· Treatment details:


·  if  this is a continuation of a treatment which began in the former state of work 2.1 must be filled in:


The former state of work must be indicated and the kind of treatment or illness must be indicated to limit the entitlement to this certain treatment

· If this is new treatment 2.2 must be filled in:


The former state of work must be indicated and both this stateand the present competent state must be in the list mentioned above.

· Institution completing the form


10.3.2. SEDs associated with the use of the S3


Before issue of the S3 the institution in the state of residence may need to establish the status of the former cross border worker/family member.  SEDs 006 and 007 are used for this purpose. 


		SED

		Purpose



		006

		Request for information about the status of a former cross border  /family member



		007

		Reply to 006



		008

		Entitlement document for a former cross border worker/family member.





10.3.3 After treatment is given


The information in S3 is needed for any exchanges concerning claims for reimbursement of costs for medical care of the person, i.e. SED080 and other. 

11. Horizontal SEDs


In addition to the SEDs specific to each sector, the Administrative Commission has also approved a series of Horizontal SEDs which have a generic functionality. These SEDs and their associated Business Flows can be used in any sector, whenever there is a business need to do so.


The Horizontal SEDs and associated Business Flows are described in the Horizontal SEDs Guidelines. A brief description of these SEDs is given below for ease of reference:


		SED

		Purpose

		Comment



		H001

		Request for information/additional information 

		



		H002

		Reply to request for information

		



		

		

		



		H003

		Proposal/Notification on state of residence

		



		H004

		Reply to proposal on state of residence/Disagreement with decision on state of residence

		



		H005

		Request for information on residence

		



		H006

		Reply to request for information on residence 

		



		

		

		



		H020

		Claim for reimbursement – Administrative Check/Medical Examination

		



		H021

		Reply to Claim for reimbursement – Administrative Check/Medical Examination

		



		

		

		



		H030

		Claim for Death Grant

		



		

		

		



		H040

		Claim for Pre-retirement Benefit

		



		

		

		



		H061

		Send Personal Identity Number (usage not yet finalised)

		



		H062

		(Confirm Personal Identity Number)

		Not approved at the date of issuing these guidelines



		H063

		(Request for Additional Information on Identification)

		Not approved at the date of issuing these guidelines



		H064

		(Reply to request for Additional Information on Identification)

		Not approved at the date of issuing these guidelines



		

		

		



		H065

		Transmission of claim/document/information

		



		H066

		Reply to transmission of claim/document/information

		





12. ANNEX I – Flows table 


See attached

The flows table is available on Circa in the following location:

http://circa.europa.eu/Members/irc/empl/electronic_data_exchange/library?l=/business_flows_seds/documentation_corrtables/sickness&vm=detailed&sb=Title

13. ANNEX II – Correlation table


Tthe correlation table is  available on Circa in the following location:

http://circa.europa.eu/Members/irc/empl/electronic_data_exchange/library?l=/business_flows_seds/documentation_corrtables/sickness&vm=detailed&sb=Title

14. ANNEX III – Glossary of terms

The short glossary list below is complemented by the EESSI Business Glossary, available on the following location of the European Commission's website: http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?langId=en&catId=869.


		Term

		Short explanation






		AC

		Administrative Commission for the Coordination of Social Security Systems (art.71 Regulation (EC) no 883/2004).



		AP (Access Point)

		National gateway for multiple institutions to the EESSI network. 



		Counterparty 



		The recipient of the query/notification and the sender of the reply within a message exchange. 



		EESSI

		Electronic Exchange of Social Security Information



		Flow (or Business Flow)

		A flow is composed several SEDs and it was defined to serve a specific communication need.


A flow captures a predefined conversation pattern where the SEDs which are included in the flow are the messages that the conversation partners exchange between each other. 


Different SEDs are exchanged in different flows depending on the purpose of the flow.



		Flow owner

		The institution responsible for the flow and which initiates the flow. The flow owner is the one who can close a flow that it has opened. 



		Horizontal flows

		Flows that are not sector specific: they refer to certain information exchanges that are potentially relevant for all social security sectors.



		MD (Master Directory)

		An electronic directory (database) of all institutions registered in EESSI for all EESSI Member States.



		Member State

		EESSI Member State (EU countries and EFTA countries: Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway and Switzerland )



		Originator

		The institution which opens a flow by sending a SED to another institution(s). The originator is always the owner institution as well.



		PD

		Portable Document. Entitlement document handed to insured person.



		PIN

		Personal Identification Number is a number or marking that uniquely identifies the person it refers to in the institution.



		Recovery flows

		Flows that are used to process recovery and offsetting issues.



		SED

		SED stands for: Structured Electronic Data. 


An SED is an electronic message, with predefined data fields, which is exchanged in the EESSI system by the Member States in order to convey information from one to another.


Article 1, point 2 (d) of Regulation (EC) no 987/2009 defines the Structured Electronic Document as "any structured document in a format designed for the electronic exchange of information between Member States". 


During the transitional period, paper version of the SEDs can be used. 



		WEBIC

		WEBIC stands for: Web User Interface.


WEBIC is a software developed by the European Commission and installed in the Member States. This application allows clerks to exchange social security information and therefore send and receive EESSI messages. Member States can use WEBIC to process their cases or they can build a national application for this purpose. National applications should include the same functions as WEBIC. When this guideline refers to WEBIC, it applies also to the national applications.











� For details, see: The Guidelines for the use of horizontal SEDs
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1
HOW TO USE THE GUIDELINES

The overall aim of the Guidelines is to provide staff and institutions with general information and guidance concerning the use and completion of the SEDs, in paper or electronic environment, as well as of the Portable Documents (PDs). 


While not being exhaustive, the Guidelines form nevertheless a comprehensive foundation on which social security institutions from Member States will be able to base any more detailed instructions they wish to prepare for their staff. 


Each SED is accompanied by a corresponding "Explanatory notes" document, where the main terms used in the SED are explained and instructions for the type of information required are provided. Therefore the guidelines are not to be seen as an exhaustive manual for the completion of the SEDs but only as an additional instrument providing guidance and further information on the completion of certain ”tricky points” from the SEDs. 


In the Guidelines, the use of each Flow and SED is first explained in general terms. By reading this general description, one will be able to acquire an overall picture of the use of each flow and each SED within each flow. 


Following the description of the Flow, there is a short description of each SED. 


These guidelines do not provide an official interpretation of the provisions of the social security regulations (Regulation (EC) no 883/2004 and Regulation (EC) no 987/2009) and any examples of business cases included herewith are solely intended to illustrate the use of the SEDs in certain situations.  

The PDs and the SEDs likely to be associated with their use are also explained. 


The Guidelines also contain a section briefly describing the Horizontal SEDs, which the users of the current guidelines may have to use for obtaining or providing certain types of information. For detailed guidance on the use and completion of the Horizontal SEDs, reference should be made to the "Horizontal SEDs and Flows Guidelines". 


A short glossary of generic terms has also been included in these guidelines. 


NOTE: The current guidelines version refers to the first version of the SEDs and flows, as approved by the Administrative Commission for the Coordination of Social Security Systems on the 5th of October 2010. The authorised versions of the paper SEDs to be used during the transitional period are available on the European Commission website in the following location: http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?langId=en&catId=868. 

2
FLOWS


There are four groups of flows which concern the following themes:


A/ Exchange of information necessary for the granting of benefits (insurance record, salary details, family details)


B/ Export of unemployment benefits


C/ Simultaneous registration of a cross-border worker in the MS of residence and the MS of last activity


D/ Reimbursement of benefits paid by the MS of residence to a cross-border worker 


A – Exchange of information necessary for the granting of benefits (insurance record, salary details and family details)


Flows – U001, U002, U003, U004


It is important to state in the Request SEDs U001 and U003 the last address in the state of former activity because some MS need this information to determine the competent institution.


2.1
 Flow U1 – Exchange of periods


SEDs (in bold = mandatory):


Request
Reply


		U001 – Request Insurance Record




		U002 - Insurance Record






		U003 – Request Salary Info




		U004 - Salary Info (U004_IT, special SED for Italy),






		U005 - Request Family Info




		U006 - Family Info








General description


Flow U001 is the flow for the exchange of information (insurance record, salary details and family details) which the competent MS needs in order to decide about an application for UB. Flow U001 is only used for persons who do not fall under Art. 65 of Reg. 883/04 (i.e. for persons who resided in the competent state during their last activity). For unemployed persons who resided in a MS other than the competent state during their last activity (Art. 65 Reg. 883/04) Flow U004 is used. If the claimant presents the Portable Document (PD) U1 certifying insurance record, this flow is not used. (If a need arises to get more information on salary or family details, Flows U002 or U003 could be used).


If periods from more than one MS have to be considered for the entitlement to UB a separate Flow U001 has to be created for each MS.


In order to facilitate investigation of the insurance record in the State of previous activity, it is important that the sending MS provides in SED U001 as many information as possible (e.g. person's employer address, bodies keeping record of other periods etc.). Suitable evidence should also be attached. As this flow is only used for normal workers (not cross-border workers) the choice in point 2 needs to be "Crossborder worker – No".


The MS where the claimant was previously insured/active should send back SED U002 certifying the insurance record.


MSs where the amount of unemployment benefits depend on the family members of the claimant, can also send SED U005 to request the necessary information. This is provided by the MSs where the family members live with SED U006.


SEDs U003 and U004 are normally not used in Flow U001, because foreign income is not considered for the calculation of UB for persons who resided in the competent MS during their last activity (Art. 62 Reg. 883/04).   

2.2 Flow U002 – Exchange of salary details


SEDs (in bold = mandatory):


Request 
  Reply


		U003 – Request Salary Info

		U004 - Salary Info (U004_IT, special SED for Italy),






		U005 - Request Family Info




		U006 - Family Info








General description


Flow U002 is used in case there is no need to exchange the information on the insurance record of a claimant (e.g. because this is certified in the PD U1), but there is a need to get his/her salary or income details in the State of his/her previous activity.


This flow will typically be used in cases of cross-border workers where the MS of residence bases its UB calculation on the salary/professional income received by the claimant in the MS of last activity and where the claimant presented a Portable Document (PD) U1 without salary details.


For many MS it is also important that the request SED U003 contains detailed information about the employer / self-employment for which the income should be certified because these MS have no database for the salary or income and therefore have to do further investigations based on the information in the request. For these MS suitable evidences should be attached to the SED.


In SED U004, the MS of former activity should state the type of earning (gross / net) which was requested. However if this MS does not have the requested type of earnings it should state the type which is available.


If the Salary Info was requested by Italy the special SED U004_IT (Salary Info – Italy) is used. 


2.3
 Flow U003 – Exchange of family details


SEDs (in bold = mandatory):


Request
 Reply

		U005 - Request Family Info




		U006 - Family Info








General description


Flow U003 is the flow for the exchange of information about family members which the competent MS needs in order to decide about an application for UB. Flow U003 is only used if the competent MS does not need additional information about periods / salary, especially when the person concerned provided the Portable Document (PD) U1. It is used for both Cross-border workers (Art. 65 Reg. 883/04) and persons who do not fall under Art. 65 Reg. 883/04.


If family information from more than one MS has to be considered for the entitlement to UB a separate flow has to be created for each MS.

2.4
 Flow U004 – Exchange of periods - Crossborder Worker


SEDs (in bold = mandatory):


Request
 Reply

		U001 – Request Insurance Record




		U017 - Insurance Record – Crossborder Worker






		U003 – Request Salary Info




		U004 - Salary Info (U004_IT, special SED for Italy),






		U005 - Request Family Info




		U006 - Family Info








General description


Flow U004 is the flow for the exchange of information (insurance record, salary details and family details) which the competent MS needs in order to decide about an application for UB made by a cross-border worker. Flow U004 is only used for persons who do fall under Art. 65 of Reg. 883/04 (i.e. for persons who resided in a MS other than competent state during their last activity). For normal workers flow U001 is used. If the claimant presents the Portable Document (PD) U1 certifying insurance record, this flow is not used. (If a need arises to get more information on salary or family details, Flows U002 or U003 could be used).


If periods from more than one MS have to be considered for the entitlement to UB a separate Flow U001 / U004 has to be created for each MS (i.e. Flow U004 for the last MS where the person concerned worked as a Crossborder worker and Flow U001 for the other MSs).


In order to facilitate investigation of the insurance record in the State of previous activity, it is important that the sending MS provides in SED U001 as many information as possible (e.g. person's employer address, bodies keeping record of other periods etc.). Suitable evidence should also be attached. As this flow is only used for cross-border workers the choice in point 2 needs to be "Crossborder worker – Yes".


The MS where the claimant was previously insured/active should send back SED U017 certifying the insurance record. U017 contains a special field (No. 4 – entitlement to benefits in the MS of last activity).


SEDs U003 and U004 are typically also used within this flow, because foreign income must be considered for the calculation of UB for cross-border workers (Art. 62(3) Reg. 883/04).


MSs where the amount of unemployment benefits depend on the family members of the claimant, can also send SED U005 to request the necessary information. This is provided by the MSs where the family members live with SED U006.

B – Export of unemployment benefits


Flows - U005, U006, U007


Flow U005 and U006 are the main flows for the export of UB for unemployed persons who go to another MS in order to seek work. Flow U006 is the flow for normal use cases where the jobseeker receives PD U2 from the competent state prior to his/her departure. Flow U005 is the flow for exceptional cases where the jobseeker can not present PD U2 upon his arrival and registration with the assisting institution. 


Flow U007 is a special flow for the export of UB for unemployed persons who go to another MS in order to seek work. It is only used for a special group of cross-border workers as described in Art. 65 (5) (b) Reg. 883/04. If such a cross-border worker applies for UB in the country of residence and he/she previously asked for the export of benefits from the State of last activity, the State of residence has to request the document on export from the MS of last activity. The exported benefits from the State of last activity have priority and the entitlement in the State of residence steps in only once the export is finished.


2.5
 Flow U005 – Export of benefits without Portable Document U2


SEDs (in bold = mandatory):


SED sent by assisting MS
 SED sent by competent MS


		U007 – Request Document on Export




		U008 – Document on Export






		U010 – Circumstances Affecting Entitlement




		U011 – Effect to Entitlement






		U013 – Monthly Follow-up




		U012 – Request Follow-up






		

		U014 – Notification Return






		

		U015 – Extension Period of Export






		

		U016 – End of Entitlement








General description


When the unemployed person registers with the unemployment services in the MS where he/she is seeking work (assisting institution) without PD U2 the assisting institution requests the document on export with SED U007 from the competent institution and indicates the date of registration. The competent institution sends the requested document (SED U008) to the assisting institution and continues to pay UB to the jobseeker. 


The competent institution may request a monthly follow up from the assisting institution. This can be done either directly on the Portable Document U2 (point 3.2) or subsequently with SED U012. If the monthly follow up is requested, the assisting institution has to confirm each month with SED U013 that the jobseeker still complies with the procedures – i.e. one month after the registration with the U2 requesting the monthly follow-up or one month after the receipt of SED U012, the assisting institution should send  SED U013 to the competent


institution for the first time. After the first issue of SED U013 it has to be revised (revised SED U013 needs to be sent) each month by the assisting institution.


If any circumstances occur which could affect the entitlement to UB the assisting institution has to inform the competent institution thereof with SED U010 without delay. In point 4 of SED U010 the assisting institution can require information on the consequences of the communicated circumstances on the entitlement. In such a case, the competent institution should provide the information on the effect on entitlement via SED U011. --- If this scenario occurs more often in one case of export, the original SED U010 needs to be revised (a revised SED sent) by the assisting institution. The same applies to SED U011. --- Any time the assisting institution sends a SED U010 it has in addition to send a Portable Document U3 to the jobseeker in order to inform him/her about the circumstances which it passed to the competent institution. 


If the unemployed person returns to the competent state before the export period ends and the competent institution has come to know that the unemployed person did not inform the assisting institution about his/her return, then the competent institution should inform the assisting institution about the return of the unemployed person with SED U014.


If the competent institution extends the export period it has to inform the assisting institution about the extension with SED U015. If this occurs more than once, a revised SED U015 needs to be sent.


If the export period is interrupted (e.g. because the person concerned returns to the competent state before the granted export period ends, stays there for a certain time and then applies again to export his/her UB for the rest of the originally granted export period) and then the export is awarded again for the rest of the (originally) granted export period a new PD U2 should be provided to the jobseeker and a new Flow U006 should be created.


If the entitlement to UB terminates during the export period and the termination date is different from the previously certified date in PD U2 /SED U008 the competent institution has to inform the assisting institution with SED U016 about the new termination date as soon as the entitlement terminates.


2.6
 Flow U006 – Export of benefits with Portable Document U2


SEDs (in bold = mandatory):


SED sent by assisting MS
 SED sent by competent MS

		U009 – Notification registration - Export




		



		U010 – Circumstances affecting entitlement




		U011 – Effect to entitlement






		U013 – Monthly follow-up

		U012 – Request follow-up






		

		U014 – Notification return






		

		U015 – Extension period of export






		

		U016 – End of entitlement








General description


When the unemployed person registers with the unemployment services in the MS where he/she is seeking work (assisting institution) with PD U2 the assisting institution has to inform the competent state via SED U009 without delay about the registration date und the new address. This is important in order to enable the competent institution to continue paying UB to the jobseeker. 


The competent institution may request a monthly follow up from the assisting institution. This can be done either directly on the Portable Document U2 (point 3.2) or subsequently with SED U012. If the monthly follow up is requested, the assisting institution has to confirm each month with SED U013 that the jobseeker still complies with the procedures – i.e. one month after the registration with the U2 requesting the monthly follow-up or one month after the receipt of SED U012, the assisting institution should send SED U013 to the competent institution for the first time. After the first issue of SED U013 it has to be revised (revised SED U013 needs to be sent) each month by the assisting institution.


If any circumstances occur which could affect the entitlement to UB the assisting institution has to inform the competent institution thereof with SED U010 without delay. In point 4 of SED U010 the assisting institution can require information on the consequences of the communicated circumstances on the entitlement. In such a case, the competent institution should provide the information on the effect on entitlement via SED U011. --- If this scenario occurs more often in one case of export, the original SED U010 needs to be revised (a revised SED sent) by the assisting institution. The same applies to SED U011. --- Any time the assisting institution sends a SED U010 it has in addition to send a Portable Document U3 to the jobseeker in order to inform him/her about the circumstances which it passed to the competent institution.


If the unemployed person returns to the competent state before the export period ends and the competent institution has come to know that the unemployed person did not inform the assisting institution about his/her return, then the competent institution should inform the assisting institution about the return of the unemployed person with SED U014.


If the competent institution extends the export period it has to inform the assisting institution about the extension with SED U015. If this occurs more than once, a revised SED U015 needs to be sent.


If the export period is interrupted (e.g. because the person concerned returns to the competent state before the granted export period ends, stays there for a certain time and then applies again to export his/her UB for the rest of the originally granted export period) and then the export is awarded again for the rest of the (originally) granted export period a new PD U2 should be provided to the jobseeker and a new Flow U006 should be created.


If the entitlement to UB terminates during the export period and the termination date is different from the previously certified date in PD U2 /SED U008 the competent institution has to inform the assisting institution with SED U016 about the new termination date as soon as the entitlement terminates.


2.7
 Flow U007 – Export of benefits Art. 65 (5) (b) Reg. 883/04 without Portable Document U2


SEDs (in bold = mandatory):


SED sent by the assisting MS
 SED sent by the competent MS

		U028 – Request entitlement to Export




		U008 – Document on Export






		U010 – Circumstances affecting entitlement




		U011 – Effect to entitlement






		U013 – Monthly follow-up




		U012 – Request follow-up






		

		U014 – Notification return






		

		U015 – Extension period of export






		

		U016 – End of entitlement








General description


Flow U007 is a special flow for the situation where a cross-border worker returns to the MS of residence after having received benefits in the MS of last activity (see Art. 65 (5) (b) Reg. 883/04). If such a Crossborder worker applies for UB in the country of residence this state has to investigate whether the person concerned is entitled to export UB from the MS of last activity in accordance with Art. 64 Reg. 883/04. This entitlement would have priority.


With SED U028 the MS of residence requests the document on export from the state of last activity and informs the latter MS about the date of registration. The state of last activity replies with SED U008 indicating whether the person concerned is entitled to export his/her UB or not. If there is no exported benefit from the MS of last activity, the flow ends here.


The competent institution may request a monthly follow up from the assisting institution. This can be done either directly on the Portable Document U2 (point 3.2) or subsequently with SED U012. If the monthly follow up is requested, the assisting institution has to confirm each month with SED U013 that the jobseeker still complies with the procedures – i.e. one month after the registration with the U2 requesting the monthly follow-up or one month after the receipt of SED U012, the assisting institution should send SED U013 to the competent institution for the first time. After the first issue of SED U013 it has to be revised (revised SED U013 needs to be sent) each month by the assisting institution.


If any circumstances occur which could affect the entitlement to UB the assisting institution has to inform the competent institution thereof with SED U010 without delay. In point 4 of SED U010 the assisting institution can require information on the consequences of the communicated circumstances on the entitlement. In such a case, the competent institution should provide the information on the effect on entitlement via SED U011. --- If this scenario occurs more often in one case of export, the original SED U010 needs to be revised (a revised SED sent) by the assisting institution. The same applies to SED U011. --- Any time the assisting institution sends a SED U010 it has in addition to send a Portable Document U3 to the jobseeker in order to inform him/her about the circumstances which it passed to the competent institution.

If the unemployed person returns to the competent state before the export period ends and the competent institution has come to know that the unemployed person did not inform the assisting institution about his/her return, then the competent institution should inform the assisting institution about the return of the unemployed person with SED U014.


If the competent institution extends the export period it has to inform the assisting institution about the extension with SED U015. If this occurs more than once, a revised SED U015 needs to be sent.


If the export period is interrupted (e.g. because the person concerned returns to the competent state before the granted export period ends, stays there for a certain time and then applies again to export his/her UB for the rest of the originally granted export period) and then the export is awarded again for the rest of the (originally) granted export period a new PD U2 should be provided to the jobseeker and a new Flow 006 should be created.


If the entitlement to UB terminates during the export period and the termination date is different from the previously certified date in PD U2 /SED U008 the competent institution has to inform the assisting institution with SED U016 about the new termination date as soon as the entitlement terminates.


C – Simultaneous registration of a cross-border worker in the MS of residence and the MS of last activity


2.8
 Flow U008 – Cross-border workers with supplementary registration in MS of last activity


SEDs (in bold = mandatory):


Request
  Reply

		U018 – Request Registration Info – Crossborder worker




		U019 - Registration Info – Crossborder worker








This flow can be used in the both directions – i.e. it could be initiated by either MS of last activity or MS of residence. The counterparty always needs to provide the requested information. If both MS send a request, there would be two separate flows.


General description


If a former Crossborder worker, as defined in Art. 65 (2) sentence 1 of Reg. 883/04, registers in the MS of residence and – as a supplementary step - also in the MS of last activity each of the MS can request information on registration and search for employment from the other MS with SED U018. The requested MS provides the information with SED U019.


If the originator wishes to send a new request for information (SED U018) it can revise the original U018 (i.e. send the revised U018). The counterparty would then answer by revising the original SED U019. 


D – Reimbursement of benefits paid by the MS of residence to a cross-border worker


2.9
 Flow U009 – Reimbursement


SEDs (in bold = mandatory):


Creditor (MS of residence)
 Debtor (MS of last employment)

		U020 – Reimbursement Request




		U021 – Reimbursement Full Acceptance






		

		U022 – Reimbursement Non-acceptance






		

		U023 – Reimbursement Partial Acceptance






		U025 – Reimbursement Receipt Notification




		U024 – Reimbursement Payment Notification






		U026 – Charging Interest




		U027 – Reply on Interest





General description


Flow U009 is the flow for the reimbursement procedure. The state of residence requests reimbursement of UB paid to cross-border workers. The state of former activity has to reimburse this UB under certain conditions up to a certain ceiling within specific time limits. The claims are introduced and paid via the liaison bodies of the MS.


The flow starts with SED U020 – the request for reimbursement sent by the MS of residence to the MS of last activity. The request is a bulk of single cases to be reimbursed by a specific MS of last activity – i.e. SED U020 contains general information for the reimbursement claim and detailed information for each single case included in the claim. The reimbursement request is identified by a unique identification number and during the whole reimbursement procedure processed as a package.


The state of last activity verifies the reimbursement request and has three possibilities to answer the request.


A) It can accept the reimbursement claim fully with SED U021 (i.e. each single case included in the reimbursement claim is accepted for the reimbursement).


B) It can reject the whole reimbursement request with SED U022 (i.e. each single case included in the reimbursement claim is refused). Possible objections can be raised by the State of residence using the secondary conversation feature of EESSI – any disputed cases are then to be discussed between the MSs concerned via secondary conversation.


C) It can object the reimbursement request partially with SED U023 (i.e. certain single cases included in the reimbursement claim are objected). This means that the single cases which have not been challenged in U023 are accepted and must be reimbursed by the MS of last activity without further delay. If the MS of residence wishes to raise objections against SED U023, it has to do this in secondary conversation – the objections are then discussed between the MSs in the secondary conversation dialogue. After the dispute is settled, original SED U023 is either accepted by the MS of residence or revised by the MS of last activity.


Once the MS of residence accepts the challenges in (either original or revised) SED U023, it needs to send a revised original SED U020 where the challenges from SED U023 are reflected. Ideally, SED U021 with full acceptance should follow.


If the state of last activity accepts at least few reimbursement cases from the reimbursement request (package) it has to reimburse the accepted amount and to inform the state of residence about the refund made with SED U024. If in the course of the reimbursement procedure the state of last activity accepts more reimbursement cases and makes further refunds it has to inform the state of residence again each time about the new reimbursement amount transferred by revising original SED U024. For this purpose, field 3 in SED U024 is repetitive and therefore the previous payments are kept in a single SED U024 even after number of revisions.


The state of residence confirms the receipt of the reimbursed amount each time a reimbursement amount is transferred with SED U025 (or SED U025 revised – using the repetitive field 2) and states in field 3 whether the reimbursement request is thereby closed. If the MS of residence indicates that it considers the reimbursement request closed and the State of last activity does not agree, it can object this in the secondary conversation.


Example:

MS R (Member State of residence - creditor) sends a request for reimbursement of 15 single cases via SED U020 to MS LA (Member State of last activity - debtor). MS LA examines the 15 cases and proceeds in one these ways:


A) MS LA fully accepts the whole reimbursement request with SED U021 and proceeds with payment (notified via SED U024), MS R confirms the receipt of payment via SED U025 and indicates in field 3 that the reimbursement request is closed. In addition MS R closes the reimbursement flow (using a function of EESSI for closing the flow).

B) MS LA rejects the whole reimbursement request with SED U022. MS R raises objection against this using secondary conversation. Based on the explanations given by MS LA, MS R accepts SED U022 and closes the reimbursement flow (using a function of EESSI for closing the flow). No reimbursement is made.

C) MS LA has no problem with accepting cases 1 - 10, but it wants to reject cases 11 and 12 and change the reimbursement amount for cases 13-15. MS LA uses SED U023: for cases 11-12 it fills in point 4.3, for cases 13-15 it fills in point 4.4. By sending such SED U023, MS LA accepts to reimburse the single cases which have not been objected - i. e. cases 1-10 have to be paid to MS R. Immediately after the payment is made, MS LA sends SED U024 notifying payment for cases 1-10 (and specifies the cases paid in point 3.3).  MS R confirms receipt of the payment with SED U025 but - given that the cases 11-15 were objected - indicates in point 3.1 that the reimbursement request remains open (not closed).

MS R examines objections raised by MS LA concerning cases 11-15. Any necessary clarifications have to be done using the secondary conversation dialogue (based on the clarifications between the MSs, MS LA might revise the original SED U023 and take back some of the objections). MS R accepts the objections raised by MS LA in SED U023 and as a consequence it revises its original SED U020 - i. e. in the revised SED U020 cases 11-12 no longer appear and in cases 13-15  the lower amounts corresponding to the amounts indicated by MS LA in its SED U023 are requested.


MS LA accepts the whole revised reimbursement request (revised SED U020) with SED U021. As the payment for cases 1-10 has been already done, it proceeds with payment for cases 13-15 only. Notification of this payment is done by MS LA via revised SED U024 in which point 3 will repeat. The first payment concerning cases 1-10 already appears in the first record of point 3 of SED U024 and MS LA therefore only adds one more record of point 3 concerning the new payment of cases 13-15.

MS R confirms the receipt of the second payment via revised SED U025 - i.e. the confirmation of the first payment already appears in the first record of point 2 of SED U025 and MS R only adds one more record of point 2 concerning the receipt of the new payment concerning cases 13-15. As all the cases included in the new version of reimbursement request in revised SED U020 have now been paid, the reimbursement request can be closed. MS R therefore indicates this in point 3 of the revised SED U025.  In addition MS R closes the reimbursement flow (using a function of EESSI for closing the flow).

In case of delay (i.e. in exceptional cases) the MS of residence (creditor) may charge interest. If it decides to charge interest it informs the state of last employment (debtor) that interest is charged with SED U026 in which it indicates the outstanding amount for which the interest is charged and the interest rate. If necessary, additional information has to be provided via secondary conversation. The interest rate is established by the State of residence in accordance with Article 68 (2) of Regulation 987/2009.


The state of last employment indicates its agreement or disagreement with the outstanding amount due and the interest rate in SED U027. In case of disagreement reasons have to be provided. Further discussion takes place in the secondary conversation dialogue. 


In case of agreement the flow continues with SEDs U024 and U025.


Example:


In case of delay with payment of reimbursement, MS R (creditor) should notify MS LA (debtor) that the interest is charged to the late payments. Once an agreement on the interest is reached, SED U026 actually works as a supplementary information for the original reimbursement request done via SED U020. Therefore, once MS LA makes a payment for the single cases, it has to add an amount of interest to each single case amount for which the interest was charged. 


MS R requests reimbursement for 15 cases. MS LA accepts cases 1-10 but objects cases 11-15. However, MS LA does not make any payment for cases 1-10 during 18 months deadline and therefore MS R notifies charging interest on these cases. In the meantime, based on the explanations given by MS R, MS LA accepts to reimburse also cases 11-15.

MS LA has to pay the original amounts claimed in SED U020 (cases 1-15) and in addition, for cases 1-10 an amount of interest needs to be added. The total payment will therefore consist of the original amount claimed in SED U020 (cases 1-15) and amount of interest for cases 1-10 calculated on the basis of data in SED U026.

3
DESCRIPTION OF SEDs

3.1
SED U001 – Request Insurance Record


General description


This SED is the one which starts the Flow U001 and flow U004. With this SED a MS requests another MS to provide it with necessary information about the insurance history in order to aggregate periods of insurance, employment and self-employment. The request is only about information which is needed for the decision on the entitlement itself (Is there an entitlement? When does the entitlement start?). Information which is possibly needed to decide upon the amount of UB has to be requested with U003 if needed.


This SED can be used for Crossborder workers (Art. 65 Reg. 883/04) or other persons, selection - box field 2. 


The request contains information which is needed by the state of former activity to identify the unemployed person’s record. It is important to state the last address in the state of former insurance (field 5) because some MS need this information to determine the competent institution. For many MS it is also important that the request contains detailed information about the periods which should be certified (field 7 - 14), because these MS have no database for these periods and therefore have to do further investigations based on the information in the request. For these MS suitable evidences should be attached to the SED.


CORRESPONDING FLOWS


F-U001, F-U004


REMARKS


SED U001 can be followed by SED U002 or U017.


SED U001 should not be used if the person concerned provided the PD U1.


3.2
SED U002 – Insurance Record


General description


With this SED the MS of former activity of the person concerned provides the requested information which the competent MS needs for the decision on the entitlement itself (Is there an entitlement? When does the entitlement start?). Information which the competent MS needs to decide upon the amount of UB is certified with U004.


Some data are only certified if they were explicitly requested with U001 (e.g. earning or hours for a non insured activity, reasons for the termination of the last activity), because it is not needed by all MS.


CORRESPONDING FLOWS


F-U001


REMARKS


SED U002 is similar to U017. The only difference is the additional field 4 in U017.


3.3
SED U003 – Request Salary Info


General description


This SED is used when the competent MS calculates UB based upon previous salary from another MS. The competent MS asks for detailed information on income for an activity in the other MS.


This SED is normally only used for Crossborder workers (Art. 65 Reg. 883/04), Flow U004 (or Flow U002). This SED should not be used if the person concerned provided the PD U1 and the salary information is included in the Portable Document.


The request contains information which is needed by the state of former activity to identify the unemployed person’s record. It is important to state the last address in the state of former activity (field 4) because some MS need this information to determine the competent institution. For many MS it is also important that the request contains detailed information about the employer / self-employment for which the income should be certified because these MS have no database for the periods and therefore have to do further investigations based on the information in the request. For these MS suitable evidences should be attached to the SED.


The competent MS should also state whether it would like to have net earnings or gross earnings (field 5.4). However if the MS of last activity does not have the requested type of earnings it will state the other type. The competent MS cannot state whether it would like to have e.g. the average income per month during the period or the total amount. In order to keep the process manageable for the MS the competent MS will always receive the average earnings per month during the given period.


CORRESPONDING FLOWS


F-U001, F-U002, F-U004


REMARKS


SED U003 is normally only used for Crossborder workers, Flow U004 (or Flow U002 when the person concerned provided the PD U1 and the salary information is not included in the Portable Document).


3.4
SED U004 (and U004_IT) – Salary Info


General description


With this SED the MS of former activity of the person concerned provides the requested information which the competent MS needs for the calculation of UB.


The MS of former activity should state the type of earnings (gross / net) which was requested. However if this MS does not have the requested type of earnings it should state the other type.


If the Salary Info was requested by Italy the special SED U004_IT (Salary Info – Italy) has to be used. 


CORRESPONDING FLOWS


F-U001, F-U002, F-U004


REMARKS


For requests from Italy SED U004_IT has to be used. The only difference is the additional field No. 5.


3.5
SED U005 – Request Family Info


General description


This SED is used by MS whose calculation of benefits vary with the number of family members and who therefore have to take into account family members of the person concerned residing in another MS (Art. 54(3) Reg. 987/09). This SED is a request for information about the family members residing abroad. It is sent to the MS where the family members of the person concerned (who applied for UB) reside.


CORRESPONDING FLOWS


F-U001, F-U002, F-U003, F-U004


3.6
SED U006 – Family Info


General description


The MS were the family member resides provides the required information.


CORRESPONDING FLOWS


F-U001, F-U002, F-U003, F-U004


3.7
SED U007 – Request Document on Export


General description


If the unemployed person registers with the unemployment service of the assisting institution without having PD U2 (exceptional cases) then the assisting institutions requests with SED U007 information that should have been on the Portable Document PD U2.

Together with the request the assisting institution provides the date of registration and the current address of the jobseeker. With this information the competent state can continue to pay UB to the jobseeker.


CORRESPONDING FLOWS


F-U005


3.8
SED U008 – Document on Export


General description


SED U008 is used in flow F-U005 and F-U007. In F-U005 the unemployed person registered with the assisting institution without having PD U2 and the assisting institution requested  SED U008, the document on export (i.e. information that should have been on the Portable Document PD U2), from the competent MS with SED U007.


Flow F-U007 is only used for a special group of Crossborder workers as described in Art. 65 (5) (b) Reg. 883/04. If such a person applies for UB in the country of residence the latter state requests the document on export from the state of last activity with U028 because the export of benefits from the MS of last activity in accordance with Art. 64 Reg. 883/04 has priority.


With SED U008 the requested MS states whether the person concerned is entitled to export his/her UB or not (field 3). If so the requested MS informs the assisting institution about the export period and gives general information about circumstances which could affect the entitlement to UB. If needed the competent institution can specify other special circumstances which according to its law would affect the entitlement to UB and for which this institution wants to be informed from the assisting institution if such a circumstance occurs.


CORRESPONDING FLOWS


 F-U005, F-U007


REMARKS


SED U008 can be sent as a reply to U007 or U028. In particular as reply to U028 it could indicate the end of the flow.


3.9
SED U009 – Notification Registration - Export


General description


If the jobseeker registers with the unemployment services of the assisting institution the assisting state has to inform the competent state about the registration immediately with SED U009. Only with this information the competent institution can continue to pay UB to the person concerned.


In addition the assisting institution has to provide the new address of the jobseeker.


CORRESPONDING FLOWS


F-U006


REMARKS


SED U009 is only used if the jobseeker provides the assisting institution with PD U2.


3.10
SED U010 – Circumstances Affecting Entitlement


General description


In case of export of UB if circumstances likely to affect the entitlement to UB – as described in PD U2 or SED U008 - occur the assisting institution has to inform the competent institution accordingly without delay with SED U010. Together with this information the assisting MS has to indicate whether it wants to be informed about the consequences of the reported circumstances for the person’s entitlement.


CORRESPONDING FLOWS


F-U005, F-U006, F-U007


REMARKS


SED U011 follows if the information about the consequences of the reported circumstances is requested.


Any time the assisting institution sends a SED U010 it has in addition to send a Portable Document U3 to the jobseeker in order to inform him/her about the circumstances which it passed to the competent institution. 


3.11
SED U011 – Effect to Entitlement

General description


On request the competent institution informs the assisting institution about the consequences the circumstances (which were communicated with SED U010) have on the entitlement to UB. SED U011 should only be transmitted if it can be sent before the period granted to retain the entitlement under Art. 64 Reg. 883/04 ends.


CORRESPONDING FLOWS


F-U005, F-U006, F-U007


REMARKS


SED U011 is only sent if it was requested with SED U010.


3.12
SED U012 – Request Follow-up


General description


With this SED the competent institution can ask the assisting institution for information concerning person’s follow up on a monthly basis. The request is only sent once; the reply has to follow on a monthly basis.


The monthly follow up consists only on the information whether the person is still registered and complies with the checking procedures (yes / no). Regardless of the requested monthly follow up the assisting institution has to inform the competent institution about any circumstances which might affect the entitlement to UB without delay with SED U010.


CORRESPONDING FLOWS


F-U005, F-U006, F-U007


REMARKS


SED U013 has to follow on a monthly basis.


3.13
SED U013 – Monthly Follow-up


General description


With this SED the assisting institution informs the competent institution on request on a monthly basis whether the person is still registered and complies with the checking procedures (yes / no).This reply has to follow on a monthly basis.


Regardless of the requested monthly follow up the assisting institution has to inform the competent institution about any circumstances which might affect the entitlement to UB without delay with U010.


CORRESPONDING FLOWS


F-U005, F-U006, F-U007


REMARKS


SED U013 is the reply to U012. SED U013 has to be sent on a monthly basis (i.e. each month).


3.14
SED U014 – Notification Return


General description


If the unemployed person returns to the competent state before the export period ends, and the competent institution has come to know that the unemployed person did not inform the assisting institution about his/her return, then the competent institution should inform the assisting institution about the return of the unemployed person with SED U014.


CORRESPONDING FLOWS


F-U005, F-U006, F-U007


REMARKS


SED U014 could indicate the end of the flow.


3.15
SED U015 – Extension Period of Export


General description


If the competent institution extends the export period it has to inform the assisting institution about the extension with SED U015.


If the export period is interrupted (e.g. because the person concerned returns to the competent state before the granted export period ends, stays there for a certain time and then applies again to export his/her UB for the rest of the originally granted export period) and then the export is awarded again for the rest of the (originally) granted export period a new PD U2 should be provided to the jobseeker and a new flow F-U006 should be created.


CORRESPONDING FLOWS


F-U005, F-U006, F-U007


3.16
SED U016 – End of Entitlement


General description


If the entitlement to UB terminates during the export period and the termination date is different from the previously certified date in PD U2 /SED U008 the competent institution has to inform the assisting institution with SED U016 about the new termination date as soon as the entitlement terminates.


CORRESPONDING FLOWS


F-U005, F-U006, F-U007


REMARKS


SED U016 could indicate the end of the flow.


3.17
SED U017 – Reply Insurance Record – Crossborder worker


General description


With this SED the MS of former activity of the Crossborder worker provides the requested information which the competent MS needs for the decision on the entitlement itself (Is there an entitlement? When does the entitlement start?). Information which the competent MS needs to decide upon the amount of UB is certified with SED U004.


Some data are only certified if they were explicitly requested with SED U001 (e.g. earning or hours for a non insured activity, reasons for the termination of the last activity), because they are not needed by all MS.


SED U017 contains a special field (No. 4) for Crossborder workers. The MS of last activity has to state whether the person concerned is entitled to UB under Reg. 883/2004.


CORRESPONDING FLOWS


F-U004


REMARKS


SED U017 is similar to SED U002. The only difference is the additional field 4 in SED U017.


3.18
SED U018 – Request Registration Info – Crossborder Worker


General description


If a former Crossborder worker as defined in Art. 65 (2) sentence 1 of Reg. 883/04 registers in the MS of residence and supplementary in the MS of last activity each of the MS can request information on registration and search for employment from the other MS with SED U018. The requesting MS indicates the period for which the information is requested.


CORRESPONDING FLOWS


F-U008


REMARKS


SED U019 follows.


If each of the MS requests the information with SED U018 two separate flows have to be created.


3.19
SED U019 – Reply Registration Info – Crossborder Worker


General description


With SED U019 the MS which was asked for information with SED U018 provides information on the registration of the person concerned and his/her search for employment.


CORRESPONDING FLOWS


F-U008


REMARKS


SED U019 is the reply to SED U018.


3.20
SED U020 - Reimbursement Request


General description


With SED U020 the MS of residence starts the procedure for reimbursement. This is the request for reimbursement of UB paid to cross-border workers, sent by the MS of residence to the MS of last activity – SED U020 contains general information for the reimbursement claim and detailed information for each single case included in the claim.


CORRESPONDING FLOWS


F-U009


REMARKS


SED U020 can be followed either by SED U021, U022 or U023.


3.21
SED U021 - Reimbursement Full Acceptance 


General description


SED U021 is sent by the MS of last activity as an answer to the request of reimbursement, if they fully accept the reimbursement claim that was sent by the MS of residence with SED U020. (i.e. each single case included in the reimbursement claim is accepted for the reimbursement)


CORRESPONDING FLOWS


F-U009


REMARKS


SED U021 would then be followed by SED U024.

3.22
SED U022 - Reimbursement Non Acceptance 


General description


SED U022 is sent by the MS of last activity if they reject the whole reimbursement claim that was sent by the MS of residence (i.e. each single case included in the reimbursement claim is refused). Possible objections can be raised by the State of residence using the secondary conversation feature of EESSI – any disputed cases are then to be discussed between the MSs concerned via secondary conversation.


CORRESPONDING FLOWS


F-U009


3.23
SED U023 - Partial Acceptance of Request for Reimbursement

General description


With SED U023 the MS of last employment objects the reimbursement request partially (i.e. some single cases included in the reimbursement claim are objected). All single cases which have not been challenged in SED U023 are accepted and should then be reimbursed by the MS of last employment without further delay.


If the MS of residence wishes to raise objections against SED U023, it has to do this in secondary conversation – the objections are then discussed between the MSs in the secondary conversation dialogue.


CORRESPONDING FLOWS


F-U009


REMARKS


SED U023 should be followed by SED U024.

3.24
SED U024 - Reimbursement Payment Notification

General description


With SED U024 the MS of last employment informs the MS of residence about the refund made. This SED enables the MS of residence to identify the corresponding reimbursement request at the moment it receives the money.


If the MS of last employment accepts more reimbursement cases and makes further refunds, then original SED U024 should be revised and sent to the MS of residence the same time as the institution sends the order to the bank.


This SED can be sent as many times as reimbursement amounts are transferred.


CORRESPONDING FLOWS


F-U009


REMARKS


For the purpose of numerous revisions, field 3 in SED U024 is repetitive


3.25
SED U025 - Reimbursement Receipt/Closing Notification


General description


The MS of residence confirms with SED U025 the receipt of the reimbursed amount and states whether the reimbursement request is thereby closed.


CORRESPONDING FLOWS


F-U009


REMARKS


For every SED U024 sent by MS of last employment a SED U025 should follow, stating the date of receipt and confirmation of closure of case.


3.26
SED U026 - Charging Interest


General description


In case of delay, the MS of residence may charge interest. By sending SED U026 it informs the MS of last employment that interest will be charged. SED U026 contains the outstanding amount for which interest is charged and the interest rate.


CORRESPONDING FLOWS


F-U009


3.27
SED U027 - Reply on Charging Interest

General description


With SED U027 the MS of last employment indicates its agreement or disagreement with the outstanding amount and the interest rate charged. In case of disagreement the reasons have to be provided in the secondary conversation dialogue. In case of agreement, the flow continues with SED’s U024, U025.

CORRESPONDING FLOWS


F-U009


3.28
SED U028 – Request Entitlement to Export


General description


SED U028 is a special SED which is only used for a special group of Crossborder workers as described in Art. 65 (5) (b) Reg. 883/04. If such a Crossborder worker applies for UB in the country of residence, the MS has to investigate whether the person concerned is entitled to export UB from the MS of last activity in accordance with Art. 64 Reg. 883/04. This entitlement would have priority.


With SED U028 the MS of residence requests the document on export from the state of last activity and informs the latter MS about the date of registration and the person’s address. 


CORRESPONDING FLOWS


F-U007


4
PORTABLE DOCUMENTS


PD U1 – Periods to be taken into account for granting unemployment benefits.


1. Completion of the PD U1


Before the issue of the PD U1 the person should be asked which state he/she is moving (or returning) to as the period of the insurance and details of income vary between different states. The appropriate periods and income details are shown in footnotes 1, 4 and 5 of the PD U1 and should be entered in box 2 of the PD U1.


The following further information is also required:


· Details of periods treated as period of insurance (for example during periods of sickness). A list is provided at footnote 3.


· Reasons for terminaiton of the employment  


· Details of any payments relating to the employment after this ceased


The PD U1 also contains provision for information about the payment of unemployment benefit by the institution issuing the form. This includes the payment of unemployment benefit under the export provisions, and which will be certified on PD U2. 


2. SEDs associated with the issue of the PD U1


The PD U1 should in principle contain all the information necessary to enable the competent institution to deal with the unemployment benefit claim without further reference to the institution which issued the form. However if the income details are not immediately available at the time of the request, the institution issuing PD U1 shall leave the income details blank (see footnote 4). If needed the income details should be requested from the new competent State later with SED U003.


Social security data should be primarily exchanged electronically between the institutions and there is no obligation for migrants to hand in the PD U1. If a claimant does not posses the PD U1 or the competent institution needs information which are not contained in PD U1 the following SEDs are avaialble: 


		SED 

		Purpose



		U001

		Request Insurance Record: Request by competent institution to former state of activity for the insurance record. 



		U002

		Insurance Record: Reply to request of insurance record



		U003

		Request Salary Info: Request for salary information



		U004 

		Salary Info: Reply to request for salary information



		U004 IT

		Salary Info – Italy: Reply to request from Italy for salary information  



		U005

		Request Family Info: Request for family details



		U006

		Family Info: Reply to request for family details



		U017

		Insurance Record – Crossborder Worker: Reply to request for insurance record if the person concerned is a Crossborder Worker





PD U2 – Retention of unemployment benefit entitlement


1. Completion of the PD U2


The data on the PD U2 confirms:


· The period for which the person's unemployment benefit can be exported


· The date by which the person should register in the state in which he/she is seeking work


· Information as to whether the institution in the state where the person is looking for work (the “assisting institution” ) is required to send monthly reports to the competent institution concerning the person’s continued registration and looking for work.


This data is entered on the PD U2 by the competent institution.


The PD U2 also contains details of changes of circumstances which the assisting institution must report to the competent institution and which may affect continued entitlement to unemployment benefit.


The person has to inform the competent institution before departure and will typically be issued with a form PD U2 as appropriate.


In exceptional cases the competent institution might not be able to issue PD U2 before the departure of the jobseeker. In these circumstances the institutions will communicate by means of the appropriate SEDs (see below) to establish if the person is entitled to retain their right to unemployment benefit while looking for work in the new state.


2.
SEDs associated with the issue of the PD U2: Person does have the PD U2 when presenting themselves to the assisting institution


The table below shows the SEDs which will be triggered by the presentation of the PD U2. Only the SED U009 will be issued in every case. The issue of the other SEDs will not be necessary in all cases, depending on the individual circumstances.


		SED 

		Purpose



		U009

		Notification Registration – Export: Issued by the  assisting institution confirming that the person has registered (i.e. on presentation of the PD U2)



		U010

		Circumstances Affecting Entitlement: Issued by the assisting institution to report a change of circumstances (accompanied by the issue of the PD U3 to the jobseeker).



		U011

		Effect to Entitlement: Issued by the competent institution to confirm outcome of change of circumstances (if requested on the SED U010).



		U012

		Request Follow-up: Issued by the competent institution to request monthly reports on registration (this request is also given on the PD U2)



		U013

		Monthly Follow-up: Issued by the assisting institution confirming monthly registration



		U014

		Notification Return: Issued by the competent institution to advise that the person has returned to the competent state during the period of entitlement only where it is known that the person did not inform the assisting institution of this.





		U015

		Extension Period of Export: Issued by the competent institution to notify that the period of export has been extended.



		U016

		End of Entitlement: Issued by the competent institution to notify that expiry date for the period of export has changed.





3
SEDs associated with the issue of the PD U2: Person does not have the PD U2  when presenting themselves to the assisting institution


		SED

		Purpose



		U007

		Request Document on Export: Issued by the assisting institution to the competent institution where the person does not have a PD U2, asking if unemployment benefit can be exported 



		U008

		Document on Export: Issued by the competent institution giving a decision on whether unemployment benefit can be exported, despite the absence of form PD U2. (If it can then SED exchanges follow the pattern above starting with SED U010).





PD U3 – Circumstances likely to affect the entitlement to unemployment benefits


1. Completion of the PD U3


The PD U3 is the certificate that the jobseeker receives (as a receipt) from the assisting institution and contains the information which has been sent to the competent institution.

The data on the PD U3 confirms:


Any circumstances which occur and could affect the entitlement to UB, the assisting institution should inform the competent institution about their nature and without delay.


This data is entered on the PD U3 by the assisting institution in order to inform the person concerned about the information which has been passed by the assisting institution (where the person seeks a job) to the competent institution.


This information may have as a result that the unemployment benefit paid to the person will be stopped by the competent institution.


If the person disagrees to this, he/she must contact the competent institution without delay.

2. SED’s associated with the issue of PD U3


		SED 

		Purpose



		U010

		Cirmcumstances Affecting Entitlement: Issued by the assisting institution to report a change of circumstances (accompanied by the issue of the PD U3 to the jobseeker).



		U011

		Effect to Entitlement: Issued by the competent institution to confirm outcome of change of circumstances (if requested on the SED U010).





5. HORIZONTAL SEDs


In addition to the SEDs specific to each sector, the Administrative Commission has also approved a series of Horizontal SEDs which have a generic functionality. These SEDs and their associated Business Flows can be used in any sector, whenever there is a business need to do so.


The Horizontal SEDs and associated Business Flows are described in the Horizontal SEDs Guidelines. A brief description of these SEDs is given below for ease of reference:


		SED

		Purpose

		Comment



		H001

		Request for information/additional information 

		Generally only to be sent in situations where the information required is not provided for in the SEDs from the Unemployment Benefits sector



		H002

		Reply to request for information

		Generally only to be sent in situations where the information required is not provided for in the SEDs from the Unemployment Benefits sector



		

		

		



		H003

		Proposal/Notification on state of residence

		



		H004

		Reply to proposal on state of residence/Disagreement with decision on state of residence

		



		H005

		Request for information on residence

		



		H006

		Reply to request for information on residence 

		



		

		

		



		H020

		Claim for reimbursement – Administrative Check/Medical Examination

		Not to be sent in the Unemployment Benefits sector



		H021

		Reply to Claim for reimbursement – Administrative Check/Medical Examination

		Not to be sent in the Unemployment Benefits sector



		

		

		



		H030

		Claim for Death Grant

		Not to be sent in the Unemployment Benefits sector



		

		

		



		H040

		Claim for Pre-retirement Benefit

		Not to be sent in the Unemployment Benefits sector



		

		

		



		H061

		Send Personal Identity Number (usage not yet finalised)

		



		H062

		(Confirm Personal Identity Number)

		Not approved at the date of issuing these guidelines



		H063

		(Request for Additional Information on Identification)

		Not approved at the date of issuing these guidelines



		H064

		(Reply to request for Additional Information on Identification)

		Not approved at the date of issuing these guidelines



		

		

		



		H065

		Transmission of claim/document/information

		



		H066

		Reply to transmission of claim/document/information

		





ANNEX I – Flows table 


The flows table is available on Circa in the following location:

http://circa.europa.eu/Members/irc/empl/electronic_data_exchange/library?l=/business_flows_seds/documentation_corrtables/unemployment&vm=detailed&sb=Title

ANNEX II – Correlation table


The correlation table is available on Circa in the following location:

http://circa.europa.eu/Members/irc/empl/electronic_data_exchange/library?l=/business_flows_seds/documentation_corrtables/unemployment&vm=detailed&sb=Title

ANNEX III – Glossary of terms

The short glossary list below is complemented by the EESSI Business Glossary, available on the following location of the European Commission's website: http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?langId=en&catId=869.

		Term

		Short explanation






		AC

		Administrative Commission for the Coordination of Social Security Systems (art.71 Regulation (EC) no 883/2004



		AP (Access Point)

		National gateway for multiple institutions to the EESSI network. 



		Counterparty 



		The recipient of the query/notification and the sender of the reply within a message exchange. 



		EESSI

		Electronic Exchange of Social Security Information



		Flow (or Business Flow)

		A flow is composed several SEDs and it was defined to serve a specific communication need.


A flow captures a predefined conversation pattern where the SEDs which are included in the flow are the messages that the conversation partners exchange between each other. 


Different SEDs are exchanged in different flows depending on the purpose of the flow.



		Flow owner

		The institution responsible for the flow and which initiates the flow. The flow owner is the one who can close a flow that it has opened. 



		Horizontal flows

		Flows that are not sector specific: they refer to certain information exchanges that are relevant for all social security sectors.



		MD (Master Directory)

		An electronic directory (database) of all institutions registered in EESSI for all EESSI Member States.



		Member State

		EESSI Member State (EU countries and EFTA countries: Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway and Switzerland )



		Originator

		The institution which opens a flow by sending a SED to another institution(s). The originator is always the owner institution as well.



		PIN

		Personal Identification Number is a number or marking that uniquely identifies the person it refers to in the institution.



		Recovery flows

		Flows that are used to process recovery and offsetting issues.



		SED

		SED stands for: Structured Electronic Data. 


An SED is an electronic message, with predefined data fields, which is exchanged in the EESSI system by the Member States in order to convey information from one to another.


Article 1, point 2 (d) of Regulation (EC) no 987/2009 defines the Structured Electronic Document as "any structured document in a format designed for the electronic exchange of information between Member States". 


During the transitional period, paper version of the SEDs can be used. 



		WEBIC

		WEBIC stands for: Web User Interface.


WEBIC is a software developed by the European Commission and installed in the Member States. This application allows clerks to exchange social security information and therefore send and receive EESSI messages. Member States can use WEBIC to process their cases or they can build a national application for this purpose. National applications should include the same functions as WEBIC. When this guideline refers to WEBIC, it applies also to the national applications.
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Sheet1

		SETTORE		BUSINESS FLOW (BF)- FLUSSI DI LAVORO 
NUMERO + NOME		SEDs
NUMERO + NOME		SED RINUMERATI		ARTICOLO NEL REGOLAMENTO DI BASE 883/04		ARTICOLO NEL REGOLAMENTO DI ATTUAZIONE 987/09		FORMIULARI DELLA SERIE E- EQUIVALENTI		DESCRIZIONE DEI FLUSSI DI LAVORO (BF)
(significato + funzione)/ DI  PARTICOLARI  SED NEL BF		NOTE
SUI  SED

		Malattia		F-S001 - Documento attestante il diritto - Residenza al di fuori dello Stato competente		S071 - Richiesta  documento attestante il diritto alla prestazione -residenza		S071		17, 22, 24, 25, 26		24		E107		Lo Stato membro di residenza richiede il documento attestante il diritto

						S072 - Documento attestante il diritto alla prestazione -residenza		S072		17, 22, 24, 25, 26		24		parte A E106, E109, E120, E121		L'istituzione dello Stato competente invia il documento attestante il diritto nel caso in cui l'interessato abbia diritto alla prestazione

						S073 - Informazioni su iscrizione/residenza		S073		17, 22, 24, 25, 26		24		parte  B E106, E109, E120 E121		L'istituzione dello Stato di residenza informa l'istituzione competente  circa l'iscrizione		E' necessario compilare anche la parte A dell'E106 - dati di identificazione dell'interessato

						S050 - Contestazione sulla data		S050		17, 22, 24, 25, 26		24		---		L'istituzione competente comunica di non essere d'accordo con la data d'iscrizione indicata dall'istituzione del luogo di residenza

		Questo flusso ha inizio quando l'interessato presenta il documento portatile S1		F-S002 -Iscrizione (Residenza al di fuori dello Stato competente con Documento attestante il diritto disponibile)		S073 - Informazione su iscrizione/residenza		S073		17, 22, 24, 25, 26		24		parte  B di  E106, E109, E120 o E121		L'istituzione nello Stato di residenza informa l'istituzione competente circa l'iscrizione		E' necessario compilare anche la parte A dell'E106 - dati di identificazione dell'interessato

						S050 - Contestazione sulla data		S050		17, 22, 24, 25, 26		24		---		L'istituzione competente comunica di non essere d'accordo con la data d'iscrizione fornita dall'istituzione del luogo di residenza

				F-S003 - Modifica o annullamento del documento attestante il diritto		S016 - Modifica o annullamento del documento attestante il diritto alla prestazione		S016		17, 22, 24, 25, 26		24		E108 (annullamento), E001 (modifica)		L'istituzione competente comunica all'istituzione del luogo di residenza l'annullamento o la modifica del documento attestante il diritto alla prestazione		Si ritiene che la modifica o l'annullamento del documento attestante il diritto venga fatta per ciascun membro della famiglia

						S017 -Risposta relativa alla modifica o annullamento del documento attestante il diritto alla prestazione		S017		17, 22, 24, 25, 26		24		E108 (annullamento), E001 (modifica)		Risposta alle informazioni concernenti la modifica o l'annullamento del documento attestante il diritto alla prestazione

						S050 - Contestazione sulla data		S050		17, 22, 24, 25, 26		24		---		L'istituzione del luogo di residenza comunica all'istituzione competente di non essere d'accordo con la data citata nel SED S016		I SED S017 e S050 sono due possibilità di risposta al SED S016.

				F-S004 -Modifica o cancellazione dell'iscrizione		S018 - Modifica o cancellazione di iscrizione		S018		17, 22, 24, 25, 26		24		E108 (cancellazione), E001 (modifica)		L'istituzione del luogo di residenza informa l'istituzione competente circa l'annullamento o la modifica dell'iscrizione

						S019 - Risposta a richiesta di informazioni su modifica o cancellazione di iscrizione		S019		17, 22, 24, 25, 26		24		E108 (cancellazione), E001 (modifica)		Risposta alle informazioni relative alla modifica o all'annullamento dell'iscrizione

						S050 - Contestazione sulla data		S050		17, 22, 24, 25, 26		24		---		L'istituzione competente comunica al'istituzione del luogo di residenza di non essere d'accordo con la data citata nel S018		I SED  S019 e S050 sono due possibilità di risposta al SED S018.

				F-S005 -Trattamento necessario nello Stato membro di dimora - Richiesta del documento attestante il diritto (Tessera Europea di Assicurazione Malattia o Modello Sostitutivo)		S044 -Richiesta del documento attestante il diritto alla prestazione - Residenza temporanea		S044		19		25		Parte A di E107		L'istituzione del luogo di soggiorno richiede il documento attestante il diritto alle prestazioni in natura in caso di soggiorno temporaneo

						S045 -Documento attestante il diritto alla prestazione- Residenza temporanea		S045		19		25		Modello sostitutivo (o parte B di  E107 se non sussiste il diritto)		L'istituzione competente invia il documento attestante il diritto (Modello sostitutivo) o risponde che l'interessato non ha diritto alla prestazione

				F-S006 - Trattamento Necessario - Tariffe di rimborso		S067 - Richiesta tariffe rimborso - Dimora		S067		19, 27		25		E126		L'istituzione competente chiede le tariffe di rimborso nel caso in cui il trattamento sia stato pagato in contanti

						S068 - Risposta a richiesta informazioni su tariffe rimborso - Dimora		S068		19, 27		25		E126		L'istituzione del luogo del trattamento comunica all'istituzione competente le tariffe di rimborso applicabili

				F-S007 - Cure programmate - Informazioni sulla copertura di una specifica prestazione in natura		S014 - Richiesta informazioni su cure disponibili nello Stato membro di dimora - cure programmate		S014		20		26		---		L'istituzione competente chiede all'istituzione dello Stato in cui le cure sono possibili se uno specifico trattamento è coperto in quello Stato

						S015 - Informazioni sulla disponibilità delle cure - cure programmate		S015		20		26		---		Risposta alla richiesta relativa alla copertura dello specifico trattamento

				F-S008  Cure programmate - Richiesta del documento attestante il diritto nello Stato membro di dimora  (La residenza non è nello Stato membro competente)		S009 - Richiesta di documento attestante il diritto - trattamento programmato all'estero al di fuori dello Stato membro di residenza		S009		20		26		E107		Lo Stato membro di residenza richiede il documento che attesta il diritto

						S075 - Richiesta informazioni supplementari  - cure programmate al di fuori dello Stato membro di residenza		S075		20		26				Richiesta di informazioni supplementari - cure programmate al di fuori dello Stato competente e dello Stato di residenza

						S076 - Risposta a richiesta informazioni supplementari  - cure programmate al di fuori dello Stato membro di residenza		S076		20		26				Risposta alla richiesta di informazioni supplementari - cure programmate al di fuori dello Stato competente e dello Stato di residenza

						S010 - Risposta alla richiesta di documento attestante il diritto - cura programmata al di fuori dello Stato membro di residenza		S010		20		26		E112 (o parte B di E107 se non c'è diritto)		L'istituzione competente invia il documento che attesta il diritto alle cure programmate		In questo caso il documento portatile S2 dovrebbe essere inviato all'interessato

				F-S009 - Cure programmate - Richiesta di proroga dell'autorizzazione nello Stato membro di dimora		S035 - Richiesta di proroga documento attestante il diritto alla prestazione - cure programmate		S035		20		26		---		L'istituzione del luogo di dimora richiede la proroga del documento attestante il diritto alle cure programmate

						S036 - Conferma avvenuta ricezione richiesta proroga documento attestante il diritto alla prestazione - cure programmate		S036		20		26		---		L'istituzione competente comunica all'istituzione del luogo del trattamento di aver ricevuto la richiesta di proroga

						S037 - Risposta alla richiesta di proroga del documento attestante il diritto alla prestazione - cure programmate		S037		20		26		---		L'istituzione competente informa l'istituzione del luogo del trattamento circa la sua decisione concernente la proroga del documento attestante il diritto alle cure programmate

				F-S011 - Cure urgenti e vitali  (UrgAut) - Richiesta di autorizzazione nello Stato membro di dimora (La residenza non è nello Stato membro competente)		S011 - Informazioni relative alle cure urgenti e vitali al di fuori dello Stato membro di residenza		S011		20		26		---		L'istituzione del luogo di residenza comunica all'istituzione competente di aver accordato le cure programmate per conto dell'istituzione competente		L'E112/paper SED S010 o il documento portatile S2 dovrebbero essere rilasciati come documenti attestanti il diritto per l'istituzione del luogo di dimora

						S012 - Attestazione di ricezione - Informazioni relative all’autorizzazione per cure urgenti e vitali		S012		20		26		---		L'istituzione competente comunica all'istituzione del luogo di residenza di aver ricevuto le informazioni concernenti le cure programmate accordate

						S075 - Richiesta informazioni supplementari - cure programmate al di fuori dello Stato membro di residenza		S075		20		26				Richiesta di informazioni supplementari - cure programmate al di fuori dello Stato competente e dello Stato di residenza

						S076 - Risposta a richiesta informazioni supplementari - cure programmate al di fuori dello Stato membro di residenza		S076		20		26				Risposta alla richiesta di informazioni supplementari - cure programmate al di fuori dello Stato competente e dello Stato di residenza

						S013 - Notifica di pagamento - Cure urgenti e vitali		S013		20		26				L'istituzione competente comunica all'istituzione del luogo di dimora che la richiesta di rimborso può essere inviata direttamente all'istituzione competente

				F-S012 - Prestazioni in denaro - Domanda		S055 - Domanda di prestazioni in denaro		S055		21		27(3)(8)(10)		E 115		L'istituzione dello Stato membro di residenza/dimora inoltra il certificato medico relativo all'incapacità al lavoro dell'interessato all'istituzione competente  qualora il medico nello Stato membro di residenza/dimora non rilasci certificati medici

				F-S013 - Prestazioni in denaro - Controlli Amministrativi o Esame Medico		S063 - Richiesta di controlli amministrativi o di esame medico		S063		21		27(5)(10), 87(1)(3)		E 117		L'istituzione competente chiede all'istituzione dello Stato membro di residenza/dimora di effettuare un esame medico o dei controlli amministrativi all'assicurato

						S065 - Informazioni sui costi dei controlli amministrativi o dell'esame medico		S065		21		27(5)(10), 87		'---		L'istituzione del luogo di residenza/dimora comunica all'istituzione competente i costi stimati dei controlli amministrativi o dell'esame medico

						S066 - Approvazione o non approvazione dei  controlli amministrativi o dell'esame medico		S066		21		27(5)(10), 87		'---		L'istituzione competente comunica all'istituzione del luogo di residenza/dimora se approva o meno i costi stimati dei controlli ammnistrativi o dell'esame medico richiesto

						S064 - Risposta a richiesta di controlli amministrativi o di esame medico		S064		21		27(5)(10), 87(1)(3)		L'E213 per l'esame medico in caso di invalidità e l'E116 per l'esame medico in caso di prestazione in denaro relativa ad incapacità al lavoro, l'E215 per i controlli amministrativi		L'istituzione dello Stato membro di residenza/dimora informa l'istituzione competente circa il risultato dei controlli amministrativi o dell'esame medico                                       Il BF-S013 è seguito dal BF-H005, se necessario

				F-S014 - Prestazioni in denaro - Informazioni sul pagamento		S046 - Informazioni sul versamento o sul mancato versamento di prestazioni in denaro		S046		21		27(7)(9)(10)		E 117+ E 118		L'istituzione competente informa l'istituzione dello Stato membro di residenza/dimora circa il pagamento o il mancato pagamento delle prestazioni in denaro

						S047 - Informazioni sulla cessazione dell'incapacità al lavoro		S047		21		27(7)(9)(10)		E 118		L'istituzione competente comunica all'istituzione dello Stato membro di residenza/dimora la fine dell'incapacità al lavoro dell'interessato

				F-S015 -Prestazioni in denaro - Cure di lungo periodo - Domanda		S056 - Comunicazione della richiesta di prestazioni in denaro - Cure di lungo periodo		S056		21		28		---		Lo Stato membro di residenza informa l'istituzione competente circa la domanda di prestazioni in denaro - cure di lungo periodo

						S057 - Ricevuta dell'ottenimento di prestazioni in denaro - Cure di lungo periodo		S057		21		28		---		L'istituzione competente comunica allo Stato membro di residenza di aver ricevuto la richiesta

				F-S016 Prestazioni in denaro - Cure di lungo termine - Esami medici		S061 - Richiesta di esami medici - Cure di lungo periodo		S061		21		28		---		L'istituzione competente richiede allo Stato membro di residenza un esame medico

						S062 - Risposta su esame medico - Lungo periodo		S062		21		28		---		Lo Stato membro di residenza informa l'istituzione competente circa l'esame medico

				F-S017 - Prestazioni in denaro - Cure di lungo periodo - Informazioni sui pagamamenti		S001 - Informazioni sul versamento prestazioni in denaro - lungo periodo		S001		34		30		---		L'istituzione competente informa l'istituzione del luogo di residenza o di dimora circa il pagamento di prestazioni in denaro per cure di lungo periodo

						S002 - Ricevuta dell'ottenimento dell'informazione relativa al pagamento di prestazioni in denaro - Cure di lungo periodo		S002		34		30		---		L'istituzione del luogo di residenza o di dimora comunica all'istituzione competente di aver ricevuto le informazioni sul pagamento delle prestazioni in denaro di lungo termine

						S003 -Informazione su diritto a prestazioni in natura e tariffe di rimborso  - Cure di lungo periodo		S003		34		30		---		L'istituzione del luogo di residenza o di dimora comunica all'istituzione competente ogni prestazione in natura per cure di lungo periodo destinata allo stesso scopo che concede in base alla propria legislazione all'interessato e le tariffe di rimborso

						S004 - Conferma avvenuta ricezione informazioni su diritto a prestazioni in natura e tariffe di rimborso - Cure di lungo periodo		S004		34		30		--		Conferma che le informazioni concernenti le tariffe di rimborso sono state ricevute

						S005 - Informazioni su modifica del diritto a prestazioni in natura e tariffe di rimborso - Cure di lungo periodo		S005		34		30		---		Informazioni sulla modifica delle tariffe di rimborso/modifica della legislazione nazionale o termine del pagamento delle prestazione  di lungo periodo

				F-S018 -Richiesta del documento attestante il diritto - Ex lavoratore frontaliero		S006 - Richiesta di informazioni di Status – Ex lavoratore frontaliero – Familiare di ex lavoratore frontaliero		S006		28		29		---		L'istituzione competente richiede informazioni relative allo status di ex lavoratore frontaliero dell'interessato

						S007 -Informazioni di Status - Ex lavoratore frontaliero – Familiare di ex lavoratore frontaliero		S007		28		29		---		Risposta alla richiesta dell'istituzione competente concernente lo status

						S008 - Documento attestante il diritto - Ex lavoratore frontaliero – Familiare di ex lavoratore frontaliero		S008		28		29		---		L'istituzione competente invia le informazioni relative al diritto dell'interessato (se ha diritto o meno) a prestazioni in natura

						S077 - Cancellazione del documento attestante il diritto - Ex lavoratore frontaliero – Familiare di ex lavoratore frontaliero		S077		28		29		---		Cancellazione del documento attestante il diritto - ex lavoratore frontaliero

				F-S019 - Richiesta delle spese effettivamente sostenute - Prestazioni in natura (natura)		S080 - Domanda di rimborso (CLA)		S080		35, 41		62,66(1),67		E125		L'istituzione creditrice chiede il rimborso dei costi medici all'istituzione debitrice

						S081 - Conferma ricezione domanda di rimborso		S081		35.41		62,66(1),67		---		L'istituzione debitrice comunica all'istituzione creditrice di aver ricevuto la richiesta

						S083 - Nota di credito (CRN)		S083		35.41		62,66(1),67		E125		L'istituzione creditrice sottopone una nota di credito all'istituzione debitrice

						S084 - Conferma avvenuta ricezione nota di credito (ACK_CRN)		S084		35.41		62,66(1),67		---		L'istituzione debitrice comunica all'istituzione creditrice di aver ricevuto la nota di credito

						S085 -Informazioni sugli anticipi (IDP)		S085		35.41		62,66(1),67		---		Proposta di anticipi da parte dell'istituzione debitrice

						S086 - Risposta a richiesta informazioni sugli anticipi (RPY_IDP)		S086		35.41		62,66(1),67				L'istituzione creditrice accetta o rifiuta gli anticipi

						S087 -Contestazione di un credito individuale (COC)		S087		35.41		62,66(1),67		---		L'istituzione debitrice contesta un singolo credito

						S088 - Risposta relativa alla contestazione di un credito individuale (RPY_COC)		S088		35.41		62,66(1),67		---		Risposta alla contestazione di un singolo credito (cancellazione del credito o informazioni supplementari)

						S089 - Informazioni sul pagamento di un singolo credito (PAY)		S089		35.41		62,66(1),67		---		L'istituzione debitrice comunica all'istituzione creditrice il pagamento del singolo credito

						S082 -Informazioni su liquidazione finale (IFS)		S082		35.41		62,66(1),67,68(1)		---		Informazioni che l'intero credito è saldato

				F-S021 -Inventario dei mesi (importi forfettari)		S090 - Inventario dei mesi per il rimborso sulla base di importi forfettari (IMO)		S090		35		64,65,66(1),67		E127		L'istituzione creditrice comunica all'istituzione debitrice il numero dei mesi richiesti

						S091 - Conferma avvenuta ricezione inventario dei mesi (ACK_IMO)		S091		35		64,65,66(1),67				L'istituzione debitrice comunica all'istituzione creditrice di aver ricevuto l'inventario

						S092 - Nota di credito dei mesi (CRN_IMO)		S092		35		64,65,66(1),67				L'istituzione creditrice presenta una nota di credito dei mesi

						S093 - Conferma avvenuta ricezione nota di credito dei mesi (ACK_CRN_IMO)		S093		35		64,65,66(1),67				L'istituzione debitrice comunica all'istituzione creditrice di aver ricevuto la nota di credito

						S094 - Contestazione dell'inventario dei mesi relativamente a una persona (COC_IMO)		S094		35		64,65,66(1),67		---		L'istituzione debitrice comunica all'istituzione creditrice il proprio accordo o le contestazioni sull'inventario dei mesi o chiede ulteriori informazioni

						S103 -Risposta relativa alla contestazione dell'inventario dei mesi (RPY_COC_IMO)		S103		35		64,65,66(1),67				L'istituzione creditrice accetta la contestazione o fornisce ulteriori informazioni

						S095 - Richiesta di rimborso importi fissi (CLA_IMO)		S095		35		64,65,66(1),67		lettera con il calcolo della domanda		L'istituzione creditrice chiede gli importi fissi all'istituzione debitrice

						S096 - Conferma avvenuta ricezione richiesta di rimborso importi fissi (ACK_CLA_IMO)		S096		35		64,65,66(1),67				L'istituzione debitrice comunica all'istituzione creditrice di aver ricevuto una richiesta di rimborso degli importi fissi

						S097 - Informazioni su anticipi importi fissi (IDP_IMO)		S097		35		64,65,66(1),68				Proposta di anticipi da parte dell'istituzione debitrice

						S098 - Risposta a richiesta informazioni su anticipi importi fissi (RPY_IDP_IMO)		S098		35		64,65,66(1),69				L'istituzione creditrice accetta o rifiuta gli anticipi

						S099 - Contestazione del credito globale - importi fissi (COC_CLA_IMO)		S099		35		64,65,66(1),70				L'istituzione debitrice contesta il credito globale

						S100 - Risposta relativa alla contestazione del credito globale (RPY_COC_CLA_IMO)		S100		35		64,65,66(1),71				Risposta alla contestazione del credito globale

						S101 - Informazioni sul pagamento di un credito individuale - importi fissi (PAY_IMO)		S101		35		64,65,66(1),67		---		L'istituzione debitrice informa l'istituzione creditrice circa il pagamento di un credito individuale

						S102 - Informazioni su liquidazione finale (IFS_IMO)		S102		35		64,65,66(1),67		---		Informazioni che l'intero credito è saldato

				F-S022 - Richiesta di interessi per ritardato pagamento		S026 - Richiesta interessi di mora - interessi		S026		---		68		---		L'istituzione creditrice comunica all'istituzione debitrice la richiesta di interessi di mora dovuta a ritardato pagamento

						S027 - Conferma ricezione richiesta interessi di mora - interessi (ACK_ILP)		S027		---		68		---		L'istituzione debitrice comunica all'istituzione creditrice di aver ricevuto la richiesta di interessi di mora dovuta a ritardato pagamento

						S028 - Nota di credito interessi di mora - interessi (CRN_ILP)		S028		---		68		---		L'istituzione creditrice presenta una nota di credito per ritardato pagamento all'istituzione debitrice

						S029 - Conferma avvenuta ricezione nota di credito interessi di mora - interessi (CK_CRN_ILP)		S029		---		68		---		L'istituzione debitrice comunica all'istituzione creditrice di aver ricevuto una nota di credito per ritardato pagamento

						S030 - Contestazione relativa a richiesta interessi di mora - interessi (COC_ILP)		S030		---		68		---		L'istituzione debitrice contesta la richiesta di interessi di mora per ritardato pagamento

						S031 - Risposta a contestazione relativa a richiesta interessi di mora - interessi (RPY_COC_ILP)		S031		---		68		---		L'istituzione creditrice accetta la contestazione o fornisce informazioni aggiuntive relative al pagamento degli interessi

						S032 - Informazioni sul pagamento - interessi		S032		---		68		---		Informazioni che gli interessi sono stati pagati

				F-S023 - Rimborso di somme erogate in eccesso		S051 - Richiesta rimborso somme erogate in eccesso (RRO)		S051				---		---		Una istituzione richiede il rimborso delle somme erogate in eccesso ad un'altra istituzione

						S052 - Conferma avvenuta ricezione richiesta rimborso somme erogate in eccesso (ACK_RRO)		S052				---		---		L'istituzione comunica all'istituzione mittente di aver ricevuto la richiesta di rimborso delle somme erogate in eccesso

						S053 - Risposta a richiesta rimborso somme erogate in eccesso (RPY_RRO)		S053				---		---		L'sitituzione richiesta comunica la propria risposta alla prima istituzione

						S054 - Informazioni su rimborso somme erogate in eccesso - somme erogate in eccesso		S054				---		---		Informazioni circa l'avvenuto rimborso  delle somme erogate in eccesso

				F-S024 - Totalizzazione dei periodi assicurativi - Tipo di rischio assicurato: malattia e maternità		S040 - Richiesta periodi - Tipo di rischio assicurato: malattia e maternità				6		12 (1)		E 104 parte A		L'istituzione richiedente chiede all'istituzione richiesta di confermare i periodi di assicurazione, di occupazione, di attività lavorativa autonoma o di residenza maturati dall'interessato a norma della legislazione di quest'ultima istituzione

						S041 - Risposta a richiesta periodi - Tipo di rischio assicurato: malattia e maternità				6		12 (1)		E 104 parte B		L'istituzione richiesta comunica all'istituzione richiedente che l'interessato non ha maturato alcun periodo a norma della propria legislazione oppure conferma i periodi maturati
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		SETTORE		BUSINESS FLOW (BF) -           FLUSSI DI LAVORO 
NUMERO + NOME		SEDs
NUMERO + NOME		ARTICOLO DEL REGOLAMENTO DI BASE N. 883/2004		ARTICOLO DEL REGOLAMENTO DI APPLICAZIONE N. 987/2009		FORMULARI SERIE E-EQUIVALENTI		DESCRIZIONE DEI
FLUSSI DI LAVORO (BF)
(significato + funzione)		NOTE
SUI  SED

				F-F001 Determinazione della competenza		F001  Richiesta per stabilire la competenza		1 (i),67, 68		2(2), 58, 59, 60(1),
60(2), 60(5), 72(1)		E401 E411		L'istituzione competente chiede all'altra istituzione(i) informazioni sul richiedente e sul suo eventuale diritto a prestazioni nello Stato membro (SM)		La domanda deve essere inoltrata senza indugio all'istituzione competente. La data in cui viene presentata la domanda alla prima istituzione è considerata come la data di presentazione della domanda all'ultima istituzione

						F002  Risposta a richiesta per stabilire la competenza		1 (i), 67, 68		2(2), 58, 59, 60(1),
60(2), 60(5), 72(1)		E401 E411		L'altra istituzione comunica le informazioni necessarie

						F003  Decisione sulla competenza		1(i), 67, 68		58, 59, 60(1),60(2),
 60(5)				Motivazione della decisione e informazioni in merito alle prestazioni erogate						Prestazioni familiari

						F004 Richiesta chiarimenti		67.68		58, 59,60(1), 60(2)
 60(3), 60(4)				Richiesta dei motivi della decisione, messaggio facoltativo

						F005  Risposta a richiesta chiarimenti		67.68		58, 59,60(1), 60(2)
 60(3), 60(4)				Risposta alla richiesta sui motivi della decisione, messaggio facoltativo

						F006 Informazioni circa la decisione provvisoria sulla competenza prioritaria e sulle prestazioni erogate		1(i), 67,68		6(2),58, 60(3), 60(4),60(5)				L'istituzione comunica il contenuto della decisione provvisoria e le prestazioni erogate		L'istituzione dello Stato in cui risiedono i figli deve concedere le prestazioni previste dalla propria legislazione su base provvisoria. Se c'è disaccordo sulla residenza dei figli, l'istituzione nello SM in cui viene presentata la domanda inizia ad erogare l'intero importo.

						F007 Notifica disaccordo sulla decisione provvisoria				60(3), 60(4)				L'istituzione ha due mesi di tempo per prendere posizione sulla decisione provvisoria		Se questa istituzione non contesta la decisione provvisoria, la decisione viene applicata

						F008 Decisione dopo lo scambio di comunicazioni				60(3) 60(4)				Decisione di accordo/contestazione: se si decide di contestare, il BF continua con i SED  F006/ F009, come facoltativi

						F009  Contestazione della decisione provvisoria sulla competenza prioritaria e sulle prestazioni erogate				60(3), 60(4)				La contestazione è accettata o meno, se non viene accettata si procederà alla modifica del SED F006 al fine di pervenire ad un accordo oppure, se necessario, alla consultazione della Commissione amministrativa

				F-F002 Richiesta di Rimborso		F012  Richiesta di rimborso		68		6(2), 58, 60(5), 73		E411		Lo Stato Membro presenta una domanda di rimborso e, se possibile, decide in merito all'importo differenziale delle prestazioni		Indicare l'importo, i nomi, la valuta delle prestazioni per ciascun figlio dello stesso nucleo familiare o l'importo totale erogato per l'intera famiglia e il beneficiario. Precisare la data di inizio/fine delle prestazioni concesse

						F013  Risposta a richiesta di rimborso		68		6(2), 58, 60(5) 73		E411		Lo Stato Membro decide in merito all'erogazione delle sue prestazioni dall'inizio del periodo contestato ed effettua un rimborso all'istituzione richiedente

				F-F003 Verifica annuale minima delle modifiche intervenute		F014  Richiesta di verifica annuale di prestazioni familiari		1 (i), 67, 68(2)		2(2) 58, 60(5) 72(1)		E411		Determinazione dell'importo differenziale		Una delle istituzioni competenti chiede all'altra istituzione competente le circostanze relative alla famiglia, gli importi, i nomi, la valuta delle prestazioni per ciascun figlio dello stesso nucleo familiare o l'importo totale erogato per l'intera famiglia, il benificiario e le date delle prestazioni concesse

						F015 Risposta a richiesta di verifica annuale di prestazioni familiari		1 (i), 67, 68(2)		2(2) 58, 60(5) 72(1)		E411		L'istituzione competente in via prioritaria fornisce le informazioni richieste		L'altra istituzione fornisce le informazioni richieste

				F-F004 Richiesta di prestazioni familiari		F016  Richiesta di pagamento prestazioni		68bis						La persona con cui vivono i figli dichiara che egli/ella non sta ricevendo prestazioni familiari per il mantenimento del figlio/dei figli

						F017 Risposta su pagamento prestazioni		68bis						Risposta dell'istituzione competente alla richiesta

				F-F005 Prestazioni aggiuntive per orfani		F018 Richiesta sulla durata dei periodi assicurativi per prestazioni familiari supplementari		69		61				L'istituzione competente che non concede prestazioni familiari supplementari o speciali per orfani, richiede informazioni circa la durata dei periodi di assicurazione/residenza agli altri Stati membri		La richiesta è necessaria solo se ci sono più di due Stati membri competenti e non è chiaro in quale di loro risultino i periodi di assicurazione/residenza più lunghi

						F019  Risposta sulla durata dei periodi assicurativi per prestazioni familiari supplementari		69		61				L'istituzione in questione comunica i periodi

						F020  Informazioni sulla priorità		69		61				L'istituzione competente con periodi assicurativi più lunghi

						F021 Richiesta di prestazioni supplementari		69 , 81		61				L'istituzione competente inoltra senza indugio la richiesta all'istituzione con i periodi assicurativi più lunghi

				F-F006 Richiesta informazioni per le prestazioni familiari		F022  Richiesta di informazioni sui periodi		6		12		E104		Periodi assicurativi, attività lavorativa subordinata, attività lavorativa autonoma, residenza

						F023  Risposta a richiesta di informazioni sui periodi		6		12		E104		Periodi assicurativi, attività lavorativa subordinata, attività lavorativa autonoma, residenza

				F-F007 Richiesta esame medico		F024  Richiesta esame medico				2(2)				Esame medico necessario per l'erogazione delle prestazioni familiari		Solo nel caso in cui il diritto alle prestazioni familiari richieda motivazioni mediche

						F025  Risposta su esame medico				2(2)				Informazioni relative all'esame medico

				F-F008 Richiesta di ulteriori informazioni		F026 Richiesta di maggiori informazioni				2(2)		E001		Per lo scambio di ogni tipo di informazioni		Ogni tipo di specifiche richieste/informazioni relative ai SED Prestazioni Familiari

						F027  Risposta a richiesta di maggiori informazioni				2(2)		E001		Per lo scambio di ogni tipo di informazioni		Ogni tipo di specifiche richieste/informazioni relative ai SED Prestazioni Familiari
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		SECTOR		SEDs
NUMBER + NAME		ARTICLE 883/04		ARTICLE IN IMPLEMENTING
REGULATION		EQUIVALENT 
E-FORM		DESCRIPTION OF
BUSINESS FLOW
(meaning + purpose)		REMARKS
ON SEDs

		UB		U001 - Request insurance record		61, 65		54(1)		-		Flow F-U001: Competent state requests other Member State(s) to provide it with necessary information about insurance history in order to aggregate periods of insurance, employment or self employment		This SED contains data needed by state of former activity to identify unemployed person’s records

												Flow F-U004: Exchange of data necessary for award of UB to former crossborder worker. If the requesting institution indicates on the U001 that the person concerned was a crossborder worker, the receiving institution replies with U017 (if U001 concerns normal worker, U002 follows)		Request for data including information needed by state of former activity to identify unemployed person’s records (if necessary complemented by requests U003 and U005 concerning earnings and family members of the worker), U001 works as a request for U017 if it concerns crossborder worker (option in the SED), otherwise it works as a request for U002

				U002 - Insurance record		61		54(1)		E301		Flow F-0001: Member State of former activity of person concerned provides information necessary for aggregation (insurance history)		Insurance history

				U003 - Request salary info		62		54(2)		-		Flows F-0001, F-0002, F-0004: Competent state calculates benefits based upon previous salary and requires data on earnings		Competent state asks for detailed information on earnings from Member State where unemployed person was previously insured

				U004 - Salary info		62		54(2)		E301		Flow F-U001, F-U002, F-U004: Member State of former activity of the person concerned provides information necessary for calculation		Information on earnings (specific SEDs for IT)

				U005 - Request family info		5		54(3)		-		Flows F-U001, F-U002, F-U003, F-U004: Member State whose calculation of benefits varies with the number of members of family requests information on family members of a person concerned		Competent state asks for information about family members from each Member State in which a family member resides

				U006 - Family info		5		54(3)		E302		Flows F-U001, F-U002, F-U003, F-U004: Member State where a family member resides provides the required information		Detailed information on each family member

				U007 - Request document on Export		64		55(1 and 2)		-		Flow F-U005: The unemployed person registers with the unemployment services of the assisting institution without having PD U2. State of registration requests a document certifying the export of UB		Request for document certifying export of UB, indication of date of registration and address of person

				U008 - Document on export		64		55(1 and 2)		E303		Flows F-U005, F-U007: Competent State provides the document on export		Document on export

				U009 - Notification registration - Export		64		55(4)		E303		Flow F-U006: Jobseeker registers with the unemployment services of the assisting institution having PD U2. State of registration informs competent State about registration and the address.		Date of registration and address of person

				U010 - Information concerning circumstances likely to affect entitlement		64		55(4)		-		Flows F-U005, F-U006, F-U007: In case of export of benefits, if circumstances likely to affect entitlement occur, assisting institution informs institution of competent State about their nature		Information on occurance of circumstances and indication whether consequences are required

				U011 - Effect to entitlement - Export		64		55(4)		-		Flows F-U005, F-U006, F-U007: Upon request, the competent institution informs the assisting institution about the consequences these circumstances have on the entitlement		Information on consequences

				U012 - Request for monthly follow up - Export		64		55(4)		-		Flows F-U005, F-U006, F-U007: Competent State asks for information concerning the follow-up on monthly basis		Request for follow-up

				U013 - Monthly follow up		64		55(4)		-		Flows F-U005, F-U006, F-U007: Assisting institution informs the competent institution on monthly basis whether the person is still registered and complying with the control procedures		Yes/no indication each month

				U014 - Notification return		64		55		-		Flows F-U005, F-U006, F-U007: Unemployed person returns to the competent State before the export period ends and the competent institution has come to know that the unemployed person did not inform the assisting institution about his/her return. Competent institution informs the assisting institution about the return of the unemployed person		Date of return

				U015 - Extension period export		64		55		-		Flows F-U005, F-U006, F-U007: Competent institution informs assisting institution about the extension of the export period for a person. (If the export period is interrupted a new U008 should be sent.)		New ending date of export

				U016 - End of entitlement to UB		64		55		-		Flows F-U005, F-U006, F-U007: The entitlement to UB terminates during the export period and the termination date is different from the previously ceritfied date in U008/PD U2 . The competent institution informs assisting institution about the new termination date.		Date of termination of entitlement

				U017 - Insurance Record - Crossborder Worker		61, 65		54(1)		E301		Flow F-U004:  State of last employment provides data necessary for award of UB (BF 2 and 3 may follow if necessary and requested with SED U003 and U005 )		Insurance history and specific data for crossborder workers (SEDs U004 and U006 concerning earnings and family members may follow if necessary)

				U018 - Request registration info - Crossborder Worker		65(2, 3)		56		-		Flow F-U008: If former crossborder worker registers also in State of last employment, institution of latter State requires information on registration and search for employment in State of residence		Request for information in reference period

												Flow F-U008: Institution of State of residence requests information on job seeking activities of person in State of last employment. [The request from the MS of residence was merged with the request from the MS of last acitivity. The request for both was renumbered to U018.]

				U019 - Registration info - Crossborder worker		65(2, 3)		56		-		Flow F-U008: Institution of State of residence informs about date of registration and search for employment		Date of registration and details on search of employment - there is only one reply following the request, if the requesting MS wishes to receive further information it needs to send another request

												Flow F-U008: Institution of State of last employment informs State of residence about the person's job seeking activities in State of last employment. [The reply from the MS of recidence was merged with the reply from the MS of last acitivity. The reply for both was renumbered to U019.]		Details on jobseeking activities in State of last employment - there is only one reply following the request, if the requesting MS wishes to receive further information it needs to send another request

				U020 - Reimbursement request		65(6, 7)		70		-		Flow F-U009: State of residence requests a reimbursement of UB paid to crossborder worker. Possible answers to U020 are U021 or U022 or U023.		Reimbursement request (overview and singe cases details). The request contains general information for the reimbursement claim and detailed information for each single case included in the claim.

				U021 - Reimbursement Full acceptance		65(6, 7)		70		-		Flow F-U009: State of last employment accepts the request fully (i.e. each single case included in the reimbursement claim).  U024 should follow.

				U022 - Reimbursement Non acceptance		65(6, 7)		70		-		Flow F-U009: State of last employment rejects the whole request of reimbursement (i.e. each single case included in the reimbursement claim).  (clarification of objections may follow; they have to be provided with secondary conversation).		Reject of reimbursement request as whole indicating reasons

				U023 - Reimbursement Partial acceptance		65(6, 7)		70		-		Flow F-U009: State of last employment raises objections against reimbursement request (i.e. some single cases included in the reimbursement claim are objected). (clarification of objections may follow; they have to be provided with secondary conversation).		Reject of reimbursement request partly (i.e. of some single cases) indicating reasons for each rejected single case				not contested single cases should be paid and the payment should be communicated via U024

				U024 - Reimbursement Payment Notification		65(6, 7)		70		-		Flow F-U009: State of last employment informs State of residence about the refund made. This is necessary to enable the MS of residence to identify the corresponding reimbursement request when it receives the money and to keep its accounting up to date. This SED should be sent at the same time as the institution sends the order to its bank - it can be sent several times as a revised SED (as many times as reimbursement amount are transfered)		Identification of corresponding reimbursement request and amount which is reimbursed -

				U025 - Reimbursement Receipt / Closing Notification		65(6, 7)		70		-		Flow F-U009: State of residence confirms receiving of the reimbursed amount and states whether the reimbursement request is thereby closed. If the MS of residence regards the reimbursement request as not closed it has to specify reasons. For every U024 sent by the institution of MS of last employment a U025 should follow.		Date of receipt and confirmation of closure of case				If the State of last activity does not agree with the closing of the reimbursement request, it needs to raise this under secondary conversation

				U026 - Charging Interest		65(6, 7)		68, 70		-		Flow F-U009: In a case of delay, the State of residence (creditor) informs the State of last employment (debtor) that interest is charged.		Indication of the amount of outstanding claims, the date on which the payment was due, the interest rate and the single cases to which the interest applies - should only be sent if interest is charged

				U027 - Reply on Interest		65(6, 7)		68, 70		-		Flow F-U009: State of last employment (debtor) indicates its agreement or disagreement with interest.		In case of disagreement, reasons have to be specified. In case of agreement, the flow continues with SEDs U024, U025.

				U028 - Request entitlement to export		65(5)(b)		56(3)		-		Flow F-U007: Institution of the State of residence checks whether a person has a right to have UB exported from the State of last employment (followed by U008 from State of last employment)		Information on registration of a person in State of residence and request for an export document (U008 follows from State of last employment)
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		SECTOR		BUSINESS FLOW
NUMBER + NAME		SEDs
NUMBER + NAME		ARTICLE 883/04		ARTICLE IN IMPLEMENTING
REGULATION		EQUIVALENT 
E-FORM		DESCRIPTION OF
BUSINESS FLOW
(meaning + purpose)		REMARKS
ON SEDs

		H		F-H001 Exchange of (additional) information		H001 - Request for information/additional information		76				E 001		This SED is used in the case an institution needs more information or communicates additional information concerning a change in the cicumstances of the person concerned which might influence the right to a benefit or the amount of the benefit. It is also used for communicating any useful information regarding the case or event. The SED can also be used as a reminder to exchange information that is not covered by sector SEDs.		The SED is used when more information is needed or communicated. It can also function as a reminder.				Exchange of (additional) information

		H		F-H001 Exchange of (additional) information		H002 - Reply to request for information		76				E 001		Reply to request for information which was sent with the H001.		The SED is used for sending a reply to H001.

		H		F- H 002 Determination of residence: Disagreement with a decision already taken on residence or Reply to a proposal from F-H003		H004 - Reply to proposal on State of Residence/ Disagreement with decision on State of Residence				11,  20				State A disagrees with a decision on State of Residence that has already been taken in another sector or reacts on a new proposal on State of Residence made by State B in flow F - H003.		May follow only when residence has already been determined or proposed (in flow F - H003 by SED H004 containg a new proposal, or in a sectoral flow).				Establishing residence

		H		F- H 003 Determination of residence: Notification of Residence or New Proposal of State of residence in situations of disagreement		H003 - Proposal/Notification of State of Residence				11,  20				State A with H003 either proposes State of Residence or notifies already determined State of Residence.		This is a new proposal of State of Residence or notification made by state A  with H003 which should be followed by reply given by state B with SED H004 in the case of a proposal.

		H		F - H003 Determination of residence: Reply to proposal on State of Residence with an additional proposal or Disagreement with notification or proposal on State of Residence		H004 - Reply to proposal on State of Residence/Disagreement with decision on State of Residence				11,  20				State B replies to H003 from State A with H004.		This is State B's reply to the proposal of State of Residence or notification made by state A  with H003.  State A  may further react to this H004 with another H004 (F-H002) by accepting, or rejectig and making a new proposal, or rejecting the proposal and starting a dialogue and conciliation procedure.

		H		F-H004 Exchange of information on Residence		H005 - Request for Information on Residence				11,  20				State A requests for information in order to be able to determine (or verify) residence with H005. At the same time State A gives information it has concerning residence. State B replies with H006.		This flow may be used especially when additional information is needed before using flows F-H002 or F-H003, but also in connection with sectoral flows where residence is of importance.

		H		F-H004 Exchange of information on Residence		H006 - Reply to Request for Information on Residence				11,  20				State B replies with H006 and either provides all data requested, or explains why data could not be forwarded.		This flow may be used especially to avoid disagreement or to find a solution after disagreement has already been communicated.

		H		F-H005 Reimbursement of Medical Checks		H020 - Claim for Reimbursement - Administrative Check/Medical Examination				87		E 125 or E 001		Creditor institution sends Claim for reimbursement for administrative check(s) or medical examination(s) to the debtor institution.		SED only to be sent after sending sectoral SEDs (request for reimbursement of administrative check or medical examination that has been performed). The sectorial SEDs concerns the actual examination.				Reimbursement of Administrative Check/Medical Examination

		H		F-H005 Reimbursement of Medical Checks		H021 -Reply to Claim for Reimbursement - Administrative Check/Medical Examination				87		E 125 or E 001		Debtor institution provides information to the creditor institution on the settlement on the claim for reimbursement of the administrative check or medical examination.		SED following SED H020. If more information is needed, then F-H001 may apply.

		H		F-H006 Claim for Death Grant		H030 - Claim for Death Grant		42.43		42		E 124		Institution other than competent institution  provides competent  (receiving) institution with necessary information, to enable acting upon a claim for a death grant.		This SED contains a specific set of data, which is needed by the receiving institution to act upon the claim  for a death grant.				Claim for Death Grant

		H		F-H007
Claim for Pre-retirement Benefit		H 040 - Claim for Pre-retirement Benefit		3 (1) (i),  66						Institution other than competent  institution provides competent  institution with necessary information, to enable acting upon a claim for a pre-retirement benefit.		This SED contains a specific set of data, which is needed by the receiving institution to act upon the claim  for a pre-retirement benefit.				Claim for Rre-retirement Benefit

		H		F-H003
 Person Identification		H064 Reply to request for Additional Information				2 (2),
52 (1)		E001		MSB replies to the request.		The Sed is used for answering on H063.

		H		F-H008
 Person Identification		H061 - Send Personal Identity Number				2 (2),
52 (1)		E501		Person moves from MSA to MSB and becomes subject to applicable legislation in MS B. MS B Institution sends Minimum ID Data Set to MSA Institution.		SED can include both MSA and MSB PINs.				Identification

		H		F-H008
 Person Identification		H062 - Confirm Personal Identity Number				2 (2),
52 (1)		E502		MSA replies with either confirming MSA PIN, correcting it, or informing that identification was not possible. If MSA is not the first Member State where a PIN is allocated, MSA reports this also on the SED.		If identification was successfull, the SED must contain MSA and MSB PINs + possibly PIN of the first MS where PIN is allocated.

		H		F-H008
 Person Identification		H063 - Request for Additional Information  on Identification				2 (2),
52 (1)		E001		MS A can ask for additional information needed for identification.		The SED is used when more info is needed about a PIN or as a reminder.

		H		F-H008
 Person Identification		H064 - Reply to request for Additional Information on Identification				2 (2),
52 (1)		E001		MSB replies to the request for information on identification.		The SED is used for answering on H063.

		H		F-H009 Transmission of claim/document information		H065 - Transmission of claim/document/information				2 (3) (4)				This SED has to be used
in case a person has mistakenly submitted claim/document/information  to an institution in the territory of a Member State other than that in which the institution designated in accordance with Regulation 987/2009 is situated.		SED is optional, only to be sent, if needed. Can be sent to liaison body of the Member State of destination too, if the designated institution is not known.
The SED contains a specific set of data, which is needed by the destination institution to act upon the transferred claim/document/information according to its competence,
Possibility to attach document/information and claim for various types of benefits.				Transmission of claim/document /information

		H		F - H009 Transmission of claim/document/information		H066 - Reply to transmission of claim/document/information				2 (3) (4)				Reply to the transmission of claim/document/information, which was sent with SED H065 .		SED only to be sent as an answer to SED H065. It is mandatory to answer.
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1. How to use the Guidelines 

The overall aim of the Guidelines is to provide staff and institutions with general information and guidance concerning the use and completion of the SEDs, in paper or electronic environment, as well as of the Portable Documents (PDs). 


While not being exhaustive, the Guidelines form nevertheless a comprehensive foundation on which social security institutions from Member States will be able to base any more detailed instructions they wish to prepare for their staff. 


Each SED is accompanied by a corresponding "Explanatory notes" document, where the main terms used in the SED are explained and instructions for the type of information required are provided. Therefore the guidelines are not to be seen as an exhaustive manual for the completion of the SEDs but only as an additional instrument providing guidance and further information on the completion of certain ”tricky points” from the SEDs. 


In the Guidelines, the use of each Flow and SED is first explained in general terms. By reading this general description, one will be able to acquire an overall picture of the use of each flow and each SED within each flow. 


Following the description of the Flow, there is a short description of each SED. 


These guidelines do not provide an official interpretation of the provisions of the social security regulations (Regulation (EC) no 883/2004 and Regulation (EC) no 987/2009) and any examples of business cases included herewith are solely intended to illustrate the use of the SEDs in certain situations.  

The PDs and the SEDs likely to be associated with their use are also explained. 


The Guidelines also contain a section briefly describing the Horizontal SEDs, which the users of the current guidelines may have to use for obtaining or providing certain types of information. For detailed guidance on the use and completion of the Horizontal SEDs, reference should be made to the "Horizontal SEDs and Flows Guidelines". 


A short glossary of generic terms has also been included in these guidelines. 


NOTE: The current guidelines refer to the first version of the SEDs and flows, as approved by the Administrative Commission for the Coordination of Social Security Systems on the 5th of October 2010. The authorised versions of the paper SEDs to be used during the transitional period are available on the European Commission website in the following location: http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?langId=en&catId=868.

2. General description of Family Benefit Business Flows and SEDs

In Family Benefits there are 8 Business Flows. Family benefit Flows are called e.g. F-F001 (Flow Family 001) Determining Competence. The SEDs are called e.g. F001 (SED Family 001) Request for determining competence. The Family benefit Flows are following:

● F-F001 Determining Competence

● F-F002 Claim for Reimbursement

● F-F003 Minimum Annual Check for Changes


● F-F004 Request Family Benefit

● F-F005 Additional Family Benefit for Orphans

● F-F006 Request Info for Family Benefits 


● F-F007 Request Medical Examination

● F-F008 Request More Info


Each flow contains a certain subject matter and between two and nine SEDs. In every flow there is at least one SED which a Member State could send to another Member State to get information in order to be able to decide about family benefits. In order to be able to use the SEDs as flexibly as possible there is a tick box option to be used if the information provided is to be confirmed or if information is to be requested.


Flow F001 Determining Competence (F-F001)

F- F001 is the main flow for family benefits. The purpose of the F-F001 for family benefits is to cover 

the majority of the communications necessary in order to implement the provisions concerning family 

benefits in the coordination regulations. This flow is meant to be used for the new claims or situations 

including a change in circumstances and it interacts also in the situations where there is a disagree-

ment about the competency between Member States. This flow includes SEDs F001-F009. The data 

items covered by SEDs F001, F002 and F003, however, cover the majority of the communication be-


tween Member States.

The flow contains 9 SEDs because it is meant to cover the whole procedure of deciding which Member State has primary competence. It also includes the disagreement procedure as well as provisional decision making both where it concerns the provisional decision specific for family benefits article 68 (1) and (2) according to Regulation (EC) No 883/2004) as well as the situation of provisional payment of benefits according to article 6 (2) in Regulation (EC) No 987/2009. 

The use of the SEDs inside the flow is flexible meaning that the only SED that is mandatory is SED F001 which starts the flow in all situations. As will be explained in the more detailed description of each SED the clerk may decide which SED is most suitable in that particular situations, e.g. SED F003 can be used to reply to SED F001. Also the provisional decision according to article 68 (1) and (2) in Regulation (EC) No 883/2004 can be informed either with SED F003 or SED F006. The SED F003 should however mainly be used for informing about the provisional decision when the decision simultaneously includes a decision on primary competence e.g. when the Member State making the decision makes simultaneously a decision covering different periods. 

Family benefits vary from Member State to Member State and the data elements required for providing

these benefits are significant in numbers. It is also typical for family benefits that there can be different 

data requirements for different members of the family, this is especially so in relation to families that 

have joined together. The data which is needed may also vary because some of the information may

already be known by the Member State. This is especially the situation where the order of priority 

changes. The competent Institution may also have received the information from the claimant and 

needs this to be verified by the other Member State. 

The disagreement procedure is also covered with more than one SED. This is in order to give the clerk the tools for continuing the discussion with the counterparty in order to reach a common decision about the priority.


The same SED can also be used several times during the same Flow
. This is the case e.g. for SEDs F004 and F005 (request for and reply to clarification) and e.g. SED F006 which can firstly be used for informing about the provisional decision of secondary competence according to article 68 (1) and (2) of Regulation (EC) No 883/2004 and then later when the counterparties have not been able to come to an agreement about the priority after consultation, to inform about the provisional payment of benefits according to article 6(2) in Regulation(EC) No 987/2009.


As already mentioned the objective of the SEDs within the flow is to reach agreement about the primary competence and to give tools for the clerk to proceed with the matter. 


Flow F002 Claim for Reimbursement (F-F002)


This Flow (F-F002) is meant for reimbursement of family benefits. Even if most of the overpayment 

reimbursement situations are handled with SEDs in F-F001 or F-F003, there still may be situations for

request for overpayment reimbursement at a later stage. This Flow contains the SEDs F012 and 

F013.


Flow F003 Minimum Annual Check for Changes (F- F003)

With F-F003 a minimum annual check for the changes in circumstances can be done. This flow


contains the SEDs F014 and F015. Minimum annual check can affect both the priority rules and the

amount of the differential payment. One of the competent Institution asks at least once a year the 

other competent Institution if there has been any change in circumstances of the family situation or

of the rates of benefits payable. 


This flow is for the determination of the possible changes in the differential amount. The Institutions

are requested according to article 2 of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009 to provide or exchange without 

delay all data necessary for establishing and determining the rights and obligations of persons to

whom the Regulation applies. There is no specific rule in relation to family benefits for the exchange of

information when changes in the circumstances or rates of benefits occur. With this flow a minimum 

annual check for the changes in circumstances can be done. If the Institution has information about 

changes, it should inform the other Member State(s) in the reply.

The difference between F-F003 and the F- F001 is that F-F003 is a request that one of the compe-


tent Institutions makes to the other Institution on regular basis to confirm the situation of the family 

benefit. This is important in order to avoid overpayment. F-F001 will be used generally if one of the 

Institutions have received information of change in circumstances. 

Flow F004 Request Family Benefit (F-F004)


F-F004 is for the situation where the person to whom the family benefits are provided for don't use the benefits for the maintenance of the children. In this situation the competent Institution shall discharge its obligations and provide the benefits to a natural or legal person who in fact is maintaining the children. The request for discharging of benefits comes from the Institution in the Member State where the family resides. This flow (F-F004) contains SEDs F016 and F017.

F-F004 can be used in the situations where the family benefits are paid to the person who is covered by the legislation of a Member State other than where the family members are residing and also in the situation where the family benefits are paid to the person who is living in the same Member State as the child(ren). The person who considers that the person to whom the family benefits are paid does not use the family benefits for the maintenance of the children can contact the Institution of Member State where the child(ren) are residing and ask for the discharge of benefits from the competent Member State.

Flow F005 Additional Family Benefit for Orphans (F-F005)


F-F005 covers the situation where a claim for family benefits is made in a Member State which is competent for family benefits, but this Member State has no additional or special family benefit for orphans. If there is an additional or special family benefit in the Member State( that is competent by virtue of article 67 or 68 of Regulation (EC) No 883/2004 only this Member State will provide for these benefits. According to article 69 of Regulation (EC) No 883/2004 these additional or special benefits for orphans are paid only from one Member State and the benefit is not coordinated with the other type of family benefits covered by Chapter 8 or with supplements to pensions. 

If the Member State finds out that the deceased person has been insured in a Member State which has this type of special or additional family benefit for orphans it will send the application to this Member State. The Member States( that provide for this type of benefits are mentioned in the list of additional or special family benefits for orphans drawn up by the Administrative Commission in accordance with article 61 of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009:

(http://ec.europa.eu/social/BlobServlet?docId=4989&langId=en)

This flow contains the SEDs F018, F019, F020 and F021.


Flows F006 Request Info for Family Benefits (F- F006), F007 Request Medical Examination (F- F007) and F008 Request More Info (F- F008)


The last three flows (F-F006, F-F007, and F-F008) are additional flows in the sense that they are only to be used when it is necessary for the exchange of a more country specific information. These flows contain the SEDs F022- F023, F024- F025 and F026 - F027.They contain information that can be essentially important for some Member States to determine the right to family benefits. The basic situation for using these flows would be that the Member State which is starting the process for determining competence and sends SED F001 to another Member State will attach one or more of the SEDs from flows F006-F008 to that SED in order to obtain additional information that is important for its family benefits. As only some Member States need this data to decide about their family benefits this data has not been incorporated into the basic SEDs of F- F001 in order to make them more user- friendly. 

SED F001 Request for determining competence

General description

SED F001 is a request sent from one Member State to another to verify information in order to make a decision on determination of competence and inform the other Member state of that decision.

SED F001 is used in the following situations


● Commencement of employment (employed person, spouse/partner, and other person)


● Cessation of employment (employed person, spouse/partner, and other persons)


● Change of Member State of the residence for the entire family/spouse/partner/child/children


● Change in the Childs(ren's) family relationship 

That will lead 


● either to change in the exclusive competence with a full transfer of competence if, e.g. the entire family moves from one Member State to an other Member State and it is clear that there is only one competent Member State for family benefits 


● or to a change of priority if, e.g., one parent starts or stops working in the Member State where the child(ren) is residing

In the following circumstances:


1. After the submission of a claim made to Member State, which might be the employment Member State or the new place of residence of the children. This claim might be 


● a first claim made after the birth of a first child or

● a consequence of a change in circumstances (e.g. change of activity or change of residence)


In these situations, the Institution of Member State informs the Institution of the former or current place of residence of the children about the entitlement according to its legislation, including the circumstances justifying the entitlement and the family benefits that will be provided. All relevant information that is available is provided to the other Member State. 


If article 58 of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009 is applicable, SED F001 is also sent to the Institution in the Member State where the child (ren) is residing as well as to the Institution of the second employment Member State. 


The requesting Institution may also ask the receiving Institution to verify the information provided, to provide missing information and to request overpayment reimbursement. 


If no right arises in the Member State where the claim has been submitted, the application has to be sent to the competent Institution of another Member State.


2. If the competent Institution has become aware of a change in circumstances, which would mean a change in competence (e.g. new activity, end of activity), this competent Institution informs the other competent Institution about the change in order to enable it to determine change in exclusive competence, involving new entitlement, or in change of priority. In that case, the request for overpayment reimbursement is made using SED F001. The competent Institution might be the Institution of the employment Member State as well as the Institution of the place of residence of the children.


How to complete the SED F001 


The requesting Institution (or sending Institution of SED F001) fills in all of the available data relevant for the determination of competence. This information should enable the receiving Institution to constitute or to update its own record. The mandatory data is marked by an *.


In order to be able to use this SED as flexibly as possible there is the option to tick which information is being requested or if the provided information is to be confirmed. In addition to the explanatory notes, the following notes aim to be a further help for completing this SED.

Header: 


Number of attachments: The requesting Institution may attach one or more additional SEDs (e.g. F026 in case specific information is needed concerning for example adoption, attending of school, etc.), as well as non-structured documents (e.g. the claim form if it appears that the sending Institution is not competent). When the electronic exchange of information is available it is better not to attach additional SEDs because attached SEDs cannot be answered in the electronic exchange. Within the electronic exchange of information additional SEDs should be sent separately.


Sending Institution


Complete information of sending Institution


Receiving Institution 


Information of the competent Institutions is registered in the Master Directory which is freely accessible on internet (http://ec.europa.eu/social-security-directory). It is aimed to be downloaded at each access point when the electronic exchange of information is available.


When a first claim is submitted after the birth of a first child, the requesting Institution may not know the address of the competent Institution. In that case, the SED is sent to the liaison body of the Member State and transferred by the latter to the competent Institution. Otherwise it is sent directly to the previously or simultaneously competent Institution.


Point 1. Case numbers 


The case number of the requesting Institution is mandatory. The case number of the receiving Institution can only be filled in if it is known by the sending Institution. Otherwise it will be communicated in the reply.


Point 2.1. Date of receipt of application 


Mention the date on which the application of family benefits has been received. This same information is also contained in SED F002 for the case the replying Member State also has received an application either directly by the claimant or by transmission from the requesting Institution. These dates can be important in a conflict situation where a decision about provisional payment of benefits has to be made according to article 6(2) in Regulation (EC) No 987/2009 and the conflict concerns the residence of the child. In this situation the provisional payment should be made by the Member State who first received an application.


Point 2.2. Type of claim


Indicate whether this is a new claim or a change of circumstances.


Point 2.3. Information on application


Both of the tick boxes can be filled in. The requesting Institution shall indicate after the marked tick box “Provide us with information in points” which data is needed from the other Institution and the number(s) of the requested points shall be written after the point at 2.4 (e.g. point 10 - amounts for benefits per child(ren) or point 11 - total amount for entire family). It shall be indicated here if the information provided is confirmed and/or if some missing information is to be provided. 


Point 3. Information about change in circumstances


The requesting Institution shall tick the box referring to the person(s) concerned by the change if the type of claim in point 2.2 is “Change in circumstances”.


Point 4. Additional request for information


Additional information can be asked for here. The requesting Institution can specify in free text any additional information which is either provided, requested or for which verification required. This field can be expanded to include information up to 500 spaces.


Point 5. Claimant


The requesting Institution shall fill in the data concerning the person who is claiming the benefits. This can be the person who e.g. works in Member State and therefore claims benefits from that Member State for his/her child(ren) residing in another Member State. Claimant can also be the spouse/ partner/other person who resides with the children, but who can apply for family benefits directly from Member State of employment.


Fill in the necessary information of the claimant for the counterparty. The mandatory fields to be filled in by the requesting Institution are fields of identification items: family name(s), forename(s), date of birth, sex. Place of birth is necessary for several Member States to identify the person without PIN. During electronic exchange of information place of birth is mandatory field, if the person is not identified with PIN of the counterparty. If place of birth is not known, write "unknown" in that point. 


Point 5.1 Coverage by social security scheme 


Tick the relevant box 


Point 5.2 Entitlement

State if person is entitled to family benefits in sending Member State and mention in this point (if available) the dates of entitlement in format DD/MM/YYYY. If the person is not covered by social security in the sending Member State and the point 5.1 other reason has been ticked, then explain the reason for the entitlement, e.g. entitlement to family benefits because of pension, in point 5.3. This field can be expanded to include additional information up to 65 spaces. In point 5.8 Status of person tick in point 5.8.1 the relevant box of employment status or other and inform the reason for entitlement e.g. one box from employment status or one of other. If the reason for entitlement is pension, tick the relevant box in type of pension. 


In case the claimant has nationality of third country, mention it in point 5.5 and starting date of it if available. 


Points in 5.7 Family Relationship 

Tick relevant box. If you tick other, explain it in point 5.7.2 other relationship e.g. widow to person: add family name(s), forename(s). Mention in point 5.7.4 starting/ending date of latest relationship in format DD/MM/YYYY if available. If in point 5.7.5 the box same household has been ticked, there is no need to repeat the address of that person in points 6 or 7. 

Points 5.8.4 - 5.10 periods

If the person has/has had period(s) in question in sending Member State, verify the period(s) and the starting and ending date of it, if available


Point 5.11 Grounds for residence

If the person has residence period(s) verify it and mention the starting and ending date of it, if available. This point is important in case there will be dispute later on the residence of the person concerned.


Point 5.12 Personal situation elements

Explain the situation, if necessary. Mention relevant details: the nature and the specific characteristics of any activity pursued, in particular the place where such activity is pursued, the stability of the activity, and the duration of any work contract; family status and family ties of the person concerned; the exercise of any non-remunerated activity; in the case of students, the source of their income; housing situation, in particular how permanent it is; the Member State in which the person is deemed to reside for taxation purposes. This field can be expanded to include additional information up to 255 spaces.


Point 6 and 7 and 9 Information on spouse/partner/other person/child(ren)


These datasets are identical to point 5 and shall be filled in the same way if the information is relevant and forthcoming. Fill in the necessary information of the spouse/ partner/other person/ child (ren) for the counterparty. Family name(s), forename(s), date of birth and sex are mandatory fields. Place of birth is necessary for several Member States to identify the person without PIN. During electronic exchange of information place of birth is mandatory field, if the person is not identified with PIN of the counterparty. If place of birth is not known, write "unknown" in that point. Point 9 is repeatable for more than one child.


Points 6.12, 7.12 and 9.6 Personal situation elements

Explain the situation, if necessary. Mention relevant details: the nature and the specific characteristics of any activity pursued, in particular the place where such activity is pursued, the stability of the activity, and the duration of any work contract; family status and family ties of the person concerned; the exercise of any non-remunerated activity; in the case of students, the source of their income; housing situation, in particular how permanent it is; the Member State in which the person is deemed to reside for taxation purposes. This field can be expanded to include additional information up to 255 spaces.


If the entire family is living together and it has been confirmed in points 5.7.5, 6.7.5 or 7.7.5 and 9.4.8 / 9.4.9/ 9.4.10, there is no need to repeat the address of the person.

Point 8. Claiming authority


Point 8 is to be completed only if the child(ren) is in care of an Authority, Organisation or Department which is claiming family benefit. Point 8.1 indicate the reason for Authority claim, this point can be expanded to include additional information up to 255 spaces


Points 10- 11. Amount, name and currency for family benefits


Indicate the amount of benefits either per child or entire family. Fields are repeatable for more than one child or different kind of family benefits.


Points 12-13. Request of overpayment reimbursement


If the Member State sending the F001 already knows that it has overpaid its benefits it can indicate this in the corresponding box. This might be the case when it has been aware of a change in competence. State the amount of benefits requested to be reimbursed either per child or the entire family. Fields are repeatable for more than one child or different kind of family benefits. Mention also bank details.


SED F002 Reply for determining competence 


General description

SED F002 is a reply to the request of SED F001; replying Institution confirms the requested in-formation and/or provides further information

SED F002 is used in the following situations


● F002 is a reply to F001, it should not be sent before F001. Otherwise the situations are the same as those described in SED F001.

 ● For example if article 58 of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009 is applicable, SED F001 is sent as well to the Institution where the child(ren) reside as to the Institution of the second employment Member State. Each institution may reply with the SED which is convenient to it, e.g. one Member State may reply with F002 and the other Member State with F003 or F004. 


How to complete the SED F002 

The same points that are explained for SED F001 are relevant also for SED F002. 


Point 1. Case numbers


The replying Institution fills in its own case number which is mandatory in point 1.1 (sending Institution) and repeats the case number of receiving Institutions in point 1.2.


Point 2.1 Date of receipt of application 


The replying Institution states here the date on which it has received the application for family benefits either directly by the claimant or by transmission from the requesting Institution. The date on which the claim was submitted to the first is the same as to the latter Institution. These dates can be important in a conflict situation where a decision about provisional payment of benefits has to be made according to article 6(2) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009 and the conflict concerns the residence of the child(ren). In this situation the provisional payment should be made by the Member State who first received an application.


Point 2.3 Information on application


If the requesting Institution asked for confirmation, the replying Institution shall tick the box “We confirm the provided information” if this information is correct according to its own record. If it is not correct, the replying Institution shall correct the information. 


Point 4. Additional requests for information


Any special or additional information can be indicated in this point, e.g. extensive reply or information to the point 2.4 by the requesting Institution on SED F001. This field can be expanded to include additional information up to 500 spaces.


 Points 5, 6, 7 and 9 Claimant / spouse or partner / other person/ child(ren)


Fill in the necessary information of the claimant/spouse/ partner/other person/, child(ren) for the counterparty. The mandatory fields to be filled in by the replying Institution in case the information on F001 is otherwise correct are fields of identification items: family name(s), forename(s), date of birth, sex. Fill in the possibly missing PINs, if forthcoming. Place of birth is necessary for several Member States to identify the person without PIN. During electronic exchange of information place of birth is mandatory field, if the person is not identified with PIN of the counterparty. If place of birth is not known, write "unknown" in that point. 


If the entire family is living together and it has been confirmed in points 5.7.5, 6.7.5 or 7.7.5 and 9.4.8 / 9.4.9/ 9.4.10, there is no need to repeat the address of the person.


Points 5.12, 6.12, 7.12 and 9.6 personal situation elements

Explain the situation, if necessary. Mention relevant details: the nature and the specific characteristics of any activity pursued, in particular the place where such activity is habitually pursued, the stability of the activity, and the duration of any work contract; family status and family ties of the person concerned; the exercise of any non-remunerated activity; in the case of students, the source of their income; housing situation, in particular how permanent it is; the Member State in which the person is deemed to reside for taxation purposes. This field can be expanded to include additional information up to 255 spaces.


Point 8. Claiming authority


Point 8 is to be filled in only if the child(ren) is in care of an Authority, Organisation or Department which is claiming and entitled to Family benefit. In point 8.1 state the reason for Authority claim; point can be expanded to include additional information up to 255 spaces


Points 12-13. Reply to request of overpayment reimbursement


The replying Institution can reply here to the request for overpayment reimbursement, i.e. specify the reimbursement if it is able to provide. Mention here the amount of benefits for available to reimburse either per child or entire family. Fields are repeatable for more than one child or different kind of family benefits and your bank details.


Replying Institution may also reply to F001 e.g. with F003 or F006, especially if replying Institution is already able to request of overpayment reimbursement from sending Institution. 


Point 14. Reply to request of overpayment reimbursement


In this point the replying Member State should confirm whether it reimburses. If the replying Member State is not able to reimburse the requested overpayment or if it only is able to reimburse partially the reason for this should be stated. 

SED F003 Decision on competence 

General description

Member State has to take decision on competence on priority rules and make decision on primary competence or secondary competence.


If the competence is clear the replying Member State may give the decision about primary competence after it has received F001 instead of replying with F002 if the replying Institution concludes that its legislation is applicable by priority right in accordance with Article 68(1) and (2) of Regulation (EC) No 883/2004. It shall provide the family benefits according to the legislation it applies, make the decision about primary competence and send this to the other Member State. 


It depends on the information available for the replying Member State whether it will reply to F001 with F002 or whether it considers that it's ready to make a decision and send F003. Before making decision on competence, it is advisable to exchange information with the other or previous competent Member State. 


The decision about primary competence can also be made after communication on SEDs F002 or F004/F005. The decision about secondary competence can be sent on F003 only after communication with another Member State(s) involved. There can be cases, when more than two Member State(s) are involved, in those cases decision on competence must be sent to all Member State(s) concerned.


It is recommended that SED F003 is used for informing secondary competence and about the provisional decision according to article 68 (1) and (2) in Regulation (EC) No 883/2004 in situations where the decision simultaneously contains a decision on primarily competence. 


SED F003 is used in the following situations


● SED F003 is used for informing about the decision on competence according articles 68 of Regulation (EC) No 883/2004 or 58 of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009. 


● If the Member State considers that it can make decision of secondary competence for some period of time and a decision on primary competence for another period. This can be done simultaneously in the same decision.

How to complete the SED F003 


Point 1. Case numbers


The replying Institution fills in its own case number which is mandatory in point 1.1 (sending Institution) and repeats the case number of receiving Institutions in point 1.2


Point 2. Decision


In this point the Institution informs about its decision on competence. The Institution can indicate here whether it considers that it has primary or secondary competence.


Decision on primary competence can be sent after communication with another Member State(s) or if that Institution, where the application is made concludes, that its legislation is applicable by priority right in accordance with Article 68(1) and (2) of the Regulation (EC) No 883/2004, it shall provide the family benefits according to the legislation it applies and make the decision about primary competence immediately and send this to another Member State. 


Decision on secondary competence can be made only after communication between Member State(s).


The Institution in question can at point 2 also inform of both primary and secondary competence. Then the Institution must state the periods of competence: about primary competence in points 2.1.1-2.1.1.2 and about secondary competence in points 2.1.2 - 2.1.2.2.


If the decision is made according to Article 58 of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009 the information about decision must be written in points 2.1.4 -2.1.4.2.


For example this could be the situations when the child(ren) is residing in a Member State where neither of parents is employed and both of the parents are employed in different Member States. That Member State of employment which legislation provides for the highest level of family benefits shall pay the full amount of family benefits and be reimbursed half this sum by the other Member State of employment up to the limit of the amount provided for in the legislation of latter Member State.

In these cases F003 has to be sent to all Member States concerned.

Point 2.2 Content of decision


Here the Institution can state the grounds for its decision and information on benefits provided. This is a free text zone. This point can be expanded to include additional information up to 500 spaces.


Points 3, 4, 5 and 7 Claimant / spouse or partner / other person/ child(ren)


Fill in the necessary information of the claimant/spouse/ partner/other person/, child(ren) for the counterparty. The mandatory fields to be filled in by the replying Institution in case the information on F001 is otherwise correct are fields of identification items: family name(s), forename(s), date of birth, sex. Place of birth is necessary for several Member States to identify the person without PIN. During electronic exchange of information place of birth is mandatory field, if the person is not identified with PIN of the counterparty. If place of birth is not known, write "unknown" in that point. 


 If the entire family is living together and it has been confirmed in points 3.7.5, 4.7.5 or 5.7.5 and 7.4.8 / 7.4.9/ 7.4.10, there is no need to repeat the address of the person.


Points 3.12, 4.12, 5.12 and 7.6 personal situation elements

Explain the situation, if necessary. Mention relevant details: the nature and the specific characteristics of any activity pursued, in particular the place where such activity is habitually pursued, the stability of the activity, and the duration of any work contract; family status and family ties of the person concerned; the exercise of any non-remunerated activity; in the case of students, the source of their income; housing situation, in particular how permanent it is; the Member State in which the person is deemed to reside for taxation purposes This field can be expanded for more information up to 255 spaces.


Point 6. Claiming authority


This point is to be filled in only if the child(ren) is in care of an Authority, Organisation or Department which is claiming and entitled to family benefit. Point 6.1 indicate the reason for Authority claim, this point can be expanded to include additional information up to 255 spaces


Point 8. Amount, name and currency for family benefits per child 


This field is repeatable in case there are several children or there are changes to the amount or periods of family benefit. 


Point 9.Total amount of family benefit(s) for the entire family


This field is repeatable in case there are different types of benefits e.g. parental benefit, other family benefit, number of child(ren) varied or different periods of granted family benefits. 


Point 10. Request of overpayment reimbursement per child


In this point the Institution who is sending the decision on F003 can request the overpayment reimbursement per child. These could be the cases when the Institution has made a decision about secondary competence after communication with another Member State(s). Mention here the name of benefits and after each benefit amount, date for benefits granted and period definition must be mentioned. This field is repeatable e.g. in case there are several family benefits or different periods of family benefit payments. One child could have several different family benefits. 

Point 11. Reply to overpayment reimbursement per child


When the request for reimbursement has been made with SEDs F001, F002, F003 or F006, then in this point is possible to reply to the request. The same rules apply as for point 10. This field is repeatable in case there are several children or different periods of family benefit payments.


Point 12. Request of overpayment reimbursement for the entire family


In this point the Institution who is sending the decision on F003 can request the overpayment reimbursement per family. This field is repeatable in case the information varies there: there are different types of benefits e.g. parental benefit, other family benefit, number of child(ren) varied or different periods of granted family benefits, so these should be mentioned in different fields. Fill in bank details. This field is repeatable in case there is several type of Family of benefits. Point 12.8 can be expanded to include additional information up to 500 spaces.


. 


Point 13. Reply to overpayment reimbursement for the entire family


When the request for reimbursement has been made with SEDs F001, F002, F003 or F006, then in this point it is possible reply to the request. This field is repeatable in case there are different types of benefits (e.g. parental benefit, family benefit) or different periods of payment the benefits. Fill in bank details. Point 13.8 can be expanded to include additional information up to 500 spaces.


Point 14. Additional information 


This is a free text zone, any information about decision, granted benefits, family situation, employment etc can be written here. This point can be expanded to include additional information up to 500 spaces. 


Point 15. Grounds for request of overpayment reimbursement 


State the reason for request of reimbursement. This field can be expanded to include additional information up to 500 spaces. 


Point 16. Competence


Insert date from which you start to pay in format DD/MM/YYYY. 


Point 17. Claim for reimbursement with article 58 of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009


If the claim for reimbursement is made according to Article 58 of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009, then these grounds must be mentioned in this point. This point can be expanded to include additional information up to 500 spaces.


SED F004 Request for clarifications 


SEDs F004 and F005 are used in the following situations


● SEDs F004 and F005 are used as a request/reply for clarification


● SEDs F004/F005 are optional and can be used in different situations when there is a need for clarification, verification or need for more information 


● The basic situation however is when a Member State is not sure if it agrees with the decision on competence which it has received from the other Member State with SED F003 or SED F006. 


● The communication with the help of SEDs F004 and F005 can be done also after issuing F007 (Notification on disagreement on provisional decision) 


● The SEDs F004 and F005 can also be used for communication after issuing of F008 (Decision after communication) and even after issuing of F009 (Contestation to provisional decision on competence and benefits provided). 


● When F004 is used for getting further information about the grounds for the provisional decision, the communication has to take place within a two months time limit. 

● With SED F005 the Member State who had made a decision concerning competence either with SED F003 or SED F006 will give clarification of the points that the requesting Member State indicated in point 2 of the SED F004.


How to complete the SED F004 


Point 1. Case numbers 


The case number of the requesting Institution is mandatory. The case number of the receiving Institution can only be filled in if it is known by the sending Institution. Otherwise it will be communicated in the reply.


Point 2. Clarify the grounds for your decision


Mention date of decision clarification is needed for in format DD/MM/YYYY and tick the box for information or clarification needed and person(s) concerned. Specify the request for clarification in

point 2.8 additional request/information for clarification. This point can be expanded to include additional information up to 500 spaces.


Points 3, 4, 5 and 7 Claimant / spouse or partner / other person/ child(ren)


Fill in the necessary information of the claimant/spouse/ partner/other person/ child(ren) for the counterparty. The mandatory fields to be filled in by the Institution in case the information on the SED you have received is otherwise correct are fields of identification items: family name(s), forename(s), date of birth, sex. Place of birth is necessary for several Member States to identify the person without PIN. During electronic exchange of information place of birth is mandatory field, if the person is not identified with PIN of the counterparty. If place of birth is not known, write "unknown" in that point. 


If the entire family is living together there is no need to repeat the address of the person.


Point 3.2 Entitlement

Mention the starting/ending date of entitlement in format DD/MM/YYYY if available. 

Point 3.3 Other reason

If in point 3.1 box other reason has been ticked, explain reason for that, e.g. entitlement to family benefits because of pension. This point can be expanded to include additional information up to 65 spaces


Point 6. Claiming authority 


Point 6 is to be filled in only if the child(ren) is (are) in care of an Authority, Organisation or Department which is claiming and entitled to family benefit. Point 6.1 indicate the reason for Authority claim, this point can be expanded to include additional information up to 255 spaces


SED F005 Reply to clarifications

SED F004 and F005 are used in the following situations


● Same as for SED F004


How to complete the SED F005 


Point 1. Case numbers


The Institution fills in its own case number which is mandatory in point 1.1 (sending Institution) and repeats the case number of receiving Institutions in point 1.2


Point 2. Reply to requested clarification on the grounds for our decision concerning

State the date of your decision in the format DD/MM/YYYY and tick the relevant box in point 2.2. In point 2.8 Additional information/ reply to requested clarification. This point can be expanded to include additional information up to 500 spaces. 


Points 3, 4, 5 and 7 Claimant / spouse or partner / other person/ child(ren)


Fill in the necessary information of the claimant/spouse/ partner/other person/ child(ren) for the counterparty. The mandatory fields to be filled in by the replying Institution in case the information on the SED you have received is otherwise correct are fields of identification items: family name(s), forename(s), and date of birth, sex and reply to requested clarification, if available. Place of birth is necessary for several Member States to identify the person without PIN. During electronic exchange of information place of birth is mandatory field, if the person is not identified with PIN of the counterparty. If place of birth is not known, write "unknown" in that point. 


If request concerns e.g. point 3.2 Entitlement mention the starting/ending date of entitlement in format DD/MM/YYYY and specify if needed it in point 2.8.


If the entire family is living together, there is no need to repeat the address of the person.

Point 6. Claiming authority


This point is to be filled in only if the child(ren) is in care of an Authority, Organisation or Department which is claiming and entitled to family benefit. Point 6.1 is reply to the authority claim; this point can be expanded to include additional information up to 255 spaces.


SED F006 Information about provisional decision on competence and benefits provided 


General description


Provisional decision means that the decision has been made provisionally and the situation and decision can change. There can be two different types of provisional decisions.


1) Where the Institution to which the application is made concludes that its legislation is applicable, but not by priority right in accordance with Article 68(1) and (2) of Regulation (EC) No 883/2004, it shall take a provisional decision, without delay, on the priority rules to be applied and shall forward the application, in accordance with Article 68(3) of the Regulation (EC) 883/2004.


2) Where there is a difference of views between the Institutions concerned about which legislation is applicable by priority rights Article 6(2) to (5) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009 shall apply. Where there is a difference of views between the Institutions or authorities of two or more Member States about which Institution should provide the benefits in cash or in kind, the person concerned who could claim benefits if there was no dispute shall be entitled, on a provisional basis, to the benefits provided for by the legislation applied by the Institution of his place of residence or, if that person does not reside on the territory of one of the Member States concerned, to the benefits provided for by the legislation applied by the Institution to which the request was first submitted.


SED F006 is used in the following situations


a) When the Institution to which the application is made concludes that its legislation is applicable, but not by priority right in accordance with Article 68(1) and (2) of Regulation (EC) No 883/2004, it shall take a provisional decision, without delay, on the priority rules to be applied. This means the Member State where the claim is submitted considers that it must pay family benefits, but only differential supplement, if necessary, by secondary competence. The application and all relevant documents and provisional decision must be forwarded to the Member State concerned without delay.


If the Institution of the Member State, where the application was made knows the amount of the benefits provided for in the legislation of the other Member State, the Member State can start to pay differential amount of its benefits and inform other Member State about these benefits. The other Member State will have 2 months to take a position on the provisional decision taken. 


The communication will continue with the relevant SEDs depending whether an agreement is reached or not. If the other Member State does not answer within 2 months then the provisional decision referred to above shall apply and the Institution shall pay the benefits provided for under its legislation and inform the Institution to which the application was made of the amount of benefits paid.


b) If the Member State(s) communicate with each other and they don't come to an agreement about priority, then the Member State where the children reside or if there is disagreement on the residence of the children, Member State where the application was made will have to make a provisional decision according to article 6 (2) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009 on the payment on benefits and will start paying the benefits provided under its legislation. In this case Member State (s) shall conclude that they have not reached an agreement and will have to communicate on how the case will be taken before the Administrative Commission.


This means that F006 can be used twice during the same flow. Firstly it can be used for informing about the provisional decision of secondary competence according to Article 68 (1) and (2) of Regulation (EC) No 883/2004 and then later if the counterparties have not been able to come to a common understanding about the priority after consultation, to inform about the provisional payment of benefits according to article 6(2) in Regulation (EC) No 987/2009.


How to complete the SED F006 


Point 1. Case numbers 


The replying Institution fills in its own case number which is mandatory in point 1.1 (sending Institution) and repeats the case number of receiving Institutions in point 1.2


Point 2. Inform the reason for provisional decision


In this point the information about the reason for provisional decision must be mentioned. These could be the different situations mentioned above. This is a free text zone and this field can be expanded to include additional information up to 500 spaces


Points 3, 4, 5 and 7 Claimant / spouse or partner / other person/ child(ren)


The mandatory fields to be filled in by the replying Institution are fields of identification items: family name(s), forename(s), date of birth, sex. Place of birth is necessary for several Member States to identify the person without PIN. During electronic exchange of information place of birth is mandatory field, if the person is not identified with PIN of the counterparty. If place of birth is not known, write "unknown" in that point. Fill in the possibly missing PINs, if forthcoming in case the information in SED you are replying is otherwise correct. The field in point 7 for child(ren) is repeatable for more than one child. 


If the entire family is living together and this has been confirmed it in points 3.7.5, 4.7.5 or 5.7.5 and 7.4.8 / 7.4.9/ 7.4.10, there is no need to repeat the address of the person. 


Point 3.12, 4.12, 5.12 and 7.6 Personal situation elements


Explain the situation, if necessary. Mention relevant details: the nature and the specific characteristics of any activity pursued, in particular the place where such activity is habitually pursued, the stability of the activity, and the duration of any work contract; family status and family ties of the person concerned; the exercise of any non-remunerated activity; in the case of students, the source of their income; housing situation, in particular how permanent it is; the Member State in which the person is deemed to reside for taxation purposes This field can be expanded to include additional information up to 255 spaces.


Point 6. Claiming authority


Point 6 is to be filled in only if the child(ren) is in care of an Authority, Organisation or Department which is claiming and entitled to family benefit. Point 6.1 is reason for the Authority claim; this point can be expanded to include additional information up to 255 spaces


Point 8. Amount, name and currency for family benefits per child 


This field is repeatable in case there are several children or different periods of family benefit payments.


Point 9. Total amount of family benefit(s) for the entire family


If there are different types of benefits (e.g. parental benefit, family benefit) or different periods of the paid benefits then these should be mentioned in different fields. This field is repeatable in case there are different types of benefits


Point 10. Request of overpayment reimbursement per child


In this point the Institution who is sending the decision on F006 can request the overpayment reimbursement per child. These could be the cases when the Institution has made the decision about secondary competence after communication with another Member State(s). Mention the name of benefits and after each benefit amount, date for granted benefits and period definition. This field is repeatable in case there are several children or different periods of family benefit payments. One child could have several family benefits.

Point 11. Request of overpayment reimbursement for the entire family


In this point the Institution who is sending the decision on F006 can request the overpayment reimbursement per family. These could be the cases when the Institution has made decision about secondary competence after communication with another Member State(s). If there are different types of benefits (e.g. parental benefit, family benefit) or different periods of payment the benefits then these should be mentioned in different fields. Fill in bank details. This field is repeatable in case there is several type of family of benefits.


SED F007 Notification on disagreement on provisional decision

SED F007 is used in the following situations


● SED F007 is used to inform the other Member State that you disagree with the decision received


● When a Member State disagrees with the provisional decision according to article 60(3) in Regulation (EC) No 987/2009 made by another Member State with either SED F003 or F006 this will be informed with SED F007.


● This notification will have to be made within two months of the original decision made by the other Member State. 


● SED F007 can be sent without the consultation with the help of SEDs F004 and F005


● The Member States should however try to resolve the dispute before the F007 is given. The communication preceding F007 should however take place before the two months have elapsed. 


How to complete the SED F007 


Point 1. Case numbers 


The replying Institution fills in its own case number which is mandatory in point 1.1 (sending Institution) and repeats the case number of receiving Institutions in point 1.2.


Point 2. We disagree with provisional decision


Point 2.1 mention date of decision you disagree with in format DD/MM/YYYY Points 2.2-2.7 you may tick the relevant box of disagreement and person(s) in question. In point 2.8 explain carefully the ground(s) for your disagreement. This point can be expanded to include additional information up to 500 spaces.

Point 3. Additional information


Mention any additional information concerning your disagreement if needed. This field can be expanded to include additional information up to 500 spaces.


Points 4, 5, 6 and 7 Claimant / spouse or partner / other person/ child(ren)


Fill in the necessary information of the claimant/spouse/ partner/other person/ child(ren) for the counterparty. The mandatory fields to be filled in by the replying Institution in case the information on the SED you have received is otherwise correct are fields of identification items: family name(s), forename(s), date of birth, sex. Place of birth is necessary for several Member States to identify the person without PIN. During electronic exchange of information place of birth is mandatory field, if the person is not identified with PIN of the counterparty. If place of birth is not known, write "unknown" in that point. The field in point 7 for child(ren) is repeatable for more than one child. 


Points 4.12, 5.12, 6.12 and 7.2 personal situation elements

Explain the situation, if necessary. Mention relevant details: the nature and the specific characteristics of any activity pursued, in particular the place where such activity is habitually pursued, the stability of the activity, and the duration of any work contract; family status and family ties of the person concerned; the exercise of any non-remunerated activity; in the case of students, the source of their income; housing situation, in particular how permanent it is; the Member State in which the person is deemed to reside for taxation purposes This field can be expanded to include additional information up to 255 spaces.


SED F008 Decision after communication

SED F008 is used in the following situations


● SED F008 contains information on agreement/disagreement and the reasons for the decision.


● Before sending the F008 the Member State may request clarification with F004 from the other Member state that issued F007. The Member State that issued the F004 will reply with F005. There must always be communication between Member States before a Member State can state with SED F008 that it disagrees.

● When the other Member State has notified with F007 that it disagrees with the provisional decision made by another Member State, the Member State that originally made the provisional decision will have to reply to this either by agreeing or disagreeing with the Member State. 


How to complete the SED F008 


Point 1. Case numbers


The replying Institution fills in its own case number which is mandatory in point 1.1 (sending Institution) and repeats the case number of receiving Institution in point 1.2


Point 2. Information on agreement/disagreement


In points 2.1 or 2.2 mention the date of decision you agree or disagree in format DD/MM/YYYY. Point 2.3 indicates the reasons for your decision of agreement/disagreement. This is particularly important in the case of disagreement. This point can be expanded to include additional information up to 500 spaces.


Point 3. Claimant 


Fill in the necessary information of the claimant for the counterparty. The mandatory fields to be filled in by the replying Institution in case the information on the SED you have received is otherwise correct are fields of identification items: family name(s), forename(s), date of birth, sex. Place of birth is necessary for several Member States to identify the person without PIN. During electronic exchange of information place of birth is mandatory field, if the person is not identified with PIN of the counterparty. If place of birth is not known, write "unknown" in that point. 


SED F009 Contestation to provisional decision on competence and benefits provided

SED F009 is used in the following situations


● With SED F009 the Member State that had disagreed with the provisional decision of the other Member State and has issued F007 informs where it accepts or not the decision that was issued by the other Member State with F008. 

● If necessary SEDs F004 and F005 can be used for further clarification

● the Member States should try to find an agreement also at this stage

● If no agreement is reached the case will finally be taken for the consultation of the Administrative Commission. The disagreeing parties will agree on how to proceed with the consultation with the Administrative Commission. Consultation with Administrative Commission should happen in only very rare cases.


How to complete the SED F009 


Point 1. Case numbers


The replying Institution fills in its own case number which is mandatory in point 1.1 (sending Institution) and repeats the case number of receiving Institutions in point 1.2


Point 2. Reply to provisional decision on


Point 2.1 Date of provisional decision mention date of provisional decision in format DD/MM/YYYY. Point 2.2 Reply: tick the relevant box either you accept or not accepted. Point 2.3.1-2.3.6 Grounds for contestation tick the relevant box. Point 2.4 additional reason for contestation: state your reason for contestation. This is particularly important in the case of disagreement. This point can be expanded to include additional information up to 500 spaces.


Point 3. Claimant


Fill in the necessary information of the claimant for the counterparty. The mandatory fields to be filled in by the replying Institution in case the information on the SED you have received is otherwise correct are fields of identification items: family name(s), forename(s), date of birth, sex. Place of birth is necessary for several Member States to identify the person without PIN. During electronic exchange of information place of birth is mandatory field, if the person is not identified with PIN of the counterparty. If place of birth is not known, write "unknown" in that point. 


SED F012 Request for reimbursement

SED F012 is used in the following situations


● SED F012 can be used for all requests for reimbursement for Family benefits. Most of the overpayment reimbursement situations can be handled with SEDs F001, F002, F003 and F006. But if the need for request for overpayment reimbursement is evident later, SEDs F012 and F013 can be used. 

● The main situations for which SEDs F012 and F013 are used is to request reimbursement of overpayment in situations where there has been provisional payment of benefits by either of the Member States according to article 6(2) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009. 

How to complete the SED F012 


Point 1. Case numbers


The case number of the sending Institution is mandatory. The case number of the receiving Institution can only be filled in if it is known by the sending Institution. Otherwise it will be communicated in the reply.


Point 2. We request the reimbursement of


State the date of the overpayment decision in format DD/MM/YYYY and the grounds for the overpayment reimbursement request.

Point 3. Additional information


In this point all relevant information should be requested. This point can be expanded to include additional information up to 500 spaces.


.


Point 4. Beneficiary (person)


Fill in the necessary information for the counterparty of person to whom the benefit has been overpaid for. The mandatory fields to be filled in by the Institution are fields of identification items: family name(s), forename(s), date of birth, sex. Place of birth is necessary for several Member States to identify the person without PIN. During electronic exchange of information place of birth is mandatory field, if the person is not identified with PIN of the counterparty. If place of birth is not known, write "unknown" in that point. 


Point 5. Beneficiary (authority)


Point 5 is to be filled in only if the child(ren) is in care of an Authority, Organisation or Department which is claiming and entitled to family benefit.


Point 6. Information of child(ren)


The mandatory fields to be filled in by the Institution are fields of identification items: family name(s), forename(s), date of birth, sex. This field is repeatable for more than one child.


Points 7- 8. Amount, name and currency for family benefits


Mention here the amount of benefits either per child or entire family. Fields are repeatable for more than one child or different kind of family benefits.


Points 9-10. Request of overpayment reimbursement


Mention here the amount of benefits you request to reimbursement either per child or entire family. Fields are repeatable for more than one child or different kind of family benefits and fill in bank details.


SED F013 Reply to reimbursement

SED F013 is used in the following situations


● SED F013 can be used for all replies to requests for reimbursement. Most of overpayment situations can be handled with SEDs F001, F002, F003 and F006. But if the need to request overpayment reimbursement is evident later SEDs F012 and F013 can be used. 

● The main situations for which SEDs F012 and F013 are used is to request reimbursement of overpayment in situations where there has been provisional payment of benefits by either of the Member States according to article 6(2) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009. 

How to complete the SED F013 


Point 1. Case numbers


The replying Institution fills in its own case number which is mandatory in point 1.1 (sending Institution) and repeats the case number of receiving Institutions in point 1.2.

Point 2. Reply to request for reimbursement 


In your reply mention the date of decision in format DD/MM/YYYY and legal references.


Point 3. Additional information


In this point all relevant information should be explained. This point can be expanded to include additional information up to 500 spaces.


Point 4. Beneficiary (person)

Fill in the necessary information for the counterparty of person to whom the benefit has been overpaid for. The mandatory fields to be filled in by the Institution are fields of identification items: family name(s), forename(s), date of birth, sex. Place of birth is necessary for several Member States to identify the person without PIN. During electronic exchange of information place of birth is mandatory field, if the person is not identified with PIN of the counterparty. If place of birth is not known, write "unknown" in that point. 


Point 5. Beneficiary (authority)


Point 5 is to be filled in only if the child(ren) is in care of an Authority, Organisation or Department which is claiming and entitled to family benefit.


Point 6. Information of child(ren)


The mandatory fields to be filled in by the Institution are fields of identification items: family name(s), forename(s), date of birth, sex. This field is repeatable for more than one child.


Points 7- 8 Amount, name and currency for family benefits


Mention here the amount of benefits either per child or entire family. This field is repeatable in case there are several children or different periods of family benefit payments.


Points 9-10. Reply to request of overpayment reimbursement


Mention here your reply to request of reimbursement either per child or entire family and your bank details. This field is repeatable in case there are several children or different periods of family benefit payments and fill in bank details.


SED F014 Request for annual check of family benefit

SED F014 is used in the following situations


● With SED F014 the competent Member States checks (at minimum) annually with the other competent Member State for any possible changes in the circumstances. It is up to each Member States legislation or procedures whether it makes this check and/or how often this check is made.


● SED F014 can be also used if the competent Member State is paying benefits for family members residing in another Member State and needs to check possible changes in the circumstances (e. g. changes in the employment status of a family member).


● It should be noted that in the basic situations where either of the Member States receives information that may affect the competence or amount of benefits it will be done with SED F001 instead of F014. 


How to complete the SED F014 

Generally speaking same advice is relevant to fill F014 as F001.


Point 1. Case numbers


The case number of the sending Institution is mandatory. The case number of the receiving Institution can only be filled in if it is known by the sending Institution. Otherwise it will be communicated in the reply.


Point 2. Reception of application for family benefits


The requesting Institution types the date if it has received an application for family benefits. This same information is also contained the replying Member State if it has received an application either directly by the claimant or by transmission from the requesting Institution. These dates can be important in a conflict situation where a decision about provisional payment of benefits has to be made according to article 6(2) in Regulation (EC) No 987/2009 and the conflict concerns the residence of the child. In this situation the provisional payment should be made by the Member State who first received an application.

Point 3. Information about change in circumstances


If there has been a change in circumstances, tick the relevant box. If there has been a change previous to the annual check, consider if you should use F001 instead of F014. It is advisable to use SED F001 then. 


Point 4. Additional request or information


Mention here all relevant information regarding the change in circumstances or if there has been no change at all in circumstances mention it here, that way you avoid the need to complete more than the mandatory fields of the identification items of persons in points 5, 6, 7 and 9


Points 5, 6, 7 and 9 Claimant / spouse or partner / other person/ child(ren)


If there has been no change in circumstances fill in the necessary information of the claimant/spouse/ partner/other person/, child(ren) for the counterparty. The mandatory fields to be filled in are fields of identification items: family name(s), forename(s), date of birth, sex. Place of birth is necessary for several Member States to identify the person without PIN. During electronic exchange of information place of birth is mandatory field, if the person is not identified with PIN of the counterparty. If place of birth is not known, write "unknown" in that point. The field in point 7 for child(ren) is repeatable for more than one child. 


If the entire family is living together and you have confirmed it in points 5.7.5, 6.7.5 or 7.7.5 and 9.4.8 / 9.4.9/ 9.4.10, there is no need to repeat the address of the person


Points 5.12, 6.12, 7.12 and 9.6 Personal situation elements

Explain the situation, if necessary. Mention relevant details: the nature and the specific characteristics of any activity pursued, in particular the place where such activity is habitually pursued, the stability of the activity, and the duration of any work contract; family status and family ties of the person concerned; the exercise of any non-remunerated activity; in the case of students, the source of their income; housing situation, in particular how permanent it is; the Member State in which the person is deemed to reside for taxation purposes This field can be expanded to include additional information up to 255 spaces.


Point 8. Claiming authority


Point 8 is to be filled in only if the child(ren) is in care of an Authority, Organisation or Department which is claiming and entitled to family benefit. Point 8.1 is reason for the authority claim; this point can be expanded to include additional information up to 255 spaces


Points 10-11. Amount, name and currency for family benefits


Mention here the amount of benefits either per child or entire family. Fields are repeatable for more than one child or different kind of family benefits.


Points 12-13. Request of overpayment reimbursement


Mention request of reimbursement either per child or entire family and bank details. Fields are repeatable for more than one child or different kind of family benefits. 

SED F015 Reply to request for annual check of family benefit

SED F015 is used in the following situations


● With SED F015 the competent Member State replies to the annual request from the other competent Member State of any possible changes in the circumstances. 

How to complete the SED F015 


Point 1. Case numbers


The Institution fills in its own case number which is mandatory in point 1.1 (sending Institution) and repeats the case number of receiving Institution in point 1.2


Point 2. Reception of application for family benefits


If available, type the date of the received application here in format DD/MM/YYYY.


Points 5, 6, 7 and 9 Claimant / spouse or partner / other person/ child(ren)


Fill in the necessary information of the spouse/ partner/other person/child(ren) for the counterparty. The mandatory fields to be filled in by the replying Institution, in case the information in the SED you are replying to is otherwise correct, are fields of identification items family name(s), forename(s), date of birth, sex and the items listed by the requesting institution in point 2.3., if available. Place of birth is necessary for several Member States to identify the person without PIN. During electronic exchange of information place of birth is mandatory field, if the person is not identified with PIN of the counterparty. If place of birth is not known, write "unknown" in that point. 


If the entire family is living together and you have confirmed it in points 5.7.5, 6.7.5 or 7.7.5 and 9.4.8 / 9.4.9/ 9.4.10, there is no need to repeat the address of the person. 


Points 5.12, 6.12, 7.12 and 9.6 Personal situation elements

Explain the situation, if necessary. Mention relevant details: the nature and the specific characteristics of any activity pursued, in particular the place where such activity is habitually pursued, the stability of the activity, and the duration of any work contract; family status and family ties of the person concerned; the exercise of any non-remunerated activity; in the case of students, the source of their income; housing situation, in particular how permanent it is; the Member State in which the person is deemed to reside for taxation purposes. This field can be expanded to include additional information up to 255 spaces.


Point 8. Claiming authority


Point 8 is to be filled in only if the child(ren) is in care of an Authority, Organisation or Department which is claiming and entitled to family benefit. Point 8.1 is reply to the Authority claim. This point can be expanded to include additional information up to 255 spaces


Points 10-11. Amount, name and currency for family benefits


Mention here the amount of benefits either per child or entire family. Fields are repeatable for more than one child or different kind of family benefits.


Points 12-13. Reply to request of overpayment reimbursement


Mention here your reply to request of reimbursement either per child or entire family and your bank details. Fields are repeatable for more than one child or different kind of family benefits. 


SED F016 Request for discharge of benefits

SED F016 is used in the following situations


● SED F016 is used for the situation where the person to whom the family benefits are provided for don't use the benefits for the maintenance of the children. In this situation the competent Institution shall discharge its obligations and provide the benefits to a natural or legal person who is in fact maintaining the child(ren). The request for discharging of benefits comes from the Institution in the Member State where the family resides. 

● SED F016 can be used also in situations where the family benefits are paid to the person who is covered by the Member States legislation other than where the family members are residing and also in the situation where the family benefits are paid to the person who is living in the same Member State as the child(ren). The person who considers that the person to whom the family benefits are paid does not use the family benefits for the maintenance of the child(ren) can contact the Institution of Member State where the child(ren) is residing and ask for the discharge of benefits from the competent Member State. 


How to complete the SED F016 


Point 1. Case numbers


The case number of the sending Institution is mandatory. The case number of the receiving Institution can only be filled in if it is known by the sending Institution. Otherwise it will be communicated in the reply.


Point 2. Reason for request/Legal grounds


Mention reason/legal ground for the request, e.g. the spouse who considers that the employed person to whom the family benefits are paid doesn't use the family benefits for the maintenance of the children, has contacted the Institution of Member State where the child(ren) are residing and asked for the discharge of benefits from the competent Member State.


Point 3. Statement/Legal grounds


This is the statement of the person who states that the present beneficiary doesn't use the family benefits for the maintenance of the child(ren). This can be a summary of the facts that the person concerned has given.


Point 4. Present beneficiary 


This is the person to whom the benefits are paid at the moment. This can be either the person covered by the system of the competent State (the Member State from which the Family benefits in question are paid) or this can also be the spouse or other person who resides with the children in the Member State who is making the request.

The mandatory fields to be filled in by the Institution, in case the information in the SED you are replying is otherwise correct, are fields of identification items family name(s), forename(s), date of birth, sex. Place of birth is necessary for several Member States to identify the person without PIN. During electronic exchange of information place of birth is mandatory field, if the person is not identified with PIN of the counterparty. If place of birth is not known, write "unknown" in that point. 


Point 5. Requested Beneficiary


In this point it should be indicated to which legal or natural person the benefits that are requested to be discharged and should be paid to. Only one box should be ticked. Depending on the choice the identification data is filed in either in points 6, 7, 8 or 9. 


Points 6, 7 and 9 Information on spouse /partner /Information on other person/ child(ren)


The mandatory fields to be filled in by the Institution are fields of identification items family name(s), forename(s), date of birth, sex. Fill in the possibly missing PINs, if forthcoming. Place of birth is necessary for several Member States to identify the person without PIN. During electronic exchange of information place of birth is mandatory field, if the person is not identified with PIN of the counterparty. If place of birth is not known, write "unknown" in that point. 


Point 8. Claiming authority


Point 8 is to be filled in only if the child(ren) is in care of an Authority, Organisation or Department which is claiming and entitled to family benefit, this point can be expanded to include additional information up to 255 spaces


SED F017 Reply to request to discharge of benefits

SED F017 is used in the following situations


● SED F017 is used for the situation where the person to whom the family benefits are provided for don't use the benefits for the maintenance of the children. In this situation the competent Institution shall discharge its obligations and provide the benefits to a natural or legal person who is in fact maintaining the child(ren). The Institution which has received F016 replies with F017 to request for discharging of benefits. 

How to complete the SED F017 


Point 1. Case numbers 


The replying Institution fills in its case number which is mandatory in point 1.1 (sending Institution) and repeats the case number of receiving Institution in point 1.2


Point 2. Reply to request


Type in the date of request accepted or not accepted in format DD/MM/YYYY. Here the Member State which is competent for the benefits puts the date on which it accepts or does not accept the request to pay the benefits to the requesting new beneficiary. The competent Member State writes down the grounds for its decision. Fields in point 2.4 and 2.5 can be expanded for more information up to 500 spaces.


Point 3. Former beneficiary


Here the Member State who replies to the request to discharge its benefits states whether the former beneficiary is covered by the social security scheme by the sending Member State.


Points 4. Approved beneficiary


Points 4 and one of points 5 to 7 is only to be filled in when the requested Member State approves the request to discharge the benefits. If the requested Member State approves the discharging of benefits it will tick one of the boxes in point 4. 


Points 5, 6 and 8 Information on spouse /partner /other person/ child(ren)


The mandatory fields to be filled in by the Institution are fields of identification items: family name(s), forename(s), date of birth, sex. Place of birth is necessary for several Member States to identify the person without PIN. During electronic exchange of information place of birth is mandatory field, if the person is not identified with PIN of the counterparty. If place of birth is not known, write "unknown" in that point. 


Point 7. Claiming authority


Point 7 is to be filled in only if the child(ren) is in care of an Authority, Organisation or Department which is claiming and entitled to family benefit. This point can be expanded to include additional information up to 255 spaces. 


SED F018 Request for insurance length period of additional benefits

SEDs F018 and F019 are used in the following situations


● SEDs F018 and F019 are used when a claim for Family benefits is made in a Member State which is competent for Family benefits, but this Member State has no additional or special Family benefit for orphans. If there is an additional or special Family benefit in the Member State( that is competent by virtue of article 67 or 68 of Regulation (EC) No 883/2004 only this Member State will provide for these benefits. According to article 69 of Regulation (EC) No 883/2004 these additional or special benefits for orphans are paid only from one Member State and the benefit is not coordinated with the other type of Family benefits covered by Chapter 8 or with supplements to pensions. 

● If that Member State which has no additional or special Family benefit for orphans thinks that there are more than one competent Member States which legislation provides additional or special Family benefit for orphans, it sends F018 to each of these Member States.


● The purpose with SEDs F018 and F019 is to find out in which of the Member State the longest period of insurance or residence was completed. 

● Please note that the information concerning the deceased person's coverage in one of the Member States comes up in most cases in connection to the orphan's pension application. Therefore there is a need for communication between clerks working with orphans pensions and clerks working with family benefits.


How to complete the SED F018 


Point 1. Case numbers


The case number of the sending Institution is mandatory. The case number of the receiving Institution can only be filled in if it is known by the sending institution. Otherwise it will be communicated in the reply.


Point 2. Additional information


Add any relevant information; this field can be expanded to include additional information up to 500 spaces


Point 3. Deceased person 


Fill in all the necessary information of the deceased person for the counterparty. The mandatory fields to be filled in by the replying institution are fields of identification items: family name(s), forename(s), date of birth, sex. Place of birth is necessary for several Member States to identify the person without PIN. During electronic exchange of information place of birth is mandatory field, if the person is not identified with PIN of the counterparty. If place of birth is not known, write "unknown" in that point. 


Points 4 and 5 Insurance/ Residence period


Type in these points the requested of the periods of insurance or residence. Dates in format DD/MM/YYYY. 


SED F019 Reply for insurance length period of additional benefits

SED F018 and F019 are used in the following situations


● SED F019 is reply to SED F018


● SEDs F018 and F019 are used when the Member State where the Family benefit matter is handled is not sure if there are insurance periods in one of the Member State( or if it thinks that the deceased person has fulfilled insurance periods in several Member States. In order to find out which Member State is competent for this special benefit it will have to send F018 to one or more Member States. The purpose with SEDs F018 and F019 is to find out in which of the Member States the longest period of insurance or residence was completed.


● Please note that the information concerning the deceased persons coverage in one of the Member States * comes up in most cases in connection to the orphans pension application. Therefore there is a need for communication between clerks working with orphans pensions and clerks working with family benefits.


● Replying Member State confirms the insurance or residence periods completed in that Member State. Fields are repeatable for more than one period


How to complete the SED F019 


Point 1. Case numbers


The replying Institution fills in its own case number which is mandatory in point 1.1 (sending Institution) and repeats the case number of receiving Institutions in point 1.2


Point 2. Additional information


Add any relevant information; this field can be expanded to include additional information up to 500 spaces


Point 3. Deceased person


Fill in all the necessary information of the deceased person for the counterparty. The mandatory fields to be filled in by the replying Institution are fields of identification items: family name(s), forename(s), date of birth, sex. Place of birth is necessary for several Member States to identify the person without PIN. During electronic exchange of information place of birth is mandatory field, if the person is not identified with PIN of the counterparty. If place of birth is not known, write "unknown" in that point. 


Points 4 and 5 Insurance/ Residence period


In these points replying Institution informs its periods of insurance or residence and shall give the information concerning insurance periods in that Member State. The fields are repeatable for more than one period


SED F020 Information on priority for additional benefits

SED F020 is used in the following situations


● With SED F020 the requesting Member State gives information on the priority for additional or special benefits for orphans to all the Member States that it has sent the request with SED F018. F020 can therefore be sent to two or more Member States.


● If the Member State who is competent for family benefits but this Member State has no additional or special family benefit for orphans finds out that the deceased person has been insured only in one of these Member States( it will send SED F020 with F021 directly to the Member State which legislation provides additional or special Family benefit for orphans.

How to complete the SED F020 


Point 1. Case numbers


The Institution fills in its own case number which is mandatory in point 1.1 (sending Institution) and repeats the case number of receiving Institutions in point 1.2


Point 2. Additional information


Add any relevant information; this field can be expanded to include additional information up to 500 spaces. 


Point 3. Deceased person


Fill in all the necessary information of the deceased person for the counterparty. The mandatory fields to be filled in by the replying Institution are fields of identification items: family name(s), forename(s), date of birth, sex. Place of birth is necessary for several Member States to identify the person without PIN. During electronic exchange of information place of birth is mandatory field, if the person is not identified with PIN of the counterparty. If place of birth is not known, write "unknown" in that point. 


Points 4 and 5 Insurance/ Residence period


Sending Institution informs the longest periods of insurance or residence to Member State in question. In these points the requesting Member State shall give the information concerning insurance periods in the Member States involved which it has got with SED F019. In points 4.1 and 5.1 name of Member State should be typed. Points 4 and 5 are repeatable for more than one period and the requesting Member State will inform here all the information regarding insurance/residence periods with the replies received with possibly several F019s received from other Member States.


SED F021 Application for additional benefits

SED F021 is used in the following situations


● With SED F021 the requesting Member State sends the application for the additional or special orphan's benefits to the Member State it considers having priority. SED F021 should be attached to SED F020 which is sent to the Member State responsible for these benefits. In F021 the requesting Member State who has received the application for these additional benefits sends the information to the Member State responsible for these benefits.

● SED F021 can also be used if there is a change of circumstances for the family members.


How to complete the SED F021

Point 1. Case numbers


The case number of the sending Institution is mandatory. The case number of the receiving Institution can only be filled in if it is known by the sending Institution. Otherwise it will be communicated in the reply.


Point 2. Reception of application for additional or special family benefit for orphans 


The requesting Member State gives either the date of application or information about changes in circumstances of the family members concerned. Mention date of application you have received in format DD/MM/YYYY.


Point 3. Additional information


Add any relevant information; this field can be expanded to include additional information up to 500 spaces


Point 4. Deceased person 


Fill in all the necessary information of the deceased person for the counterparty. The mandatory fields to be filled in by the replying Institution are fields of identification items: family name(s), forename(s), date of birth, sex. Add the PIN if it is missing. Place of birth is necessary for several Member States to identify the person without PIN. During electronic exchange of information place of birth is mandatory field, if the person is not identified with PIN of the counterparty. If place of birth is not known, write "unknown" in that point. 


Points 5, 6 and 8. Spouse/partner/other person/ child(ren)


Tick the person who is the claimant. Fill in all the necessary information of the persons for the counterparty. The mandatory fields to be filled in by the Institution are fields of identification items: family name(s), forename(s), date of birth, sex. Place of birth is necessary for several Member States to identify the person without PIN. During electronic exchange of information place of birth is mandatory field, if the person is not identified with PIN of the counterparty. If place of birth is not known, write "unknown" in that point. 


Point 7. Claiming authority


Point 7 is to be filled in only if the child(ren) is in care of an Authority, Organisation or Department which is claiming and entitled to family benefit.


SED F022 Request for information of periods

SED F022 is used in the following situations


● SEDF022 is used in a situation when a person applies for family benefits e.g. type of parental benefit in a Member State, where the granting of the benefits depends on fulfilling certain amount of employment periods in that Member States. The person claims that she/he was employed in another Member State. Member State in question sends F022 to Member State of employment to confirm the periods of employment. 


● This SED can also be used in the situation where a person applies for family benefits in a Member State and both parents /persons treated as such are in receipt of pension from two different Member State and the child is residing in a third Member State. For determining the competence according to article 68(1) (b) (ii) of Regulation (EC) No 883/2004 it is important to find out under which Member State's legislation the person has the longest period of insurance or residence. In this case one Member State sends F022 to both other Member States of paying pension to find out which Member State is primarily competent to grant family benefits. 


● SED F022 should be used when there are two or more Member States paying pension and the child is not residing in any of these.


How to complete the SED F022


Point 1: Case numbers


The case number of the requesting Institution is mandatory. The case number of the receiving Institution can only be filled in if it is known by the sending Institution. 


Point 2. Provide us with information of periods of insurance, employment, self-employment, residence for the following period


Point 2.1 and 2.2 type in the dates from and to for which you request information in format DD/MM/YYYY. Point 2.3 additional information any relevant additional information. This point can be expanded to include additional information up to 500 spaces.


Point 3. Person


Fill in the necessary information of the person for the counterparty. The mandatory fields to be filled in by the requesting Institution are fields of identification items: family name(s), forename(s), date of birth, sex. Place of birth is necessary for several Member States to identify the person without PIN. During electronic exchange of information place of birth is mandatory field, if the person is not identified with PIN of the counterparty. If place of birth is not known, write "unknown" in that point. 


Point 4. Last registered Institution 

Points 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.2.3, 4.2.4 are possible to multiply in case person has several periods of insurance, employment, self-employment or residence in last registered Institution


Point 5. Institution place of residence 


Points 5.2.1, 5.2.2, 5.2.3 and 5.2.4 are possible to multiply in case person has several periods of insurance, employment, self-employment or residence in Institution place of residence  

6. Current registered Institution 


Points 6.2.1, 6.2.2, 6.2.3 and 6.2.4 are possible to multiply in case person has several periods of insurance, employment, self-employment or residence in current registered Institution. 


SED F023 Reply to information of periods

SED F023 is used in the following situations


● With SED F023 the requested Member State replies with the relevant insurance periods. 


● In the situation where the requesting Member State tries to find out which of the Member States paying pension has the longest insurance or residence period according to article 68(1) (b) (ii) of Regulation (EC) No 883/2004 when there are two or more Member States paying pension and the child is not residing in any of these and it is the Member State with the longest period of insurance or residence which will have primary competence. The Member State that made the request will send the claim to this Member State.


How to complete the SED F023


Point 1. Case numbers 


The replying Institution fills in its own case number which is mandatory in point 1.1 (sending Institution) and repeats the case number of receiving Institutions in point 1.2.

Point 2. Additional information 


Point 2.1 additional information any relevant additional information. This point can be expanded to include additional information up to 500 spaces. 


Point 3. Person


The only mandatory fields to be filled in by the replying Institution are fields of identification items: family name(s), forename(s), date of birth, sex. Add the PIN if it is missing. Place of birth is necessary for several Member States to identify the person without PIN. During electronic exchange of information place of birth is mandatory field, if the person is not identified with PIN of the counterparty. If place of birth is not known, write "unknown" in that point. 


Point 4. Last registered Institution 


Points 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.2.3, 4.2.4 are possible to multiply in case person has several periods of insurance, employment, self-employment or residence in last registered Institution  


Point 5. Institution place of residence 


Points 5.2.1, 5.2.2, 5.2.3 and 5.2.4 are possible to multiply in case person has several periods of insurance, employment, self-employment or residence in Institution place of residence  

Point 6. Current registered Institution


Points 6.2.1, 6.2.2, 6.2.3 and 6.2.4 are possible to multiply in case person has several periods of insurance, employment, self-employment or residence in current registered Institution. 


SED F024 Request for Medical Examination

SED F024 is used in the following situations


● SED F024 must be used only if the entitlement to family benefits requires medical grounds: family benefits for disabled persons (disabled child allowance, special benefits for disabled parents etc) 


● For example if a parent or person treated as such is employed in a Member State and a disabled child is living in another Member State with the other non active parent or person treated as such.


● Member State of primarily competent sends F024 to the other Member State to ask information about medical examination. 


How to complete the SED F024


Point 1. Case numbers 


The case number of the requesting Institution is mandatory. The case number of the receiving Institution can only be filled in if it is known by the sending Institution.


Point 2. Person


Fill in the necessary information of the person for the counterparty. The mandatory fields to be filled in by the requesting Institution are fields of identification items: family name(s), forename(s), date of birth, sex. Place of birth is necessary for several Member States to identify the person without PIN. During electronic exchange of information place of birth is mandatory field, if the person is not identified with PIN of the counterparty. If place of birth is not known, write "unknown" in that point. 


Point 3. The medical report should cover


Tick the box you request the information. This field is repeatable e.g. you request information of more than one person.


Point 4. Additional information/request


If you request medical examination of more than one person, mention in this point family name(s), forename(s), date of birth of the person(s) you require information for.


SED F025 Reply to medical examinations

SED F025 is used in the following situations


● With SED F025 the requested Member state provides all the information it has. 


● The replying Member state sends F025 and fills in point 4 additional information when they cannot provide requested information. 


How to complete the SED F025


Point 1. Case numbers 


The replying Institution fills in its own case number which is mandatory in point 1.1 (sending Institution) and repeat the case number of receiving Institutions in point 1.2.

Point 2. Person


The only mandatory fields to be filled in by the replying institution are fields of identification items: family name(s), forename(s), date of birth, sex in case the information in F024 is otherwise correct. Add the PIN if it is missing. Place of birth is necessary for several Member States to identify the person without PIN. During electronic exchange of information place of birth is mandatory field, if the person is not identified with PIN of the counterparty. If place of birth is not known, write "unknown" in that point. 


Point 3. Reply to medical report


Is repeatable, you are able to reply to request of more than one child(ren) or person with one F026. Points 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.5.1, 3.6 and 3.7 can be expanded for more information up to 500 spaces. If the requested information is about the child(ren), mention in this point the forename(s), family name(s) and date of birth of the child(ren). If your reply concerns more than one child(ren) or person in same point number, repeat the field and mention name(s) and date of birth of that (these) person(s) in your reply. 


Point 4. Additional information


If the reply to the request for medical examination concerns more than one person, family name(s), forename(s), date of birth of person of the person(s) could also be mentioned in this point if you cannot provide the requested information, state it here. Point 4 for additional information can be expanded up to 500 spaces.


SED F026 Request more information

 SED F026 is used in the following situations


● SED F026 can be used for request for more information in all circumstances which are mentioned in F026. F026 must be always used, if these circumstances are not covered in other family benefit SEDs. 


● It can be e.g. in a situation where in some Member States family benefits can continue beyond specified age limits if the child continues to attend school or college or is registered as being unemployed. In this case that Member State sends F026 to ask information about the child. This SED could be attached to SED F001 for determining competence.


● It can also be used in a situation where a Member State needs information about income. That Member State sends F026 to the other Member State because they need information about income, if there are some special income related benefits.


● It can be used when a child is adopted in one Member State and parent or person treated as such and the child had moved to another Member State which is competent to grant family benefits. The Member State of present residence asks Member State of adoption about relevant information and documents.


How to complete the SED F026


Point 1. Case numbers 


The case number of the requesting Institution is mandatory. The case number of the receiving Institution can only be filled in if it is known by the sending Institution.


Point 2. Requested information


Point 2.1 Additional requests if the requested information concerns the child(ren), mention in this point the forename, family name and date of birth of the child or person and the point number for requested information. You are able to request information of more than one child/person with one F026. If you mention in this point family name(s), forename(s), date of birth of person you require information for. That way you avoid filling more than one F026. This point can be expanded to include additional information up to 500 spaces. 


Point 3. Person


Fill in the necessary information of the person for the counterparty. Family name(s), forename(s), date of birth and sex are mandatory fields. Place of birth is necessary for several Member States to identify the person without PIN. During electronic exchange of information place of birth is mandatory field, if the person is not identified with PIN of the counterparty. If place of birth is not known, write "unknown" in that point. 


Points 4- 10 Request of different kind of information 


Tick the box information is requested, these fields are repeatable. In case some other information or request is needed use point 11 


Point 11. Additional request 


Here is space for any additional request; this field can be expanded to include additional information up to 500 spaces.


SED F027 Reply to more information

SED F027 is used in the following situations


● With SED F027 the replying Member State provides the information it has.


● If some Member State has special rules for data protection (e.g. documents about adoption, medical reports), then they should act according to their legislation and rules. They can provide requested information in some other way, if possible, or just answer that they cannot fill in F027 with relevant information according to their data protection etc rules.


● The replying Member State then sends F027 and fills in Additional information also when they cannot provide this kind of information the other Member State has requested. If they cannot provide the requested information they will state the fact in additional information.


How to complete the SED F027 


Point 1. Case numbers 


The replying Institution fills in its own case number which is mandatory in point 1.1 (sending Institution) and repeats the case number of receiving Institutions in point 1.2


Point 2. Reply to requested information


This point is for the reply. The replying Member State sends F027 and fills in reply to additional information also when they can't provide such kind of information the other Member state has requested. If they can't provide the requested information they will state it either in this point or reply to additional request in point 11. These points can be expanded to include additional information up to 500 spaces. 


Point 3. Person


The only mandatory fields to be filled in by the replying Institution are fields of identification items: family name(s), forename(s), date of birth, sex in case the information in F026 is otherwise correct. Add the PIN if it is missing if forthcoming. Place of birth is necessary for several Member States to identify the person without PIN. During electronic exchange of information place of birth is mandatory field, if the person is not identified with PIN of the counterparty. If place of birth is not known, write "unknown" in that point.


Points 4- 10 Replies to requested information 

These fields are repeatable. If your information concerns more than one person in same point number, repeat the field and mention name(s) and date of birth of the person(s) in your reply to request in point 4.2, 5.2, 6.2, 7.2, 8.2, and 10.3 or in point 11. 

Point 11 Reply to additional request


This field is meant for any additional reply, this field can be expanded to include additional information up to 500 spaces

3. HORIZONTAL SEDs


In addition to the SEDs specific to each sector, the Administrative Commission has also approved a series of Horizontal SEDs which have a generic functionality. These SEDs and their associated Business Flows can be used in any sector, whenever there is a business need to do so.


The Horizontal SEDs and associated Business Flows are described in the Horizontal SEDs Guidelines. A brief description of these SEDs is given below for ease of reference:


		SED

		Purpose

		Comment



		H001

		Request for information/additional information 

		



		H002

		Reply to request for information

		



		

		

		



		H003

		Proposal/Notification on state of residence

		



		H004

		Reply to proposal on state of residence/Disagreement with decision on state of residence

		



		H005

		Request for information on residence

		



		H006

		Reply to request for information on residence 

		



		

		

		



		H020

		Claim for reimbursement – Administrative Check/Medical Examination

		



		H021

		Reply to Claim for reimbursement – Administrative Check/Medical Examination

		



		

		

		



		H030

		Claim for Death Grant

		



		

		

		



		H040

		Claim for Pre-retirement Benefit

		



		

		

		



		H061

		Send Personal Identity Number (usage not yet finalised)

		



		H062

		(Confirm Personal Identity Number)

		Not approved at the date of issuing these guidelines



		H063

		(Request for Additional Information on Identification)

		Not approved at the date of issuing these guidelines



		H064

		(Reply to request for Additional Information on Identification)

		Not approved at the date of issuing these guidelines



		

		

		



		H065

		Transmission of claim/document/information

		



		H066

		Reply to transmission of claim/document/information

		





ANNEX I – Flows table 


The flows table is available on Circa in the following location:


http://circa.europa.eu/Members/irc/empl/electronic_data_exchange/library?l=/business_flows_seds/documentation_corrtables/family_benefits&vm=detailed&sb=Title


ANNEX II – Correlation table


The correlation table is available on Circa in the following location:


http://circa.europa.eu/Members/irc/empl/electronic_data_exchange/library?l=/business_flows_seds/documentation_corrtables/family_benefits&vm=detailed&sb=Title


ANNEX III – Glossary of terms


The short glossary list below is complemented by the EESSI Business Glossary, available on the following location of the European Commission's website: http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?langId=en&catId=869.

		Term

		Short explanation






		AC

		Administrative Commission for the Coordination of Social Security Systems (art.71 Regulation (EC) no 883/2004).



		AP (Access Point)

		National gateway for multiple institutions to the EESSI network. 



		Counterparty 



		The recipient of the query/notification and the sender of the reply within a message exchange. 



		EESSI

		Electronic Exchange of Social Security Information



		Flow (or Business Flow)

		A flow is composed several SEDs and it was defined to serve a specific communication need.


A flow captures a predefined conversation pattern where the SEDs which are included in the flow are the messages that the conversation partners exchange between each other. 


Different SEDs are exchanged in different flows depending on the purpose of the flow.



		Flow owner

		The institution responsible for the flow and which initiates the flow. The flow owner is the one who can close a flow that it has opened. 



		Horizontal flows

		Flows that are not sector specific: they refer to certain information exchanges that are potentially relevant for all social security sectors.



		MD (Master Directory)

		An electronic directory (database) of all institutions registered in EESSI for all EESSI Member States.



		Member State

		EESSI Member State (EU countries and EFTA countries: Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway and Switzerland )



		Originator

		The institution which opens a flow by sending a SED to another institution(s). The originator is always the owner institution as well.



		PIN

		Personal Identification Number is a number or marking that uniquely identifies the person it refers to in the institution.



		Recovery flows

		Flows that are used to process recovery and offsetting issues.



		SED

		SED stands for: Structured Electronic Data. 


An SED is an electronic message, with predefined data fields, which is exchanged in the EESSI system by the Member States in order to convey information from one to another.


Article 1, point 2 (d) of Regulation (EC) no 987/2009 defines the Structured Electronic Document as "any structured document in a format designed for the electronic exchange of information between Member States". 


During the transitional period, paper version of the SEDs can be used. 



		WEBIC

		WEBIC stands for: Web User Interface.


WEBIC is a software developed by the European Commission and installed in the Member States. This application allows clerks to exchange social security information and therefore send and receive EESSI messages. Member States can use WEBIC to process their cases or they can build a national application for this purpose. National applications should include the same functions as WEBIC. When this guideline refers to WEBIC, it applies also to the national applications.





� By Flow it is meant the ongoing discussion between two or more Member States concerning the primary competence. The concept of flow will however be more evident when the electronic exchange of the SEDs starts.
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